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OPIMION

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Nature of the Proceedings (Findings 1-3, 12)

This Decision represents the culmination of proceedings initiated

m' re than six years ago. It involves a project which was novel--indeedo

unique--but which most likely will never come to fruition: namely, the

proposed construction and operation by Consumers Power Company (CPC or

Applicant) of the Midland Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. It reflects the

difficulties (both monetary and technical) which were engendered by

various quality assurance / quality control (OA/0C) deficiencies which

have plagued the project from its inception. And it reflects the

suspension of work on the partially completed project because of CPC's

inability to finance its completion.

The issues before us arise from two consolidated proceedings:

(1) the application of CPC for licenses to operate the Midland Plant,

Units I and 2 (0L proceeding) and (2) the Order under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.204

for modification of licenses, dated December 6, 1979 (0M proceeding).I

The facility in question consists of two pressurized water nuclear

reactors designed by Babcock & Wilcox Co. (B&W), located on a

I With respect to the OM proceeding, CPC is a " licensee."
Nonetheless, to avoid confusion, we shall refer to Consumers as CPC
or Applicant, irrespective of the particular proceeding or
oroceedings to which the reference is applicable.
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site on the south shore of the Tittabawassee River in Midland County,

ftichigan, adjacent to the Dow Chemical Company's main industrial complex

in the city of Midland.

The facility's uniqueness stems from the once-planned usage of a

large percentega of the capacity of Unit 1 (which had been scheduled to

be the second unit completed) to produce process steam for the nearby

Dow plant. Thus, as designed, Unit ? would have produced 852 MWe
7
'

whereas Unit I would have produced 504 MWe in addition to the process

stean. Powever, reflecting delays and cost increases in the project,

there deve. loped a contractual dispute and litigation between Dow and
,

CPC, and Dow gave up its plans to use the process steam. Thereafter,

because of its inability to finance the project, CPC halted

construction, first of Unit 1 and later the entire project.

The OL proceeding involves CPC's application for licenses to

operate these two units. At present, the application has not been

formally withdrawn, notwithstanding the halt of construction. The OM
,

procecding is a show-cause type proceeding which eventuated from the
,

discovery in July,1978 of excessive settlement of soils and structures

(particularly the diesel generator building (DGB)). The two proceedings 4

were consolidated (at the request of the Applicant) because of an
>

overlap of certain issues raised in each of them.
.

The adjudication before us has produced an extensive record on many

issues. The shutdown of construction on the project might arguably
.

dictate our awaiting a motion to dismiss the OL application, without a

ruling on the merits of any of the issues. This result in our view

would not be in the public interest: among other things, it would

=
_ _ _ - - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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render for naught the extensive efforts devoted to these issues by the

parties, their witnesses, and this Board. Moreover, absent withdrawal
'

of the application for operating licenses, the proceeding is technically

alive. -Indeed, post-shutdown communications to the NRC have referred to

the project in terms of " current deactivation." Letter, CPC to J. G.

Keppler, NRC, dated July 27,1984, file 0.4.9, serial 31797.'

Furthermore, CPC has advised us that, although "it is unlikely that the
;

Midland project will-be revived in the near future," the Company wishes

to " preserve its options" and has no plans to withdraw its operating

' license application or to surrender -its construction permits. Letter,

CPC counsel to Board and parties dated. September 10, 1984. Accordingly,

despite the. potential mootness of the various issues before us, we

nevertheless are issuing a decision on some of the technical issues

which have been_. extensively litigated and which, if the project should

ever be revived, might have some. continuing applicability. We hope that

our resolution of'these issues will preclude the necessity for

relitigation of the same issues if work on the project should.ever be

resumed.

.-On the other hand, the issues involving quality assurance / quality -

-control-(QA/0C) and management. attitude, which have occupied the

greatest amount of hearing time to date, focus in large part on the

implementation of. certain procedures and the performance-and attitude of

-certain personnel _. As such, they would ' appear to be of uncertain

materiality, even if work on the project were ever to be resumed.

Materiality would depend on'the form and nature of the organization and
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the -identity of the persons directing the resumed project. Given the

announced indefinite suspension of the project, we do not intend to

resolv~e those issues at this time. (In the Conclusions section of this

Opinion, we offer a few observations on some of them.) Nothing herein

should be taken as indicating that the project would be licensable

absent resolution of any of those issues which remained pertinent to a

revived proiect.

B. Identification -of the Parties - (Fie:Jings 6-7,1?)

Ms. Mary Sinclair, Mr. Wendell H. Marshall, and Ms. Barbara

Stamiris were admitted as Intervenors in the OL proceeding. The

Attorney General of the State of Michigan was admitted as an interested

State -(but has not actively participated in the proceeding to date).

Ms.-Stamiris and Ms. Sharon Warren were admitted as Intervenors in the

OM proceeding (with Ms. Harren subsequently withdrawing). Reflecting

both the overlap of certain issues between proceedings and the

Commission policy to permit intervenors to conduct cross-examination and

file proposed findings on issues raised by others, we permitted all of

- the Intervenors to participate-in the development of the record and in

the filing of proposed findings on any of the issues, whether nominally

denominated as OL or DM issues. (Ms. Stamiris was the only-Intervenor

who filed proposed findings on the particular issues covered by this

- Deci sion. ) .-

i-- - - .- .,
_. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _
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C. Procedural Posture of the Case (Findings 4, 7-17)

The OL adjudicatory proceeding comenced in May 1978, with the

publication of a notice of opportunity for hearing. By a Special

Prehearing Conference Order dated February 23, 1979, we accepted a

number of Ms. Sinclair's proposed contentions, including one which

raised safety questions concerning the excessive settlement of the

diesel generator building (DGB).2 We also accepted a similar contention

of Mr. Marshall .,

The OM proceeding was initiated on December 6,1979, by the

issuance by the Staff of an Order Modifying Construction Pennits

(" Modification Order"), a type of show-cause order. The Modification

Order was based on the excessive settlement of the DGB (initially

discovered in July,1978) caused by poor compaction of soils on which it

was constructed, the OA/QC practices which pennitted such poor soils

compaction to have occurred, and the potential that similar inadequate'

compaction practices may have been utilized with respect to other safety
,

structures founded in whole or in part on fill materials. The

Modification Order would have suspended all soils-related and remedial

work on the Midland facility until the related safety issues'were

resolved and construction permit amendments for the soils remedial work

were submitted by CPC and approved by the Staff. Through its

2 All soils-related contentions, whether or not dealt with or
resolved in this Decision, are set forth infra in Appendix A.

|

L1
.-- . - _ - _ _ _
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December P6,1979 request for a hearing, CPC stayed the effectiveness of

the Modification Order pending conclusion of the OM Proceeding.

Under the Modification Order, the broad issues (which were put into

contest by virtue of CPC's request for a hearing) are (1) whether the

facts set forth in Part II of the Order (setting forth the factual basis

for the Order) are correct, and (2) whether the Order should be

sustained (i.e., the specific relief put into effect). In addition, in

response to an Amended Notice of Hearing published in May 1980, two

Intervenors (Ms. Stamiris and Ms. Warren) were admitted to the OM

proceeding. We accepted a number of contentions sponsored by each of'

them in our Prehearing Conference Order of October 24, 1980. Because of

the overlap of Ms. Sinclair's and Mr. Marshall's OL contentions relating

to the DGB settlement and the issues that had been subsequently raised

by the Modification Order (including certain contentions of Ms. Stamiris

and Ms. Warren), we also granted CPC's request that we consolidate the

two proceedings. Ms. Warren subsequently withdrew from the proceeding

(although she made a limited-appearance statement). Since her issues

were encompassed within the broader 0M issues, we asked the parties to

address the substance of her contentions, and they have done so. See

infra, n.41. Later, we accepted several additional late-filed OM

contentions sponsored by Ms. Stamiris, engendered by the litigation

between Dow and CPC. LBP-84-20, 19 NRC 1285 (1984).

Fearings on soils-related OM-OL issues commenced in July 1981, and

extended intermittently through December 3,1983, utilizing 96 hearing

days. (In addition, nine days of hearings on strictly OL issues were

,

ir - . .
. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - -
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held in March and April,19P3.) Limited appearance sta+ements from

members of the public were accepted at several of the hearing sessions.

Two general types of soils-issues are frvolved in the OP OL

consolidated proceeding: those which <pastion the OA/CC performance and

managerial attitude of CPC or its contractor, Pechtel (most of

Ms. Stamiris' contentions) and issues involving the technical aspacts of-

remedial soils activities (the remairder of Ms. Stamiris' and ell of the

other Intervenors' soils-related con +entions). The Apolicant and NRC

k Staff have often been in disagreement on both types of issues, although

currently they generally agree with respect to most of the technical

aspects _ of the remedial -soils activities.;

Early in this proceeding,: prior to the close of the record on the
,

technical aspects of remedial soils activities, we had planned to issue

a Partial Initial ~ Decision on CA/ management attitude issues, followed by

another decision covering the technical adequacy of tha remedial soils

activities (or " fixes ") Notwithstanding that plan, wa found it necessary

to reopen the record twice on OA/manacement attitude issues--the first

time at the instance of Ms. Stamiris, and the second time e+ tha request

of the NRC Staff. Prior to the most recent closinn of the record on

-QA/ management attitude issues, we completed hearings on the technical

aspects of the remedial " fixes." Proposed findings and conclusions

&_ __
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on those technical issues were submitted by CPC, Ms. Stamiris, and the

NPC Staff. Although we could possibly have issued an Initial Decision

covering both OA/ management attitude and the technical aspects of the

remedial " fixes," considerations of timing and length, as well as the

recently announced suspension of work on the facility, have caused us to

adhere to our earlier plan of separating the decisions on QA/ management

attitude and on the technical aspects of remedial soils activities.

After the record on QA/ management attitude issues had been closed

for the second time (i.e., before the most recent reopening of the

record), and during the course of our preparation of a decision on that

subject, we determined it to be necessary to issue an Order imposing

interim conditions on further soils-related construction activities,

pending completion of our decision. In our Order of April 30,198P, we

recuired, inter alia,, that the Applicant obtain explicit prior approval

3 Applicant's Proposed Findings of Fact.and Conclusions of Law (F0F)
On Pemedial Soils Issues, dated August 5,1983 (hereinafter App.
F0F); NRC Staff Responsive Findings, dated November 15, 1983 (Staff
F0F); Intervenor [Stamiris] Proposed F0F, dated December 16, 1983
(Stamiris F0F); Applicant's Replies to Staff and Stamiris F0F, each
dated January 3, 1984 (App. Reply to Staff (Stamiris) F0F). Unless
otherwise specifically pointed out, references to various parties'
proposed findings will be to those on remedial soils issues, as

-catalogued in this footnote.

References-to all parties' proposed findings (F0F) will be to the
paragraph numbers and/or.pages. Since Ms. Stamiris' F0F did not
include numbered paragraphs, we have numbered each paragraph of her
findings consecutively (M "l-P7"), for ease of reference. Thus,

-the first paragraph under " Introduction" is i "P"; the.first
paragraph under "The Soils Remedial Fixes" is 9 "6".

!

. . . . - . , . .

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - - _ -
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from the NRC Staff (with limited exceptions) before proceeding with

further soils-related construction activities (as defined therein).

Memorandum and Order (Imposing Certain Interim Conditions Pending

Issuance of Partial Initial Decision), LPP-82-35, 15 NRC 1060. In other

words, soils-related construction activities were halted in the absence

of authorization by the NRC Staff. Thus, the effect of that Order in

substance was to sustain, on an interim basis, the requirements of the

Modification Order, except with respect to the submission and approval

of amendments to the construction permits, a procedural step which in

our opinion was not necessary to attain the safety goals which we

believed should be achieved. In order to comply with the requirements

of LBP-82-35, CPC put into effect, inter alia, its " Work Authori7ation

Procedure."

The conditions imposed on the Applicant by LBP-87-35 were motivated

by QA (including QC) considerations. As a result of the subsequent

reopening of the record on QA/ management attitude matters, and more

recently the project shutdown, we have not issued the decision which

would supersade thosa interim conditions. Accordingly, to the extent'

that any soils-related construction were to be resumed, they continue in

effect. This Partial Initial Decision does not generally treat GA or,

management attitude issues and has no effect on those interim conditions.

D. Sumary of Decision (Findings 17-18)

This Partial Initial Decision deals with the technical adequacy of

the remedial soils activities which have been proposed by CPC. The

subjects covered are seismic matters (including the appropriate safe

,



.
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shutdown earthquake, standards for the proposed seismic margin review,

soil liouefaction and dewatering), the designs and plans for assuring

the structural adequacy of the auxiliary building (except with respect

to differential settlement of the control tower relative to the main

building), the service water pump structure (SWPS), the borated water

storage tanks (RWSTs), the diesel fuel oil tanks (except with respect te

liquefaction and soils stability), underground piping, underground

electrical duct banks and conduits, and baffle and perimeter dikes. For

reasons stated below (see infra, p. 13), we are not making eny findings

with respect to the DGB; we are, however, including a general

description of the problems and corrective actions associated with that

structure.

In her proposed findings on remedial soils issues, Ms. Stamiris

takes the position that the Applicant's remedial program is only a

" paper" program and that CPC's problems have always been "not with their

conceptual programs, but with the implementation of those programs"

(Stamiris F0F, f "6," at 2, citation omitted). She asserts that

technical findings should be considered only along with findings

concerning implementation and that our decisions on these subjects

should be combined (id., 1 "9," at 3-4). She also implies that the

status of ongoing plant construction must of necessity influence our

rulings on the adequacy of the various remedial fixes. .

It is obvious, of course, that CPC has suffered through numerous

serious 0A/0C implementation problems in the past. The issuance of

LBP-82-35 is but one reflection of those problems. Indeed, it is

.
.

.
.
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apparent that the soils settlement problems stem in large part from a PA

deficiency: the failure of the Applicant or its contractor to have had

available a qualified geotechnical engineer with authority to control

soils placement during the time when the fill soils were being<

compacted--despite a previous commitment to the NRC to utilize a

geotechnical~ engineer for such purposes (see infra, p.141). Both

theoretically and practically, therefore, the question of the

conformance of the facility with applicable safety standards depends net

only on the adequacy of design but also on the implementation of those

designs. No party to this proceeding contends otherwise.

That does not mean, however, that design and implementation must

necessarily be considered in the same decision. The adequacy o# design

is conceptually different.from the sufficiency of design implementation.

If the design turns out to be consistent with applicable requirements,

tile adequacy of implementation still remains an open question. -(if the

design is inadequate, however, the sufficiency of implementation becomes

irrelevant.) Moreover, contrary to Ms. Stamiris' apparent claim, the

circumstance that construction was in progress (or had even been

completed) could not legally, and did not, have any effect on our

evaluation of the adequacy of design in this Decision. There is but one

exception to this general approach: if, durino construction, problems

with the' design being followed were uncovered, those problems were*

factored into our decision on the technical adequacy of the remedial

-soils measures. E.PowerReactorDevelopmentCo.v. International

Union, 367 U.S. 396, 415 (1961).

__ __- -__-__ _ _ _ _
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We have factored problems revealed during the course of con-

struction into our consideration of two of the technical subjects on

which CPC has submitted proposed findings: the structural adequacy of

the DGB and the effects of differential settlement of the control tower

relative to the main auxiliary building. As a result of greater-

than-expected cracking in the DGB, the Staff undertook further studies
'

and evaluations of the DGB's structural adequacy and also moved to

reopen the record on that question (Tr. 22678-83). Although we had not

yet detemined prior to the halt in construction whether to reopen the

record on the DGB, and were awaiting a further Staff report before we

made that detennination, we permitted Ms. Stamiris and the Staff to

defer filing proposed findings and conclusions on the DGB remedial

measures (Tr. 22687). We are accordingly excluding from this decision

any consideration of the adequacy of the remedial soils activities

associated with the DGB. (Since this Decision may turn out to be our

last major decision in these proceedings dealing with substantive

issues, we are including a general description of the problems and

corrective actions associated with the DGB. See infra , pp. 87-95. )

Similarly, Ms. Stamiris has pointed to Board Notification

BN 83-174, dealing with the corrective actions utilized for the
,

auxiliary building, particularly the effects of differential settlement

between the control tower and the main auxiliary building; she sought to

reopen the record, inter alia, on open items in the Board Notification

(Tr. 22672; Stamiris F0F, f "13," at 5). Although we denied

Ms. Stamiris' motion as premature (Tr. 22675-76), we agree that, in the

-. .. .. .

. .

. _ _
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absence of further information on the questions raised in BN 83-174, the

record is not complete enough to cause us to rule on whether the

proposed remedial measures for the auxiliary building adequately take

these aspects of differential settlement into account. For that reason,

we are also excluding from this Decision any evaluation of that subject.

- In addition, we have taken into account incomplete or erroneous

information-discovered during the pendency of the soils hearings in our

evaluation of two other technical subjects: the soil spring constants

proposed to be used in a seismic reevaluation of various structures, and

the assessment of soil liquefaction potential and soils stability under

the diesel fuel oil tanks. Through Board Notification BN 84-115, dated

June 18, 1984, we were advised by the Staff of the Applicant's discovery,

during a design review, of a deficiency in the original seismic design

of certain Seismic Category I structures. This deficiency in particular

would affect the analysis of the auxiliary building and the SWPS. With

respect to those structures,' our findings _ad conclusions reflect this

outstanding open question. See discussion infra, pp. 68-69, 103-104,

~110-111, 116 and Findings 88-89, 141~, 151, 164, 166.

Finally, on November 21, 1984, CPC submitted a report to the Staff

-(with copies to the Board and parties) advising that certain logs of

borings assertedly taken in the area of the Midland diesel fuel oil

tanks were in fact logs of borings taken elsewhere in the Midland area.

By letter dated December 6,1984, the Applicant advised that the

only technical issue potentially affected was that of liquefaction of'

soils below the diesel fuel oil tanks. The Applicant regarded the
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record on this question to be " inconclusive." In its response dated

December ?1,1984, which included the affidavit of Mr. Joseph Kane, a

geotechnice' witness, the Staff acreed that its analysis of liquefaction

beneath the diesel fuel oil tanks would be affected but added that other

technical issues might also be affected (see infra, pp. I?6-127). In

her December ?4,1084 response, Ms. Stamiris took the position that the

erroneous boring logs, which had been discovered during the Dow-CPC

litigatfor, represented only one example of erroneous information

uncovered in that litigation. She cited other examples bearing upon

several of her CA/ management attitude issues. She requested that we

order an investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations (01) and

that, before issuing cry decision depending in whole or in part on

information provided or sponsored by CPC, we hold a further evidentiary

hearing on facts surrounding the disclosure of the erroneous soil boring

data. The Staff did not mention further hearings but indicated that

further inquiry on this subject might be warranted.

Based on the state of the record, we are at this time making no

findings concerning liquefaction or soils stability relative to the

diesel fuel oil tanks, nor are we reaching any " reasonable assurance"

conclusions concerning the tanks. We regard the matters as to which

Ms. Stamiris seeks further hearings (i.e., "Dow" issues) as essentially

0A/ management attitude matters, on which we are not now ruling. As set

forth infra, p.18, we are leaving open the possibility (following

submission of a status report by CPC and responses of other parties) of

further hearings. In the Board's view, the circumstances underlying the

NRC Staff's " extreme difficulty" in understanding how the " mix-up" in

_
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boring logs occurred suggests that new hearings may very well be

warranted, at least in the event a restart of construction is proposed.

Kane Aff., dated December 21,1984, f 3, at 4.

We have no authority to order an 01 investigation (Stamiris

Exh.135, Policy 4); the Staff, of course, could--and perhaps should--do

Lso. In any event, to permit us to consider newly discovered information

derived from the-Dow-CPC litigation bearing upon issues covered by this

! Decision, we are retaining jurisdiction to reopen the record to modify

any of our determinations which may be significantly affected thereby.
,

~

With respect to the matters we are considering, and for reasons

hereinafter set forth, we conclude that the remedial soils measures

I' proposed by .CPC and accepted by the Staff are generally satisfactory,

subject in certain instances to the imposition of appropriate technical4

conditions or specifications. Assuming that the remedial soils

| activities would have been correctly carried out, and that open

technical questions would have been' satisfactorily resolved..we would

have had reasonable assurance that the structures on which we are ruling

in this Decision would pose no undue risk to the public health and'

i ' safety. If the project is ever revived, the manner in which the-

structures and soils remedial activities have been or would be
:

implemented,-as well as the design aspects of the DGB, auxiliary

- building, SWPS and diesel fuel oil tanks on which we are not now ruling,

would remain as open questions, subject to further decision or
p. .

.

litigation or relitigation, as appropriate.

In the body of this Decision we discuss our concerns regai- ing the ,

|

deficiency inherent in the stepped-foundation design of portions of the

L

r
-
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auxiliary building, the SWPS and the borated water storage tanks. See

infra, pp. 108-110, 124. It is apparent that the differential

settlement of these structures was the result of the overall settlement

of the soil. However, there is evidence that stepped-foundation designs

have the potential for developing problems even when built on properly

compacted backfilled soil, because of cantilever and bending moment

stresses that could result from greater-than-anticipated soil

settlement. We are racommending that the NRC Staff study, generically,

the acceptability of the future use of such stepped-foundation designs

in safety-related structures.

As for the status of these proceeuings, the Applicant, through its

letter of September 10, 1984, has proposed that no further hearings be

held at this time, that its current obligation to forward audit and

nonconformance reports to the Board and parties be discontinued, and

that it file an additional report on the status of the project in six

months. In a document dated October ?4,1984, which we are treating as

a response to the request concerning documents, Ms. Sinclair raised

certain questions concerning the propriety of discontinuing reporting

requirements as long as the construction permits and OL application

remain active. See Memorandum and Order dated November 2,1984

(unpublished). In its October 26, 1984 response, the Staff agreed that

hearings at this time would not be productive but suggested that the

Applicant' include a recommendation as to future hearings in its status

report. The Staff also suggested a conference call with respect to the

discontinuance of reporting requirements. The call was held on

November 7,1984, and it was agreed that the Applicant and Staff would

consult on the reporting question (as well as the related question of

. .. .. .. .. ..
..

____
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-the types of data which should continue to.be collected while con-

struction is suspended) and report back to us early in 1985. For the

interim, we reduced the number of copies of audit and nonconformance

reports which need to be supplied to the Board. See Memorandum dated

November 8, 1984 (unpublished).

We agree that no further hearings should be held in the near future

and that the Applicant should file a 6-month status report. Such report

should include reconnendations as to future hearings. In particular,

it should outline information discovered in the Dow-CPC litigation which

would affect these proceedings, as to which Ms. Stamiris seeks further

hearings. Such report should be filed on or before April 1,1985.

Parties may respond within 10 days of service (15 days for the Staff).

Notwithstanding this schedule, the Applicant should notify us promptly

of any significant developments, including but not limited to plans or

proposals for the restart of construction. Pending our receipt of a

report during early 1985 on the questions outlined in our November 8,

1984 Memorandum, we take no action on CPC's request to eliminate certain

reporting, except to reduce the number of copies of audit and noncon-

fonnance reports which must be furnished the Board.

In the future, following receipt of CPC's status report, and

responses thereto, we expect to confer with (or otherwise seek the views

of) the parties as to whether, and if so when and how, these proceedings

should be continued or terminated. In particular, we wil.1 consider

whether we should issue a further decision (or conduct further hearings)

on any issues remaining unresolved after this Decision (including the

various QA/ management attitude issues). We invite the suggestions of

the parties on the potential resolution of such open issues.
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II. SEISMIC MATTEP.S

A. Lenal Standards (Findings 19 - 36)

~Several regelations specify the seismic and geologic criteria to

which the design of nuclear power plants must adhere. In general,

"[s)+ructures systems, and components important to safety" are required

to be " designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as

earthquakes * * * without loss of capability to perform their safety

functions." 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion P. The specific

design criteria are set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A (Seismic

and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants). The Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) submitted in support of the operating-

-license application must include, inter alia, " current information * * *

which has been developed since issuance of the construction permit,

relating to site evaluation factors identified in Part 100 * * *." 10

C.F.R. ! 50.34(b)(1).

The construction permits for the Midland plant were issued by the*

E Atomic Energy Commission on December 15, 197?.4 That date followed the

publication of the proposed Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100 (36 Fed.

Reg. 2?601 (November 25,1971) but preceded the issuance of the final

4 . Pursuant to the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, 42
USC 5 5801 et seq., the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was
abolished, aiid the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) assumed the
AEC's licensing and related regulatory functions.

. . . . . . - ..
. . . . . _ . . . . .
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' rule, which was published on November 13, 1973 (38 Fed. Reg. 31279) and
1

became effective on December 13, 1973. When it published its proposed

rule, the Comission (AEC) set forth its expectation that "the proposed

amendments will be useful as interim guidance until such time as the
,

commission takes further action on them." 36 Fed. Reg. at 22601.

At the construction permit stage, the Staff's review of the

applications, as set forth in the Staff's " Safety Evaluation" dated

November 12,1970 (CP ''SER"), preceded the issuance of the proposed as

well as the final versions of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. As a

result, the Staff in its review did not utilize certain of the criteria

which were adopted through issuance of Appendix A (e.o., delineation of

atectonicprovince);5 nor did the Licensing Board which authorized the

issuance of construction permits, even though its decision followed the

promulgation of the proposed Appendix A.6

The OL application, as represented by the FSAR, was filed in 1977,

after the effective date of Part 100, Appendix A. It incorporated a

seismic analysis which followed the procedures of Appendix A, including

5 See further description of the Staff's CP review criteria, infra,
-

-

at pp. 36-37 and Finding Pl.
6 During the CP hearings, no issue was raised about the seismic or

geologic analyses which had been undertaken. In its normal CP
review, the Licensing Board probably did not use the proposed
Appendix A as guidance, inasmuch as it merely approved the Staff's
seismic and geologic conclusions as reflected in the CP "SER.":
LBP-72-34, 5 AEC 214, 219-20 (1973), aff'd. , ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331
(1973).

L
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a proposed tectonic province for the Midland site. The analysis,

resulted in the same maximum earthquake as had been approved at the CP

stane, with terminology charged to reflect that utilized in

Appendix A--e.g., the design basis earthquake (D8E) at the CP stage

became the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE)7 described in the FSAP (FSAR

SSE). The FSAR proposed design response spectrum (modified Housner) was

the same as the DRE response spectrum at the CP stage.

During the course of its OL review, however, the Steff began to

doubt whether the CP earthquake (DBE or proposed FSAR SSE) was adequate

and consistent with the requirements of Appendix A. The Staff's

concerns in this regard were set forth in a letter dated October 14,

7 " Safe Shutdown Earthquake" is defined as

that earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of the
maximum earthquake potential considering the regional and
local geology and seismology and specific characteristics of
local subsurface material. It is that earthquake which
produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which certain
structures, systems, and components are designed to remain
functional. These structures, systems, and components are
those necessary to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary,

(T) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain
it in a safe shutdown condition, or

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could result in potential
offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of
this part.

10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, 5 III(c).
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1980 from Robert L. Tedesco, Assistant Director for Licensing, to4

t

Mr. J.W. Cook, CPC Vice President, re: Seismological Input for the

Midland Site (Holt Exh. 3; hereinafter "Tedesco letter").8 That letter
.

offered CPC two alternatives for characterizing the SSE, both of which,

according to the Staff, are consistent with the Staff's Standard Review

Plan (SRP, NUREG-0800, not introduced into evidence):

1. The largest historic earthquake in the Central Stable Region

tectonic province, assumed to occur "near the site," with

ground acceleration based upon the standardized response

spectra of Regulatory Guide 1.60 anchored at 0.19g.

2. The " site specific response spectra" (SSRS) approach using the

magnitude of the same highest earthquake with epicentral

~ distances assumed to occur less than 95 km from the site, and

using the 84th percentile of the response spectra as derived

directly from real time histories.

The Applicant elected the SSRS approach. It further agreed to

design remedial structures to this standard (or what it viewed as the

equivalently conservative 1.5 x FSAR SSE standard) and to conduct a

8 Mr. Richard J. Holt, one of the Applicant's witnesses, submitted 11
exhibits which the Board accepted into evidence in connection with his
prepared testimony. These exhibits ranged from single-page figures
to multi-page reports with their own figures and tables. The Holt
. exhibits were not bound into the transcript, but are part of the
evidentiary record. ~Tr. 4538-40, 4550-51, 5117-18. These exhibits
are hereinafter referred to as " Holt Exh. _."

i

h

e _
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seismic reevaluation or " seismic margin review" to determine whether

various Seismic Category I structures which had already been construc+ed

could conform to the newly ascertained SSE. This study had commenced

Fut, insofar as we are aware, had not been completed (or reviewed by the

Staff) prior to the shutdown of construction.

Eerly in this proceeding, shortly following its receipt of the

"Tedesco letter," the Applicant moved that we defer consideration of all

seismic issues until the later, OL, portions of the hearing. The Roard

believed + hat to have done so would have required us to evaluate the

planned construction of structures, such as underpinnings and new

foundations, on the basis of potentially invalid criteria, i.e.,

essentially the same seismic criteria as those approved during the CP

stage (which were not materially changed by the Applicant's proposed

FSAR SSE). The Applicant and Staff reached an agreement, which we had

encouraged and thereafter accepted, for a schedule under which (1) the

establishment of seismic criteria, including determination of the SSF,

ground motions and associated response spectra, and (2) the analysis

model for each structure as modified by the remedial actions would be

heard during the early hearings on soils-related (0M) issues. This

would have left for the later stages of this consolidated OL-0M

proceeding the question of whether the safety-related structures as

built (including those with and those without modifications necessitated

by the soils remedial actions) conformed to the newly detennined seismic

criteria. See Applicant's Motion to Defer Consideration of Seismic

Issues Until the Operating License Proceeding, dated March 18, 1981;

L_..
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Stamiris' response, dated April 6,1981; Staff's response, dated April

7, 1981; Prehearing Conference Order (Ruling upon Applicant's Motion to

Defer Consideration of Seismic Issues IJntil the Operating Licensing

Proceeding and upon other riatters), dated May 5, ?981 (unpublished).

For these reasons, we are not ruling in this Pecision on whether various

safety structures built under DRE or FSAR SSE standards in fact conform

to the standards required by the new SSE.

Two significant legal questions have surfaced by virtue of the

Applicant's election to utilize the SSRS approach--namely, the

procedures which the Staff must follow to require structural changes

based on that approach, and the consistency of the SSRS approach wi+h

the requirements of Part 100, Appendix A. We turn now to these

questions.

(1) Procedures for Applyino the SSE in O' Review
(Applicant's Motion for Reconsideration)

In its March 18, 1981 scheduling motion mentioned chove, the

Applicant took the position that the application of new seismic criterie

to the Midland facility is and should be governed by the backfit

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.109.9 Although the mafor thrust of the

9 That Section reads, in relevant part

5 50.109 Rackfitting

(a) The Commission may, in accordance with the procedures
specified in this chapter, require the backfitting of a
facility if it finds that such action will provide

! (FootnoteContinued)
;

l

-,
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motion concerned the scheduling of seismic issues, the Applicant's view

of the difficulty of resolving the seismic issues in a timely fashion,

was based in large part on its position that, because a DBE had been

formally established at the CP stage, a change in the applicable seismic

criteria would be a "backfit" decision which, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

Q 50.109, would require a cost-benefit type of finding to the effect

that such action will provide " substantial, additional protection which

is required for the public health and safety * * *."

Both the NRC Staff and Ms. Stamiris opposed that motion. At a

prehearing conference on April 27, 1981, we resolved the scheduling

aspects of the motion by accepting the Applicant-Staff agreement

described supra at p. 23. In doing so, however, we specifically

re,iected the Applicant's proposal to consider changes in seismic design

only under the backfitting criteria of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.109. Our ruling

appears in our Prehearing Conference Order dated May 5,19R1

(unpublished), at pp. ?-12.

(Footnote Continued)
substantial, additional protection which is required for the
public health and safety or the common defense and security.
As used in this section, "backfitting" of a production or
utilization facility means the addition, elimination or
modification of structures, systems or components of the
facility after the construction permit has been issued.

(b) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to relieve a
holder of a construction permit or- a license from compliance
with the rules, regulations, or orders of the Commission.

***

. -

. , , . . , . , - - , . ,,- ,, . - -
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The Applicant now seeks reconsideration of our ruling insofar

as it holds' that the backfitting criteria need not be utilized (App.

F0F, 1 498) . Other parties did not respond to this motion, although the

Staff commented that it would not respond unless the Board specifically

requested it to do so (Staff F0F at p. 53, n.1?). (We made no request.)

In our view, the Applicant's motion for reconsideration

presents no info nation which we had not already considered, and

provides no persuasive reason for us to change the basis or result of

our earlier ruling. We are therefore declining to do so.

However, we wish to reiterate our view that Commission

regulations and practices contemplate a separate review at the OL stage

of site factors, including geology and seismicity, particularly where

new information has developed since the CP stage of review. The FFAP.

must include all " current information * * * which has been developed

since issuance of the construction permit, relating to site evaluation

factors identified in Part 100 * * *," 10 C.F.R. 4 50.34(b)(1). Those

factors inclede the geologic and seismic matters comprehended by

Part 100- (particularly Appendix A).

As we pointed out in our May 5, 1981 Prehearing Conference

Order, the-Staff attributed its reasons for the DRF reevaluation to "a

progression during the last ten years in the state-of-the-art with
~

respect to seismology (Tr. 867-P69)" (Order, at' 5). Elsewhere in this

Decision, we describe some of the substantial differences in the

criteria utilized at the CP stage.and those which the Staff is currently

following. Among other matters, no tectonic province was ever developed
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at the CP stage. By including it in its FSAR, the Applicant has

implicitly recognized the developing nature of the Staff's seismic

criteria and the necessity for incorporating such criteria into the OL

review. Further, the Staff regards the design response spectrum

utilized durino +he CP review for ascertaining ground motion (modified

Housner) as insufficiently conservative; and, for reasons expressed

later in this Decision (infra, pp. 61, 64, Finding 71), we anree. We

conclude that the progression in seismological review techniques

constitutes " current information * * * which has been developed since

issuance of the cons +ruction permit," within the meanino of 10 C.F.R.

9 50.34(b)(1), thus calling for a reevaluation at the OL stage without

need to resort to the backfit standards of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.109.
'

We note that, in our Prehearing Conference Order, we pointed

to the use of the backfit criteria as a type of enforcement activity.

The Applicant now states (App. F0F,1498, at p. 313) .that this case is

in'part an enforcement matter.and that the seismic issue was raised in

that context as well as in the OL context. If the new seismic criteria

were sought to be applied only in an enforcement context, then the pro-

cedures required by 10 C.F.R. 9 50.109 might well have to be applied.

But where, as bere, the OL review provisions of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.34(b)(1)

e
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come into play, they supersede the procedures applicable only in

enforcement situations.10

Finally, we would agree with the Applicant that, despite its

agreement with the S+aff to perform the seismic margin review usinn a

SSPS SSE, the procedures to be employed in applying the results of the

new seismic review to this facility make a difference: in the words of

the Applicant, "the Seismic Margin Review results may lead the Staff to

require modifications which Applicant is unwilling to make" (App. F0F,

1 498, at p. 312, n.827). If that situation were to occur, the

Applicant could still challenge the Staff's determination. But the

' decisional criteria would be the normal OL review criteria, not the

backfit standards of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.109.

(2) Compatibility of SSRS Appro?ch with
10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A (Finding 34)

Prior to the hearings concerning seismic issues relating to

the choice of a SSE and related ground eiotion, and as a result of the

option afforded by the Tedesco letter (and later accepted by the

Applicant) to utilize the SSPS approach, we asked the Applicant and'

Staff (and permitted other parties) to file briefs addressing th'e
I

compatibility of the SSRS approach with the recuirements of 10 C.F.R.

Part.100, Appendix A fin particular, paragraphs V(a)(1)(ii) and (iv) of

I The OL provisions would apply in any enforcement proceeding carried
on during the pendency of an OL application. Cf. Consumers Power Co.
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAR-283, 2 NRC11, 17-18 (1975),
clarified,- ALAB-315, 3 NRC 101 (1976) (burden of proof). Thus, our
view has not been influenced by the consolidation here of the OM
and OL proceedings.

1

w
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theAppendix). See Memorandum dated Auoust 18, 1981 (unpublished). The

Applicant and Staff each filed responses on September ?9,1981

(hereinafter App. Brief or Staff Brief); and each asserted that, as used

at Midland, the SSRS approach was consistent with the requirements of

Appendix A. The Applicant and Staff, respectively, reiterated that

position in their proposed findings (App. F0F, it 8-16; Staff F0F,

-1% P-16). For the reasons which follow, we agree with that conclusion.

Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100 " describes the nature of

investigations [ currently] required to obtain the geologic and seismic

data.necessary to determine site suitability and to provide reasonable

assurance that a nuclear power plant can be constructed and operated at

a proposed site without undue risk to the health and safety of the

public. It describes procedures for determining the quantitative

vibratory ground motion design basis at a site due to earthquakes

10 C.F.R. i 100.10(c)(1); see also 10 C.F.R. Part 100,*** "
,

.

.

Appendix A, ! II. In general, the Appendix A criteria and procedures

provide for determination of the appropriate SSF and of the ground

motion which that earthquake would generate at the site. General

elements of investigation contained in Appendix A for determining the

SSE and .its representative ground motions where -fas here) no capable

faults (or'similar tectonic structures with which historical earthquake

activity can be reasonably correlated) exist within the vicinity of the

site, are '(1) detennination of the tectonic province in which the site

is located, (2) determination of the size and ground motions of the

controlling earthquake within that tectc.!c province, (3) determination

- .. - - . _ _ - . _ . - - . . _ _ _ --
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of the size and ground motions, at the plant site, of earthqt.akes

associated with distant tectonic structures and those associated with

edjacent tectonic provinces, and (4) definition of the response spectra

corresponding to the maximum vibratory ground accelerations at the

various foundation levels of safety-related structures on the plant

site, as derived from the determinations in steps (2) i nd (3).

Because the data upon which the Appendix A investigations are

founde'd are historical and geologic in nature, the procedures of

Appendix A have been characterized as " deterministic" rather than

"probabilistic." At the time of our August 18, 1981 Memorandum, there

was controversy over the extent to which the use of probabilistic~

methodology was permissible under Appendix A. See Public Service Co. of

New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, l! nits 1 and 2), CLI-80-33,17 NRC 295,

298 (1780); c_f. _id_., ALAB-667, 15 NRC 4?], 4?6-42 (198?). For that

reason, we specifically inquired whether the Applicant's methodology for

determining the SSE and its ground motions satisfied certain of
!Appendix A's requirements. Although not explicitly stated in our

Memorandum, the aspects of the cited Appendix A criteria that we

perceived to have the greatest potential incompatibility withy

probabilistic determinations, depending upon how those detenninations

were made, were:
,

,

(1) . how the requirement that the determinations be carried

o'ut in a conservative manner would be treated;

(2) how probabilistic or statistical averages of ground
i

motions would be reconciled with the often-used

i
!

i.

+ . . - -. - - . ~ - - .
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requirement that maximum vibratory ground motions be

determined and applied; and

(3) how both the requirements that the controlling earthquake
' in the site's tectonic province be assumed to occur at

the site and that effects of more distant earthquakes

would be accounted for; and the related question,

(4) what data or techniques would be applied to assure that

the maximum vibratory acceleration at the site throughout

the frequency range of interest is included.

It is in the definition of the vibratory ground motion

associated with the SSE (i.e., defining a response spectrum) where the

SSRS methodology is being used at Midland. Appendix A reouires that the

" vibratory ground motion produced by the Safe Shutdown Earthouake shall

be defined by response spectra corresponding to the maximum vibratory

accelerations at the elevations of the foundations of the nuclear power

plant structures * * *" (10 C.F.R. Part 100, App. A, i VI(a)). A

response spectrum (defined in App. A, 6 III(1)) is "a plot of the

maximum responses (acceleration, velocity or displacement) of a family

of idealized single-degree-of-freedom damped oscillators against natural

frequencies (or periods) of the oscillators to a specified vibratory

motion input at their supports." (See infra, n.59, p.188, for ad-

.ditional explanation of response spectra.) The regulations further

require that the spectra represent an appropriately conservative

description of motions associated with the SSF throughout the frequency

range relevant to the design of a nuclear facility (App. A, 6 V(a)(1)(iv)),

but they do not specify the methodology for deriving the required

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . , -
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L ' spectra.:-They do reoufre that seismology, geology, and seismic and-

: geologic history of ,the site and surrounding region, and the

characteristics _ of the raderlying soil material in transmitting'

etrthquake-induced notions, be taken into account (Appendix A, 6 V(a)).
v

The Staff currently regards at least two different

methodologies for representing vibratory ground motion as acceptable--

' the standardized response spectrum, as_ defined in Regulatory Guide 1.60

1(see11nfra, n.49),-and the SSRS.. As described by the Staff, the Reg.

Guide 1.60 approach is a standardized spectrum derived from strong

imotion records of:a large number of earthquakes of various magnitudes,

recorded-at various-distances and on varying site conditions. .The,

~

' ground motion values of these records were normalized:to the same

accelerction,= a . spectral shape was- derived representing the mean plus-

- one ' standard deviation, and, after some ' smoothing, the response spectrum

'bicame the standardized' Reg. Guide.1'.60 spectrum. 'Although itscan be'

'
~ used. at a wide . range of sites to define the . vibratory ground' motion of 'a.

~

' .la'rge~-variety of earthquake ~ intensities, -it does nc.t depend on;the -
'~

characteristics ofiany one site to which it is applied. When.ased,:the

- Reg.s Guide :1.60 spectrum Lis ' scaled .to the ground acceleration . level:

associated with the intensity of the site's SSE. Staff Brief;.at 10-11. .
- On th'e other[ hand, according to the Staff,Lthe SSRS-

,--
.

. . methodology takesLinto-account more closely the seismology and geologyn'

.offthe,siteland surrounding region and .thetengineering propertie's off tbe- -

~

1so11.;'Asfdescribed by'the Staff:

k

i

N

- 1

e .- | -
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The principle underlying the use of a site-specific response
spectrum is straightforward. Because earthquakes of similar
magnitudes have been found to have similar ground motinn
characteristics when recorded at similar distances from the
epicenter and in similar soil conditions, an accurate
representation of possible ground motion for an earthquake of
a postulated magnitude can be derived from analyzing an
adequate set of recordings for similar magnitude earthquakes
at similar sites elsewhere. To make this comparison, the data
base for strong motion records is searched for all recordings
of historical earthquakes of similar magnitude to the chosen
safe shutdown earthquake recorded close to the epicenter of
the event and recorded in similar geologic conditions. If the
ensemble of recordings fitting these parameters is of
sufficient size then the ground motion data for each of the
records are plotted, and an idealized spectrum is drawn
representing a mean-plus-one-standard-deviation. This
idealized spectrum is the response spectrum specific to the
site. fStaff Brief at 12-13, citation omitted.]

The Applicant, in both its brief and witness' testimony,

offers that the approach used in determining the SSRS for the Midland

site primarily is deterministic but goes on to explain the limited use

made of probabilistic techniques in detemining the SSRS. App. Brief at

1-2, 4, 12-13; Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 14; Holt, Exh.10, at 5-10 and

Figs. 1-8. In its brief, the Staff points out (at 12-13) that the SSRS

. method recommerded in the Tedesco letter -is a straightforward empirical

approach to design a response spectrum that is specific to a site (and

to.its SSF, based on earthquake magnitude) and which complies more

closely than the alternative standardized-spectra approach with the

mandete of Appendix A to account for specific site conditions. It is

. net a probabilistic methodology as used here; it does employ certain

statistical treatment of a sufficiently large population of earthquakes,

matched as to their size and similarity of applicable site conditions,

which are reviewed for appropriateness on a case-by-case basis. Tei

.-- . -
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Staff points out that the design of a site seeci'ic response spectrum is

no more than the ad.iusting or tailoring of a standardized response

spectrum for the particular seismic and geologic characteristics of the

selected site. Jd.at11-la. The Applicant agrees that use of SSPS is

no'more probabilistic than use of the Pegulatory Guide 1.60 spectral

shape. App. F0F, 4 14.

The Staff, also in response to our Pemorandum, provided

information in its brief on past applications of the SSPS approach,

referencing the licensing of Seouoyah, Units 1 and 2, and San Onofre,

Units 2 and ?. The Commission has approved licenses for both of those

facilities. At the time of the schmission of its brief, the Staff was

also in the final stages of approving sii.e specific spectra, designed

using methodology similar to that employed at Midland, for the Errico

Fermi Unit 2, Vatts Bar, and Bellefonte plants. Safety Evaluation

Report,-Sequoyah t'uclear Power Plant, Units ! and 2, Tennessee Valley

Authority, Docket Nos. 50-327 and 328, Parch 1979, NUREG-0011, Section

P.5.3; Safety Evaluation Report (Geology and Seismology), San Onofre-

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3, Southern California Edison

-Co., et al., December 1980, NUPEG-0712, Section 2.5.2; Safety Evaluation

Report, Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Unit 2), NUREG-9798, July 1981,

Section 2.5.2; Staff Brief at 15-17.

The Staff's application of the SSPS methodology at Sequoyah

resulted from a situation quite similar to that at Midland; i.e., during

its OLtreview the Staff had questioned both the spectrum and the ground

acceleration value originally chosen at the CP stage. In all material

_
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respects the procedure used at Sequoyah was identical to that employed

for c'esigning the Midland SSPS, and the procedure was reviewed in depth

and endorsed by the Advisory Comittee or Peactor Safeguards. Staf#

Brief at 15 and attachment I (letter from ACRS Chaiman M. Carbon to

NRC' Chairman J. Ahearne, " Interim low Power Operation of Sequoyah

Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1," dated December 11,1979).

i The Staff disagreed with the Applicant's proposed finding 10

(that seismicity is a "nrobabilistic consideration") and with the

Applicant's proposed finding 14 (that the ste+istical process of
~

combining earthquake records in the construction of response spectra is

probabilistic). Both of these views o# the Applicant on the

"probabilistic aspects" of establishing the SSE and constructing a SSRS

also occur in the Applicant's Brief fat 6-7, 12), in the testimony of

the Applicant's witness (Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 17), and are viewed by

the Board as unnecessary, and incorrect, arguments to justify use of the
f

SSRS methodology.

In sum, we view the SSPS methodology as employed at Midland as.

no more than a specific site application of the-technology used to

' develop the standardized spectra contained in Reg._ Guide 1.60. Only

L historical records made in substantially similar soil conditions are

chosen for designing the SSRS. It takes into account the expected'

maximum vibratory acceleration at the site throughout the frequency

range of interest, as required by Sections Vla)(1)(iv) and VI(a)(1) of

' Appendix A. The design of the spectrum is based on an ob,iective

analysis of empirical historical records of earthquake ground motion,

. _ . _ _ _ - ._ . _ , _ _ _ . - _ . . _ . . _ , ___ . . _ . . _ . .
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analytically related to the SSE, as required by Appendix A, 99 IV(a) and

V(a)(1). Finally, the SSPS takes account of seismology, geology and

underlying soil characteristics of the site, as required by 9 V(a) of

Appendix A. Accordingly, we agree with the Applicent and Staff tnat the
~

SSRS methodology, as employed at Midland, satisfies the governing

requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A.II

B. Maximum Earthquake and Associated Ground Motion at the liidland Site
(Findings 19 - 79)

The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) approved for the Midland site at'

the CP stage was based on a Modified t'ercalli Intensity (MMI) of VI, the

size of the largest earthquake within about 150 miles of the plant site.

CP "SER", at 13, 114, 116. The DBE was not associated with any tectenic

province, since the CP review was performed before promulgation of

either the proposed or final version of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A,

which required such determinations. (But see supra, n.6.) The ground

motions associated with the DBE were represented by a modified Housner

II We are informed that the NRC Staff has developed SSRS using a
different methodology than that described above for use in its
Systematic Evaluation Program or "SEP" (which includes the Lacrosse

' Boiling Water Reactor). The SEP SSRS are based on a complex
synthesis of deterministic judgments and probabilistic modeling,
which do not, at least explicitly, follow the deterministic
procedures outlined in Appendix A. This SEP methodology is not
involved in this case, and we express no opinion as to its
validity. See App. Brief at 6, n.3; Staff Brief at 14; see-also
Dairyland Power Cooperative (Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactori,
LBP-83-23, 17 NRC 655, aff'd (sua sponte), ALAP-733, 18 NRC 9
(1983).

... _ . . . _
. . - _ .
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design response spectrum anchored at 0.170 (where g = acceleration due

to gravity at the earth's surface). The Fousner spectrum was modified

by increasing its levels of response motions hy an additional 50 percent

in the frequency rauge between about 1.6 hz and 5 hz for 0.6- and 0.2-

seconds-period range). CP "SEP," at 13; Findino 71, infra.

Because the seismic design basis for the Midland plant followed

procedures and regulations in existence before promulgation of Appendix

A, the Staff, durino its review of the OL anplication, questioned

whether the plant safety systems were designed to withstand the effects

of an earthquake as would be determined by current standards. It raised

questions as to the adequacy of both the ground acceleration value

(0.179) and the design response spectra (modified Housner) used to

represent the earthquake motions.

The Board has found remarkably little disagreement, in the end,

-between the technical positions of the Applicant and the Staff; but the

route to this conclusion has not always appeared so clear. The final.

result, with which we agree, was a coninitment by the Applicant to use

site-specific response spectra-(SSRS) to represent Safe Shutdown

[ Earthquake motions that differ from the original modified Housner design

spectra mainly in shape. See infra, Figures 2 and 3, pp. 63-64. Phile

site-specific response spectra, by their method of construction, are not

" anchored" at a peak acceleration value, those derived by the Applicant

are very close at most frequencies to what would be obtained by current

standardized (Regulatory Guide 1.60) response spectra anchored at 0.12 ,9

the original (DBE) peak acceleration value detennined for the Midland

.. . . --
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site. These site-specific response spectra were to be used by the

Applicant in the seismic reevaluation of structures, systems, and

components impcrtant to safety ? and as minimum input values in theI

13seismic design of certain remedial structures (underpinnings and new

foundations) reauired to be built as a result of improper compaction of
I4soil fill on which some of the safety-related buildings were partly or

completely founded. Thus, the earthquake represented by these

site-specific response spectra and determined by this Board to meet the

requirements of Appendix A (see discussion infra, pp. 57-66), is

properly _ termed the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The original DBE

was the seismic design basis for the bulk of the structures, systems,

I This Board does not distinouish a difference between the terms
"important to safety" and ' safety related" when applied to seismici

design-requirements. It seems clear to us that 10 CFR Part 100,
Appendix A, uses the terms quite interchangeably. Staff practice
in this regard is reflected in Regulatory Guide 1.29 which
designates as " Seismic Category I" those structures, systems and

. components which shall be designed to remain functional if the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) occurs. The Regulatory Guide includes,'

inter alia, as Seismic Category I "Those. portions of structures,j systems, or components whose continued function is not required but;

L whose failure could reduce the functioning of any plant features
fwhose function is required] to an unacceptable safety level * * *"|

(at C.2). See also n.94, infra, p. 290.

3
!

Those remedial structures already desianed were designad to 1.5
times the original DBE response spectrum which was found to be
higher than the SSPS for this particular purpose. Tr. 6003
(Kenredy). ,

14 Same as footnote 12, supra.

L
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and components important to safety at the Midland plant, at the time

they were initially designed.

In its 1977 FSAR, the Applicant proposed an SSE that was based upon

a newly proposed Michigan Basin tectonic province. That SSE, which was

never accepted by the Staff, came to be called the "FSAR SSE" in these

proceedings. Its size and ground motion characteristics are identical

to those of the original DBE, and are at issue in these proceedings.

The terms "FSAR SSE" end "FSAR spectra" as used in these proceedings

should be read as "DBE" and "DBE spectra," respectively. Because there

can be only one SSE for the Midland site, ard if the project were to be

continued or resurrected, a future revision of the FSAR would need to

reflect the SSF and its ground motion characteristics, as detennined by
,

the outcome of these proceedings.15

While the December 6, 1979 Modification Order did not specifically

address seismic issues, one of its major concerns was "the unresolved

safety issue concerning the adequacy of the remedial action to correct

the deficiencies in the soil construction under and around safety-

related structures and systems * * *" (Modification Order at 4).

Seismic design bases (the SSE and representation of its motions) for the

underpinning work clearly are included under the required acceptance

15 This Board is ignoring another tenn introduced by the Applicant
(App. F0F,15), the " Seismic Margin Earthquake" or SME, said to
represent the earthquake corresponding to the site-specific
response spectrum ground motions. It is synonymous with the SSE as
used here.

|

_ _ _, _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _
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criteria necessary for the Staff to evaluate the technical adequicy and

proper implementation of the' proposed remedial actions (id. at 3).

The operating basis earthquake (OBE) proposed in the FSAR,

represented by modified Housner response spectra anchored at .06g (also

as accepted at the CP stage), has not been at issue in these

proceedings. We accordingly are making no findings with respect to the

. adequacy.of the OBE. We note., however, that it has been accepted as
.

sufficiently conservative by the Staff in light of the definition, in

part, of the OBE as the earthquake expected at the plant site during the

operating life of the plant. SER, 6 2.5.2.5, at p. 2-39; 10 C.F.R. Part

100, Appendix A, 6 III(d).

(1) Tectonic Province

In its 1980 "Tedesco letter," the Staff had offered the Applicant

.two alternative approaches to resolve the Staff's concerns about the'

adequacy of the DBE-and its corresponding response spectra. The first

would have been-to use the standardized response spectra of Regulatory

Guide 1.60, a design practice regarded by the Staff as acceptable since

December 1973 (the date of issuance of the current version of the

Guide). The other would be to develop SSRS based on actual

site-and-magnitude-matched accelerograms recorded at distances within 25

km of an earthquake, an approach made possible by the increased number

of close-in earthquake recordings that have become available since

' derivation of the earlier standardized response spectra. The Staff

further specifie'd that either of these approaches should be based upon a

SSE similar to the Anna, Ohio earthquake, with a magnitude of 5.3 or

. , _ _ _ .
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intensity of MMI = VII-VIII which the Staff had come to recognize as the

controlling earthquake in the Central Stable Region tectonic province

that included the Midland site.

The Applicant elected to use, and submitted reports on, the SSRS

approach but maintained (1) that the low seismic hazard at the Midland

plant site did not warrant use of a SSE as large as the Anna, Ohio

earthquake; and (2) that the Michigan Basin, with a magnitude 4.5

controlling earthquake, satisfied the requirements of Appendix A to Part

100. 'The Applicant also maintained, in our view incorrectly (see infra,

Finding 58), that the assigned magnitude of the Anna, Ohio earthquake

should'be 5.0, not 5.3. Additionally, results of comparative

probabilistic seismic hazard studies performed for five sites, as

specified by the Staff, in other parts of the Central Stable Region were

submitted in 1981 to show the relatively lower seismic hazard at the

Midland site.

Based almost entirely on its evaluation of these seismic-hazard

study results, the Staff changed its position, agreeing that the Midland

site lies in a region of lower seismicity that could be subdivided from

the Central Stable Region, but whose boundaries extend westward from the

' Michigan Basin to include the upper peninsula of Michigan northern

Wisconsin and all of Minnesota, and perhaps other areas, as well. This

larger area included a magnitude 5.0 historic earthquake that occurred

- . . ,_. . - . - . -_-
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F
in Minnesota in 1860 and which would be the controlling earthquake for

the proposed tectonic (or seismotectonic)16 province.i

The Staff's changed position on the smaller SSE and appropriate

tectonic province came late in the proceeding, after the Applicant's

expert witness, Mr. Richard J. Holt, had written his prepared testimony,

and only shortly before the Staff's expert witness, Pr. Jeffrey K.

' Kimball, prepared his own testimony. A result of this late development

was that the Staff had insufficient time to develop fully its

justification for the definition of its proposed tectonic province or

indeed its extent. Another effect was that much of the Applicant's

testimony that was directed against the now-abandoned magnitude 5.3 SSE
.

became moot or appeared immoderately overstated in light of the

Applicant's general endorsement of the new Staff position. As a result,
,

we heard some testimony on "non-issues" and some to correct incon-
.

sistencies which were a source of confusion at the time and in the

record as it stands. While.not'specifically abandoning the Michigan

Basin as a proposed tectonic province to include Midland, Mr. Holt

|
agreed that the choice of a magnitude 5.0 SSE would be appropriate and

L would correspond to the largest historical earthquake which should.be
t

!. associated with the tectonic province in which the Midland site resides.

: 16- The Staff consistently used the term "seismotectonic province" but
explained that it equated that tenn with tectonic province as used
in Appendix A. Tr. 4698-99, a757-58 (Kimball).

!

|

|
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On the basis of the record, five choices became available to the

Board for determining the appropriate tectonic province for the Midland

site and the size of the controlling earthouake to be designated

therein. Because the evidence indicated (a) that there are no capable

faults or other tectonic structures with which earthquakes may

reasonably be correlated within 200 miles of the site, and (b) that

earthquakes in adjacent tectonic provinces would not govern maximum

ground motions at the site, the controlling earthquake within the

tectonic province in which the site is located would become the SSE,

subject in this case to additional limited effects from a postulated

recurrence of the more distant (about 500 mi), but very large New Madrid

earthquake. The five possible choices 'are:4

(1) !!ndivided Central Stable Region, with a magnitude 5.3 or

intensity VII-VIII controlling earthquake.

(2) The Staff's ill-defined proposed tectonic province, with a

magnitude 5.0 or intensity VII controlling earthquake.

i . (3) The Applicant's proposed Michigan Basin tectonic province,

. . with the originally-proposed magnitude 4.5 or intensity VI

controlling earthquake.

(4) The Applicant's proposed Michigan Basin tectonic province,-

with the agreed-upon magnitude 5.0 or intensity VII

earthquake.

(5) Indefinite tectonic province (i.e., no resolution of the

different tectonic provinces proposed by the Applicant and by
,

'

the Staff), with the agreed-upon magnitude 5.0 or intensity

!

l-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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VII controlling earthquake, but limited to this proceeding

only.

By reducing two of the Applicant's map portrayals to a coninon scale

and overlayino them, the Board has provided a single map here (Figure 1,

infra p. 46) for convenience to show the proposed tectonic province

boundaries, major tectonic structures, seismic source zones, and Central

Stable Region sites used in the relative seismic hazard studies. To

.this map the Board has added the delineation of what we understand from

the verbal descriptions to be the boundaries of the Staff's proposed

westward extension and an area in southeastern Michigan that we would

exclude based on the Staff's reservations about its inclusion, as well

as a few place names from the testimony.

In regard to determination of the appropriate tectonic province,

the Board notes first of all that the total range of sizes of

control _line earthquakes that we' are- to consider here is not very great

--magnitude 4.5 to 5.3 and 'intonsity VI to VII-VIII. Because of the

testimony we heard that accuracy of assignment of magnitude to an

-indiv_idual earthquake is, at best, about 0.2 magnitude. units (we heard

estimates for the Parkfield earthquake ranging from 5.5 to 6.2), and

because intensity is even more subjectively assigned than magnitude, we

'believe that determination of a controlling earthquake, or SSE, to

within about one fourth magnitude unit or one-half intensity unit is

about as fine a discrimination as can be made. The choices between

magnitude 5.0 and 5.3 or between intensity VII and VII-VIII involve what

we believe to-be the minimum' practical. limit for distinguishing )

)

._- ._____ __ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . .
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centrolling earthquakes in different tectonic provinces. In this sarre

regard, the seismic hazard calculations which we heard that carried both

magnitude and intensity differences out +o two deckal places strained

our credulity. They imply a degree of accuracy which is not now

attainable.

Roth the Applicart and Staff prasented sound testimony to the

effect.that the Central Stable Region can he subdivided, and that the

Midland site lies in a region having a lower seismic hazard than other

parts of the Central Stable Pegion. The evidence indicated that the

controllitg earthquake for the region surrounding the Midland site can

be smaller than the magnitude 5.3 Anna, Ohio earthquake.

The maximum historical earthquake that has been recorded in the

Applicant's proposed Michigan Basin province is 4.5. However the time

interval of record (since about 1850) is short when compared to the

estimated statistical recurrence interval that Staff practice deems

acceptable for a SSF,1,000 to 10,000 years. Also, the total number of

historic earthquakes is small, between about 9 and 17, which may be an

insufficient sample, statistically, to overcome the uncertainty that the -

maximum historical earthquake is a sufficient basis for the SSE.

Furthermore, acceptance by the Applicant of a magnitude 5.0 controlling

earthquake for the tectonic province in which the Midland site resides

(derived by the Staff from the Applicant's own seismic hazard studies)

. -. --_ -- -
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indica +es abandonment of the originally-proposed maori +ude 4.5

controlling earthquake. Findings 42, 52-54, 56.

As set forth in our findings, we find that the Staf# failed to

provide adeouate tectonic and neologic bases to support its proposed

tectonic province, or even to define its boundaries. On this latter
._

point, the Staff witness (Mr. Kimball) testified that aiven +be

opportunitv and ample studies he wculd be able to define the boundaries

concisely, but that he had not done so. It was clear that he perceived

a uniformity of low seismic Fa7ard across the entire region, which

included all of the Michigan Pasin, except for the southeastern cornar,

as well as the proposed westward extension. This perception was horne

out by the seismicity, there having been about 14 historic earthquakes

in the proposed westward extension, which extension alone had about

twice the area of the Mtchigan Rasin. Howe /er, the Board finds the

Staff's theory linkino seismicity and, ipso facto, undefined tectenic

structure too weak upon which appropriately to base definition of a

tectonic province. We also find that the Staff should have addressed

differences in orientation of tectonic structures in the westward

extension, that we noted on Staff Exhibit 5, and those cited by the
,

Applicant as indicating relative uniformity of tectonic structure in the

Michigan Basin. We believe the Staff also should have addressed the

possible tectonic significance of small earthquakes with anonalously ' -

high intensities (presumably resulting from shallow depth of occurrence)
..

that have occurred in the Veweenaw Peninsula of Michinan, an area where

. .

k.-.. .. _ _ _ . _ _ ____m __ _
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the tectonic structures are apparently orthogonal to those in the

P.ichigan Basin. Findings 43, 45-50, 55, 57.

For purposes of this Decision, and teking into account the degree

of agreement between the Applicant and Staff on the appropria+e SSF and

the representation of its ground motions by the SSRS, this Poard was

urged to avoid choosing-between the Staf#'s or Applicant's prcposed

tectonic provinces, because either province would beve a controlling

earthquake of magritude 5.0. App. F0F V 30; not contested by the 9taff

(Staff F0F 1 30). See option (F). set forth supra, pp. 43-44 However

we reject this option to leave the tectonic province indetermina+e for

four main reasons. First, we read Appendix A as requiring such a

determination for each license application--particularly where, as here,

the ascertainment of the tectonic province is an issue in a oroceeding

(see infra, Findings 35-36,38,4?-43,49-51,57,E4-55). Second, since

either of the proposed tectonic provinces would be subdivided from the

larger Central Stable Region, the boundaries between the ner end the

" parent" province must he ustainable under the provisions of Appendix A

to Part 100; otherwise the already-established controllire ecrthquake o#

the Central Stable Region should aonly. We have already commented on

why we found the boundaries of the Staff's proposed tectonic province

not to be sustainable, and in fact they were not drawn.

Third, we heard, and agree, that the Central Stable Region can be

subdivided because of its inheren+ ron-uniformity of seismic hazard. To

reach a decision here that would be applicable only to the Pidland site
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will not further the longer term ob.iective of accomplishing that

subdivision. Regulatory stability would not be enhanced.

Finally, we have found the Applicant's proposed tectonic province,

and its boundaries as modified here, sufficient to meet the requirements

for definition under the provisions of Appendix A to Part 100. Thus

there is no reason to consider an indeterminate tectonic province as a

basis for our decision.

The Applicant maintains that the Michigan Basin meets the

requirements in Appendix A for definition as a tectonic province. We

agree. It is a very large tectonic structure itself (nearly 460 miles

across), a structural depression of the earth's crust containing ancient

sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic age about 3.5 km thick near the center of

the basin, but thinner near its margins. It is distinguishable from the

tectonic arches around its southern perimeter on the bases of structural

relief, parallel and cross structures on the arches, and seismicity

differences. It has a relative consistency of tectonic features within

it, namely the northwest-southeast trending anticlines, monoclines, and

possible related faults, known mainly in the deep subsurface from

petroleum exploration in the state. The largest historic earthquakes

that have occurred in the basin were two events in the southern part of

the basin, both of which had an intensity MMI = VI, or an equ# valent

magnitude mbig= 4.5.

Two maps introduced by the Applicant show somewhat different

boundaries for the Michigan Basin tectonic province, but the differences

between them appear to fall within the degree of acceptable uncertainty

i - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'
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ascribed to them in the testimony. The Board would accept either of the

sets of boundaries provided by the Applicant (but prefers the smaller),

except that we would exclude the southeastern corner of the state of

Michigan about which the Staff expressed reservation. See supra,

Figure 1. We base our exclusion on the assumption that the structures

shown as occurring near Detroit and Ann Arbor on Staff Exhibit 5 were

thought by the Staff witness to be representative of those on the

Findlay Arch, rather than of those in the Michigan Basin, and possibly

related to similarly aligned structures that exist in the vicinity of

Anna, Ohio, located just to the south. Findings 37, 38, 40, 53.

The Staff's cbjections to subdividing just the Michigan Basin from

the Central Stable Region, as the Applicant had proposed, were partly

-based on the same problem as perceived with retaining the Central Stable

Region as a tectonic province, i.e., both would be based on features

present in the "surficial Paleozoic geology" which both the Staff and

Applicant asserted bore little or no relationship to the underlying

tectonic features causative of earthquakes. However, the Staff as well

- as the A.pplicant relied on those very features, the arches along the

southern margin of the Michigan Basin, in proposing the position of

portions of the boundary of their respective tectonic provinces. The

Staff's witness stated that, in the past, the Staff has relied upon the

Central Stable Region as a tectonic province (Tr. 4786 (Kimball)); hence
'

-it must be regarded as meeting the requirements of Appendix A to Part

100, at least in the Staff's view. He also stated that there are some

experts who would consider that portion of the Kankakee - Arch that has I

l

l
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experienced essentially no earthouakes in historic times to have a

potential for seisMc activity (Tr. 4760 (Kimball)). The Board sees no

reason to accept the argument against using features in the "surficial

Paleozoic geology" to reject either the Michigan Basin or the remaining

parts of the Central Stable Region as valid tectonic provinces. While

Appendix li may implicitly require some correlation of tectonic features

with levels of earthquake activity in defining a tectonic province, it

does not require a full understanding of the causal relationships.

The Staff's witness also proffered that it would be incensistent to

establish one structural basin in the Central Stable Region as an area

of relatively low seismic activity when another, the Illinois Basin,

exhibits a much higher level of seismic activity (Tr. 4837 (Kimball)).

Again, we can assign little probative value to this argument against

basing a tectonic province on the Michigan Basin since we do not know
,

the causes of earthquakes in either basin and do not assume that the

causative tectonic mechanisms of earthquakes should be the same in all

basins. Alsc we note that the Illinois Basin (see. Staff Exhibit 5) is

- adjacent to the very active New Padrid seismic zone where tectonic
,

stresses are obviously high.

(2) Controlling Earthquake (SSE)

While the Eoard finds that the total number of historic earthquakes

that have occurred in the Michigan Basin tectonic province (between 9

and 17 by our count).does indicate a low seismic hazard, we also find

that this very paucity of data casts doubt on the appropriateness, or

E conservatism, of relying on the size of the largest historic earthquakes

f
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(two events of intensity VI with a corresponding magnitur'e of 4.5) to

represent the controlling eartn:;uake in the tectonic province. We

believe this perceived inadeqt.acy of seismological data warrants

requiring that the controlling earthquake, hence the SSE, he larner than

the maximum earthquake that has occurred historically within the

tectonic province.

We base this conclusion on the fact that inadequacy of the

seismological data is essentially the same condition as that described

by the original version of paragraph V(a)(1)(iv) of Appendix A to Part

100 as the reason for reouf ring that the procedures used in deter-

mination of the SSE be applied in a conservative manner. Prior to

clarification by the Commission's amendment in 1977, sentance fcur of

paragraph V(a)(1)(iv) of Appendix A of the Siting Criteria read:

In order to compensate for the limited data, the procedures in
paragraphs-(a)(1)(1) through (a)(1)(iii) of this section shall
be applied in a conservative manner.

10-C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A,1 V(a)(1)(iv), final rule. published et

38 Fed. Reg. 31279 (Nov. 13, 1973) (emphasis supplied to words replaced

.in the ~ 1977 clarifying amendment).

This requirement appeared in both the proposed rule issued in 1971

(36 Fed. Reg. 22601 (Nov. 2S, 1971)) and the final rule promulgeted in

1973. Paragraph V(a)(1)(i) of Appendix A specifically states that

"[t]he magnitude or intensity of earthquakes based on geologic evidence

[that are used in the determination of the SSE] may be' larger than that

of. the maximum earthquakes historically recorded," albeit in connection

with earthquakes associated with tectonic structures (which would

'
_-
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include capable faults). The clarifying amendment issued in 1977 (a?

Fed. P.eg. 2051 (Jen. 10, 1977)) made it quite clear that this

conservatism is to be applied to earthquakes associated with tectonic

provinces as well, in the event that neological and seismological data

warrant. This was accomplished by replacing the introductory phrase

with specific subsequent wording, viz:

The procedures in paragraphs (a)(1)(1) through (a)(1)(iii) of
this section shall be applied in a conservative manner. The
determinations carried out in accordance with paragraphs
-(a)(1)(fi) and (a)(1)(iii) shall assure that the safe shutdown
earthquake intensity is, as a minimum, equal to the maximum
historic earthquake intensity experienced within the tectonic
province in which the site is located. In the event that
geological and seismological data warrant, the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake shall be larger than that derived by use of the
procedures set forth in Section IV and V of the Appendix.

In its Statement of Considerations accompanying +he 1977 clarifyP,9

amendment, the Commission emphasized that the provisions of Appendix A

r.re minimum requirements and that they have consistently been inter-

preted as.such in licensing decisions. It further stated that the

amendment related solely to minor matters of a clarifying nature. By

this we interpret the Conwission's intent as not to change the

underlying basis of the requirement, as reflected in the replaced words.

We also note that in at least the second and third examples given by the

Commission.to-illustrate conditions where a larger-than-historic

earthquake in a tectonic province might be warranted, limited geological

or seismological deta might be considered to be an underlying cause for

the warrant.

1

I
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We find that the magnitude mbig = 5.0 SSE proposed by the Staff and

agreed to by the /pplicant is appropriate for Midland. We do not,

however, base this finding upon the historical earthquake that occurred

in Minnesota within the Staff's proposed westward extension of the

tectonic province containing the Midland site, but upon the results of

the Applicant's probebilistic seismic hazard studies which compared five

sites in the Central Stable Region with the Midland site, and upon the
,

Staff's analyses of those studies. While we could not find that it was

permissible to define a tectonic province on the basis of comparative

seismicity studies alone, as the Staff seemingly had proposed, we do

accept the Staff's evaluation of the Applicant's seismic studies, and

the results of the studies themselves, as appropriate methods for use in

determining the size of the tectonic province's controlling earthquake

and, hence, the SSE.

We agree with the prudence of the Staff's precautions about using

probabilistic results only in a comparative manner and at several sites,

rather than relying on .any calculated " absolute" probability at any
<

- specific site (cf. Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 16). We would further

repeat that,we regard as significant only those differences.that exceed

about one-half of an intensity unit or about one-quarter of a magnitude

unit. Also, we could not have accepted the results had they indicated a

smaller SSE than the maximum historic earthouake in the tectonic

province, since such acceptance would be contrary to the mandate of

Appendix A to Part 100.

I

f.
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The _probabilistic seismic hazard study rethodology compared the

estineted earthquake intensities that would be assigned to the Midland

site and five other sites in the Central Stable Region at different

probability levels dependent upon the size and number of earthquakes

that have occurred in the regions surrounding each site, assuming

diMerent zonation models, or boundaries for earthquake zones, each

earthquake zone beving an assumed upper-bound cut-off for its respective

contrrilirg earthquake. The Applicant's witness (Holt Exb.10, at 4)

explained the principle of seismic hazard simply as "the closer a site

. is to en earthquake zone, the higher the hazard." The probabilistic

methodolcgy inexactly quantifies that principle.

Thn results of the Staff's analyses showed that at a 10-# annual

prebability-of-exceedance the calculated intensity level for all study

sites fr essentially the same (about "7.5" or VII-VIII)I7 when the

undivided Central Stable Region zonation model is used. This result is

to be expected since each site was assumed to experience the controlling

earthcuake for that source zene. At the same probability level, the

other zonation models, including the flichigan Basin-and-arches Model,

show the !!idland site to have e calculated intensity level of about VII

(expressed as "6.9"), well below the average intensity calculated for

17 The Board has some difficulty in understanding the significance of
decimal values applied to the Modified Percalli Intensity Scale
which properly uses P.oman numerals for its descriptively-based,
non-uniform divisions. See Holt Exh. 4

_
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the other. sites, which ranges from "6.9" to a hich of "8.75." The

highest intensity, using these zonation models at the 10-4 probability

level, was predicted at Site 3, located near Anna, Ohio. Kimball, ff.

Tr. 4690, Table 1.

In the Pnard's view the Applicant and Staff over-elaborated the

numerical calculations and comparisons, and implied greater accuracy of

the results than attained. We.believe that the most considered

conclusion to be drawn from the relative seismic hazard studies is that

the intensity at the Midland site, calculated at a probability-of-

exceedance of 10 # per year, is about one-half intensi+v unit (or about
.

one-quarter magnitude unit) lower than + hat a+ most of the other sites

studied in the Central _ Stable Pegion. The values obtained in the

Staff's analysis were "0.50".to "0.70" intensity units corresponding to

0.25 to 0.35 maanitude units. Id. at P0. The sites studied were

-selected to be representative of areas both where significant-

earthquakes have occurred and have not occurred within the Central

-Stable Pepion (Tr. 4761 TKimball)).
~

In determining the SSE ground motions, it was also necessary to

consider the effects at the Midland site which might result from

-occurrence of the contro111no earthquakes in adiacent tectonic

provinces, assuming that each occurred at a point on the tectonic

province boundary closest to the-site. The first earthquake to be

considered would be similar to the Anna, Ohio event, which occurred in

'1937, and is the controlling earthquake within the Central Stable

Region. It occurred'at a location about 705 miles south of Midland.

?
1 -
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Even with the Board's exclusion of the southeastern corner of the

Michigan Basin, the nearest approach of the tectonic province boundary

to the site would be no closer than about 70 miles. See Figure 1,

supra, p. 46. The Staff's calculations indicated that a magnitude 5.3

Anna-type event would have to occur much closer than 70 miles, something

like 25 miles, from the site before its motions would exceed those of a

magnitude 5.0 event occurring at the site.

The Board questioned the' Staff's witness about another, larger,

earthquake which had occurred in Canada at a location about 340 miles

northeast of Midland. This was the magnitude 6.2 Timiskaming event

which occurred within the Applicant's " Western Quebec Seismic Zone."

See Figure 1, supra. Because of the indefiniteness of the boundaries of

the Staff's proposed tectonic province the Board wanted to be reassured

that the Timiskaming earthquake had not been overlooked because of its

occurrence outside the United States. While the Staff's witness allowed

that' the Staff's proposed tectonic province might extend northeastward

to abut the province containing the Timiskaming earthquake, he estimated'

that the Canadian earthquake'would have to occur within 100 miles of the

site before its motions would exceed the ground motion spectrum accepted

for the SSE at the site, and in no case would the tectonic province

boundary in that direction be closer than 100 miles from the site.

(3) Construction of the SSRS

The Staff evaluated the SSRS that were submitted by the Applicant

j to meet the Staff's criteria for a magnitude 5.3 SSE. The Staff

.

|
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concluded that as submitted, without the inclusion of any spectra from

the magnitude 5.65 Parkfield earthquake, the SSRS were appropriately

conservative to be used to represent a magnitude 5.0 SSE at the Midland

site. The Staff's'already stated. criteria were that the SSRS would be

derived from enveloping, at the 84th percentile statistical level,

response spectra calculated from an ensemble of actual site-and-

magnitude-matched earthquake records taken from within 25 km of the

recorded earthquakes. Site matching was to be based on similarity of

the soils'beneath the recording site, in terms of thickness, layering

and shear moduli, to soils beneath the Midland site. Different spectra

were to be constructed to correspond to the top of the natural soils

-(glacial 'till and lacustrine clays) and to the top of the approximately

30-feet-thick softer soil fill, on each of which some of the safety-

related structures were founded. The effect of the softer fill layer

would be to further amplify seismic ground motions at certain

frequencies, mainly those in the range of 1 hz - 4 hz. Magnitude-

matching was specified as the SSE magnitude plus-or-minus 0.5 magnitude

units. _ The magnitude range of the "without-Parkfield'' ensemble of_

earthquakes used in construction of the SSRS submitted by the Applicant

was 4.9 to 5.5, thus falling within the Staff's magnitude-matching

criterion for a magnitude 5.0 SSE. Recording-distance and

foundation-r.aterialc-properties criteria were also deemed by the Staff

to be satisfactorily matched. We agree.

The Applicant used 44 component records taken at 22 instruments

during 10 earthquakes to construct the top-of-natural-soils (" original

.
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grourd wrface") SSRS. Records from 36 components taken from 18 sets of

recoras at 10 sites during 12 earthquakes were used to construct the

top-of-fill SSRS. While all the earthquakes from which records were

used occurred either in California or Italy, they were selected to

. include all those available world-wide taken from within the 25 km

range, and meeting the specified site-and-magnitude-matching criteria.

The 25 km range specified meets the requirement of Appendix A to Part

100 that the SSE within the tectonic province in which the site occurs

be assumed to occur at the site; it is also the range within which the

Staff considers that no significant source-to-site attenuation

differences need be considered, irrespective of whether the earthquakes

- occurred in Michigan, California or Italy, so long as the materials

- properties are similar at all the sites.

Given a sufficient number of records from different earthquakes, as

used here, the diversity of spectral data in the individual spectra

should account for uncertainties of what ground motions might result

from the postulated future occurrence of an earthquake the size of the

SSE near the site. In this regard, statistical combination of the

spectra at the 84th percentile level was judged to be appropriate for

design purposes to account for unknown variables, other than magnitude,

in earthquake source properties such as stress drop, fault rupture

velocity, rock properties along the fault, and style of faulting.

Combination at the median level would tend to average out the effects of

those unknowns, which conservatism requires to be included. On the

other hand, enveloping all the records at the 100th percentile level

<
, _ _ - _
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would overemphasize every anomalous peak that might he present in any

record spectrum. Combination at the 84th percenti'e, while somewhat

arbitrary, has been tested through past application of the Pegulatory

Guide 1.60 standardized spectrum, in which combination of its component

spectra was at this statistical level, and which is deemed conservative.

In the low-frequency, or long-period,IO portion of the snectrum,

the SFPS constructed from the records meeting the criteria described

above fell off more rapidly than did the original DBE spectrum. See

Figure 2, infra p. 6?, which is reproduced here for convenience from

Figure ?.7 of the SER, and Figure 3, infra p. 63, which combinas two of

Applicant's representations (Holt Exhs. 1 and ?), and can be used for

visual comparison of the two SSRS, the original DBE spectrum and a

' Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored at 0.12 . Both the " top-of-9

natural-soils" and " top-of-fil!" SSRS were constrained so as not to fall

below the original DBE spectrum at frequencies below about I hr_ (Holt

Exh. 11). This SSRS modification was said to assure protection in

design agains' the e#fects of very large earthouakes, such as a

recurrence of the New Madrid events, at great distances. This is

reasonable, considering the greater attenuation with distance of high

frequency seismic motions than of low frequency motions, but there are

few data on which to establish the proper level.

18 Freouency of' vibratory motion, in hertz, abbreviated hz, or in
cycles-per-second, is the inverse of the period of that motion,-in
seconds. Thus, high frequencies correspond to short periods, and
low freauencies to long periods of motions.

- ~ . .
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These SSPS, which represent the input seismic design motions of the

SSE accepte'd here, generally exceed the original DRE spectrum. The SSRS

and original D9E spectra are closest at frequencies where the original

DBE spectrum brd been modified by raising the Housner spectrum by 50

percent. The greatest exceedance of the DPE spectrum occurs at
'

freouencies above 5 hz; the'two SSPS are higher than the DRE spectrum by

a # actor of about two between 5 hz and 15 bz, above which frequency they

all-tend to converoe. Thus the DRE spectrum is significantly less

conservative (exc'ept at the low frequencies discussed above) than either

of the two SSPS.
,

The relationship between the FSPS anti the Peculatory Guide 1.60

generalized response spectrum anchored at 0.12g (see Figure ?, infra) is

-useful only for general comparison purposes. The. comparison shows, as

might be expected from the testimony, that the SSRS is only slightly

lower than the Regulatory Guide spectrum. The Board is not certain that

the ' comparison shown is a comnletely fair one, because of the

differences in maxirum or cut-off frequencies used, i.e., 33 hz for the

Regulatory Guide-spectrum and-25 hz for the SSRS. Powever, we heard no

testimony ~on details of this comparison,.and we need not rely on

comparisons to the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectrum in this

Decision.
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The Board also notes that Figure 2, supra, portrays the significant

differences between the now-accepted Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrun and

the older,~ modified Housner spectrum, used for the original (DBE)

seismic design at the Midland site, when both are " anchored" at similar
~

cutoff frequencies. We recognize that these differences in spectra,

older'(and less. conservative) versus more recent, were part of the

Staff's early concern in the OL review about adequacy of the seismic

design. We agree, however, with the Staff's and Applicant's positions

that the SSRS employed here conform to current seismic design practices

and are appropriately conservative for .the purposes intended.

' An. alternative approach to determining the SSRS at the top of the

plant' fill layer would be to multiply the spectral motions of the

top-of-natural-soils SSRS by analytically determined amplification

factors. The one-dimensional wave propagation computer code (SHAKE)
,

applied by the Applicant utilized the materials properties ar.d layer

thicknesses to calculate the amplification of motions i.t differer.t

|frequencies to produce an amplification spectrun. To account for the

heterogeneous nature and spatial variation of the plant fill, four
i

different soil profiles were used in the calculations. Pecause the

calcula$ed spectra were lower than the spectra calculated directly from

the site-and-magnitude-matched earthquake records for the top of the

plant fill, the calculations were offered to show the conservatism -

,

. inherent in the SSRS method. The Staff verified this conservatism using .-

the same computer code but with more realistic (and even more l

3^ . conservative) material properties and earthquakes as input. Thus we

I

5
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find that the top-of-fill SSRS are suitable for seismic reevaluation of

those structures founded entirely on plant fill, such as the diesel

. generator building, the railroad bay of the auxiliary building, and the
,

borated water storage tanks.

At the time when the Applicant undertook design of the underpinning

structures for parts of the auxiliary building and service-water pump

structure foundations, and the new ring-beam-foundation addition to the

borated water storage tanks, no agreement existed on the seismic design

bases for those structures. In order to proceed, the Applicant

' incorporated what it t;elieved to be a reasonable margin over the

original.DBE into .the design of those structures. The Applicant

directed its contractors to use 1.5 times the DBE (or "FSAR SSE")

response spectra as the seismic design basis for those remedial

structures. Subsequently, the Applicant connitted to use of the SSRS,

as' accepted here, as a seismic design basis for the remedial structures,

but it continued to use the 1.5 times the DBE ("FSAR SSE") spectra in

the actual remedial design work (App. F0F 1 70). The Applicant also had

dynamic analyses performed which demonstrated that for purposes of

design of the remedial structures, the seismic design basis used

exceeded the responses derived from the SSRS.

In answers to questions about the adequacy of 1.5 times the DBE as

a design basis, the Applicant's witness testified that in parts of at

least one structure or substructure not founded on plant fill (the

missile shield in the main portion of the auxiliary building) the SSRS

responses were 1.7 times the DBE spectral responses, but that the SSRS

. . .- -- - -_. --
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responses will be used in the seismic reevaluation of the missile

L shield. That, reevaluation, as part of the seismic margin review, would

have been considered in the later-scheduled OL portion of this
-

proceeding, but is not material to this Decision.

| Accordingly, the' Board finds that the Applicant's use of the SSRS

for seismic reevaluation of safety-related structures, systems and

" components of the plant, and its substitute use of 1.5 tines the DBE

("FSAR SSE") response spectra in seismic design of the remedial

structures is reasonable and conservative.

-(4) Seismic Models and Soil Spring Constants (Findings 80 - 89)4

In our May 5,1981 Prehearing Conference Order,-supra, we approved
1.

an agreement between the Applicant and Staff under which the

mathematical models to be used for dynamic analyses of structures as

modified by the remedial soil' settlement measures, including the bases

for.the derivation of the spring constants, would be considered in the

soils hearings. Consideration of the results of the seismic margin

review (i.e.,.whether various structures conformed to appropriate

seismic. standards) was postponed until subsequent stages of the OL

proceeding, although several witnesses at the soils hearings advanced
'

-preliminary views with respect to.certain structures.

The. Applicant presented testimony on the dynamic seismic models

- through its consultant, Dr. Robert P.- Kennedy of Structural Mechanics
_

-Associates, Inc. (SMA). Dr. Kennedy addressed the models being used.to
.

perform the seismic evaluation of structures in conjunction with the

foundation remedial work--i.e., models for (1) the auxiliary
,

_
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buildina--control tower--electrical penetration area (" auxiliary

building"), an interconnected foundation system; (2) the SWPS; and

(3)theBWSTs. The auxiliary building and SWPS models were developed by

Bechtel Corporation and reviewed by Dr. Kennedy and SMA. The BWST model

was developed by Dr. Kennedy and SMA; it superseded an earlier model

developed by Bechtel. The NRC Staff reviewed these dynamic models. The

details of these models are set forth in the testimony of Dr. Kennedy

(ff. Tr. 5995) as well as in the testimony of the Staff reviewers

(Mr. Frank Rinaldi, NRC; Dr. Paul Hadala, of tne Corps of Engineers; and

Mr. John Matra, of the Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory) (Finding 80).

Dr. Kennedy concluded that the dynamic models for the auxiliary

building, SWPS and BWSTs are adequate for establishing the conservative

seismic forces to be used in the design of the remedial work and in the

seismic margin review. The Staff found the methodology used by the

Applicant and its consultant in determining soil spring constnats and

damping parameters to be sound, and the methodologies used to develop

and review other aspects of the dynamic mathematical models to be within

the state-of-the-art. The Staff concluded that the auxiliary building

and SWPS models adequately represent those structures within the

state-of-the-art, and that the dynamic analysis of the BWST was

satisfactory. The Applicant submitted extensive proposed findings to

this effect (App. F0F, 11 59-76) and the Staff offered no disagreement

(Staff F0F, 11 59-76, at p. 12). Ms. Stamiris' proposed findings do not

cover the seismic models; we treat her claims bearing on other aspects

._- -. -.
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of the analyses of the auxiliary building in our opinion on that

structure, infra , pp. 106-108.

Several months following the presentation of testimony concerning

the seismic models, the Applicant conducted a des"..n review which

discovered that, in the original seismic design, Category I structures

were analyzed using only the nominal soil dynamic modulus value without

considering the plus-and-minus 50% variation of that value as rec ad

by the FSAR. This design deficiency, along with others uncoveret f the

Applicant's design review, was made known to this Board and the parties

through Board Notification BN 84-115, " Seismic and Structural Design

, Departures from Licensing and Design Criteria--Midland Plant," issued

June 18, 1984 by the Staff. RN 84-115 was provided to the Board

following submission of proposed findings concerning the issues on which

we are now ruling. . Thereafter, on August ?,1984, the Staff advised the

Board and parties of testimony and evidence which would be affected by

the reported deficiencies (including Staff testimony by Messrs. Rinaldi,

Hatra and Hadala).

While the impact of this design deficiency potentially is

applicable to all Seismic Category I structures at the facility, its

applicability to the structures considered in this Decision is mainly to

the seismic design of the underpinning structures--i.e., the auxiliary

building and SWPS--and to the criteria to be established for sub::aquent

seismic margin reviews of plant safety structures--i.e., the soil spring

constants. The deficiency does not affect the BWST model develope. by

Dr. Kennedy, who took into account the 50% variation in that model,

k
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With respect to the auxiliary building and SWPS models, the testimony

presented by the Staff and Applicant giver this Board reasonable

assurance that the nominal values of the soil spring constants were

adequately established. The record further establishes some measure of

conservatism in the seismic design by virtue of the exceedance of the

SSRS by 1.5 x the DBE (FSAR SSE) response spectra actually used in the

design of the underpinning. However, the record is not sufficient to

permit a determination of whether the conservatism in calculation of

seismic loads provided by use of the 1.5 x DRE (FSAR SSE) response

spectra is sufficient to include the range of seismic loads that would

result _ from th': required variation of soil spring constants in those

calculations. Our conclusions with respect to the seismic models for

the auxiliary building and SWPS--but not the BWSTs--are therefore

qualified to the extent they may be affected by the desien deficiencies.

In BN 84-115 (which preceded the shutdown in construction), the

Staff indicated that it would be conducting further analyses of the

design deficiencies. Should construction be restarted, these open

,

questions would have to be resolved.
!

!

C. Soil Liquefaction and Dewatering (Findings 90 - 117)

Following the discovery of excessive settlement of the partly built

DGB in July of 1978, the Applicant undertook an extensive underground

soils investigation program at the Midland site. The general results of

the soils investigation revealed that there were, in certain locations,

improperly compacted clayey (cohesive)-soils, and improperly compacted
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sands (non-cohesive soils) in the plant fill, but that the natural soils

(hard clay and sandy clay) beneath the plant fill were competent to

provide foundation support for plant structures, providing the

foundations were properly designed and constructed without disturbance

of the natural soils.

The improperly consolidated clay fill caused settlement through a

change in volume as pore water was squeezed out by the weight of

overlying soils and buildings (" primary consolidation"). Sand layers in

the fill, even where they were low in density and cohesion, presented

enough resistance to retard excessive settlement under the static

overburden and structural loads. However, certain of the sand bodies

were sufficiently loose and low in cohesion that, if saturated by

groundwater, they would present a potential for soil liquefaction in the

event of occurrence of a strong earthquake.

Liquefaction is a phenomenon by which loose, cohesionless,

saturated sandy soil loses shearing strength duriag strong ground

shaking, and davelops a degree of mobility sufficient to permit large

permanent-displacements or liquid-like flow behavior. (For a further

explanation of soil liquefaction, see infra, n. 69, p. 206.) Soil

liquefaction below building footings can cause rapid settlement,

tilting, or other damage to the structure. Evaluations of the potential

for soil liquefaction and differential soil consolidation associated

with the SSE ground motions, as well as evaluation of groundwater-

induced loads (eg. uplift of the structure or hydrostatic pressure on

underground walls) on safety-related structures are prescribed by NRC
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4

regulations. See 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Aopendix A, ql IV(a)(1), IV(a)(4),

V(d)(1),~Vila)(1), and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion 2.

Potentially liquefiable sands in the plant fill were identified as

occurring mostly above elevation 610 feet, but beneath certain

safety-related structures and utilities at the Midland facility; these
d

included the DGB, the EPAs and PBA portions of the auxiliary building,

the overhanging portion of the SWPS, and a portion of the service water

system piping (and duct banks) near the SWPS. Potential soil

liquefaction was detennined by both the Applicant enti the Staff not to

be a problem beneath other safety-related structures. Powever, for

. reasons set forth supra, pp. 14-15, and infra, p. 176, both the

Applicant and Staff now regard the evidence on liquefaction under the

diesel fuel oil tanks to be inconclusive and the issue to be unresolved.

k. The Applicant proposed the following corrective measures to reduce

or eliminate. concerns for soil liquefaction potential: permanent

dewatering to maintain the groundwater level below elevation 610 ft

' beneath the DGB and the RBA portion of the auxiliary building;
.

underpinning the present foundations of-the EPAs and the overhanging

! portion of the SWPS so that those structures would be supported entirely

by the underlying natural soils;I9 and replacement of poorly compacted

- I9 The applicant also proposed to underpin the foundation of the
control tover portion of the auxiliary building'and to replace the
soil beneath the FIVPs, but as a result of consideration of soil-

-characteristics other than liquefaction potential (see, infra,;
(FootnoteContinued)

_ . _ . . . _ . - _ _ __ . _ . . . . _ -_ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ . - _ .. _ . -
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' fill by competent backfill below the service water piping (and below
1

|

safety-related electrical duct banks) in the area north of the SWPS. l
L

In order to provide relatively dry working conditions during
|
!

underground excavation and construction for underpinning the southern I

portions of the auxiliary building and FIVPs, the Applicant temporarily

dewatered that part of the site to an elevation of about 565 ft. Also,

a freezewall. or freeze-curtain dam, was emplaced from elevation

610 feet down to the underlying natural clay. The freezewall .was put in

place by circulating a coolant through pipes in lines of closely spaced

~.boreholes, which froze existing groundwater near each hole (or would

freeze any groundwater seeping into the area of low temperature) to form

an impermeable barrier in the soil. See infra, Findings 135-136. If

- construction of the underpinnings were to resume, construction

dewatering, and presumably the freezewall, would again need to be

- implemented in the vicinity of the underground work.

Contentions directly challenging the effectiveness of the proposed

site dewatering plans are Stamiris Contention 4.D. and Warren

Contention 2 (one of those which we requested the parties to address

(Footnote Continued)
Findings 126,144). Also, underpinning of the northern portion of
the turbine building, a non-safety-related building, was to be
accomplished as incidental to excavation and access requirements
for underpinning the adjacent portions of the auxiliary building
and FIVPs, and to ensure that settlement of the turbine building
did not adversely impact Seismic Category I structures.

e I
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following withdrawal of Ms. Warren from the OM proceeding).2 Stamiris

Contention L.D. specifically addresses permanent dewatering concerns.

Contention 4.D(1) asserts that the soils remedial actions proposed and:

performed are inac' equate because permanent dewatering would change water

table, soil, and seismic characteristics of the site, on which

evaluations of the safety and integrity of the plant were based.

Contention 4.D(2) asserts that the same inadequacy exists because

dewatering may cause an unacceptable degree of further settlement of

safety-related structures. Failure or degradation of the permanent

dewatering isystem) is asserted in Contention 4.D(3) as leading to a

situation where there would be inadequate time in which to initiate

plant shutdown [before groundwater conditions reoccurred which, in the

event of an earthquake, could potentially result in soil liquefaction].

These assertions in regard to the evaluation of permanent dewatering of

parts of the plant site are considered in this part of our Opinion.

Part of Ms. Stamiris' Contention 4.C. essentially overlaps her

Contention 4.D(1), in that it questions the adequacy of evaluations of

dewatering effects, differential soil settlement and seismic effects on

specific groups of safety related _ structures and systems. The effects

of temporary dewatering on the auxiliary building, which was part of the

underground construction process, are discussed here. Also, to the

20 See infra, n. 41. For the full text of these contentions, see

infra, Findings 90 and 98, and Appendix A to this Decision.

L
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extent that soil liquefaction and seismic shakedown are seismic effects,

this part of Stamiris Contention 4.C. is treated below.

Warren Contention 2 (in two parts) is very similar to Stamiris

Contention 4.D(3). Ms. Warren's contention cites events such as

increased seepage from the cooling pond, flooding, failure of pumping

systems, and power outages as specific threats to the proposed

dewatering procedures. The contention specified liquefaction of site

soils and its adverse effects on Class I structures, as potential

consequences of inadequate dewatering procedures. Warren Contention 2

is, accordingly, also addressed in this part of our Opinion.

Independent evaluations of loose sands found in the plant fill were

conducted by the Applicant and the Staff. The U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, acting as a consultant to the Staff, performed a study of

both the liquefaction potential of the soils and the permanent

dewatering system that was proposed by the Applicant to reduce or

eliminate liquefaction potential in the loose sands beneath the DGB and

RBA. Both the Applicant and the Corps of Engineers assumed a magnitude '

6.0 earthquake and a peak acceleration of 0.19g in their liquefaction

analyses. Both the earthquake magnitude (which is used to assign the I

number of stress-reversal cycles) and the acceleration used are higher

than the corresponding magnitude (5.0) and acceleration (0.129-0.139) of |

the SSE associated with the Midland site. This use of higher values of

earthquake magnitude and peak acceleration imparts a measure of I

conservatism to the empirically derived determinations of liquefaction
lpotential. |

|
4

_ _ . _ _ _ _ .__-______\
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In addition to the duration and strength of postulated earthquake
,

motions, three main properties of a sand body determine its .

susceptibility to liquefaction. First, the sand must be loosely

compacted, i.e. relatively 'ow in density. Second, it must be low in

cohesion, or cohesionless, i.e. it does not have a high proportion of

clay or other binders. Third, it must be saturated; this occurs when

the sand is below the' water table and the pore spaces between grains are

-full of water. Other factors, such as confining pressure, ease of
'

escape of pore water and lateral extent of the sand body, may influence

: susceptibility to liquefaction.

Where feasible, dewatering loose, cohesionless sands will eliminate
d

one of the main conditions that would cause liquefaction. If partial

compaction of the dewatered loose sands were to occur during a strong

- earthquake, any overlying materials and structures might settle
.

(" seismic shakedown"), but without sufficient pore water to take up the

- overburden load, liquefaction (the concomitant transient loss of shear

strength) would not occur.

Separate calculations of the amount of settlement that might result'

from future seismic shakedown of loose sands beneath safety-related

structures were performed by the Applicant. Seismic shakedown is a

partial consolidation of low-density sands during earthquake shaking and

might occur whether the sand is saturated or not. It is governed-

generally by the same characteristics of the loose sand that caused

concern for liquefaction, except that the removal'of pore water, in.

; order to reduce liquefaction potential, removes the buoyant effect of

,

, , ,.e - e n- ,, ,- ,-v -- ,r- -r - nrm,-e,-w,rs=-r--------r-r~nm -,m---~,,-vn.r-- r-v
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the water on-the individual grains, and increases the load on the sand.

This _ increases the potential for seismic shakedown. The amount of

predicted settlement from this cause was determined for each layer of

loose sand beneath each safety-related structure and sumed to determine

the total settlement potentially attributable to seismic shakedown at

each location. The amounts of predicted seismic shakedown generally

were quite small (e_.g. 0.25 0.15 inches for the PGB, and ab'out & inch

or less for the other affected structures). The Staff evaluated the
.

Applicant's method of calculating seismic shakedown and agreed that the

amounts predicted were reasonable and acceptable for use in design.

The Applicant's soils exploration program identified and -located
.

potentially liquefiable sands in the plant fill. Identification was

accomplished by the standard penetration tests (SPT) made during

drilling, in conjunction with analyses of recovered samples. The SPT-

involves driving a standard sampling tut'e into soil in a borehole by

dropping a hammer of-standard weight a specified distance onto the drill

stem to which the sampling tube is attached. The number of blows needed

to drive the samples one foot is counted and recorded, and correlated

with the material recovered from the samples. Tr general, a low

"blowcount" from the SPT, in sand soil, would indicate low density and a

high liquefaction potential.

Testimony during the hearings indicated that some of the low-

blowcount sands,M., near the diesel fuel oil tanks, were not

-encountered in nearby borings and were surrounded above and below by

non-liquefiable soils. Subsequently, however, we were advised that the

_
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logs of borings near the diesel fuel oil tanks were erroneous (see

supra , pp.14-15, and infra , pp. 126-127). In general, small, isolated

sand bodies, especially where deeply buried and under a relatively high

confining pressure, were not considered by the Applicant's or Staff's

experts as presenting significant liquefaction problems. In the case of

the diesel fuel oil tanks, the passive resistance of non-liqueff able

soil which confines the foundation of the tanks as well as the sand

pocket, would have been sufficient to prevent tank failure, even if the

sand pocket were assumed to liquefy. Although we agree with the general

conclusions of the Applicant and Staff on this point, and further that

the small amount of seismic shakedown which had been predicted for the

diesel fuel oil tanks (0.1 inches) presented no significant hazard to

their safety, as a result 'of the erroneous boring logs we are making no

findings concerning liquefaction or soils stability under the diesel

fuel oil tanks.

Potentially liqueff able sands beneath the service water piping and

electrical duct banks in the area just north of the SWPS presented a

special problem. Because most of the recharge of groundwater in the

plant fill would come from the cooling pond through natural sands

occurring in this area and hydraulically connected to the sands in the

fill, failure of the dewatering system would cause the water table near

the SWPS to rise rapidly. The rapid rise of groundwater and resultant

saturation of the loose sands in the plant fill near the SWPS might not

allow sufficient time for plant shutdown. While this would not cause

- - . . - - .. - . _- . . ~ ---
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liquefaction to occur, it would have caused the potential for soil

liquefaction to exist beneath the safety-related utilities in this

locality _during plant operation. Accordingly, the Applicant committed

to-removal of the loose sands above 610 ft elevation and beneath the

safety-related utilities in this area and replacement with non-

liquefiable materials. This remedy would eliminate concern for both

liquefaction and seismic shakedown potential.

Elsewhere at the plant site, the bodies of loose sand in the plant

fill occurred mainly ~above elevation 610 feet. The few pockets that lie

below that elevation are of such iimited extent and under such high

confining pressure that they would not present a significant lique-

faction problem, even if saturated. The Applicant and Staff, base'd on

- their independent evaluations and reviews, both agreed that lowering the

groundwater table and maintaining' it at a level below 610 ft beneath the

RBA and DGB would ensure that there would be no potential for

liquefaction of soils to affect the integrity of either structure.

However, where these bodies occurred beneath safety structures,-effects

of seismic shakedown were evaluated.

Removal of the buoyancy effect by dewatering a'nd the increase _in
.

the load on plant fill layers _at depth would have.the beneficial effect

of increasing the bearing capacity of those dewatered layers.' De--

: watering of the plant fill would also reduce uplift and hydrostatic

. pressure loads on embedded structures.- In these respects, as in its-

reduction or elimination of soil liquefaction potential,- dewatering
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would produce effects advantageous to the safety of plart structures.

For these reasons, we disagree with a portion of Ps. Stamiris' proposed

Findings of Fact ff "13," at 5), where she asserts that there has been a

" discovery that the bearing capacity of the base soils for the

underpinning is i that used in the original analysis (BN 83-174)."

.Ms. Stamiris has apparently confused the term " bearing capacity" with

" elastic modulus," another soil parameter. For an explanation of the

Applicant's change in elastic modulus value, see infra, Findina la0.

The effect of dewatering on the clay soils was to increase the

amount of compression and the rate of consolidation of the clays,

particularly those in the plant fill that were not properly consolidated

during their placement. Part of the compression from the dewatering

load was recoverable as shown by small amounts of rebound measured when

the groundwater level was allowed to rise during a recharge test. The

part not recoverable on removal of the load is tenned consolidation.

The effect on the clay soils was expected and predictable on the basis

of- the settlement observations made. For each of the safety-related

structures and underground utilities at the Midland site, the Applicant

assessed the additional settlements that would be caused by dewatering,
|.

[ and the Staff was satisfied that they are adequately included in the

predicted settlements that were to be used in the structural analyses.

While we repeat that we are reaching no conulusions concerning the ac-

ceptability of the DGR or its foundation soils, nor on the prediction of

. . . , _ . ._ _ _ _ _ --.
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differential settlement between the main norticr of +he auxiliary

building and the control tower, no unresolved centrowersy over

dewatering effects at those (or any other) structures exists between tha

Apolicant and the Staff. Intervenor Stamiris did not submit pronosed

findings on the technical adeauacy of the dewatering system, nor upon

the effects of dewatering on soils, except for the conclusory denial

that the Applicant has adeauately and conservatively taken then into

account (see Stamiris F0F 1 "12," at 4-5).

As pointed out above, the threat of possible failure or degradation

of the permanent dewatering system was alleged by Stamiris

Contention 4.D(3) as resulting in insufficient time for plant shutdown

before the groundwater level rose to a level causing saturation of the

potentially liquefiable sands in the plant fill. Postulated ceuses of

such failure or degradation (as specified in Warren Contention ?) were

increased seepage, flooding, failure of pumoing systems, and power

outages. During the hearings we heard testimony on the decion and

performance of the permanent dewatering sys+em. the ficw patterns and

rates of water-level rise in the absence of any numping, isolation of

the groundwater in the power-block area from laterally- and

vertically-proximate regional groundwater aquifers, and the proposed

water-level monitoring system. We a'so heard testimony on the ability

of the permanent dewatering system to detecF and remove water from

potential breaks in underground pipes and from infiltration resulting

from the 100-year maximum precipitation.

- _- - _ - _ _ _ __ --
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Because the potentially liquefiable plant fill sands lie above

610-ft-elevation, a principal design ob,iective of the permanent

dewateiing system was to lower and maintain the groundwater level

beneath the RBA and DGB below that 610-ft level. In order to do this,

it was plaimed to lower the groundwater level beneath those structures

to elevation 595 ft. At that level, even if total failure of the system

occurred, there would be adequate time to repair or replace equipment in

the dewatering system, or to shut down the plant before the groundwater

level beneath the RBA and DGR rose to the 610-ft-elevation. Rased on

results of a recharge test, in which the water level was drawn down to

below 595 ft and all pumps were then turned off, a minimum of 40 days
.

would be required for the water level to rise to the 610-ft-elevation
.

beneath either of the two potentially affected structures.

Redundancy was to be provic'ed to ensure effectiveness and

reliability of the pumpinq system. Twenty interceptor and twenty backup

interceptor wells located in two lines along the primary recharge area

(near the SWPS), and 24 area wells in the plant area form the main

components of the permanent dewatering system. One line of interceptor

i wells and only two area wells would need to remain in operation to
|

| dewater the PBA and DGR areas to the design level. All of the wells,
|

however,-would have been kept operational, should the need for any of'

them have arisen. One complete set of discharge well replacement parts
i

was to be kept onsite for quick repair.or replacement, if needed. Also,

electrical wiring was to be designed so that a tempnrary outage of one

i

. . _ - - -_ . _-_ , . . _ - . - -
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or more wells would have no impact on power to the other wells. In the

event of a loss of power to the system, a separate diesel generator was

to be provided to power the interceptor wells.

The discharge collectors, or header systems, were to be separate

for the two lines of interceptor wells. If failure of one header system

occurred it would not affect operability of the other. Also, individual

wells could have flexible hoses attached to their outlets, bypassing the

header systems entirely, in the event of header rupture underground near

one or more dewatering wells. This was to prevent overloading the

pumping capacity if water from a ruptured header " flooded" a well in the
.

pumping area. Water from the system was to have been pumped back to the

cooling pond.
'

The discharge wells were each equipped with well screens and filter

packs to prevent removal of soil fines from the soils through which the

groundwater percolated. Monthly sampling of fines was to have been

required to check on continued serviceability of the filter packs during

the operating life of the plant. Actual tests to check for possible

discharge of soil fines were conducted for each well, and all were

indicated to be well below the Staff's acceptance criteria.

Water quality samples were to be taken annually during plant

operation to detemine concentrations of compounds associated with

incrustation. Acid treatment of the wells would have been employed to

remove incrusting minerals, if needed.

Six permanent water-level monitoring wells were to have provided

continuous recordings of water levels during plant operation, and alarms

.
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to warr plant personnel of a significant rise in level at any well. Two

of the six monitoring walls were to have been located near the DER, and

two near the PRA. The remaining two were to have been placed between

each o# those structures and the main recharge area. A technical

speci#ication would have required the initiation of plant shutdown if

the water level hereath the RBA or PGR rose to 606.5 ft elevation. It

was determinee during +he recharge test that it would take about

8.5 hys for the wa+er level to rise from elevation 606.5 ft to 610 ft.

To reac5 cold shutdown would require about 36 hours.

The Anplicant and the Staff each analyzed the impact of various

pipe breaks on orcundwater levels and censidered the ability of the

perma v rt dewatering system to detect a wa+er-level rise and to maintain

water levels holcw 610-ft-elevation at the DG8 and RRA. The analyses

included postulated breaks of the low pressure 66-inch-diameter

cooling-pond blcwdown lire near the SVPS and the 96-inch-diameter Unit 2-

circulating-water oipe near the DGR. Also, the effect of a postulated

break in the 20-inch-diameter condensate pipe, which runs directly

beneath the PGR, was analyzed. The Applicant and Staff agreed that, in 9

all of these analyses, conservative conditions were assumed and that,

even if the monitoring wells failed to alarm, the groundwater level

would not rise significantly above the 610-ft limiting elevation.

Pecause of the hydrenlic isolation of the power block area and the

flood protection provided by the plant dikes, the only source of

flooding that might challenge the dewatering system would be from

precipitation falling within the cooling-pond and power-block areas.

,
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Using the predicted 100-year-maximum precipitation, an analysis of the - )
impact of this flood on groundwater levels was made. The Applicant's

!

.

and Staff's experts both concluded that the dewatering system could
;,

accomodate the runoff and infiltration from this precipitation and that

it would not result in the groundwater level rising to 610-ft-elevation.-

The impervious, widespread natural clay layer, about 135 ft thick,.

' that underlies the plant site ~ area, together with impervious dike cores,

cutoff dikes and slurry trenches designed to extend down to the natural

; clay, provide hydraulic isolation of the cooling-pond and power-block

areas from regional groundwater systems. The dikes and slurry trenches,

I . prevent hydraulic connection with laterally adjacent shallow sediments

where groundwater occurs under water-table conditions. A confined+

aquifer of a lower groundwater system, located beneath the essentially .
' impervious 135-ft-thick clay layer is under artesian pressure'with a
~ hydrostatic head about equal to the water-table level of the upper

'

groundwater system. Observation wells drilled to the lower aquifer-

outside the dike perimeter showed no fluctuations of water level with
~

changes 'of water level inside the dike and above'the clay layer,

iindicating a lack of hydraulic connection. The casings of these wells

drilled through the clay were grouted to prevent a connection whereby

groundwater could rise from the lower aquifer to the upper system.-

(Water flow in the other direction would be prevented by the artesian

pressure in the lower aquifer.)

This Board concludes that, contrary to Stamiris. Contention 4.D.

. (and to Warren Contention 2), while the water table, soil, and seismic

:

,

-

,
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characteristics of the site would be changed as a result of dewatering,

.the Applicant has edequately taken these changed characteristics into

account in evaluating and designing safety-related structures, piping

and duct banks to resist future soil settlement loads (including those

from soil consolidation and seismic shakedown) and other loads

attributable to the effects of dewatering. We also conclude that,

except with respect to the diesel fuel oil tanks, we have reasonable

assurance that soil liquefaction will not affect the integrity of safety

related structures, piping or electrical duct banks during an earthouake

as large in magnitude and associated ground acceleration as the SSE

determined to be appropriate for this site, providing the permanent

oewatering system lowers and maintains the groundwater level to below

elevation 610 ft beneath-the RBA and DGB. (Forreasonsindicated

earlier, we are not now ruling on liquefaction in the diesel fuel oil

tank area.)

We also have reasonable assurance that the Applicant has.provided

adequate redundancy and other features in the design of the permanent

dewatering system to reduce the likelihood of, or to obviate, failure or

degradation of the system in the event of seepage, flooding, failure of

pumping systems and power outages, over the life of the plant, if the

plant were to be operated. The Applicant has provided reasonable

assurance that, if the plant were completed and operated, its design of

the permanent dewatering system (including water-level monitoring) will

maintain the groundwater level below elevation 610 ft, even in the event

of total failure of the system, and will provide adequate time to repair

. - - . . - . . -- - ,_ - - .
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i

or replace parts of the system, or to bring the plant to cold shutdown

before the groundwater rises to the 610-ft-level of the potentially

liouefiable sands beneath the R8A and DGB.

We also conclude that the Applicant has accounted for the effects

.of ta corary drawdown of groundwater levels during construction on the

settlement of soils and the safety-related structures founded, or to be

founded, on them. We note that Ms. Stamiris, in her proposed findings

-(Stamiris F0F, f "13," item 9, at 6), refers to " continued water seepage

problems in the underpinning excavations" as an unresolved question.

However, in a previous Memorandum and Order (Denying Intervenor's Motion

to Reopen the Record on Containment Cracks, LBP-83-50, 18 NRC 242,

249-51 (1983), we ruled, inter alia, that Ms. Stamiris had

misinterpreted reports on water seepage and that there was no persuasive

connection between cracks in the co.itainment butidings and dewatering,

including construction dewatering of the natural clay on which the

containment (and auxiliary) buildings are founded, or that settlement

due to dewatering has been excessive. We reaffirm those rulings.
,
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III. DIESEL GFNEPATOR BUILDING

As we previously pointe <4 out (supra, p.13), we are not at this

time formally making any findings or rulings with respect to the

structural adequacy of the diesel generator buildino (DGP) or the

sufficiency of the corrective measures which have been applied thereto

as a result of soils settlenent problems. Because of its sianificance

with respect to various OP and several OL issues, however, vie believe
4

; that a brief description of the DGR structure, the problems which have ,

surfaced followina its construction, and the corrective actions which

have been followed would prove instructive and useful as background for

considering the soils-related issues discussed elsewhere in this Decision.

The DGB, which is located directly south of the turbine building,

is a rectangular, reinforced concrete, box-like structure which was to

house four diesel generators. It is partitioned into four bays, one for

each generator. The generators themselves rest on thick concrete

padestals which are structurall," independent from the rest of the DGB.

Both the DGB and its generators are classified as Seismic Category I.

items and hence are subject to the QA requirements of 10 C.F.D., Part 50,

Appendix B.21
i

The DGB foundation consists of continuous spread footings around -

the building and beneath the three interior walls, resting upon

2I Wiedner, ff. Tr.10790, at vi,1, and Figs. DGB-1, DGB-7, DGB-3;
SSER #2, ! 2.5.4.4.?, at p. 2-24, and i 3.8.3.4, at p. 3-??.

L
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approximately 30 feet of plant fill. Fill placement activities took

place mainly from October, 1975 to October, 1977; the footings #cr the

DGB were poured in October, 1977, and construction of the buildica was
l

1carried out from that time until the spring of 1979. During the course

of construction, in July, 1978, it was discovered that the DGB had

settled in excess of that which would have been expected throughout the

entire plant life. As of August 23, 1978, when construction en the

building was temporarily halted as a result of the settlerent problem,

55% o# the concrete had been placed, with the walls ir place to an

elevation of 30 feet above grade, the generator pedestals poured, the

mud mat poured inside the building, the electrical duct banks placed

under the building with horizontal and vertical runs corrpleted, the

underground piping in the area under and adjacent to the building

installed, and all backfill placed to grade level. in other words, with

approximately half the construction completed and half the static

structural load in place, the DGB settled to a greater degree than would

have been expected throughout plant life, during which oroeter loads

could be expected.22

The safety inplications of the excessive settlement of the CCP gave

rise to an OL contention of Ms..Sinclair (origirally designated es

Sinclair Contention 24, see. Special Prehearing Conference Order dated

February 23,1979, at 8), questioning the suitability of the fill soils

22 Keeley, ff. Tr.1163, at 6; Tr. 3222-23 (Peck); Wiedner, ff.
Tr. 10790, at vi.
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on which the DGB was founded. Mr. Marshall advanced a similar con-

tention (id. at 21). Thereafter, the " unusual settlement" of the DGB

formed the basis for the December 6, 1979 Modification Order, which

raised questions as to an asserted " breakdown in quality assurance

related to soil construction activities," the adequacy of corrective

actions which had been followed up to that time or acceptance criteria

for such actions which had been submitted, and an alleged material false

statement in the FSAR concerning the condition of the plant fill.

Finally, following the initiation of the OM proceeding, Ms. Stamiris

raised numerous contentions bearing upon the DGB, including the

managerial attitude which led to the extensive QA/QC violations,

asserted financial and time schedule pressures affecting resolution of

the soils settlement issues (including the nature of the corrective

measures selected by CPC for the DGB), and the asserted technical

inadequacy of the DGB corrective actions.23 In particular, Ms. Stamiris

claimed that the proper corrective action for the DGB structure would

have been the removal and replacement of the partially completed

structure.

The remedial actions which in fact were chosen by CPC for the DGB,

upon the advice of consultants who included Dr. Ralph B. Peck, a

23 Contentions of Ms. Stamiris specifically concernin
Contentions 1, 2(b) and (d), 3(c), 4.A, and 4.C(e)g the DGB are OMMs. Warren's 3.

contentions also dealt with the technical adequacy of the DGB
corrective actions. See Appendix A to this Decision for a listing
of all soils-related contentions.
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Professor of Foundation Engineering Emeritus, of the University o#

Illinois, and Dr. A. J. Hendron, Jr., Professor of Civil Engineering at.

the University of Illinois, were the severing of duct banks and conduits

beneath the stiucture (to alleviate stresses resulting from differential

settlement), the resumption of construction and completion of the DGB

structure, and the surcharging or preloading of the structure with about

20 feet of sand over and around the soils under the DGB foundation.

Construction was resumd in December,1978. The surcharging was begun

in early 1979 and was essentially completed, and the sand removed, by

the end of August,1979, prior to the issuance of the Modification

Order. The rerredial actions for the DGB further called for permanent

dewatering of the plant fill in the vicinity of the DGB, to preclude

liquefaction developing as a resu't of seismic stress in the underlying

and adjacent sandy fill soils.24

The purpose of surcharging was to cause the soil to settle at an

accelerated rate so that, under operating loads, future settlement would

be small ard within tolerable limits. The procedure was also intended

to permit a conservative and reliable estimate of the amount of future
~

settlement.25 During the course of the hearing, however, significant

questions were raised concerning such matters as whether the severing of

2# Wiedner, ff. Tr.-10790, at 2-4; Keeley, ff. Tr. 1163, at 8; SSER
a2, 6 ?.5.4.4.2, at p. ?-31;

25 Peck, ff. Tr. 10180, at 6.

. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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the duct banks was performed in a manner which would keep stresses to

-the DGB structure as low as possible, whether the surcharge was left in

place for a sufficient time to attain secondary, or to complete primary

consolidation of the fill,26 and whether sufficient reliable data were

recorded to provide an adequate basis for future settlement estimates.2

Furthermore, the Staff recognized that surcharging the essentially

completed DGB structure did nothing to avoid the undesirable and large

total and differential settlements that had occurred, with the ac-

companying concern for warping and cracking. The settlement originally

predicted for the DGB throughout its projected life had been 2.8 in. By

December,1978, prior to the surcharge, the largest measured settlement.
.

lccated in the southeast corner of the DGB, had reached 4.25 in. .

Following removal of the surcharge, the total settlement for this

portion of the DGB had reached 7.45 in.28 One Staff witness estimated

the amount of differential settlement between various segments of the

DGB to have been about 7.5 in. and to have resulted in structural cracks

in the building.29

26 The Applicant regards primary consolidation from the surcharge as
that resulting from the dissipation of excess pore pressures and
secondary consolidation as settlement that occurs after excess pore
pressures have been dissipated. Peck, ff. Tr.10180, at 8-11.

27 SSER *2, i 2.5.4.4.2, at pp. 2-24 and 2-31.
28

_I_d_. -.

29
Tr. 16429 (Landsman).

.- - _ - _.
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There developed a difference of opinion among several Staff

- witnesses, and between the Applicant and the Staff, as to the

significance of cracks in the DGB. Those cracks were caused in part by

the differential settlemeist of different portions of the DGB, including

that caused by application of the surcharge. The Applicant performed a

structural reanalysis of the DGB, using a finite element model to

estimate stresses in the DGB.30 It also presented experts who testified

as to the observed condition of the DGB.31

The Staff's structural engineers considered the Applicant's

approach to be consistent with sound engineering practice. 2 However,

these structural engineers actually evaluated the structural adequacy of

the DGB on the basis of a crack analysis, and they added the residual

stresses calculated from crack widths to the stresses calculated in the

Applicant's finite element analysis. 33 The Staff's geotechnical

engineers, on the other hand, raised questions as to the sufficiency of

the Applicant's approach, and criticized the method of the structural

engineers as not being normal engineering practice.34 Moreover, an NRC

30 Wiedner, ff. Tr.10790, at 14-17.
31 Sozen/Corley, ff. Tr.10950, Attachment 4 at 4.11, 4.34,
32 Rinaldi, et al., ff. Tr. 11086, at 6, and Tr. 11121-24 (Rinaldi).
33 Rinaldi, et al., ff. Tr. 11086, at 2-5.

34 Tr. 10521, 11187-88, 11196-99 (Kane); Tr. 11177-81, 11189-90,
11202-03 (Singh). !

I
|
|

w..
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Staff inspector in April,1983 expressed considerable doubt about the

-structural adequacy of the DGB, based in part upon similar

considerations but also upon the design of the DGB utilizing spread

footings founded upon fill.35

Because of the internal Staff differences of opinion with respect

to the analyses of the DGB cracks and with regard to the structural

adequacy of the DGB, the Staff commissioned Brookhaven National

Laboratory to perform a further study. When completed, this study was

reviewed by a Staff task group, which prepared a report. The study and

report were then reanalyzed by Staff witnesses to ascertain whether

their earlier testimony would have to be changed.36 Although' opinions

on the need to reopen the record were not unanimous, reviewers agreed

that, at the least, further documentation of calculations which had been

performed was needed. This documentation was still in progress at the

35 Tr. 15059-60, 16410-13, 16816-17 (Landsman). He also expressed
these concerns to a Congressional oversight comittee in June,
1983. The Staff testified, however, that there is no' regulatory
requirement that would preclude the use of spread footings on
diesel generator buildings. Tr. 16424-25 (Hood).

36 The Board and parties have been kept advised of the progress of
this review through several Board Notifications from the Staff.
See BN 83-109_(July 27,'1983); BN 83-142 (September 22,1983);
BN 83-153 (October 11, 1983); BN 83-165 (October 26,1983);
BN 83-185 (December 2,1983). The BN 83-165 notification includes
copies of the Brookhaven report and the report of the NRC task
group. BN 83-185 includes recommendations of several witnesses on
whether the record should be reopened. Neither these notifi-
cations, nor their attachments, have thus far been entered into the
evidentiary record of these proceedings.
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time we declined to grant (pending completion of the review process) the

Staff's motion to reopen the record on the DGB but also permitted the

Staff and Intervenors to defer filing their proposed findings and

conclusions with respect to that structure. See supra, p. 13. Any

final resolution of questions concerning the structural adequacy of the

DGB would, of course, have to include a satisfactory resolution of the

crack issues which we have been discussing.

In addition to the soils settlement questions, there have been

.other QA problems associated with the DGB which have been extensively

litigated. In particular, a Staff inspection performed by Region III

from October 12-November 29, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983, primarily of

work accomplished in the DGB, indicated (according to the Staff) another

"significant breakdown" in the implementation of CPC's OA program. The

Staff also proposed sLbstantial civil penalties as a result of the

violations which had occurred.37 CPC as a result suspended most
'

non-soils-related work on the DGB (as well as other portions of the

project) from early December,1982 to October,1983 (when the Staff

approved CPC's Construction Completion Plan), and it paid the civil

penalty after its request for mitigation was turned down by the Staff.

37 See Keppler, ff. Tr.15114, at 4-5, Attachments 3, 4, and 7.
38 Tr.15074,15086 (Shafer, Gardner); J. Cook, ff. Tr.18025, at 5;

letter to Board and parties from Staff, dated December 15, 1983,
transmitting Confirmatory Order for Modification of Construction
Permits (Effective Imediately), dated October 6,1983.

. - . .-. _ _ _ . . . _ . _ .
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The Construction Completion Plan, under which construction of the DGB'

was resumed, applied to non-soils-related construction activities; it

included the application to those activities of Staff controls analogous

to those which we earlier imposed on soils-related construction

activities by LBP-82-35 (see supra, pp. 9-10). The general implications

of the QA deficiencies at the DGB, as well as the potential ef-

fectiveness of the Construction Completion Plan, were extensively

litigated before us as QA/ management attitude issues (on which we are

r.ot at this time ruling).

.

<_
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IV. AUXILIARY BUILDINGS AND FEEDWATER ISOLATION VALVE PITS
i (Findings 118 - 151)

The auxiliary building is made up of several parts. The main

portion is founded on the same overconsolidated hard clays of lacustrine

origin _ as are the containment buildings, which lie immediately to the

east and west. Other parts of the auxiliary building project to the

north (railroad bay area (RBA)) and to the south (control tower and

electrical penetration area (EPA) wings) and are founded, at elevations

higher than the footings of the main structure, on backfill. See infra,

Figure 4, p. 97, for the identification and arrangement of the several

parts of the auxiliary building. Each of the Feedwater Isolation Valve

Pits (FIVPs) is situated immediately outboard of an EPA wing andc
t-

f slightly beyond the line projecting southward from the center of the

respective containment building that each serves. Although the FIVPs

are structurally independent of the EPAs, the'y have been discussed in

these proceedings along with the auxiliary building structures. The

FIVPs are founded on plant backfill, like the EPAs, control tower, and

RBA. All of these structures or substructures contain safety-related
|.

l
'

equipment and are required to be designed to Seismic Category. I

standards.

Following discovery in 1978 of excessive settlement of the DGB, the
i
:
I- Applicant undertook a soils exploration program. At the time,

c'onstruction of the auxiliary building and FIVPs was essentially
.

complete. This program gave rise to various concerns about the
,

integrity of the RBA, control tower, EPAs and FIVPs. In the Staff's

[
L
!
i

_____ _ _ _ _ _ -
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.

opinion (see discussion infra, pp. 107-108), the program revealed

inadeouately compacted backfill supporting these structures,

demonstrated by differential settlement of the south end of the control

tower, the location of cracks in the auxiliary building, and a one-foot

void between a concrete mudmat and the underlying plant fill.

Potentially liqueff able sands in the fill were found above the 610-ft-

elevation beneath the RAA and EPAs. Clay soils in the fill posed a

concern for differential settlement and attendant structural loads in

the FIVPs and the EPAs.

Concern for the adequacy of the fill beneath the control tower

arose partly from questions about the effect of added foundation loads

from the attached EPAs, resulting from an early plan to support the

other, or outer, ends of each EPA by caissons. Partial loss of support

of the EPA foundations through soil compression would have produced a

bridge-like effect, edding loads to the supports at either end. The

loads thus added to the control tower from both EPAs might have resulted

in an insufficient safety margin in the dynamic bearing capacity of its i

supporting backfill under earthquake loading conditions. (
The proposed caisson-suoport remedy for the EPAs was subsequently

abandoned. The approach that was eventually selected to eliminate

concerns about the plant fill entailed underground construction of new

-foundation walls (underpinning) beneath the control tower as well as the

EPAs in order to transfer their support directly to the underlying hard

lacustrine clay. Also, the plant fill beneath the FIVPs would have been

removed by excavation down to the clay and was to be replaced with
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!

properly compacted. granular fill capped by a concrete jacking pad. The

- Jacking space would finally have been filled with grout. Potential soil

liquefaction concerns for the plant fill beneath the~RPA (like the DGB)

i. were to have been remedied by lowering and maintaining the groundwater
' ~ level below 610-ft-elevation. (Our analysis of dewatering is discussed, '

suora, at p. 69 et seq.; also see infra, Findings 98 - 116).

The adequacy of the Applicant's proposed remedial measures to

resolve questions of safety of the auxiliary building and FIVPs (and of !

1

other safety related structures) stemming from the improperly compacted

plant fill was questioned by the Staff in the Podification Order and

;- challenged by Ps. Stamiris in her OM contentions. In her

[ Contention 4.Cla), Ms. Stamiris asserted that the Applicant's remedial

actions are not based on adequate evaluation of dynamic responses

regarding dewatering effects, differential soil settlement effects and

seismic effects.

The Applicant considered the effects of dewatering in its most

-recent design of the remedial measures (eg ., underpinning) for the
.

[ auxiliary building and FIVPs. In addition to eliminating concern for

soil liquefaction, dewatering also removes the effect of buoyancy caused

by groundwater on individual soil particles, and thus increases the load.,

;

on the affected foundation soil. As a result, dewaterinn would increase

the bearing capacity of.the soil, a beneficial effect, but also would
,

' increase the settlement and rate of compression of the soils. ' The

dewatering effect is small and predictable, based on the load added by
|
' 'the loss of buoyancy. Part of the settlement, or soil compression, is ,

|

-

!

. . . . _ . . . _ . - . _ , _ _ - - _ _ . . _ _ . . . . _ _ __..__..__._m._.____,, _-. ---.,. - . __ ~ . - - , _ . . . . _ . _ - . -- -
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recoverable upon removal of the dewatering load when the grcundwater

level is allowed to rise. Subsequent fluctuations of water level cause

only minor settlement, if any, from the dewatering load after the

initial effect has occurred.

To counter possible structural effects of tenporary (construction)

dewatering on the FIVPs and EPAs, temporary support systems were

installed before underpinning began. A beam-and-tie system provided

support for the FIVPs, and post-tensioning ties were installed through

: the control tower and attachec' to the upper part of the east-west walls

of the EPAs on either side. (Similar post-tensioning ties were applied

to the SWPS north-south walls, as well. See infra, Finding 156.)

The basic underpinning plan for the control tower and EPAs called

for-construction of piers beneath the existing walls, extending down to

the hard clay. Construction was to be of reinforced concrete, cast in

place. The bottoms of the piers were to be belled-out to increase the
~

pier footing support arer and-to cause the bottom of each pier to touch

its neighboring piers. After completion of the piers, walls were to be

constructed in the intervening spaces between then, with provision made

for tying the underpinning walls of the control tower and EPAs together

and-for fixing the walls to the supported structures, after jacking

pressures between the piers and the supported structures were locked

off.

The hydraulic jacking system between each pier and the supported

structure was designed to p, reload the supporting hard clay soil, to

ensure that full initial and elastic recompression of the soil was

:

L
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attained, and to provide a period of observation of secondary

compression of the soil. The Applicant developed a schedule of jacking

pressures at the different piers, to prevent non-tolerable movements in

the supported structures during construction and the period of soil

preloading.

Horizontal and vertical motions of the structures were to be*

monitored during construction and jacking. Alert and action level

f limits of structure motions, based on tolerable limits, were to be

- established, and the movement data were to be checked for trends
[

indicating that an alert level might be reached. Corrections of

' structure movements were to be made by adjusting jacking pressure on

-individual piers, and provisions for emergency mechanical' support
,

. systems were to be made in the event of. the possible occurrence of4

' settlements not correctable by the methods planned. Loads in the piers
*

as well as pier deflection were also to be monitored during construction

[ of the underpinning. Cracks in the structures were mapped and were to
!'

be monitored as a check against predicted structure deflections.
,

i .:

|- . Monitoring of cracks and structure motions would have been continuing

! ~ requirements if the facility were to be completed and operated.
L

L The' jacking procedures were intended to prevent or relieve any
:

L structural overstressing.. The competency of.the hard clay providing

foundation support was determined to be adequate to preclude development

of. structural' loads arising from differential settlement that, when

combined with other loads, would be. unacceptable. See infra,

Finding 138. While the testimony indicated that design changes could be,

I .

,

|
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implemented during underpinning construction--eg., widening the pier

bases to increase bearing area--we heard little or nothing about

specific circumstances that might warrant such changes, only that the<

construction sequence and procedures could accommodate the option during

the time prior to completion of the final design calculations. (C_f. our

discussion, infra, pp. 104-105, of the unsuccessful pier W-11 load

test.)

The underground construction sequence was planned sn as not to

weaken the foundation support excessively during removal of soil and

installation of the piers and temporary structure supports. The plans

also included measures to support walls of the excavations. The

underground construction area was dewatered to an elevation about

30 feet lower than the planned permanent dewatering groundwater level.

To facilitate the construction dewatering, a freezewall was emplaced by

circulating refrigerant fluids through boreholes that were closely

spaced in lines around part of the work area (see infra, Findings 135,

136). Construction proceeded from two access shafts dug on the east and

west ends of the affected area and then from a tunnel between them

located beneath the turbine-generator building. The work was to

progress in a stepwise fashion, tunneling far enough to construct

temporary supports, constructing them, then tunneling far enough to

accomplish the next part of the construction, constructing it, and so

on.

Prior to the suspension of work activities on the project, a

considerable amount of the underpinning construction had been

accomplished. We understand that the Applicant intends to leave the

-_. -- . . - . . . . _ _ .
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underpinning, like other project construction, in a safe layup

condition. See Board Notification 84-148, dated September 14, 1984,

at 2 and Enclosure 3; I&E Report 84-25/26 (attachment to letter from

R.F. Warnick to CPC, dated September 21,1984). While the plans for

activities to accomplish this (and including reporting requirement

changes) are not now included in the evidentiary record, we regard such

activities as subject to Staff approval pursuant to the Work

Authorization Procedure adopted as a result of LBP-82-35, supra.

In evaluating the design of the remedial measures for the control

tower, EPAs and FIVPs, the Applicant took into account the loads that

would be imposed by postulated seismic events (as well as flooding

events). Because the SSRS was not yet agreed upon when the initial

desir;n of the remedial measures was developed, seismic loads equal to

1.5 times the loads which would result from use of the DBE (or FSAR SSE)

response spectra were used in the actual design. Subsequently, this

design basis was demonstrated to be conservative: analyses performed by

the Applicant's consultant, and an audit of the Applicant's design

calculations by the Staff, determined that loads equal to 1.5 times the

| DBE (FSAR SSE) loads are conservative in relation to loads which would

result from application of the now-agreed-upon SSRS (Finding 142).

Although we have reasonable assurance that the seismic designs of

the auxiliary building and FIVPs are acceptable, this conclusion applies

only .to the extent that those designs are based on the nominal value of

the dynamic soil modulus (or soil spring constant) used in the seismic
,

I

,,r - r - , - - --s.----
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analyses. This limitation stems from the design deficiency of which we

were advised by Board Notification BN 84-115. See supra, pp. 68-69.

A load test conducted on pier W-11 to evaluate soil parameters and

settlement response of the lacustrine clay did not produce the results

expected (Finding 140). Carlson stress meters installed on the pier

indicated that the load applied at the top by jacking was ont reaching

the bottom of the pier. The Applicant ascribed the failure of the test

to produce the expected results to a deficiency in the anti-friction

installation; the Staff did not accept this explanation, but proffered

no explanation of its own. Further, we were advised by both the

Applicant and Staff that the pier, which was test-loaded initially to

130% of its desigr pressure, settled more than predicted (but we could

not find in the record any testimony as to whether this was during, or

subsequent to, the pier load test). Implicit in the indication that the

load was not reaching the bottom of the pier, as well as in the

Applicant's explanation, is the suggestion that some of the load was

being transferred to the surrounding fill soil, and hence the load at

the bottom was spread over an area of the supporting clay larger than

the area of the pier footing alone. The observation that the pier

settled more than was predicted, however, would apparently contradict

the notion that the pier footing had not been fully loaded.
5

As a result of the unsuccessful pier load test, the Applicant

reanalyzed the structure for settlement loads using an assumed

settlement of one-half inch instead of the originally calculated one-

quarter inch. Such procedure was equivalent to assuming the soil

.
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modulus used for calculating settlement to be one-half that employed in

the original calculations.

Following a design audit of the Applicant's reanalysis of the

auxiliary building differential settlement loads using one-half inch,

the Staff issued Board Notification BN 83-174. See infra, Finding 127.

The three open items that the Staff cited as relevant to soils-remedial

activities potentially at issue in these proceedings concerned (1) the

base-line length over which the one-half inch differential settlement of

the control tower relative to the main auxiliary building, and hence the

stresses in the structure, were to be calculated; (2) the permissible

limits of vertical deflections of the structures during jacking

operations; and (3) how existing settlement stresses in structures will

be treated in the final analyses of stresses and combined loads in the

structures, i.e., can all existing stresses be removed during final

jacking? Because these design issues were not fully addressed by the

testimony of record, we accordingly make no findings at this time'as 'to'

the adequacy of their treatment by the Applicant. We note, however,

that the Applicant's witnesses did address the last two items in their

testimony (see Burke, et al. ff. Tr. 5509, at 42-43, A9-A15),- and 'ae

regard these two items as reasonable disagreements between experts that

,

are susceptible to eventual resolution. We regard the final resolution

of these items as subject to the Work Authorization Procedure

established pursuant to LBP-82-35, supra.

In addition to BN 83-174, the absence of agreement among the expert
,

witnesses as to-the underlying reasons for failure of the W-11 pier load

, - - ~
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test to produce expected settlements provides a further reason for our

declining to rule at this time, because of prematurity, on the issue of

differential se+tlement between the con'.91 tower and the main part of

the auxiliary buildirg in the design of the underpinning. While the
|

Staff's and Applicant's expert witnesses attested to the general

competency of the hard lacustrine clay, a conclusion which the Board

accepts as well-supported and reasonable, the final design of the

underpinning was to rely on observations of settlement data. Data from

pier W-11 settlements were to comprise part of that data base. In light

of our concern, arising from the Modification Order (at 13-14), that

acceptance criterie be sufficiently established to assure adequate

design of the proposed underpinning prior to its construction, failure

of the W-11 pier load test casts doubt on the foundation design or

construction procedure. While we might envision several causes for that

failure, evidence in the record is insufficient for us to reach a

conclusion at this time about the relevance and significance of tie

unsuccessful load test to the foundation design acceptance criteria.

The Staff and Ms. Stamiris, in their proposed findings, both

ouestioned the absence of any discussion of the unsuccessful pier load

test in the Applicant's proposed findings. Staff F0F, 1 ??8; Stamiris

F0F, 1."11," at 4. The Staff pointed to the test's relationship to the

design audit conducted on September 14 and 15, 1983, and to the question

of adequacy of the Applicant's treatment of dif#erential settlement

between the main portion of the auxiliary buildino and the control tower

consequently raised in BN 83-174.
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Ms. Stamiris went #urther, alleging that there had been a

" discovery that the t' earing capacity of the base soils for the

underpinnino is i that used in the original analysis" (Stamiris F0F,

? "13," item (1), at 5). It appears that Ms. Stamiris has confused

bearing capacity with +he soil modulus and erroneously concluded that

circumstances leading to the Applicant's assumption of one-half inch

(rather than one-quer+er inchi differential settlement necessarily

implies a lack of competence of the base soil layer. The general

quality of that cle" layer as a foundation support was demonstrated

throunb laboratcry tests of the clay, h situ Standard Penetration

Tests, and anrernent between predicted values of settlement of

structures founded cn the clay with actual settlements measured. The

rain purrese of the test was to verify the soil parameters. While we

nust re.iect Ps. Stamir s' conclusions about the clay that stem from thed

unsuccessful pier load test, we repeat that the evidentiary record on

the pier load test (and or the three items cited by the Staff in'

i.
| PN P3-174) is incomplete.

! Ms. Stamiris also registers her dissatisfaction with the

Applicant's and Staff's treatment of the cause of cracks in the

auxiliary building that began to appear before remedial actions were

initiated. Stamiris F0F, f "10," at 4; App. F0F,1217; Staff F0F,

11 216-718. As we outline, infra, Findings 123-195, the Applicant

believed the sub.iect cracks were attributable to volume changes in the

concrete during curing. The Ftaff did not accept the explanation that

all the cracks.in the auxiliary building stemmed from volume changes;

-- .
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nor do we. Importantly, the Staff required the Applicant to evaluate

the effect of cracking on all safety-related structures, end the

Applicant did so. The Staff opined that the Applicant's crack

assessment in the cese of the auxiliary building was satisfactory. We

agree. Ms. Stamiris' accusations that this treatment indicated

evasiveness on the part of the Applicant and that the Staf' attempted

"to' skirt this issue altogether" are unwarranted, particularly since she

gave no indication as to why a finding on the cause of the cracking

.might be significant. Since our findings indicate that the cracks do

not significantly affect the strength of the auxiliary building, and

since the cracks were to be monitored for changes in size or new-crack

' development, we attach little significance to the fact that some of them

may have been caused by differential settlement, except in regard to the

allegation that the stepped foundation design of the structure may be

deficient. That allegation we address immediately below.

During the bearings an PRC Staff engineer, Dr. Poss Landsman,

volunteered that several " design deficiencies" occurred at the l'idland

facility. One category of these alleged deficiencies included the

stepped-foundation configuration present-in the PBA, control tower and

EPAs o' the auxiliary building, and the north projection of the SWPS.

In this configuration, where the main part of the structure is founded

on hard soil, an extension projects from it so that its foundation is at

a higher level and rests on backfill of considerable thickness.

Dr. Landsman asserted that this stepped foundation design had an

inherent potential for developing' problems as a result of differential

- -
-

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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settlement, even if satisfactory compaction methods were used on the

backfill. The overhanging portion could act as a cantilever if the

backfill supporting it settled more than anticipated in the design.

Since this potential differential settlement is principally what

the Midland underpinning was intended to remedy, by transferring the

foundation loads to the deeper b6rd soil, the potential safety problems

to which the " cantilevered" design might give rise would be adeouately

resolved for the Midland structures. While this design was said (by

others) to represent an acceptable engineering practice (indeed other

examples have been accepted on licensed nuclear power plants), we are

making no findings here on the adequacy of the original design of the

auxiliary building. See infra, Finding 128.

We recommend, however, that in the interest of conservatism the

Staff study and review the practice of using cantilevered designs. That

is, should stepped-foundation designs be utilized at all on nuclear

power plant safety-related structures and, if so, should the NRC provide

specific guidance on composition of backfill materials and their

distribution, compaction standards or possible methods for assuring

attainment of secondary consolidation of the backfill to control

differential settlement when this design is utilized? While the record

-is not sufficiently detailed to permit this Board to specify its concern'

in clearer detail, and while we recognize that the potential problems of

differential settlement in this case arose mainly from inadequate

control of placement, moisture content, and compaction of the fill

! materials, the stepped foundation design on certain structures,

.. , , - __ _ . - _ -
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.
particularly those underlain by clay fill, appears to have contributed

.to the. structural aspects of the potential differential settlement

-problem. Included in our concern is the practice of using concrete as !

l

fill material unless its use is specifically planned and the location of

such materials in the fill is recorded and utilized in settlement,

predictions.

'In summary, this Board concludes that the Applicant has adeouately ~ !<

taken into account, in its design of remedial actions for the different'

parts of the auxiliary building and FIVPs, the effects of dewatering,

|~ seismic shaking (including potential soil liquefaction and seismic
a

shakedown) and, except for open items specified in Board Notification

BN P3-174 on which we express no opinion, differentia'l settlement. As.
'

regards the seismic effects, we have reasonable assurance that the
-

Applicant's use of the site specific response spectra (SSRS) determined.

for the Midland site is appropriately conservative for assuring the
b;;.

- seismic safety-of the design of _the underpinning of-the auxiliary

building structure and FIVPs, and that_ the response spectra used by the

Applicant in the design of those underpinnings, based on a 1.5 multiple ~

:of-the original DBE _(or FSAR SSF) response spectra, adequately envelope
.

'(are higher than) 'the Midland:SSRS. See our conclusions on seismic
.

.. effects, supra, pp. 65-66, and infra, Findings 77-79. In regard _to the

seismic reevaluation of these structures, we have reasonable assurance

o that the. general analysis methodology proposed by the Applicant,. the

seismic _ design basis (1.5.X DBE (or_ FSAR SSE) response spectra), and the

nominal! values-for.the soil. spring constant (or dynamic soil modulus)-

.

'

-

'

.
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to be used are appropriately conservative input for the planned seismic

evaluations of the completed structures, should construction ever be

resumed. Our conclusion on the soil spring constant is subject to

resolution of the Applicant's failure to meet its commitment given in

the FSAR, and relied upon in testimony (including the SER), to perform

additional structural evaluations for the seismic margin review using

plus-and-minus 50 percent values of the nominal soil spring constant, as

discussed supra at pp. 68-69.

In the record on which we rely to come to our conclusions

concerning adequacy of the Applicant's consideration of effects of

dewatering, soil compression, and seismic shaking in the design of the

remedial actions, we have attached considerable weight to evidence of

the properties and predicted performance of the supporting soils under

different loading conditions. Also, assurance that adequate

consideration has been given to tolerable limits of structural response,

or behavior, is inherent in our conclusion that the designs, if properly

executed, will lead to structures posing no unreasonable threat to the

health and safety of the public, or to the environment, if pro,iect
'

construction were resumed. In other words, our conclusions here would

be altered if greater differential settlement values or limits of

structure deflection occur, or are proposed. '

Our conclusions, also, are conditional upon satisfactory

performance to be demonstrated by results of the structure-movement and

- crack-monitoring programs that have been, or were to be, initiated by

the Applicant. (This conditional acceptance applies equally to other

. _ _ . _
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structures, pipes, and duct banks where monitoring programs were to be

initiated.) We attach special significance to the results, as well as

to the proper and continuous conduct, of the monitoring programs. Not

only are they the " proof of the pudding" on predictions of soil

performance and acceptable limits of structural deflection, but also

their time-dependent data will be essential to a full understanding of

the condition of structures if construction is ever resumed. The

time-dependent nature of the soil responses--eg. , settlements

ascribable to primary and secondary compression rates, or correlation of

settlements with changes in groundwater levels--was important evidence

in our deliberations.

.
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.

V. SERVICE WATER PUMP STRUCTURE
* (Findings 152 - 167),

The service water pump structure (SWPS) is a rectangular,
'

reinforced concrete building with upper and lower sections of the same
!

width but different lengths. The larger upper section results in an

overhang at the north end of the structure, supported by underlying

soil. See Fig. 5, infra p. 114. Excavation for the SWPS left areas

under the overhang to be backfilled; borings taken later revealed that

some localized areas of backfill underneath and adjacent to the overhang -
:2

portion of the SWPS had not been sufficiently compacted.*

Although no unusual settlement has thus far developed, the*

Applicant undertook an extensive program of monitoring, analysis, crack

? mapping, and underpinning. The underpinning was to consist of a

continuous perimeter reinforced concrete wall beneath the north end of

the SWPS, which would form a box structure beneath the overhang,
,

connected to the sides of the lower portion of the structure, and

extending from the upper foundation slab to undisturbed glacial till.

Construction of the underpinning made it necessary to lower the
r

[ ' groundwater table temporarily, through dewatering.

.

Stamiris Contention 4.C(b) claimed that there had been inadequate

evaluation of dewatering effects, differential soil settlement and

seismic effects for the SWPS. All aspects of this contention were

extensively addressed before this Board. Although borings had shown the

presence of scme inadequately compacted fill under the overhang portion
i

:

}E
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' of this building, measurement of differential settlement indicated that

the building was initially stable. However, a survey of cracks led to a

disagreement between the Staff and the Applicant as to whether the

cracks were incidental to normal shrinkage of concrete or indicative of

unacceptable stresses. CF'C's decision to install underpinning restirig

on the underlying glacial till made this disagreement imaterial: the

Staff agreed that, with technically acceptable design and construction

of the underpinning, together with the proposed crack monitoring and'

repair program, the cause of the cracking need not be definitively

established.

Our findings of fact discuss all aspects of the testimonial record,

inclut'ing a description of the SWPS, the results of borings and surveys

of cracks, the CPC-Staff disagreement about crack interpretation, design

of the underpinning, effects of ground water levels as affected by

dewatering, monitoring arrangements (including acceptance criteria,

alert and action levels, and actions to be taken at each level) and the

status of a nearoy retaining wall. Although the underpinning was

designed to meet conditions equal to or exceeding the SSE as detennined

by the SSRS methodology, the basic SWPS structure was designed under the

older DBE requirements and would be part of a project-wide seismic

margin review were construction of Midland to be resumed under the

existing construction pqrmits. With underpinning in place, the entire

SWPS structure would be founded on undisturbed till. As a result, soil

liquefaction and seismic shakedown would not be factors in the SWPS'

seismic response. In reaching our findings, we have taken into account
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:

i

proposed findings submitted by CPC and the Staff, which differ i

)
essentially only with respect to the sources of cracks. Ps. Stamiris I

submitted no proposed findings with respect to the design of the SWPS or

the. remedial measures applicable thereto.

We note that the seismic model which was to be utilized for the

seismic margin review of the SWPS appears to be subject to the same

design deficiency as was the model for the auxiliary buildling. See

discussion supra at pp. 68-69. Our reasonable assurance findings with

respect to the SWPS are therefore qualified to the extent that they

apply only to the nominal values for the soil spring constant (or

dynamic soil modulus).

Although the Staff initially had concerns similar to those ex-

pressed in Stamiris Contention 4.C(b), and in fact at one time supported

that Contention, as of the close of the record it was satisfied with

CPC's reme' dial measures. With the exception of the design deficiency in

the seismic model discussed above, the Board agrees and concludes that

the Applicant has now adequately taken into account various dynamic

responses in design of remedial soils measures for the S!!PS. If completed

as designed, the underpinning would provide an adequate end stable

foundation for the overhang portion of the SWPS and would not edversely

affect a nearby Seismic Category I- retaining wall. These conclusions

are subject to the outcome of a seismic margin review, including

resolution of the design deficiency discussed above. The Board endorses

monitoring arrangements agreed to by CPC and the Staff as well
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as arrangements for keeping the Staff well informed of the results of

such monitoring.

f
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VI. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANKS
(Findings 168 - 195)

Two large borated water storage tanks (BWSTs), located to the north

of the reactor and auxiliary buildings, were to have supplied borated

water to the emergency core cooling system (and the reactor building

spray system) during the injection phase of a loss-of-coolant accident.

Because-this function is necessary to safe emergency shutdown, the tanks

are Seismic Category I structures. The foundations of the tanks were

constructed between July 1978 and January 1979; erection of the metal

tanks was completed by December 1979.

'Each tank has a reinforced concrete ring foundation with an

integral valve pit which projects like the handle of a pan outside the

perimeter of the ring. (The valve pits serve to provide access to the

piping connections to the BWSTs and house valves for the fill and drain

. lines.) Most of the weight of the contained water was to be transferred

thraugh the flexible' tank bottom to compacted granular backfill inside

the ring. Lateral pressure developed from this load in the interior

backfill is resisted by the ring foundation wall. The ring foundation

also carries the weight of the metal tank and of some of the contained

water. The area of vertical loading includes the ring foundation wall

footing, the backfill within it and the projecting valve pits. Both

tanks are s'upported by plant fill about 25 feet thick that was placed

over competent natural soils. The design originally called for other

small tanks to be mounted on the projecting valve pits, but their
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location was changed. The foundation design was not changed as a result

of relocation of the tanks.

Beginning in October of 1980, the Applicant conducted a proof load

test hy filling both tanks with water and monitoring movements of the

foundations by means of repeated surveys. Differential settlement of

the ring foundation and between the ring foundation and the valve pits

occurred and was initially reported to the NRC, pursuant to 10 C.F.P.

6 50.55(e), on January 22, 1981. Structural analyses conducted by the

Applicant indicated that the allowable moment capacity for the dead load

and the differential settlement condition was exceeded at several

locations in the foundation structure. Exanination revealed cracking in

the foundations of both tanks at the areas of highest calculated

stresses--the junction of the ring wall and the valve pits.

Essentially what occurred during the load test was that the more

heavily loaded areas within the ring walls . settled more than the lightly

loaded valve pits. Because they extended beyond the ring walls, the

valve pits induced bending moments that exceeded the capacity of the

design. This condition caused cracking at the junction of the valve

pits with the rino walls and out-of-plane distortions around the

perimeter of the ring walls. The hending moments had not been,

considered in the original design. Furthermore, differential settlement

of the foundations was not the same at both tanks. The greater dif-

ferential settlement of tank I than of tank 2 is mainly attributable to

lateral variation in the properties of the backfill supporting tank 1.

, -- . ._ -- .
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Analyses of BWST 1 showed that, although it had been stressed

beyond normal operating stress limits in two respects (a single point of

attachment of the tank to the foundation, and local tank wall

compressive stresses), the tank had not undergone damaging stress

resulting from the effects of the non-unifom support arising from

differential settlement. (Since BWST 2 underwent lesser differential

settlement, the analyses for BWST 1 were sufficient for evaluating both

tanks.) With regard to the two exceptions cited, the stress conditions

were within those allowed for emergency (short tem) conditions, and a

considerable margin of safety was calculated to exist for buckling as a
,

result of the local tank wall compressive stresses. Visual inspection

of the tanks in the loaded condition verified that no buckling was

present, and subsequent dye penetrant examination of the overstressed

tank attachment point verified that no cracking was present.

The proposed remedial actions for the BWSTs involved

(1) surcharging the valve pits and adfacent areas with sand (later

removed) to compress the supporting soils and remove some of the

deflection due to differential settlement; (2) constructing a new rino

beam around the existing ring wall of each BWST, designed with

sufficient capacity to withstand all future loads, and (3) releveling of

tank 1. . Also, existing cracks wider than 0.01 inches were pressure

grouted with epoxy, and monitoring programs for cracks in the new ring

beams and for foundation settlement were proposed.

The new ring beams will rest on the upper surface of the existing

L ring wall footings, and shear connections will transfer shear force from

the existing walls to the. beams. New connections will be constructed to

L - -
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and through the valve pits. In the design of the new beam no credit was

to be taken for any strength in the existing walls, although their

stiffness was included in the design evaluations. Future settlement

predictions used in the design of the new beams came from extrapolating

settlement versus log-time curves for all the settlement markers, the

settlement values being those recorded during the load test when the

tanks were full.

The Applicant's consultants evaluated the settlenent predictions

and confinned the adequacy of the static and dynamic bearing capacity

calculations as well as the long and short term soil stiffness moduli

for use in the seismic modeling nf the BWSTs. The metal tanks were

similarly re-evaluated for their ability to withstand the predicted

future differential settlement loads and seismic loads. The seismic

evaluations and re-evaluations were based on the 1.5 X DBE (FSAR SSE)

response spectra which conservatively envelope the SSRS derived for the

Midland site (and which we have found to be acceptable, see supra,

p. 66).

Plant fill soils beneath the BWST foundations were not found to be

susceptible to soil liquefaction or to seismic shakedown. Settlement

due to dewatering loads beneath the BWSTs was minimal and would be

implicitly included in the settlement calculations. While no commitment

to dewater the plant fill beneath the BWSTs was made, nor was it

necessary, some dewatering would occur as a consequence of dewatering

requirements for the plant fill beneath the RBA and DGB.

- , -- . - - - - . _ - - . -- --.-. -
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The Staff reviewed and evaluated the Applicant's assessment of the

integrity of the BWSTs following the load test, and the proposed

remedial measures and monitoring programs. With the exception noted by

the Staff regarding the unresolved technical. specification for future

settlement monitoring (Staff F0F,1290, at 30), the Staff agrees that

the Applicant has now adequately evaluated and analyzed the dewatering,
4

differential soil settlement and seismic effects in its proposed

remedial actions for the BWSTs. The adequacy of such evaluations and

analyses had been questioned by Ms. Stamiris' Contention 4.C(c). By way

of indicating that this contention was well founded when submitted,

however, the Staff notes that "the concerns expressed by Ms. Stamiris in

this and other contentions are similar to the concerns that caused the

Staff to issue the [ Modification] Order." Staff F0F, 1 292, at 30. We

agree,

The Staff and Applicant disagree as to the cause, or the principal

cause, of the differential settlement of the BWSTs. As in the case of

the overhanging portions of the auxiliary building and SWPS, the effects

of differential settlement are primarily'what the remedial measures are-

intended to address,'although different measures were to be taken in the

different cases. The effectiveness of the remedial measures is not

dependent on the'cause of the differential settlement. Thus we need not

dwell on that cause.

We note, however, that in the case of differential settlement of

the BWSTs,-the Applicant has taken -the unusual position of asserting

that the cause was its own initial design error (s); i.e., the valve

- . - -- ... . - .
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pits' projection well beyond +he perimeter of the rino wall foundation,

the removal of the small tanks that would have added some additional

-hearing pressure to the valve pits, and the failure to include the

effects of the resultant bending noments induced by the valve pits when

calculating the strerses in the original design. On the other Fa.,d, the

Staff holds that the primary cause of differential settlement of the

PWSTs was inadeouately compacted fill. The Staff witnesses pointed to

1.1 inches of total settlement o# a BWST foundation marker even before

-the tanks were filled (Finding 176). The Staff also re'erenced the

Applicant's witness' non-responsive answers to Board questions on the

amount of total settlement (Staff FpF,1277, at 27-?8). The Roard

notes, in this connection, the "less stiff" (i.e., softeri soil under

part of tank 1 which led to increased differential settlement and

-required relevelino of that tank.

Dr. Kennedy, another witness for the Applicant, provided what we

regard as the most balanced--and most persuasive--explenation of the

BWST cracks. He believed that there were three causes of cracH 1 in

the BPST foundation walls: first, the soft soil under the west side of

tank 1; second, the light loading and projecting geometry of the valve

pits; and third, under-reinforcing of the ring wall--i.e., had
~

sufficient reinforcing steel been used to produce a more rigid

structure, the load would have been spread to include the area beneath

the valve pits without cracking.

We can see that the differential settlement was caused by the

overall settlement of the soil. Had there been no settlement, as if the

t
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;

RWSTs were founded on rock, there would have been no differential

sett'ement. Alternatively, had the desian included reinforcing steel

sufficient to resist totally the banding moment, there would have been

no failure (but possibly some tiltingl during settlement. Thus we see

the admitted presence of soil beneath tank 1 that was soft enough to

contribute to the additional differential settlement o' that tank as

indicating non-uniformity of soil compaction.

This situation is not unlike the question of " deficient design" in

connection with the s+epped foundations of portions of the auxiliary

building and SWPS: had either the supoorting backfill not settled, or

had the design of the auxiliary buildina included +he " cantilever"

stresses and the design of the BVSTs the bending moment s'resses, they

would have been adequate. Our discussion here, where design deficiency

is admitted, amplifies the reasons for our recommending Staff review and

study of the generic requirements for, or generic acceptability of, the

future use of such configurations on safety-related structures. See

supra, pp. 16-17, 108-110, for our recommendation stemming # rom the

design of portions of the auxiliary buildino and SWPS.
,

f
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VII. DIFSEL FUEL OIL TANKS
(Fiiidings 196 - 203)

The design of the diesel fuel oil tanks became an issue in this

proceeding because of uncertainties resulting from the presence of

improperly compacted fill, as set forth in Stamiris Contention d.C(d)

and Warren Contention 2.B(2). Those contentions questioned whether the

fuel oil tanks had been adequately evaluated with respect to such

matters as the effects of dewatering, differential soil settlement, and

seismic effects (including liquefaction). All aspects of this issue

were considered thoroughly by both CPC and Staff witnesses. The hearing

record and proposed findings of the Applicant and Staff frdicate no

areas of disagreement between them, as of the time the record was closed

on the design is;ue. Ms. Stamiris submitted no proposed findings with
'

respect to the design aspects of the fuel oil tanks. With respect both

to the potential for liquefaction under the diesel fuel oil tanks and

the stability of soils under those tanks, however, recent developments

(see below) preclude our resolving those' issues at this time.

The hearing record, as summarized in our findings, indicates that

the Applicant undertook a program of measurement, analysis and

monitoring to assure that the tanks could perform their intended

functions. Among other measures, the tanks were surcharged by being

filled with water and monitored for about eight months. The Applicant

also analyzed each of the factors cited in the relevant contentions.
;

The Staff concluded that, subject to an audit and the results of a

l seismic margin review, the structural concerns expressed by these

i
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contentions were (as of the close of the record on these questions)

without merit.

However, by copy of a report from CPC to the Staff, dated

November 21, 1984, the Board and parties were informed that certain 1977

boring logs purportedly reflecting borings taken in the area of the

diesel fuel oil tanks were in fact logs of borings taken elsewhere in

the Midland area. In response to a telephone request from the Board,

seeking-information as to the extent the incorrect boring logs might

affect testimony currently in the record, the Applicant by letter dated

December 6, 1984, advised that the only technical issue potentially

affected is the liquefaction of soils below the diesel fuel oil tanks.

It further advised that its analyses did utilize at least one of the

erroneous logs; that such analyses had been presented to the Staff for

licensing review; and that, as a result, the CPC analysis of the

liquefaction potential of soils beneath the diesel fuel oil tanks is

inconclusive. By. letters dated December 21, 1984 and December 24, 1984,'

the NRC Staff and Ms. Stamiris agreed that we should issue no decision
,

on the liquefaction question, but they went further. The Staff

indicated that it had also used the subsurface information from the

erroneous boring logs "to assess the compacted density of the plant fill

and to evaluate the adequacy of the foundation soils in the diesel fuel

oil tank area" and to " assist in accepting the placement of the concrete

foundation pads for the diesel fuel oil tanks at elevation 612 feet." I

Ms. Stamiris sought an DI investigation and further hearings on facts ;

l

bearing on the erroneous logs. (See supra, pp. 15-16, for our !

resolution of these requests.)

_--
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The Applicant further indicated that, as a result of the project

shutdown, it does not at this time plan to perform the additional

analyses or obtain additional field information to close out this issue.

The Staff has advised that it has not received the correct boring logs

for _the diesel fuel oil tank area (Kane Aff., dated Dec. 21, I?94, f 3,

at4). Nor has this Board. Given the state of the record, this issue

remains open. We are thus making no findings or conclusions at this

time on either the liquefaction potential of soils beneath the diesel

fuel oil tanks or the foundation stability of those soils. Furthermore,

because of the significance of these "open items" to our evaluation of

diesel fuel oil tank design issues, we also are not reaching any
,

" reasonable assurance" conclusions with respect to those issues, or.any

final rulings on'Stamiris Contention 4.C(d) or, insofar as it relates to

liquefaction under the. diesel fuel oil tanks, Harren Contention 2.B(?).

i

4
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VIII. UNDERGROUND PIPING
(Findings 204 - 292)

Underground piping is among the items which were covered by the

Modification Order. Two of the contentions of Ms. Stamiris, and one of

those of Ms. Warren (which the parties addressed 39), raised questions

concerning the technical adequacy of such piping, motivated particularly

by the excessive settlement of some of that piping. These contentions

questioned whether CPC's analyses of piping had adequately taken into

account such matters as the effects of the DGB surcharge, dewatering

effects, and differential settlement.

In our findings, we describe in detail the various types of

underground piping which were installed (or planned to be installed) at

Midland. There are two general categories: Seismic Category I (which

must be designed to withstand earthquake motions and also are subject to

QA. requirements) and non-Seismic Category I. The first category of

piping was reviewed to assure that the pipes would perform their

intended safety functions. throughout the plant's projectec service life.

The second category was reviewed to the extent necessary to assure that

postulated failures would not'have an adverse impact en nearby Seismic

Category I structures or piping.

The concerns with respect to underground piping reflect the

inadequate compaction of plant fill supporting that piping, resulting.in

39
See infra, n.41.

-
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excessive and in some cases differential settlement of the piping. All

of the underground Seismic Category I pipelines (of which there are five

types) rest on compacted backfill material. Such piping was discovered

to be located from 6 to 21 inches below originally intended elevations

(4 to 19 inches if credit is taken for placement tolerances), with the

majority in the range of 9-11 inches.

At the time the Intervenors submitted their contentions on

underground piping, it is appareat that insufficient analyses of

underground piping had been performed to provide a basis for a

reasonable-assurance finding concerning such piping. Indeed, during the

first hearing session on piping, there were major unresolved questions

between the Applicant and Staff on that subject (see, eg ., Chen/ Hood,

ff. Tr. 7762; Tr. 7763-77 (Kane, Hood, Chen)), leading-us to remark that

we were being offered little more than a progress report on the

resolutionofas-yetopenquestions(Tr. 7777-78).

The Applicant and Staff subsequently resolved their differences.
'

As is reflected in our findings, there have been detailed and extensive

analyses performed of all of the underground piping, and corrective

actions taken or proposed where required.- Criteria for evaluation were
!

- developed by the Applicant and reviewed by the Staff. Corrective

actions for the Service Water System (SWS) piping included replacement,

rebedding and reinstallation, as well as extensive monitoring. For the

Borated Water Storage Syster piping, the corrective actions included

partial recentering and rebedding, and monitoring. All of the Seismic

Category I piping was analyzed for seismic effects and was subject to
!

?

r
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re-review as part of a seismic margin ieview. Finally, the Applicant

and Staff agreed upon a number of technical specifications which would

govern underground piping.

One subissue bearing upon underground piping was its susceptibility

to corrosion. This is the major facet of the technical aspects of

underground piping as to which Ms. Stamiris filed proposed findings.

The potential corrosion of underground piping was not a part of any

contention. However, during cross-examination on ore of Ms. Stamiris'

documents which dealt with other aspects of " soils deficiencies," as

well as corrosion of the piping (Stamiris Exh. 35), it came to light

that corrosive pitting had been discovered in two areas of underground
,

stainless steel piping. The Board asked the Staff to furnish a witness

who could address the corrosion of underground piping (Tr. 7835-36,

7863,7914-16). The Sta#f responded by presenting Dr. John R. Weeks, a

Senior Metallurgist who has been employed at Brookhaven National

Laboratory since 1953.

The Board wishes to take this opportunity to give credit to the

| knowledgeability and forthrightness of Dr. Weeks. As detailed in our

findings, we believe that'Dr. Weeks has satisfactorily addressed and'

resolved the various outstanding open cuestions concerning the corrosion

of underground piping. We also appreciate the Staff's efforts in

obtaining Dr. Weeks as its witness.

One particular question which Dr. Weeks addressed warrants further

coninent in light of challenges to Dr. Weeks' opinion advanced by

Ms. Stamiris in her proposed findings (Stam. F0F, 17 "23-P7," at 8-10).

_ - _ _ _ _ _
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Dr. Weeks expressed the opinion that the corrosion in stainless steel

piping was probably. caused bv stray welding currents. In doing so, he

was reaching the same conclusion that was reached in a 1981 study by

'Bechtel Group, Inc., the Applicant's consultant. Ms. Stamiris stressed

that this conclus'f; varied from that of an earlier,1979 study by
. . . .

Bechtel National, Inc., which had not been able to determine the cause

of the pitting but had noted the lack of "known electrical sources" in

the area of the corrosion. Dr. Weeks explained why he thought the

second study was more likely correct--in particular because of the

discovery of additional information concerning the welding procedures

; utilized on the site, and the contribution to the second study of a

project ergineer expert in corrosion ma'tters with whom Dr. Weeks was

familiar (Tr. 9180). He also explained how electrical sources could

have caused the corrosion examined in the first report. Most important,

however, Dr. Weeks reached his conclusion independently, after con-

sidering a nurcber of pertinent co'siderations which he explicitlyn

outlined. We have no hesitatinn in accepting Dr. Weeks' conclusions on

( this' question, ard in declining to adopt Ms. Stamiris' proposed findings

which were premised on the information presented in the first report on

the corrosion question.. See infra, Findings 279-80.

P Based on the entire record on underground piping, we are in general

'Igreement with the solutions to piping questions which, during the -

; - course of the hearings, were worked out between the Applicant and Staff.
.

v
!. A -In addition, we are adding |the following supplemental technical

i >~

,

..

-
,
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specifications or conditions (to take effect if the plant were to be

operated or construction resumed):

1. If further placement or replacement of underground Seismic

Category I piping were carried out, the Applicant must prepare

as-built pipe profiles to verify the post-installation

location of the pipes (Finding 210).

2. Based on the acceptance criterion of not more than 3 inches of

additional settlement to occur at any pipe location, a

technical specification should include alert and action

limits. The alert limit shall reouire that, where settlerent

at any monitoring station reaches or exceeds 75 percent of the

3" acceptance criterion, the NRC Staff shall be notified
f

(Findings 213,260).
'

3. All Seismic Category I underground piping is to be subject to

a seismic margin review (Findings 240,244,248,250,252).

4. An adequate mon'itoring program for strain gauges must be

instituted, extending throughout! plant life ar.d requiring

repair or replacement of the gauges, as necessary or -

appropriate (Findings 257,263). The Staff should determine

the monitoring frequency for the period beyond the first five

years of monitoring.

5. There must be a pipe monitoring schedule for the period

between the commencement of monitoring and the commencement of

- unit operation, at a frequency to be agreed upon by the

. Applicant and Staff (Finding 263).
:

, ,e e-
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6. The Staff shall have the anthority to impose additional

menitoring reouirements to the extent necessitated by an

extended period of time between the start-up of Units 7 and ),

respectively (Finding 263).

7. There shall be annual rattlespace monitoring throughout plant

life, sub,iect to rrodification after 5 years if requested by

the Apolicant and approved by the Staff (under normal

procedures for +echnical specification chances) (Finding P64).

8. To the extent that excavation of 36" pipes were yet to take

place, the condition of the pipe wrappings should be checked

(Finding 271).

9. If the galvanic protection system were to be shut down for an

extended period of *ime, and construction were later resumed,

the Staff should carefully consider whether further analysis

of corrosion of existing underoround pipino is required
'

(Finding 781).

.In sum, we conclude that the questions concerning underground

piping raised by Stamiris Contentions 4.A(4) and 4.C(f), and Warren

Contention 3, have been satisfactorily addressed. Sub.iect to the

specifications or conditions to which the Staff and applicant have

agreed, supplemented by the further specifications or conditions set

forth above, we have reasonable assurance that, so lona as corrective

actions would be carried out satisfactorily, the Seismic Category I

piping would be able to perform its intended functions and would not

place undue risk on the public health and safety. We further have

-. -. . . - _ - , _..-. --
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reasonable assurance that postulated failures in non-Seismic Category I

underground piping, were they to occur, would not adversely affect4-

i nearby Seismic Category I structures or piping.
t
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IX. ELECTRICAL DUCT BANKS AND CONDUITS
_(Findings 293 - 305)

The design adequacy of electrical duct banks and conduits became an

issue in this proceeding because of uncertainties resulting from the-

presence of improperly compacted fill, as_ set forth in Stamiris

Contention 4.C(f) and Warren Contention 3. All aspects of this issue
4

- were addressed thoroughly by both CPC and Staff witnesses.

The CPC proposed findings on_ electrical duct banks and conduits

provide-a comprehensive analysis of the hearing record. We have used

these. proposed findings as a basis for our own findings. Staff proposed

Lfindings were in substantial agreement but provided useful elaborations

and clarifications-that we have incorporated in our findings.

Ms. Stamiris submitted no proposed findings concerning the design
'

aspects of electrical duct banks and conduits.
.

The hearing record summarized in our findings sets forth the-

| acceptance criteria developed by the Applicant and the detailed analyses

that were made of surface loads, effects of construction, crossings of

the freeze. wall, interfaces with the SWPS and DG8 and possible seismic . ,

g
:

| cffects. Corrective actions in one area where requirements were riot' met

- were developed. The Staff has expressed general agreement with these

corrective' actions and the rest of the CPC testimony. >
4

The Board concludes that the concerns expressed in.the contentions

,

regarding the electrical duct banks and conduits have been. adequately
i

addressed. The. Board also finds reasonable assurance that the duct
|

,
- banks and conduits would be capable of performing their intended safety

!

;
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function _ over the projected lifetime of the plant, subject to satis- +

factory completion of remedial work north of the -SWPS and the satis-

factory outcome of a seismic margin review (see infra, Findings 301, 302

and 305).

.
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X. SLOPE STABILITY OF BAFFLE AND PERIMETER DIKES
(Findings 306 - 318)

Stamiris Contention 4.8 questions, inter alia, the slope stability*

;

oof the cooling pond dikes, on the ground that the dikes were built with

the same soils and procedures as was the soils foundation for the DGB.

The issue was addressed fully by both CPC and Staff witnesses. It

involves a safety concern of considerable importance because of possible

adverse impacts on the emergency cooling water reservoir should dike

stability suffer from the presence of insufficiently compacted soils

similar to those present elsewhere on the Midland site. See infra,

Findings 306-09.

In response to a series of questions posed by the Staff and its

consultant, the Army Corps of Engineers, CPC conducted a thorough study,

including extensive borings by Woodward Cycle Consultants (at locations

selected by the Corps of Engineers) and an analysis by Dr. Alfred J.

Hendron of the University of Illinois of the shear strength of the dike

materia ls. Based on the study and the analysis, the Staff concluded

that the' fill material placed in the baffle and perimeter dikes exceeds

the design parameters and that the slopes of the dikes would remain

stable under static loading conditions ~ (infra, Findings 310-12).

Dr. Hendron also analyzed dynamic conditions due to a rapid

. draw-down of pond water level associated with possible dike failure.

Even using a very conservative method accepted by the Army Corps of

Engineers, factors of safety of.1.34 for critical portions of the baffle

4

h
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' dike and 1.50 for critical portions of the perimeter dike for such an,

I' event were obtained. The. Staff agreed that this was adequate.

.Indeed, the Corps of Engineers considered 1.0 as the minimum factor of'

safety for this case. See infra, Findings 313-15.
a

The Army Corps of Engineers initially had concern, based on

preliminary hydrologic information, that a probable maximum flood (PMF)

; could breach the perimeter dike and cause erosion damage. PMF questions
.

' .are not related directly to the shear strength and properties of dike

materials and hence were peripheral to the contention under review.
,

Nonetheless, these questions were extensively addressed on the record.

L After further study, the Staff and the Corps are now satisfied that the

potential for dike overtopping during a PMF is small and any

over-topping that might occur would not affect the safe operation of the

f- plant. To preclude possible dike damage by erosion, the Staff would

require a suitable. dike inspection and maintenance program. See infra,

finding 316. We concur in tnat requirement.

Dr. Hendron also analyzed dike stability under seismic' loadings,

using an approach that was accepted by the Staff. Based on conservative

assumptions, he obtained yield accelerations for the critical sections

of the dikes that were far larger than the 0.199 value which, in itself,

. as greater than that required at Midland. He also testified that soilw
.

liquefaction under the dikes will not be a problem. See infra,

Finding 317.

Based on the technical record sumarized in our findings, we
-

conclude that the dikes would be stable under all anticipated static and

_
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dynamic loads. Thus, contrary to Stamiris Contention 4.B (with respect

to which Ms. Stamiris filed no proposed findings), we conclude that

there is reasonable assurance that critical slopes of the baffle and

perimeter dikes are stable and would not adversely effect safe operation

of the Midland Plant, should it be finished and operated. This

conclusion assumes the applicability of the inspection and maintenance

program proposed by the Staff.

,
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XI. CONCLUSION

A. Technical' Issues
~

~

In +his Decision, we have reviewed only the programmatic aspects of

remedial soi's measures or " fixes," to the ex+ent we believe that the

record with respect to any particular remedial activity is ariequate to

warrant a rulino on + bat activity. In general, and subject to certain

technical specifications or conditions and the resolution of certain

unresolved technical issues, we have found those programs which we have

reviewed to be adequata. If construction were to be resumed under the

outstandin'1 cons +rection permits, those programs could continue to be

undertaken, subject to the controls authorized by LBP-82-35 and the

eventual resolution o' +he various 0A/QC-management' attitude issues and

the particular technica! issues which remain unresolved. Verification

e' forts relative to as-built structures, along the lines of those which

have been required by the Staff, would also have to he carried out.or

comple+ed. Ne rote that further construction may well be sub.iect to

addi+ional conditions imposed by the Staff.)

In reaching these conclusions, we have reviewed with great care the.

entire record of this proceeding dealing with the. issues on which we are

ruling, including the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law

submitted by CPC, Ms. Stamiris, and the NPC Staff. Our 0 pinion is based

* upon, and . incorporates, the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of law

which follow. Any proposed findings or conclusions on remedial soils

issues submitted by the parties which are not incorporated directly or

. i
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inferentially in this Partial Inf+ial Decision are re,iected as being

unsupportable in law or in fact or as b3ing unnecessary to the rendering

of our Decision.

B. General Observations

It is somewhat ironic that, for a project which apparently is being

halted for financial reasons, many of the extraordinary costs which have
'

attended this pro.iect since its inception aro undoubtedly contributed to

its likely demise are costs which could eesily have been--and should

have been--avoided. As a Staff witness observed,

'
In 1975, 1976, 1977, in my best estimation, one
30-thousand-dollar-a-year geotechnical ennineer would have
prevented each and every one of these fsoils settlement)
problems on site.

Tr.P444(Gallagher).

Nor.would the employment of such a geotechnical engineer have been

an unusual step to have been followed. In fact, CPC admitted that it

had made a commitment to NRC to have such an engineer on site a+ all

times when soils were being compacted. Stemiris Exb. 3, Att. 7 (ISE

Rept. 78-20), at 24-75; Modification Order. Appendix, Allegation 2.b(2);

and CPC's Answer to Notice of Hearing, dated April 16, 1980, at Appendix,,

p. 4,.A11egation ?.b(2). Such a requirement was in effect throunhout

the entire history of the pro.iect (Tr. 1834-35(Gallagher)). Fer that

reason, we can only reasonably conclude that the soils problems were te

a significant extent the oroduct of QA/QC implementation deficiencies

for which both CPC and its contractor, Bechtel Corp., must assume

responsibility. The soils problems have been a prime ingredient in the

project's delay.

-

_. - . _ _ . . .- . _ _ - . - .-
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Although the soils problems were perhaps the most visible of the

QA/QC implementation problems which have surfaced, we must observe that

such implementation problems have been endemic to this project, arising

even prior to the award of construction permits. See ALAB-106, 6 AEC

18? (1973). 0A/0C implementation problems continued to sur# ace prior to

the time frame in which the soils problems arose. See, e.a., ALAR-283,

2 NRC 11 (1975), clarified, ALAR-315, 3 NRC 101 (1976). Following the

;Podification Order, and despite extensive corrective efforts, problems

kept recurring. For example, when CPC (through Pechtel) attempted to

cure the lack of a qeotechnical engineer (mentioned above), it first

hired a qualified engineer but thereafter replaced him with an

individual whom the Staff judged to be unqualified for bis position.

Callagher, ff. Tr.1754, Attachment 4 (Appendix B, Notice of Deviation;

IAE Rept. 81-01, at 10); Tr.183a-37 (Gallagher); Tr. 1321, 1325-26

(Keeley). Also, as pointed out in I.8P-87-35, urious incidents such as

improperly drilling into buried duct hanks continued to recur. And, in

the words of the Staff, a "significant breakdown" in implementation of

the QA program with respect to the DGB later surfaced, resulting in

numerous nonconforming conditions (Keppler, ff. Tr. 15113, at 4 and

Attachments 3 and 4); Tr. 15131-3? (Keppler)). See supra, pp. 04-95.

"[C]learly there has been a series of recurrences of quality assurance

lapses at the site-which should not have taken place" (Tr. 15116

(Keppler)).

The controls imposed by I.BP-PP-35, together with the other .

extensive review efforts upon which the Staff insisted, were intended to

assure that further soils-related construction activities would be
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carried out satisfactorily. Although we are not now ruling on whether

these measures were successful, we do observe that, on the basis of

recent-IAE inspection reports which have been transmitted to us and the

parties, covering periods prior to the shutdown of construction, there

have appeared to be fewer violations of regulatory requirertents than in

the past. (Since the various reports are not part of the record, these

observations should in no event be regarded as final.) Fe also must

observe.that considerable hearing time was devoted to alleged violations

of-the requirements imposed by LBP-82-35. Although we are not new

resolving those issues, we note that, as a result of its investigation,

the Staff required CPC to have a third-party " management appraisal"

(which, insofar as we are aware, has not been completed). 49 Fed. Reg.

2562 (January 20,1984). By copy of a letter from NPC (Region III) to

CPC, dated November 13, 1984, this Board and the parties were advised

that NRC is requiring completion cf this management appraisal as a

predicate for resumption of construction.

The various controls imposed on construction were designed to

assure the adequacy of construction but not necessarily to correct the-
'

root.causes of the QA/QC implementation deficiencies. Indeed, the Staff

was-unable to discern enctly what those root causes were. Tr. 151??,

15163,15178,15182,15196(Keppler). The QA/0C implementation

difficulties were often attributed by both the Staff and Applicant to a

lack of " attention to detail." Tr.15125(Keppler);Tr.14731

(Landsman);Tr.1199(keeley). Taking that into account, our own

general observation would attribute the root cause of the difficulty to

the general. managerial attitude of those in control of the pro.iect--an,

, _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _
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+

atti+ude which failec' +o appreciate and stress the impcrtance of taking

all of the steps recessary to build quality into the proiect. Although

+be latter goal was of ten enunciated (see, e.o. , J. Cook, ff. Tr.1693,

at 22), there appeared to be a number of eccasions when steps

necessary to achieve that goal were by-passed or ignored (Tr. lE1?a

(Keppler)).

That general attitude, in our view, contributed to CPC's attenot to

blane others for its own deficiencies. In that regard, we must express

our strong disagreerent with (and disapproval of) the statements o# CPC

management officials (in particular, Mr. Stephen H. Howell, a CPC

Executive Vice-Presidert) made around 1980 to the press or Congress, te

the effect that, were it not for the activi<fes cf Intervenors and/or

the N9C Sta#f, the facility would long ago have been built and

operating. Tr. 1723-24 (J. Cook); Tr. 7P59-60, 20988-95, ?)076, 21083

(Howell); Stamiris Exh. 118; see also Tr. 15135-38 (Kepplerl.

Mr. Howell, who had made the statement with respect to Intervenors,,

admitted that he had not examined, and did not know, how riuch time (if

any) the conduct of hearings had delayed the plant (Tr. 21097, ?!CEM .

Indeed, Mr. Howell acknowledged that construction at Midland had not

been halted for even one day because o' the Interverors (Tr. P1103).

The basis for the statement was a ccmparison between the licensing time

for Midlanc' and a statistical average of the times for five assertedly

uncontested or little-contested fecilities initiated in about the same

tim > pericd (Tr. 21091, P11a6-47 (Powell)). The comparisen had not

taken into account the facts at issue in any of the licensing

L
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oroceedirgs; Mr. Howell conceded, however, that none o# 'he " comparable

plants" had had problems during cons +ruction of the magnitude o# the

soils problems encountered at Midland (Tr. P1117-19).

Were we to resolve the CA/0C-manecement attitude issues o# this

proceeding, we would recard CPC manacement's effor's 'o olame the

Intervenors or the S+e#f for proiect delavs as a rp#lection of poor

manageria' attitude. Or the other Ferd, we view Mr. Howell's

renunciation of further attempts to blame others for CPC's shortcomings

(Tr. T1087., ?!!46 47) as a positive indication. (We exoress no opinion

here as to what the ef#ect of these prelininary findings would be on an

eventual evalua+ ion of CPC's managerial attitude.)

For cur part, we view the contribution of the Interverors in this

proceedino as positive--particularly that of Ps. Stamiris, who devoted

the grea*.eS+ effort among the Intervenors to the resolution of the

various soils issues which we have thus #ar beard. (Most of

Ms. Sinclair's many conten+ ions deal with other ma*+ers which for the

most part have no' yet been litigated.) We reiterate that *.he CA/00 and

management attitude issues, including most of Ms. Stamiris' OM

contentions, as well as issues raised by the Sta " through the

Fodification Order, were extrenely importan* issues in terms of the

facility's licensability. Althouah we are declining ('or reasors

previously outlined) to rule on those issues at this +.ime, we wish to

commend bo*h "s. Stamiris and the NPC Staff for their efforts +o build

an adequate record on these questions.

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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In that connection, we wish +o note thet, early in this proceeding,
1

CPC and the t'FC Staf# stipulated to the effect that (1) prior to l

issuance of the Modification Order, there were significant 0A )
i

deficiencies related to soil construction activities under and around '

safety-related struc+ures and systems; (?) CPC agreed not to contest the

Staff's conclusions that the specified deficiercies constituted "a

breakdown ir cuality essurance with respect to soils placement" and an

"edeouate basis" 'or the Podification Order; but (3) the CA/0C program

then being followed war adequate and NRC had " reasonable assurance" thet

such program would be " appropriately implemerted with respect to future
|

| sofis construction activities including remedial actions taken as a

result of inadequate soil placement." App./ Staff Exh. 1, at 5 3; to the

| same effect, see keppler, ff. Tr.1864, at 8-9. Ms. Stamiris never
'

joined in this stipulation; ard, although the Board accepted the first

two items of the stipulation recited above, we have never accep+ed the

third item, except as a reflection of the then-current views of the

Applicant and Staff (see Tr.117?-75).

Through some superior efforts by NRC Staf' 'rspectors (particularly

It.E Inspectors Eugere J. Callagher, Ross B. Landsman, and Ronald N.

Cardner, and Resident Inspector Ronald J. Cook), and through the
,

persistence of Ps. Stamiris, who made certain that these inspectors'

views were explored at the hearings, the record was developed to an

extent which necessitated our imposition of the interim conditions

spelled out in LPP-82-35 (see discussion supra, at pp. 9-10, and infra,

Findings 14-15). Thereafter, following its successful effort to reopen

_______m____ _..___-- m- -
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. the record, the Staff modified its earlier cpinion by conditionir.o its
"

reasonable assurarce of the adequacy o' 0//PC implenentation uper CPC's

adherence. tc the conditions brought about by LRP-02-35, as well es

specified third-party overview efforts and enhanced Staff inspection

e' forts.- Keppler, ff. Tr.15111, at 6; Keppler, f'. Tr.15114, at 6.

We express no opinien at this time whether we currently would have

"reecorable assurance" with respect to implementation of the OA/0C

progran 'or construction, were the resumption of corstruction egain to

be conterplated. But, whatever our conclusion, we believe that the

plant, if completed, likely would be reasurably safer not only through

:the superior efforts of the Sta " but also as a result o' the

oersistence of Ps. Staniris.

40 Both CPC and the Staff favored the continued applicability of those
conditions in their most-recent proposed findings. CPC Second
Supplemental F0F,1670; fiPC Further Supp. F0F, if 11,15-40.

__ _ -___- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAP

,

Flf! DINGS OF FACT

I. BACKGROUND, JIJRISDICTION AND PARTIES

1. Tnis Partial Initial Decision treats certain issues in a

consolidated proceeding involving (1) the application of Consumers Power

. Company (CPC or Applicant) for licenses to operate the l'idland Plant,

Units 1 and 2 (OL proceeding), and (?) the Order under in C.F.R. 6 ?.204

for modification of licenses, dated December 6,1979 (OM proceeding).

2. The Midland Plant consists of two pressurized water reclear

reactors designed by Babcock & Wilcox Co. (BAP), located on the

/pplicant's site on the south shore of the Tittahawasee River in Midlanc'

County, Michigan. The site is adjacent to the Pow Chemical Company's

main industrial complex in the city of Midland. 37 Fed. Rea. PP312.

-(December 22,1972). Each unit was c'esigned to operate at a reactor

core power level of P45? megawatts thermal. Ilnf t 2 was schednled as the

first to be completed. As a result of financial problems, CPC currently

has suspended construction of both Units and does not contenplate the

revival of construction in the near future. Nonetheless, CPC has stated

that, despite the project shutdown, 11 intends "for the tine being, to

maintain the Construction Permits and Goet-atirg Licenso epplications for

both units" so as to " maintain its options." Letter, CPC to Harold

Denton, NRC, dated July 27,19P4 (file 1300, serial 316?f>); letter, CPC

to J.G. Keppler, FRC, dated July 27,1984, file 0.4.9, serial 31797;

also telephone communication to Board from CPC ccunsel, on July 17,

t -
.. _ __
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1984; and letter from CPC counsel to Board and parties dated

September 10, 1984

3. The facility as designed was unfoue in that the heat generated

was proposed to be used not only to produce electrical energy but also

to produce steam for the nearby Dow plant. The facility's turbine

generators were designed to produce 504 megawatts electrical (We) from

Unit I and 852 MWe fron Unit 2. The remaining heat from Unit 1 was
6planned to produce 460 kg/s (approximately 3.6 x 10 lb/hr) at 1200 kPa

6gauge (175 psig) and 50 kg/s (approximately 0.4 x 10 lb/hr) at 4100 kPa

aauge (600 psig) of process steam for use at the Dow plant. The

proposed process steam system was to have been a tertiary system

utilizing heat extracted from the secondary steam system of the Midland

plant. Staff Exh.14 (SER, ! 1.2, at p.1-8). However, reflecting

delays and cost increases in the pro,iect, there developed a contractual

dispute between Dow and CPC, and ongoing litigation resulting therefrom,

and Dow gave up its plans to utilize the steam which Unit 1 was designed

to produce. Dow Chemical Co. v. Consumers Power Co., Circuit Court for

Midland County, Michigan, File No. 83-002232-CK-D, complaint initially

filed July la, 1983. Construction of both units has now been suspended

as a result of CPC's financial problems.

d, Construction permits CPPR-81 and CPPR-82, for Units 1 and 2

respectively, were issued by the Atomic Energy Coninission on

December 15, 1972 (37 Fed. Reg. ?8312, December 22,1972). The initial

part of the application for operating licenses (0L) was filed with the

NPC on August 31, 1977 and was formally docketed on November IP,,1977.

._ _.
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SER, 9 1.1 at p. 1-1; Appendix A, at p. A-3; see also 43 Fed. Reg. 8870

(March 3, 1978). On May 4, 1978, following the filing by CPC and

docketing by NRC of the remainder of the OL application, the NRC

published a notice of the " Consideration of Issuance of Facility

Operating Licenses; and Opportunity for Hearing." 43 Fed. Reg. 19304.

This notice commerced the first of the proceedings under consideration

here.

5. An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board was established to rule

on intervention petitions and thereafter to conduct the hearing.

43 Fed. Reg. 25748 (June 14, 1978); Memorandum for the Record, dated

August 16, 1978. The OL Board has been reconstituted several times

throughout the proceeding, with the latest change being effective on

March 1,1982. 47 Fed. Reg. 9939 (March 8, 1982).

6. Timely intervention petitions were received from Ms. Mary P.

Sinclair, on. behalf of the Saginaw Valley Nuclear Study Group (Saginaw),

and from the Attorney General of the State of Michigan. Prior to the

first prehearing conference, a late-filed petition was received from

Mr. Wendell H. Marshall', on behalf of the Mapleton Intervenors. We

tentatively admitted Ms. Sinclair and Mr. Marshall as intervenors in

their personal capacities (subject to the acceptance of contentions) but

denied intervention to Saginaw and to the Mapleton Intervenors (although

pemitting those groups to file additional information which could

qualify them to intervene). The Attorney General of the State of

Michigan was admitted as an interested State, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

6P.715(c). Memorandum and Order dated August 14,1978 (unpublished);

'
._ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Memorandum and Order dated October 17, 1978 (unpublished). A Notice of

Hearine was published on October 18, 1978. 43 Fed. Reg. 48089.

7. The special prehearing conference in the OL proceeding was

he!d on December 16, 1978. Following that conference, we accepted

several of Ps. Sinclair's OL contentions and reaffirmed our previous

tentative admittance of Ms. Sinclair as an intervening party.

(Ms. Sinclair did not continue to seek admission of the Saginaw group.)

We also accepted one of Mr. Marshall's contentions and admitted him as

an Intervenor, although we reaffirmed our earlier ruling denying

intervention to the !!apleton Intervenors. Special Prehearing Conference

Order, dated February 23, 1979 (unpublished). Subsequently, we accepted

a late filed petition to intervene in the non-soils-related aspects of

the OL proceeding by Ms. Barbara Stamiris (a then-Intervenor in the OM

proceeding). Prehearing Conference Order, LBP-82-63,16 NP.C 571, 585-93

(1982).

8. In July,1978, during the placement of concrete on some of the

upper elevaticns of the diesel generator building (DGB), which was then

approximately half constructed, the construction survey crews could not

close a traverse in surveying (Tr. 2375 (Gallagher)). Upon further

investigation, the Applicant determined that the half-constructed DGB

had settled both differentially and excessively--indeed, to a greater

extent than had been anticipated for the forty-year anticipated life of

the plant (Gallagher, ff. Tr. 1754, Attachment 2). See supra, p. 88.

This excessive settlement of the DGB comprised the foundation for one of

Ms. Sinclair's OL contentions which we admitted in our February 23, 1979
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Special Prehearing Conference Order--as well as for the only contention

of Mr. Marshall, which we also admitted in that Order. See supra,

Finding 7. This settlement of the DGB also formed the underlying reason

giving rise to the NRC Staff's " Order Modifying Construction Permits,"

dated December 6,1979 (" Modification Order" or "0M") (Staniris Exh. 3

Attachment 15).

9. The Modification Order, issued by the NRC Staf f through its

Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Inspection and

Enforcement (I&E), would have suspended all soils-related and remedial

work on the Midland facility until the related safety issues were

resolved and a construction permit amendment for the soils remedial work

was submitted by CPC and approved by the Staff. It provided that the

Applicant or any other person whose interest was affected could request

a hearing with respect to all or any part of the Order; and that, if a

hearing were requested, the Order would become effective "following the

hearing." On December 26, 1979, in accordance with Part V of the Order,

CPC stayed the effectiveness of the Modification Order by requesting a

hearing. A Notice of Hearing for the OM proceeding was published on

March 20, 1980. In the Notice, the NRC designated the same Licensing

Board to conduct the OM Hearing as was then designated for the OL

proceeding. 45 Fed. Reg.18214(March 20,1980). This Board, like the

OL Board, has been reconstituted several times, most recently on

March 1,1982, with the membership for each of the two Boards remaining

the same on each occasion. See 47 Fed. Reg. 9939 (March 8, 1982).

O
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10. Both the Modification Order and the Notice of Hearing set

forth as-issues for adjudication in the OM proceedina (1) whether the *

facts set forth in Part II of the Order are correct, and (2) whether i
,

that Order should be sustained. On April 26, 1980 CPC filed its answer f

,

to the Notice of Hearing, responding to the factual allegations set t

i

forth in the Modification Order and presenting its position with respect
i

to whether the Modification Order should be sustained.

11. On April 30, 1980, the NRC Staff filed a " Motion for Issuance

of Amended Notice of Hearing," which reflected that the earlier notice *

.

of opportunity for hearing had never been published in the Federal
!

'

; Register. In response to that motion, which was supported by CPC, we
:

published an " Amended Notice of Hearing" on May 28, 1980, providing*

notice of opportunity for interested persons to participate in the OM
4

proceeding. 45 Fed. Reg. 35949. Numerous petitions for leave to :

intervene were timely filad. On July 24, 1980, in our Memorandum and'

; Order Ruling Upon Standing to Intervene (unpublished), we determined

that nine petitioners had satisfied the " interest" and " aspect"

requirementsof10C.F.R.I2.714(a)(2). We provided for the later>

filing of OM contentions and deferred ruling on the letter-petition of

Wendell H. Marshall, representative of the Mapleton Intervenors.

12. At a special prehearing conference for the OM proceeding on

i September 10, 1980, we accepted certain contentions submitted, re-
.

spectively, by Ms. Barbara Stamiris and Ms. Sharon K. Warren and
,

admitted each as an Intervenor in the OM proceeding (Tr. 398). There-

after, in our Prehearing Conference Order Ruling on Contentions and onj

!
;

f

_ _ _ _ _ - - - _ . .
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Consolidation of Proceedings, dated October 24, 1980 (unpublished), we,

ruled on other contentions of Ms. Stamiris and Ms. Warren, respectively,

accepting most of them (some in modified form). (Some of Ms. Stamiris'

contentions were later amended through her Answer to Applicant's

Interrogatories, dated April 20, 1981; and two of her contentions were

withdrawn by letter dated June 1,1981.) We rejected Mr. Marshall's

only OM contention and hence denied intervention status in the OM

proceeding to him as well as to the Mapleton Intervenors. We also

denied intervention to the other petitioners. However, inasmuch as two

(similar) OL contentions--one sponsored by Ms. Sinclair and the other by

Mr. Marshall--overlapped the scope of contentions properly litigable in

the OM proceeding, we granted the Applicant's motion to consolidate the

OM proceeding with those issues relating to soil conditions and plant

fill materials raised in the OL proceeding. By virtue of that

consolidation, we permitted the Intervenors in the OM and OL

proceedings,respectively,toparticipateinbothproceedings(withOM

Intervenors' rights in the OL proceeding limited to soil settlement

questions). As noted earlier, Ms. Stamf ris was subsequently admitted as

an Intervenor in the non-soils-related aspects of the OL proceeding (see

supra, Finding 7). We later accepted two additional OM contentions of

Ms. Stamiris, arising out of the litigation between Dow and CPC (:co

_ supra, Finding 3). LBP-84-20,19NRC1285(1984). Ms. Warren, the

other ON Intervenor, withdrew from the OM proceeding effective

m
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February 16,1981 (see Notice of Withdrawal, dated February 11,1981),

and she never sought intervention status in the OL proceeding.41

13. Hearings on soils-related OM-OL issues commenced on July 7,

1981, and have been held during the weeks c,f July 7 and 13, August 4 and

10, October 13, and December 1 and 14, 1981; February 2 and 16,

1 August 12, November 15 and 22 and December 6,1982; and February 14,

April 27, May 2, June 1, 6 and 27, July 28, August 1. September 20,

October 31, November 7 and December 3,1983. (Inaddition,hearingson

non-soils-related OL issues were held during the weeks of March 8 and

28,1983.) All hearing sessions were held in Midland, Michigan, except

the hearing on December 3,1983, which was held in Bethesda, Maryland.

Limited appearance statements from members of the public were accepted

at several hearing sessions.
'

=14. Following the hearings in October,1981, we had proposed to

issue a Partial Initial Decision on soils-related quality assurance

(QA)/ management-attitude issues, prior to the close of the record on

technical questions bearing upon the remedial corrective actions

associated with the OM issues. Memorandum (ConcerningTelephone

Conference Call of September 25, 1981 and Applicant's Motion for Partial

Decision),datedOctober2,1981(unpublished). Parties submitted

41 In approving Ms. Warren's withdrawal, de asked the parties, in
treating various OM issues, to include the substance of
Ms. Warren's contentions (which was necessarily encompassed within
the broader OM issues) (Tr. 906-07). Ms. Warren presented an oral
limited appearance statement on July 7,1981 (Tr.1026).

. -_ _ _
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proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law on such QA/

management-attitude issues.42 Subsequently, we reopened the record on

related QA/ management-attitude issues; and, after the record was closed

on February 19, 1982, parties submitted supplemental proposed findings

and conclusions.43 Thereafter, during the course of our preparatien of

a decision on those issues, we determined it to be necessary to issue an

Order imposing interim conditions on further soils-related construction

activities, pending completion of our Partial Irf tf al Decision. We

! issued that Order on April 30, 1982. Memorandum and Order (Imposing

Certain Interim Conditions Pending Issuance of Partial Initial

| Decision), LBP-82-35, 15 NRC 1060.

15. LBP-82-35, supra, required the App 11 cent, inter alia, to

obtain explicit prior approval from the NRC Staff (to the extent such

approval had not already been obtained) before proceeding with further

soils-relatedconstructionactivities(asdefinedtherein). Because
|

LBP-82-35 halted further soils-related constructicr, activitics in the

i absence of NRC Staff approval, the effect of issuing LBP-82-35 was

42 CPC Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (F0F), dated
October 28, 1981; Wendell H. Marshall F0F, dated November 21, 1981;
Stamiris Proposed F0F, dated December 11, 1981 (Tr. 5986); NRC
Staff F0F, dated December 30, 1981; CPC responses to Stamiris F0F
and Staff F0F, each dated April 26, 1982.

43 CPC Supplemental Proposed F0F, dated March 15, 1982; Intervenor's
[Stamiris] Proposed Supplemental F0F, dated March 29, 1982; Staff
Proposed Supplemental F0F, dated March 26, 1982; CPC responses to
Stamiris F0F and Staff F0F, each dated April 26, 1982.

!

- ;
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generally to sustain, pending issuance of our Partial Initial Decision

on QA/ management-attitude issues, the requirements of the Modification

Order except the requirement for submission and approval of amendments

to the applications for construction permits, a procedural step which in

our opinion was not necessary to attain the safety goals which we

believed should be achieved.44

16. The conditions imposed on the Applicant by LBP-82-35 were

motivated by QA (including quality control (QC)) considerations. They

were intended to remain in effect for what we perceived as a relatively

short period prior to the issuance of a Partial Initial Decision on

QA/ management attitude issues, which would have further reviewed the

continuing necessity for such conditions or possibly others. Shortly

after the issuance of LBP-82-35, however, events occurred which caused

us ultimately to reopen the record on QA matters, at the Staff's

request. The reopening is reflected by our Memorandum and Order dated

July 7,1982 (unpublished), in which we announced that we would defer

the Partial Initial Decision until we had heard additional testimony on

specified issues. The record was not thereafter closed until

44 Although LBP-82-35 set forth that it was an appealable order,
neither the Applicant nor Staff filed any appeal. Ms. Stamiris
filed what purported to be an appeal, but the Appeal Boarde

construed the filing as a complaint against the NRC Staff's
compliance with and implementation of our order, rather than the
order itself. The Appeal Board dismissed Ms. Stamirls' appeal
without prejudice to her right to present the same arguments to us,
in the first instance. ALAB-684,16NRC162(1982).

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ -
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December 3,1983 (Tr. 22691) and proposed findings were subsequently

submitted.45 We are not resolving the OA/ management-ettitude issues in

this Decision; and, to the extent that further soils-related con-

struction activities were to be undertaken, the interim conditions which

we imposed through LBP-82-35 remain in effect.

17. Subsequent to LBP-82-35, supra, we concluded hearings on

various technical issues associated with remedial soils activities, and

proposed findings were submitted by the Applicant, Ms. Stamiris, and the

NRC Staff.46 Reflecting the probable lack of continuing materiality of

the QA/ management-attitude issues in light of the shutdown of con-

struction on the facility, but similarly reflecting the potential

relevance of various programatic technical findings should facility

construction again be resumed, we have detennined to issue this Partial
,

Initial Decision on a number of the technical issues associated with

remedial soils activities and encompassed by the foregoing proposed

findings. For reasons described in the Opinion section of this Partial

Initial Decision (supra, pp.13-14), however, we are not at this time

45 CPC Proposed Second Supplemental F0F on QA issues, dated
January 27, 1984; Stamiris' Second Supplemental F0F on OA and
Management Attitude Issues, dated May 11, 1984; NRC Staff Further
Supplemental F0F Concerning QA, dated May PS,1984; CPC's replies
to Ms. Stamiris' and the Staff's F0F, each dated June 22,198a.

46 See supra, n.3.
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ruling on technical questions associated with the DGS and with

differential settlement of the control tower relative to the main

structure of the euxiliary building. Nor, for reasons set forth supra,

pp. la-15, are we ruling on certain questions bearing upon (1) the

. adequacy of soil spring constants, and (P) liquefaction and soils

stability relative to the diesel fuel oil tanks. We are here covering

various seismic matters (including general seismic standards applicable

to the Midland site, standards for the proposed seismic margin review

(other than certain aspects of soil spring constants), soil liquefaction
,

(except with respect to the diesel fuel oil tanks), and the effect of

dewatering), the structural adecuacy of the auxiliary building (except

with respect to the differential settlement matters mentioned above),

and various issues related to the service water pump structure (SWPS),

burated water storage tanks (BWSTs), the diesel fuel oil tanks (except

as indicated above), underground piping, electrical duct banks and

conduits, and the baffle and perimeter dikes adjacent to the cooling

pond.

18. Some of the remedial soils activities discussed in this

Decision were commenced prior to the close of the record in these

proceedings. With limited exceptions-(see, e.g. Tr. 7788a and Tr.

7790), they were subject to the controls imposed by our April 30, 1987

Order-(LBP-82-35) or, for certain earlier activities, the voluntary but

somewhat narrower commitment of the Applicant in February,1980, not to

proceed with further soils remedial actions without NRC Staff review and

concurrence. One such earlier approved activity was the underpinning of

. . ,
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the auxiliary building and feedwater isolation valve pits. The NRC'

Staff concurred with the construction of access shafts and a freezevall

in preparation for this underpinning on November 24, 1981 (Staff Exh.

5); for activation of the freezewall on February 18, 1982 (Tr. 7838);

and by letter dated December 9,1982, from NRC Region III to CPC, the

! Staff authorized the commeacement on a step-by-step basis of the actual

underpinning urder the turbine buildirg (Tr. 11007). Other soils

|- activities were also authorized. During these hearings, we heard

testimony from various witnesses on the progress of this work and on

L various events which have occurred during the course of construction,

including actual or potential items of noncomp:iance. With the shutdown

of' construction of the facility, we do not at this time plan a thorough

I evaluation of the Applicant's construction performance, but here we will
~

occasionally rely on certain data generated by such construction

activities, as. reflected by the record before us. In this Decision, we

I are not taking into account the fact that construction of particular

|: : structures has commenced (o'r even been completed) in evaluating the

technical. adequacy'of the Applichnt's soils remedial measures,

t

i

f'

..

E'
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II. SFISMIC MATTERS

A. Introduction

19. The construction permits for the Midland plant were issued in

1972 lsee supra, Finding 4), after publication of the proposed Appendix

A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100, " Seismic. and Geologic Siting Criteria for

Nuclear Power Plants," but before its issuance and promulgation as a

final rule, effective December 13, 1973. 36 Fed. Reg. 22601 (November-

25, 1971); 38 Fed. Reg. 31279 (November 13, 1973); 10 C.F.R. Part 100,

Appendix A. The Commission (AEC) set forth its expectation that, prior

to.their effective date, the proposed rules be used as guidance.

36 Fed. Reg. 22601.

20. Appendix A, Part 100, " describes the nature of investigations

[ currently] required to obtain the geologic and seismic data necessary

to determine site suitability and to provide reasonable assurance that a

nuclear power plant can be constructed and operated at a proposed site!i

without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. It describes

procedures for determining the quantitative vibratory ground motion
~

design basis at a site due to earthquakes * * * ." 10 C.F.R.

|: 9100.10(c)(1).

21. The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) approved for the Midland ~

site at the CP stage was' based on a Modified Percalli Intensity (MMI) of

VI, the size of the largest earthquake within about 150 miles of the

. plant site. Staff Safety Evaluation ("SER"), CP stage, dated November

12,1970, at 13,114,116. 'The DBE was .not associated with any tectonic

province, since the Staff's.CP review, which formed the basis for the CP
;

..

.

.
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authorization, predated both the issuance of the proposed rule and the

effective date of the final 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, which

required a tectonic province detennination. (Insofar as the formulation

of a tectonic province was involved, the proposed Appendix A does not

appear to have been used as guidance in any portion of the CP review or

proceedings. See supra, n.6.) The ground motions associated with the

DBE were represented by a modified Housner design response spectrum

anchored at 0.12g (where g = acceleration due to gravity at the earth's

surface). The Housner spectrum was modified by increasing its levels of

response motions by an additional 50 percent in the frequency range

between about 1.6 hz and 5 hz (or 0.6- and 0.2- seconds-period range).
47CP "SER" at 13; Thiruvengadam affidavit at 2; Kimball, ff. Tr. 4539,

at 2; Tr. 6041, 6087 (Kennedy).

22. Following issuance of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, and

during the OL review, the Staff had two concerns about the DBE accepted

during the_CP review. First, the Staff had come to accept the " Central

Stable Region" as a tectonic province which would include the Midland

site, and which has a controlling earthquake similar to the Anna, Ohio

earthquake of March 9,1937 of intensity PMI = VII-VIII (and a magnitude

of m ig = 5.3). Second, the Staff was concerned about the use of a
b,

47 Affidavit of Thiru Thiruvengadam, dated March 6,1981, submitted
with Applicant's Motion to Defer Consideration of Seismic Issues
llntil.the Operating Licensing Proceeding, dated March 18, 1981 (see'

supra, pp. 23-24); hereafter "Thiruvengadam affidavit."

.
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modified Housner response spectrum anchored at 0.129 to represent thee

maximum vibratory ground motion for design purposes. The Staff, in

fact, determined that the design response spectrum as used was no longer

a conservative representation of the ground motion. SER, 6 2.5.2.1, at

p. 2-34; Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at ?, 4-5.

23. From investigations assertedly performed pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

Part 100, Appendix A, the Applicant in 1977 proposed a SSE (as well as

an operating basis earthquake (0BE)) based upon designation of the

Michigan Basin as a tectonic province separated out of the larger

Central Stable Region. Thiruvengadan affidavit at 3; see also FSAR,

9 ?.5.P. 3 (not part of the evidentiary record of this proceeding). (The

OBE has-not been at issue in these proceedings, and we make no findings

concerning its adequacy.) For a SSE, the Applicant proposed an

intensity of MMI=VI, representing the intensity of the controlling

earthquake in the Michigan Basin, derived from the largest historically

recorded earthquake therein. The Applicant further proposed that the

SSE ground motions be represented by modified Housner response spectraL.

anchored at 0.12g. These characteristics of the SSF proposed in the

current version of the FSAR are identical to those of the DBE determined

at the CP stage, and are at issue in these proceedings. Thus the term

"FSAR spectra" (or spectrum) as used to this point in time, should be

t

|

|
t

.

..
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read as eouivalent to the DBE spectra. Holt Exh. 10,48 at 2; CP "SEP"

-at 12-13, 116, 124

24. If the OL application were to be pursued, the FSAR would need

to be' revised to reflect the SSE and its ground motion characterisHcs,

as detennined by the outcome of these proceedings, for purposes of

design of the remedial structures and re-evaluation of the seismic

resistance of existing structures. As set forth infra, Findings 27, 31

and 79, the Applicant was using (or was to use) a site specific response

spectra (SSRS) approach for these purposes, and we have found use of

that approach to be reasonable and conservative. Thus, the DBE spectra

served as the seismic design. basis for the original safety-related

structures, systems and components, but a SSE with SSRS ground-motion

characteristics would be considered as the seismic design basis in the -

final design analyses.

25. The Staff did not accept the proposed delineation of the

Michigan Basin as a tectonic. province and continued to be concerned

about the adequacy of the DBE ground motion representations accepted at -

the CP siage. : Tr. 867-68 (Hood); Holt Exh._3; Thiruvengadam affidavit -.

at 3; SER, 6.2.5.2.1, at p. 2-34, 6 2.5.2.3. at p. 2-37..

26. While the. December 9, 1970 Podification Order did not

specifically address seismic issues, one of its major concerns was "the

unresolved safety issue concerning the adequacy of the remedial action
~ ~ - to correct the deficiencies in the soil construction under and around~

i

- : safety-related structures and systems * * *" (Modification Order at' 4).

* -See~ supra, n.8.

. . _ . _ _ _ ._.__ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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' Seismic design bases for the underpinning work clearly would have been

included under the required acceptance criteria necessary for the Staff

to evaluate the technical adequacy and proper implementation of the

proposed remedial actions (i_d. at 3).

27. The Staff's recommendations of two acceptable methods to be
~

used in resolving the OL concerns about the SSE and seismic design bases

for the remedial actions (Findings 22, 25, 26, supra) were transmitted

to the Applicant in a letter (Tedesco to Cook, October 14, 1980, Holt

i. Exh. 3 ("Tedesco letter")). Coth alternatives were based on a SSE for

the Midland site similar to the Anna, Ohio earthquake of March 9,1937,

.which is the -largest historicalb reported earthquake in the Central
. .

Stable Region tectonic province. The first approach would have pre-

scribed use. of the standardized response spectra of Regulatory Guide
~ 49 anchored at 0.19 , consistent with an intensity MMI = VII-VIII1.60 9

L- earthquake. The other acceptable approach, which had been discussed

with the Applicant as early as July 1979 (Thiruvengadam affidavit, at 3),r

would have been-to develop site-specific spectra by enveloping the 84th

!-
49 Both the Staff and Applicant often refer to the Regulatory Guide ;

1.60 spectra as " site-independent,"_ as if implying that the only
distinction between them and' site-specific response spectra is
found in' site conditions. They are more appropriately described as
standardized response spectra, and are also magnitude-independent,
epicentral-distance-independent, and source-characteristic-
independent. Their construction also involved normalization of all
constituent earthquake records within the ensemble used.to a
standard value (1.0g). Staff Brief, at 10-11; Holt, ff. Tr. 4539,
at 5-6; Tr. 4585-86 (Holt); Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 8-9. It is

i-
i the-Board's understanding that the Housper spectrum is another, but'

generally lower, standardized response spectrum. See Fig. 2,.'
-

supra, p.-62.
-

|

|
;

!
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percentile spectral level of an ensemble of response spectra which were

derived from actual, site-and-magnitude-matched accelerograms recorded

at epicentral distances of 25 km or less. Site matching would be

achieved through close similarity of materials properties beneath

accelerograph station sites to materials properties beneath the Midland

site. Magnitude matching was specified as equivalent to mbig (central

U.S.) = 5.3 0.5. Both approaches are discussed in the Standard Review

Plan, 9% P.S.2 and 3.7.1. Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 5-6, as corrected

at Tr. 4686; Holt Exh 3.

P8. A category of application of the "new" SSE would have been to

the re-evaluation of the seismic resistance of already built structures,

which are founded on plant fill and which were to be supported by the

remedial work. This category needs to be distinguished because the

construction of new foundations (underpinning) beneath fill-supported

structures may alter seismic response of those structures to vibratory

input motions. (The category results from a combination of the two

other applications, i.e., re-evaluation of already-built structures,

components and systems using current seismic standards, and design of

remedial structures or parts of structures, also to current seismic

standards.) Thiruvengadam affidavit, at 7; Tr. 846, 857-59 (statement

of M. Miller, Applicant's coursel).

29. The main safety-related structures at the Midland facility

are:

(a) containment buildings' (founded on natural sofis)

(b) auxiliary building:
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main structure (located between containment

buildings; founded on natural soils)

railroad bay (located at north end; founded on plant

fill)

control tower (located at south end; founded on

plant fill)

electrical penetration areas (EPAs) (exh.nd east and

west from control tower; founded on plant fill)

(c) feedwater isolation valve pits (FIVPs) (structurally

isolated, located ad,iacent to EPAs and containment

buildings; founded on plant fill)

(d) service water pump structure (SWPS) (southern part

founded on natural soils; northern overhang founded on

soil fill)
(e) diesel generator building (DGB) (founded on plant fill)

(f) diesel fuel oil tanks (founded on plant fill)

(g) borated water storage tanks (BWSTs) (founded on plant

fill).|-
|

[ Foundation underpinning structures ware required to be constructed

beneath the control tower and EPAs of the auxiliary building and the

overhanging portion of the SWPS; and plant fill beneath the FIVPs was to'

have been replaced with concrete and compacted granular fill. New ring:

foundations, structurally attached _ to the old and to the integral valve

pits, were required to be constructed for the BWSTs and tank 1 was to be

relevelled. Surcharging with sand fill was employed by the Applicant to

,,. _ -_ _. . _ _ _ . - . - - - __ ._. _ . - _ . _
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i

compact plant fill beneath the DGB, as well as beneath the valve-pit

projections of the BWSTs which caused foundation damage from dif-

ferential settlement during a preload test. Permanent dewatering of the

plant fill was required beneath the railroad bay and the DGR, as well as

in the area of a portion of the service water piping, to reduce the

potential for liquefaction of the granular foundation soils under SSE

loading conditions. SSER #2, g 2.5.4.1.2, Tables 2.2 and 2.3,

9 2.5.4.4.3, at p. 2.34, 5 2.5.4.5.5, at pp. 2-43, 2-44.

30. For the reasons set forth in the Opinion section of this

Decision (supra, pp. 23-24), we are here making findings with respect to

seismic criteria, including determination of the SSE, ground motions and

associated response spectra, and the analysis model for each structure

as modified by the remedial actions. We are not making findings at this

time on whether the safety-related structures as built (including those

with and those without modifications necessitated by the soils remedial

actions) conform to the newly determined seismic criteria.

31. The Applicant used the SSRS approach offered in the Tedesco

letter as an alternative for characterizing the SSE ground motions but

without conceding that the seismic design basis of the Midland plant

approved at the construction permit stage is inappropriate or that the

Michigan Basin is not a separate tectonic province. Thiruvengadam ,

affidavit, at 4.

.32. Departures from the SSRS approach offered in the Tedesco

letter that were used, or proposed by the Applicant, in addition to what

tectonic province should be used, are the subject of later findings,
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below. These include such issues as the range of earthquake magnitudes

to be employed and the appropriate statistical spectral level to

represent the SSRS-derived maximum ground motions, as well as the

magnitude of the controlling earthquake ir the Central Stable Region

tectonic province.

33. Because of the lack of agreement at the time betweer the

Applicant and Staff on a seismic design criterion, the Applicant

incorporated a " reasonable margin" over the FSAP SSE (DBE) seismic

criteria for design of the remedial " fixes" (Thiruvengadam affidavit, at

6-7). This " margin" was established as 1.5 times the "FSAR design

spectra," which was found generally to ervelop the SSRS being proposed

and comitted to by the Applicant for re-evaluation of existing

structures as part of the seismic margin review, as well as for design

of the remedial " fixes." Tr. 5997-98 (Kennedy).

'34. Because the SSRS approach proposed in the Tedesco letter

appeared to be a probabilistic methodology (at least in part), the Board

directed the Applicant and Staff (and permitted other parties) to file

trial briefs discussing the compatibility of the approach with 10 C.F.R.

Part 100, Appendix A, sFould the Applicant elect to use this approach.

The Applicant and Staff responded. For reasons expressed in the Opinion

section of this Decision (supra, pp. 28-36), we find that the
~

methodology used by the Applicant and the NRC Staff in developing the

SSRS for the Midland site is compatible with 10 C.F.R. Part 100,

Appendix A.
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35. General elements of investigation for determining the SSE and

its representative ground motions, in situations where no capable faults

for similar tectonic structures with which historical earthquake

activity can be reasonably correlated) exist within the vicinity of the

site, are (1) determination of the tectonic province in which the site

is located, (2). determination of the size and ground motions of the

controlling earthquake within that tectonic province, (3) determination

of the size and ground motions, at the plant site, of earthquakes

associated with distant tectonic structures and those associated with

adjacent tectonic provinces, and (4) definition of the response spectra

corresponding to the maximum vibratory ground accelerations at the

various foundation levels of safety related structures on the plant

site. 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A.

36. The Applicant determined, and the Staff agreed, that, on the

basis of extensive investigations by the Applicant, no capable faults,

or similar tectonic structures with which earthqueke activity can be

reasonably correlated, exist in the vicinity of the site that would

generate earthquakes whose motions would control seismic design of the

Midland plant. Folt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 7; Tr. 4571-7P, 4611-14, 4660-61

(Holt);- Tr. 4729 (Kimball); SER, ! ?.5.3, at pp. 2-41 to P-44.-

B. Tectonic Province and Controlling Earthquake (SSE)

37. The Applicant maintained that the Michigan Basin met the

requirements in Appendix A to Part 100 for definition as a tectonic

province. It is a very large tectonic structure or " unit" itself

-.. _ -
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(Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 1150; Tr. 4614 (Holt); also see Kimball, ff.

Tr. 4690, at 3), distinguishable from the tectonic arches around its

southern perimeter on the bases of structural relief, parallel and cross

structures on the arches and seismicity differences (Holt Exh.10; Holt,

ff. Tr. 4539, at 11-12; Tr. 4562, 4577 (Holt)). It has a relative

consistency of tectonic features within it, namely the northwest-

southeast trending anticlines, monoclines, and possible related faults,

known mainly in the deep subsurface from petroleum exploration in the

state. The controlling earthquake, derived from two historical events

in the southern part of the basin, would have an intensity MMI = VI or

magnitude mbig = 4.5. Tr. 4598, 4601 (Holt); see also FSAR, Q 2.5.2.3

(notintroducedintoevidence).

38. As a result of its evaluation of relative seismic hazard
~

analyses performed by the Applicant, the Staff wlthdrew from that part

of its position expressed in the Tedesco letter that the Central Stable

Region, with a controlling earthquake of intensity MMI = VII-VIII (or

magnitude mbig = 5.3), was the appropriate tectonic province for

|
evaluating _the seismic hazards of the Midland site. This change in

position apparently came late in the preparation of the Staff's

i

50 Mr. Holt in his prepared testimony (ff. Tr. 4539, at 11)
incorrectly described the Michigan Basin as being "nearly 200 miles
in diameter." It is readily apparent on Holt Exhibit 9 and in his
oral testimony (Tr. 4575-76,4578) that he meant "nearly 200 miles
in radius" or "nearly 400 miles in diameter." See also supra,
Fig. 1.

L
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testimony. The Staff, however, still did not agree that the Michigan

Basin, as proposed by the Applicant was the appropriate tectonic

province, but would extend it westward to include Michigan's Upper

Peninsula, the northern part of Wisconsin, most of flinnesota, and maybe

parts of North Dakota and southern Canada. The Staff's proposed

tectonic province would include, as well, all of the Michigan Basin

province proposed by the Applicant except for a small corner in

southeastern Michigan. (This possible exclusion apparently was based on

the north trending zone of small earthquakes and cross structures on the

flank of the Findlay Arch that can be seen on Staff Exhibit 5 to extend

toward the Michigan Basin from the vicinity of the Anna, Ohio earthquake

zone. Tr. 4837 (Kimball) referring back to Tr. 4577-80 (Holt)). The

effect of extending the tectonic province boundary to Minnesota would be

to include a magnitude 5.0 earthquake which occurred there in 1860, and

which would represent the controlling earthquake for the province.51

The corresponding intensity of the controllino earthquake would be MMI =

VI-VII, or VII, based on that event. Although the intensity of one or

more earthquakes in the Keweenaw Peninsula of northern Michigan may have

exceeded MMI '= VII, the Staff's expert, Mr. .Jeffrey K. Kimball,

explained that the events there had anomalcusly high intcnsities because

of their shallow depths of cccurrence. Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 2-5,

51 The Staff. also cited the occurrence of a magnitude 4.8 earthquake
-that occurred in Minnesota in 1975 (Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 21).
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11, 20-P3; Tr. 4697-98, 4713-14, 4769-83, 4787, 4794, 4837 (Kimball);

Tr. 4602 (Holt).

39. The Applicant's witness, Mr. Richard J. Holt, was not aware of

the change in the Staff's position when he prepared his written

testimony prior to the hearings on Oc .mer 13, 1981, judging from the

content of that testimony and oral testimony at the hearing. During

cross-examination by Staff counsel, Mr. Holt testified that, after

reading the prepared testimony of the NRC witness, Mr. Kimball, he

agreed with the use of seismicity as a tool (that the Sta#f had used in

extending the province boundary westward) and he agreed that there have

been no historic earthquakes of a magnitude greater than 5.0 in the area

of the westward extension proposed by the Staff. While not specifically

abandoning his proposed (Michigan Basin) tectonic province for the

Midland site, Mr. Holt agreed that the choice of a magnitude 5.0, while

"quite conservative," would be appropriate in this case and would

correspond to the largest historical earthquake which should be

associated with the seismotectonic province in which the Midland site

resides. Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 11, 19-20; Tr. 4540-41, 4567-70,
'

4596-97,4602-03(Holt).

40. Two maps introduced by the Applicant showed somewhat different

boundaries for the proposed Michigan Basin tectonic province, but the

amount of disparity between the two representations appears to fall

within the degree of acceptable uncertainty or " fuzziness" ascribed to

those boundaries. Holt Exh. 9 and Exh.10, Figure 5; Tr. 4561-61,

4576-80, 4597 (Holt); Tr. 4770, 4779, 4783-84 (Kimball). The larger

representation on Holt Exhibit 9 r.pparently was the one intended by the

s

4
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Applicant'to be used. Tr. 4781 (representation by Mr. P.A. Steptoe,

Applicant's counsel). The Staff did not introduce map representations!

. of the boundaries of its proposed tectonic province, or give it a name

other than "the upper Midwestern U.S." (Tr. 4745, 4783, 4786, 4794

(Kimball)).

41. .Py reducing the Applicant's two cited map portrayals to a

common scale and overlaying then, the Board has provided a single map

here for convenience to show the proposed tectonic province boundaries,

ma,ior tectonic structures, seismic source zones, and Central Stable

Region sites used in the relative seismic hazard studies. Fig. 1,

_

supra, p. 46. To this nap the Board has added the delineation of what

; we understand from the verbal descriptions to be the boundaries of the

Staff's proposed westward extension of the tectonic province and the-;

area in southeastern Michigan that we would exclude based on the Staff's

reservations about its inclusion. For ease in locating the places

discussed in the testimony, we have also added a few place names

mentioned therein. Tr. 4745-46, 4783, 4837 (referring back to

. Tr. 4577-80 (Holt)) (Kimball).

42. .Both the Applicant and Staff argued (the Applicant more

strongly) that the Central Stable Region could,-or should, be

subdivided. Both pointed out that it was based on the " veneer" of,

52sedimentary rocks deposited over tha area about P00-600 million years

L

52 See infra, n.57, p. 180.

;

I
<

!

L -.
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ago and that it does not represent a region of uniform seismicity, in

that the larger earthquakes (magnitude = 5.1-5.3) have occurred in

isolated regions which generally show more frequent small earthquakes

than other parts of the region. The Applicant's witness believed those

larger earthquakes were generally associated with tectenic structures.

Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 12-13; Tr. 4555-58, 4551-67, 4572, 4601, 4644-47

(Holt); Holt Exh.10, Figures 5-6; Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 3-4,

Figures 4-5; Tr. 4717, 4744 (Kimball). The Board notes that these

isolated areas of correlative, but not definitely associated structures

and magnitude 5.1-5.3 earthquakes arguably could be cited as evidence of

the relative consistency of geological structural features needed to

characterize a tectonic province, even though they are widely' separated.'

43. While the Applicant provided geologic and tectonic

justifications for its proposed tectonic province to demonstrate its

compatibility with the requirements of Appendix A to Part 100

(Findings 37, 39, supra), the Staff relied upon its evaluation of the

Applicant's,probabilistic seismic hazard studies, almost exclusively, to

justify its definition of the larger tectonic province. While the

Staff's witness indicated that factors other than seismicity should be

used in such definitions, eg., tectonic flux measurer.ents, past strain
,

releases, tectonic structural fabric such as amount of folding or

faulting, and consistency of structure and geologic features, he gave no

indication that the Staff had,_indeed, examined any of those
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characteristics,53 only that nothing in the geology " flagged" the region

as requiring a larger controlling earthquake than the maximum historic

event within it. Furthermore the Staff has not fully determined what

the boundaries for its proposed tectonic province would be. Kimball,

ff. Tr. 4539, at 4,16-21; Tr. 4697-98, 4713-14, 4745, 4769-71, 4779-81,

4783, 4786, 4876-30 (Kimball); Staff Brief at 7.

44. For reasons stated earlier (supra, pp. 48-49), we reject'the

view that the agreement between the Applicant and Staff on the

appropriate SSE and the representation of its ground motions by the SSRS

pernits us not to define the proper tectonic province in which the

Midland site resides. We view the agreement between the Staff's and

Applicant's positions as being material to determination of the SSE and

acceptance of the SSRS rather than to definition of the tectonic

province, a point on which they disagreed.

45. The Staff based its almost exclusive reliance on historic

seismicity for proposing a new tectonic province on a theory with which

-the Applicant agreed. That theory held that past earthquake occurrence,

or historic seismicity, provides one of the most, or the most, accurate

means available for inferring geologic mechanisms causing earthquakes at

depths in the earth's crust where earthquakes occur. The next step in

53 These characteristics are paraphrased from Section 2.5.2 of the
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), which is quoted in the Staff
Brief (at 7) as providing criteria for acceptance of a proposed new
tectonic province.

i

k'
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the Staff's logic was to equate tectonic for seismotectonic) provinces

with seismic source zones. Kimball, ff. Tr. 4600, at 4, 20;

Tr. 4697-98, 4713-14, 4745, 4747-50, 4830 (Kimball); Tr. 4559-61,

4567-68 (Holt).

46. The Board finds that, reliance upon historic seismicity as a

tool to help establish, or to verify a tectonic province and the size of

its controlling earthquake, is consistent with both Staff practice and
,

Appendix A to Part 100.54 In practice the Staff has relied upon

seismicity, at least in part, to subdivide the Central Stable Region

farther south into eastern and western parts each with a different level

of seismic hazard. Tr. 4807, 4831-32 (Kimball). (k'e assume that the

Staff there considered the other characteristics specified in the

Standard Review Plan (Finding 43, including n.53, supra) as criteria

when making that subdivision.)
,

47. Reliance upon seismicity to help establish a tectonic province

is also consistent with precedent established in the Seabrook pro-

ceeding. In Seabrook a postulated seismic source zone (the " Boston-

Ottawa belt" or trend) was divided into two parts, each with a different

|
level of seismic hazard, but separated by a large tectonic feature (the

54 Appendix A, 6 V(a) of Part 100 requires that: "ft]he design basis
for the maximum vibratory ground motion * * * should be determined
through evaluation of the seismology, geology, and the seismic and
geologic history of the site and surrounding region." Seismicity
studies, whether probabilistic or deterministic in nature, are
clearly part of the evaluation of the seismic history of the site
and surrounding region.

i

'

. . _ , _-
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Green Mountain Anticlinorium) which has been essentially aseismic in

historic times, and where "as one moves away from the anticlirorium into

either of the two adjacent zones, seismic activity begins to increase."

It was not just the aseismic gap, but the correlation of differences in

historic seismicity with a tectonic feature that formed the basis for

the subdivision. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station,

Units 1 and ?), ALAB-422, 6 NPC 33, 61 (1977).

;48. This Board finds that the Staff's own past practice, Appendix

A to Part 100, and the teaching of ALAB 422 do not support the

definition, or subdivision, of a tectonic province solely on the basis

of historic seismicity, even if that seismicity is viewed as somehow

indicative of otherwise poorly known tectonic conditions.55 To support

that theory, much more information about what the earthquakes reveal

about tectonic conditions would be needed, other than just earthouake

location, frequency of occurrence, and size. -The Board was not

convinced by the Staff's arguments and the Applicant's support of those

arguments that occurrence of historic eari.hquakes, alone, can provide

55 The fact that these studies were probabilistic in nature was not
material to our determination here. We simply were not convinced
that the Staff had not just drawn lines around a cluster of
historic earthquakes and called the area a "seismotectonic.

province" on that basis.

.t

-e - -
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enough information on subsurface geologic or tectonic conditions to

permit definition of a tectonic province based on that premise.56

49. An example of apparently inconsistent tectonic conditions

within the Staff's proposed tectonic province is revealed by Staff

Exhibit 5. On that map, northeast trending tectonic structures prom-

inently appear in the area of the Keweenew Peninsula where the anom-

alously shallow historic earthquakes occurred, as well as in central

Minnesota in the general region where we assume that the Staff's pro-

posed controlling earthquake occurred. The northeast trend of tectonic

structures in these two areas is orthogonal to the predominantly north-

west trend of tectonic structures in the Michigan Basin that were cited

by the Applicant as evidence of consistency of tectonic structure in its

proposed province (see supra, Finding 37). The Staff did not address

this apparent tectonic inconsistency w thin its tectonic province thati

contains both sets of differently oriented tectonic structures, one set

of which occurs in a region (the Keweenaw area) with anomalous historic

earthquakes. In light of the definition of a tectonic province set

forth in Appendix A to Part 100, we believe the Staff should have

done so, especially since an uncited Staff discussion in the

56 Although agreeing in principle with the Staff's approach used in
defining its proposed tectonic province, Mr. Holt stated elsewhere,
"[W]hile I do not believe that tectonic provinces should be defined
solely on the basis of historical seismicity or a probabilistic
analysis of such seismicity, seismicity and analysis of seismicity
can be used to test the validity of a defined tectonic province."
Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 14.
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SER ($ 2.5.3.2.1, at pp. 2-41, P-42) of Applicant's studies of geology

in the Midland region refers to a much subdued set of northeast-trending

structures, orthogonal to the predominant trend, in the region.

Kimball, ff. Tr. 4600, at 20-21; Tr. 4782-83, 4787 (Kinball).

50. The Staff's witness, Mr. Kimball (Tr. 4746 d7, 4789), said

that a problem of subdividing just the Michigan Basin from the Central

Stable Region was the same as the problem perceived with retaining the

Central Stable Region as a tectonic province--i.e., both would be

largely based on "surficial Paleozoic geology."57 However, like the

Applicant, he was apparently willing to consider the position of the

flank of the Findlay Arch, a feature of the "surficial Paleozoic

geology,"' in the location of his proposed tectonic province boundary

(Tr. 4837), and agreed that the Staff has used the Central Stable Region

as a tectonic province (Tr. 4786). He also stated that there are some

experts who would consider that portion of the Kankakee arch that has

had essentially no historic earthquakes to have a potentiel for earth-

quake activity (Tr. 4760). (For location of the Kankakee Arch, see

supra, Figure 1, p. 46.)

.

57 The Applicant's witness used this same argument as to why the
Central Stable Region should be divided, going so far as to state
that "* * * defining the tectonic province based on the presence of
a veneer of sedimentary rock is unreasonable" (Holt, ff. Tr. 4539,
at'13). Thus '.he Board views as inconsistent both the Applicant's
and Staff's arguments against using the veneer of sedimentary rocks
as a basis for defining a tectonic province,

t
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;

; 51. Mr. Kimball (Tr. 4791) also briefly noted that the historic
4

earthquake activity in another basin, the Illinois Basin, which is also
1

'
located within the. Central Stable Region, was inconsistently higher than ,

I
the historic activity in the Michigan Basin. We would assign little

i probative value to this argument against use of the Michigan Basin as a

tectonic province because we do not know the causes of the earthquakes:

in either basin and do not assume that the causative tectonic mechanismsi.

b of earthquak'es should be the same in all basins. Also, the Board notes

that-the Illinois Basin (see Staff Exh. 5) is adjacent to the very
,

; active New Madrid seismic zone where tectonic stresses are obviously

hi gh'.

52. The Board finds that the Central Stable Region can be
;

subdivided in the region surrounding the Midland plant site and that the

! Applicant has proposed a tectonic province, the Michigan Basin, that

appears. reasonably to meet the criteria for its establishment as

prescribed by 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A (Findings 37, 43, supra).-

Because of agreement between the Staff's and Applicant's positions on. {

the matter (Findings 38-39, supra) 'and for other reasons found below,
!-

i the Board also finds that the. appropriate magnitude of the controlling

earthquake in the Michigan Basin tectonic province is mbig = 5.0, rather
'~

than either the magnitude of 4.5 originally proposed in the FSAR, or the
i

magnitude of 5.3 assigned to the controlling earthquake-in remainingi

parts of the Central Stable Region.'

53. The Board would accept either of the sets of boundaries for
; .

the Michigan Basin tectonic province that were provided by the Applicant

| !

!

.--__. __.-__-_
___.__._ _ _.,_,.____,._.._ _ _, _ _,____,_ _ _ J.
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(Holt Exh. 9 and Exh.10, Fig. 5; Tr. 4562-6? (Helt)), except that we

would exclude the southeastern corner of flichigan about which the Staff

expressed reservations. Tr. 4837 (Kimball); see also our composite map<

in the Opinion section, Fig.1, supra, for what we understand to be the
'

area that should be excluded.

54. The number of historic earthquakes that have occurred within
'

the Michigan Basin is quite small. The Staff's witness, Mr. Kimball,

estimated the number as "around ten" for the state of Michigan and
,

referred to the Applicant's documents as a source of the actual numbers

(Tr. 4755). By referring to Holt Exhibit 9, the Board counted 22

earthquake epicenters on or within the boundaries of the larger version

of the tectonic province shown thereon, five of which would aave

' occurred within the excluded southeastern portion. Thus the larger

version of the Applicant's proposed tectonic province, as modified

herein, would have experienced 17 earthquakes in historic times. The

smaller version (Figure 5 of Holt Exhibit 10) of the Michigan Basin,

also excluding the southeastern corner, would contain only about nine

historic earthquakes, by the Board's count.

! 55. ' Approximately 14 more historic earthquakes (depending upon biwt -

; many are counted in the Keweenaw Peninsula) are shown on Holt Exhibit 9

I as having occurred within the region that the Staff would have included

in its westward extension of the tectonic province, which extension
.

alone-would have 'about twice the area of either version of the

Applicant's proposed tectonic province.

,

i

e v- , - - - , , , , - . - - -.,,e,-- . - . _,-,r---.- , , - - --,,,n- , , , , , , - - , .--, --- ..,- -,. .---,-:,--m,,-----.- . . . -
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56. While the Board finds that the paucity of historic earthquakes

in the Michigan Basin is, indeed, indicative of low seismic hazard, the

data are so scant that the uncertainty that the maximum reported event

represents a conservative controlling earthquake is large. See

responses to Board questions on seismological and statistical

uncertainties in this region. Tr. 4749-57 (Kimball), especially

Tr. 4753-54, 4756-57.

57. Although we find that the Staff did not adequately support its

proposed westward extension of the Michigan Basin tectonic province, it

is clear that the Staff's proposed basis for that extension is

essentially a perceived uniformity of seismic hazard across the entire

region from Hichigan to Minnesota. Tr.4785-86,4791-92(Kimball).

58. Ground motions from two historic earthquakes larger than

magnitude 5.0, that occurred outside the Michigan Basin tectonic

province, were considered in the determination of maximum vibratory

ground motions at the Midland site. These occurred near Timiskaming, in

Canada, ar.d near Anna, Ohio. See supra, Fig.1; also infra, Finding 62,

regarding the location and possible recurrence of the New Madrid earth-

quake. The magnitude of the Timiskaming event was greater than 6.0.

Tr. 4777 (Kimball). The Anna, Ohio earthquake, which is the controlling

earthquake in the Central Stable Region, has been assigned a magnitude

of 5.3, although the Applicant claimed that a recent authoritative

report indicated that it should be 5.0 instead of 5.3. Mr. Holt,

however, was unable to justify adequately the differences between this
,

,

report and an earlier report by the same author which assigned a

!

:
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magnitude of 5.3 to this same earthauake. Finding ??, supra; Kimball,

ff. .Tr. 4690, at 5; Holt, ff. Tr. 45?9, at 7,13 n.4; Tr. 4573-74,

4633-34 (Polt). Rased on the evidence of record the Board finds no

reason to support a reduction or modification of the magnitude c,f the

Anna, Ohio earthquake to below 5.3.

59. Questions corcerning the Timiskaming earthquake were raised by

the Roard (Tr. 4765-69,4770-7?,4776-81) mainly to be reassured that it

had not been overlooked because of its occurrence outside the United

States. While this event fell within the Applicant's " Western Quebec

Seismic Zone," a fact not obvious during the hearing (but see the

Roard's overlay of the Applicant's seismic maps, Figure 1, supra), it

was not specifically discussed in either the Applicant's or Staff's

prepared testimony. The Staff's expert subsequently testified that,

using a magnitude of 6.? for the Timiskamina earthquake, it would have

to occur at least as close as .100 miles from the site to produce ground

motion that would exceed the potential for coming close to the accepted

(SSRS) spectrum. He further testified that while the boundary of the

tectonic province containing the Midland site might extend northeastward

to abut the province containing the Timiskaming earthquake, the boundary

While Mr. Holt did not testify on 'this sub.iect, the Board assumes
that the Applicant's witness would have associated the Timiskaming
earthquake with his " Western Quebec Seismic Zone," had he had the
opportunity to do so. The Board also notes that this zone appears
to be the same as the Ottawa portion of the "Poston-Ottawa helt"
discussed supra, in Finding 47.

I
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i

'

! in that' direction would in any case be more than 100 miles from the

|
Midland site. 'Tr. 4808-09(Kimball).

; 60.. The Anna earthquake occurred about 205 miles south of the

! Midland site. The' Applicant's witness testified that the closest

approach of the boundary of the Michigan Basin tectonic province was
,

about 150 to 170 miles from the site in that direction. However, in
'

making that statement, he had not considered excluding the southeastern

corner of Michigan, as was later suggested by the Staff and which'
~

exclusion the Board is accepting in this decision. Holt Exh. 10, at 2;
.

!. -Tr. 4571, 4578 (Holt). Even with the exclusion, the nearest approach of
3

the tectonic province boundary, which the Poard has drawn

conservatively, would be no closer than about 70 miles (see supra,
3

Figure 1). While Mr. Holt had not actually performed the calculation,

; .he estimated that a 5.3 magnitude Anna-type event would have to come ,

'
closer than 100 miles from the site, possibly within 50 miles, before

; its motions would exceed motions of a magnitude 5.0 event at the site.

- Tr. '4575 '(Holt). The Staff's actual calculations indicated that an

Anna-type event would have to occur much closer, something like 75

miles, to the site, before its motions would exceed those of a magnitude'

i~
5.0 earthquake at the site. Tr. 4784 (Kimball).

.

i

61. The Board finds that the magnitude mbig = 5.0 controlling-j'
'

; ' earthquake for.the tectonic province in which the site is located is the
~

'

.

appropriate basis for the SSE at the Midland site. It would produce the

- maximum ground acceleration at the site.because no capable faults or

(.
tectonic structures with which earthquakes may reasonably be correlated

L

!
'

,

'
_ . _ ..;.__.._._. _ . . . _ _ . . . . . . . _ , _ _ - . _ _ , . . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ , , . . _ _ , _ . , _ , _ _ _ _ _ , . _ , - , _ . . . . _ , , , , _ _ _
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exist within 200 miles of the site, and because its ground accelerations

would be greater at the site than those resulting from earthquakes in

adjacent or nearby tectonic provinces, assuming those earthquakes

occurred at a point on the tectonic province boundary nearest the site.

Findings 36, 58-60, supra.

C. Construction of the SSRS

'62. Representation of the ground motions associated with the SSE

was evaluated by the Staff using the SSRS determinations made by the

Applicant, but without including spectra from the Parkfield event, the

only earthquake in the Applicant's SSRS ensemble with a magnitude

greater.than mbig = 5.5. Thus for a magnitude 5.0 SSE, the "without

Parkfield" site-specific spectra conservatively met the Staff's

magnitude criterion specified in the Tedesco letter of plus-or-minus 0.5
+

y .

magnitude units. The low-frecuency end of the SSRS was modified so as=

not to fall below the DBE spectrum and to account for the possible

effects at the site of distant, .very large earthquakes, such as a

recurrence of the New Madrid earthquake. The Applicant's witness agreed

that the Staff's use of the SSRS without the Parkfield records was an

accurate, and conservative, representation for a magnitude 5.0 event at

the Midland site. Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 22-23; Tr. 4700 (Kimball);

Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 8-9, 22-23; Holt Exh. 5, Table 2; Tr. 4541-42,

4570-71, 4586-88 (Holt).

63. -Different representations of the SSE ground motions were

derived for those safety related structures founded on natural soils
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4

s(glacial till and lacustrine clays) and for those founded on soil-fill

material..to comply with the reouirement of Appendix A to Part 100 that

LSSE' response spectra be determined at the elevations of the foundations*

idfplant| structures. Holt,.ff. Tr. 4539, at 9-10; Kimball, ff.

. Tr.1 4690, at 23-25; see infra, Findings 66, 72-74.

.64i During the hearings there was very little real controversy

- about tihe acceptability of the Applicant's SSRS and its applicability to
,

the Midland site. However, Mr. Holt's prepared testimony, especially

that. ohjecting .to use of the magnitude 5.3 Anna-type earthquake and

-consequent inclusion of spectra from the Parkfield event (Holt, ff.

Tr. 4539, at 7,15-20; .Polt Exhs. 7,10, at 4-5, 9-10) must be read in
.

i

: light:o#LStaff's subsequent conclusion, and this Poard's concurrence,

that-a-smaller SSE would be appropriate. - Similarly, those parts of
.

SMr.Kimball'spreparedtestimonyontheStaffpositionthat=Parkfield

! 1 spectra-should be included (ff. Tr. 4690, at 12-16):should be read as if

' dependent.upon a, finding that the Central Stable Region with a magnitude

:5'3 controlling earthquake would be the appropriate' tectonic province-
.

12 - for seismic design considerations at Midland. .The Staff position that
~

. Parkfield records would be appropriate for; inclusion in the.SSRS-
,

ensemble;for!an' Anna-type SSE (magnitude 5.3) wa's' unchanged.. Both
'

witnesses' agreed, eventually, that.Parkfield-spectra-should not be used-

in construction of the SSRS.for Midland because the magnitude of-that.-

Jevent-(between 5.6 and 5.9) was-outside the magnitude. range,of 5.0' O.5

big.'Tr.j4594-95(Holt);/Tr. 4723-24, 4727, 4735-36, 4814-17m
,

(Kimball).

_

-} .
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65. Aspects of the testimony concerning inclusion or exclusion of

Parkfield data were material, however, to two issues on general criteria

for construction of SSRS, i.e., selection of the appropriate statistical

59(percentile) spectral level within the enserrble of response spectra

for representing the SSE, and the inclusion of response spectra from

accelerograms recorded at short distances from an earthquake (the

so-called "at-the site" requirement of 5 V(a)(1)(ii) of Appendix A to

Part 100, applicable where the SSE is identified with the tectonic

province.in which the site is located).

-66. Construction of the site-specific response speura at the top

of the natural soils (" original ground surface") for the Midland site

involved calculation and statistical combination of individual spectra

59 Appendix A to Part 100 (at S-III(l)) defines a response spectrum as
'"a. plot of the maximum responses (acceleration, velocity or
displacement) of a family of idealized single-degree-of-freedom
damped oscillators against natural _ frequencies (or- periods) of the
oscillators to a specified vibratory motion input et their
supports." Essentially it shows how structures (the uscillators)
with a given level of inherent damping but differcnt natural
(resonant) frequencies, would amplify the input notions of a
postulated earthquake. Damping values and natural frecuencies of
structures depend upon their physical properties and dimensions,
and their determination is another part of the seismic design
process. For purposes of corrparison, the response spectra
generally have been displayed in this proceeding as calculated for
5 percent of critical damping, but response spectra for other
damping values have been constructed and will be applied as
appropriate to the individual structures. See Holt, ff. Tr. 4539,

at 4; App. F0F f 2, n.5, quoting Pacific Gas A Electric Co. (Diablo
Canyon Nucle'ar Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), AlpB-644, -13 NRC ~ 903,
924 n.40 (1981); Holt Exh. 5, at 13.

_ .,
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60from records of 44 horizontal components of ?? accelerogram sets taken

during 10 earthquakes that occurred within 25 km (about 15.5 mi) of the

individual recording stations. Five of the earthquakes occurred in

California and five in Italy. The records were selected to include all

those available worldwide from stations that have recorded earthquakes

within the 25 km distance, and in the magnitude range ecuivalent to

Central United States mbig = 5.3 0.5,61 and founded on stiff soils

having approximately the same shear-wave-velocity profiles and

horizontal layering as those occurring beneath the Midland site. When

the Parkfield event is excluded, the magnitude range of earthquakes

actually used is 4.9-5.5. Holt Exh. 5, at 6-10, and Table 2;

Tr. 4583-85 (Holt).

67. Mr. Holt in several places attacked the Staff's requirement,

as expressed in the Tedesco letter, for using the 84th percentile level

in statistically combining the individual spectra to arrive at the SSRS.

He addressed this requirement as arbitrary and as not being recuired

60 A strong motion instrument station usually measures motions along
'three orthogonal axes, two horizontal and 'one vertical. Tr. 458?
(Holt). The horizontal components are those of greatest concern in
seismic analysis and design practice.

61 The m magnitude was devised by Dr. Otto Nuttli ftr use in the
centrM9 United States. In the magnitude range around 5.0 to 5.5 it
is approximately equivalent to the Richter magnitude, M,, developed
for California and also applicable in Europe. Thus M Values ing
California and-Italy can be used as eaufvalent to values in
the central United States. See Tr. 4691-95, 4711- ,94718-23
(Kimball)-for clear and concise discussions of various earthquake
magnitude relationships.
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statistically. While he also asserted that iustifications exist for

spectral combination at some lower level, i.e., the mean, the 72nd or

the 76th percentile, he presented no evidence or reasoning sufficient,

in the Board's view, to support those assertions. Polt, ff. Tr. 4539,

at 17-18, 20; Holt Exh. 3; Holt Exh.10, at 9-10.

68.. One of the Staff's principal reasons for requiring this

particular spectral level (84th percentile) was that it was the level

used in construction of the generalized response spectra found in

Regulatory Guide 1.60 and, therefore, was appropriately conservative.

Additionally the Staff pointed to the necessity of including records

that account for uncertainty in the source properties of the design

earthquake other than its maonitude, eg., stress drop, fault rupture

length, fault displacement, and rupture velocity. Kimball, ff.

Tr. 4690, at 10-11,15-16; Tr. 4735-36 (Kimball). Records containing

the possible effects of such variables can appropriately influence the

combined spectra when enveloped at the 84th percentile level. The

effect of including a few such spectra, among a total of 30 or more,
!

would be inappropriately minimized when combination is at the mean or

median level. The Board finds that a purpose of utilizing many records,'

j> assuming they meet the site-and-magnitude matching and distance

requirements, is to include the effects of these unknown parameters, not
! to average them out of the design spectrum.

i 69. A distinction of considerable importance in constructing site

specific response spectra was drawn by the Staff's witness betwaen

| "nearfield response spectra" and response spectra that include some

!

- . .-
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neerfield records and are used to characterize the SSE where the SSF is

identified with the +ectonic province in which the site is located.

"Fearfield response spectra" (which are also site-specific) represent

ground motions at a given distance from a known nearby earthquake source

such as a capable fault or zone of reservoir-induced seismicity. On the

other hand, where neither tectonic structures with associated earthquake

activity nor reservoir-induced earthquake activity are known to occur

near the site, as at Midland, some nearfield records, if meeting the

other matching criteria, would be included in the SSRS ensemble of

records. The number of nearfield records to be included would be a

specific consideration on a case-by-case basis. Indeed, nearfield

records were included in the Apnlicant's construction of the SSRS for

the Midland site, even without the Parkfield earthquake records, and the

Staff's witness made the unrefuted statement that the Applicant's

consultant had previously used Parkfield records in developing site

specific spectra for other central U. S. sites. Tr. 4727-34, 4799-4806,

4813-17 (Kimball); Tr. 4629-30, 4658 lines 10-23, 4674-75, 4682-83

(Holt); also see column 9 on Table 2 of Holt Exhibit 5 for distances
'

less than 10-to-15 km.

70. Use of earthquake records from California and Italy to

construct the SSRS for the Midland site was ,iustified on the basis that,

out to about 25 km from an earthquake source, the attenuation in all

three areas could be assumed to be roughly the same. Thus, if the other

parameters (magnitude and site conditions) are matched to those of the

plant site, source-to-site attenuation conditions do not significantly
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affect the records out to ,a distance of about 25 km. Tr. 4580-83

(Holt);Tr. 4691-95, 4803, 4805 (Kimballi.

71. The SSE response spectra, or SSRS, ae. accepted here 'or the

Midland site are higher th.an the modified Housner origiral design

spectra except that they have been constrained not to fall below, and to

be congruent with, the original spectra in the frequency rance below one

hz. In the high frequency range between E hz and ?F hr (where the

original Housner spectra, " anchored" at 0.7?a, bad not been raised, or

modified, at the CP stage), the SSE response spectrum (for 5 percent

damping) exceeds the original design spectrum by 18 percent to 104

percent; that is, the SSRS is about double the original design spectrum

from 5 hz out to about 15 hz.6? The SSRS, or SSE responsa spectrum, is

roughly equivalent to a Regulatory Guide 1.60 standardized response

spectrum anchored at 0.179 to 0.13g. Kimball , ff. Tr. 4690, at 10-11,

22-23, Fig.1; Tr. - 4787-88 (Kimball); FER at ?-?t , ?-37, P-3P, Fig. P.7;

Tr. 4639-40 (Holt); Holt Exbs.1 and 7; Holt fyb. 6, Fips, 1.1 and 1.P;-

Holt Exh. 11. Figure _2.7 of the SER, and F.:lt Exh.1, with an overlay
>

0
In n.157 to its Froposed F0F f 77, the frplicant incorrectly
reversed the meaning of its witress' statment on the relationship
between the' two spectra. Ph#le the question and answer may have
allowed this ambigu_ity (Tr. 4639-40), it i:, clear fron fir. Holt's
other testimony, Je. ., Folt Exhibits * and 11, that he was aware
that' the original design spectrum (' FSAR SSE accelerati ns") nevero
exceeded the SSRS by any amourt in the frecuency range specified
(5 hz = 0.? seconds period and 15 hr = 0.067 seconds period).

|
.
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: of Holt Exhibit 2 are reproduced here for convenience as Figures 2 and

3, supra, pp. 62-63.

72. Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100, l V(a)(1)(iv), requires the

development of response spectra at each of the various foundation

locations of safety-related structures at the plant site. Pecause some

of the main structures were founded entirely in plant fill and were not

to be underpinned to the natural soils below, site specific response

spectra were constructed for the top of the plant fill. The effect of

the layer of fill, which is about 30 feet thick and softer than the

natural soils, would be to amplify certain ground motions, mainly those

with a vibratory frequency between I hz and 4 hz, in the event of

occurrence of an earthquake. These response spectra would have been

applicable to the seismic reevaluation of the diesel generator building,

the borated water storage tanks and the railroad bay area of the

. auxiliary building. Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at 9-10; Holt Exhs.1, ?,11,

and 8, at 1-7 and Fig. 7; Kimball ff. Tr. 4690, at 23-25; Tr. 5107,

5110-11 (Kimball); SER, Table 2.?, at p. ?-46.

73. The same general methodology that was used for calculating the

SSRS at the top of the natural soils was employed to calculate the SSRS -

at the top of the plant fill, except that allowances were made for the

softer materials and 30-feet thickness of the fill layer, placed on the

stiffer natural soils. The ensemble of records used consisted of 36

components-(from 18 record sets) taken at ten sites during twelve

earthquakes, eight of which occurred in California and four in Italy.

The earthquakes ranged in magnitude from 4.9 to 5.6; epicentral

distances ranged from 6 to 30.5 km, and the accelerograph stations were

selected un the basis of the similarities of their soil properties and

. . .- . - - - . .
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layering to those beneath the Midland plant site areas with the soil

fill layer. Ten of the 18 record sets taken at five sites had also been

used in preparation of SSRS for the top of the natural soils. This

overlap of sites and records used in the two compilations was cited as

" reflecting the flexibility in the station characteristics that must be

allowed during the selection process" (Holt Exh. 8, at 4). The Board

assumes that this means that the materials and layering at those

accelerograph sites were sufficiently similar to match either of the

profiles to be modeled at the Midland site. Holt, ff. Tr. 4539, at

9-10; Holt Exh. 8, at 2-5, Table 1 (cf. Table 2 of Holt Exh. 5), Fig. 7;

Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 24-25.

74. An alternative approach to determine the SSRS at the top of

the plant fill would be to compute amplification factors (and an

amplification spectrum) for increasing the SSRS responses at the top of

the natural soil. The Applicant accomplished this as a check against

the top-of-fill SSRS that was calculated directly from the site-and-

magnitude-matched ensemble of earthquake records. The SHAKE

one-dimensional wave propagation computer code was applied to four

different soil profiles to account for the heterogeneous nature of the

plant fill, and amplification spectra were determined. Holt, ff.

Tr. 4539, at 10; Holt Exh. 8, at B-1 to B-5; Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at

23-24.

75. The Staff employed Dr. Paul F. Hadala of the Army Corps of

Engineers to review the Applicant's amplification spectra analyses.

Dr. Hadala also performed his own analyses using the SHAKE computer j

|

|
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code, but used what he believed to be more realistic soil and bedrock

outcrop stiffnesses and earthquakes as input. He concluded that if one

accepts the validity of the SSRS for the original ground surface then

the directly computed SSRS for the top of plant fill is more con-

servative than the response spectrum derived from the theoretically

calculated amplification factors. Hadala, ff. Tr. 5081, at 2-7;

Kimball, ff. Tr. 4690, at 25.

76. The SSRS developed for the top of plant fill was modified in

the low frequency range (1 hz and below) in a manner similer to that

developed for the top of the natural soils, i.e., it was constrained so

as not to fall below the original design spectrum for the Midland plant.

Tr. 5108-14 (Kimball); Holt Exh.11; see also Finding 71, supra. The

Board accepts this SSRS (as shown on Holt Exhibit 11) with the

understanding that, were the project reactivated, it would be used for

seismic reevaluation of safety related structures founded on, or in, the

. plant fill.

77. At the time when the Applicant undertook design of the

underpinning structures and the new ring-beam foundation of the burated

water storage tanks, and began seismic reevaluation of structures

founded in soils, no agreement existed on the seismic criteria for those

structures. In order to proceed, the Applicant incorporated what it

believed to be a reasonable margin over the original DBE into the design

or reevaluation of those structures. The Applicant directed its

contractors to use 1.5 times the DBE (or "FSAR SSE") response spectra as

the seismic design basis for the remedial structures and for the various

seismic reevaluations (but not for the seismic margin review).

. . -. . - - . . . . _ . _ . .
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Subsequently, the Applicant committed to use of the SSPS, as accepted

here, as a seismic design basis, but it continued to use the 1.5 times

the DBE ("FSAR SSE") spectra in the actual remedial design work. The

A.pplicant also had dynanic analyses performed which demonstrated that,

for purposes of design of the remedial structures, the seismic design

basis used exceeded the responses derived from the SSRS. Thiruvengadem

affidavit, at 6-7; Tr. 5996-97, 5996-6005, 6027-2P, 6040 43 (Kennedy).

78. In answers to questions about the adequacy of 1.5 times the

DBE as a design basis, the Applicant's witness, Mr. Pubert P. Kennedy,

testified that in parts of at least one structure or substructure not

founded on plant fill (the missile shield in the main portion of the

auxiliary building) the SSPS responses were 1.7 times the DBE spectral

responses, but that the SSRS responses would be used in the seirmic

reevaluation of the missile shield. Tr. 6002-03, 6029-37 (Kennedy).

.That reevaluation, as part of the seismic margin review, would have been

considered in the later-scheduled OL portion of this proceeding, but is

not material to issues dealt with in this Decision. SSER #P, 6 3.7.9.1,

at p. 3-2.

79. Accordingly, the Board finds that the Applicant's use of the

SSRS for seismic reevaluation of safety-related structures, systems and

components of the plant, and its substitute use of 1.5 times the DBE

("FSAR SSE") response spectra.in seismic design of the remedial

structures, is reasonable and conservative.

.
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;

[ D. Seismic Models and Soil Spring Constants

80. As provided in our May 5,1981 Prehearing Conference Order,
I

one of the issues considered in the soils hearings was the mathematical

models to be used for. dynamic analyses of structures as modified by the

. remedial soil settlement measures, including the bases for the

derivation of the spring constants. The Applicant's consultant,

Dr. Robert.P. Kennedy of Structural Mechanics Associates Inc. ("SMA"),

testified on the dynamic mathematical models being used to perform the

seismic evaluation of structures in conjunction with the foundation

remedial work. Dr. Kennedy summarized the dynamic models developed for

(1) the auxiliary building--control tower--electrical penetration area

(" auxiliary building") which is supported on an interconnected
'

foundation system; (2) the service water pump structure ("SWPS"); and

(3) the borated water storage tank ("BWST"). The auxiliary building and

SWPS models were developed by Bechtel Corporation, and important

features of the modelt were reviewed by Dr. Kennedy and SMA. The BWST

model was developed by Dr. Kennedy and SMA. Kennedy,.ff. Tr. 5995,

| at 1; Tr. 5998-6121, 6250-86 (Kennedy). The NRC Staff structural,

|

| reviewer, Mr. Frank Rinaldi, and the Staff's consultants, Dr. Paul
!
L Hadala of the Corps of Engineers and Mr. John Matra of the Naval Surface

Weapons Laboratory, presented the results of their review of the'

. Applicant's dynamic models._ Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 6129; Tr. 6121-36,

6252-86'(Rinaldi,Matra,Hadala).

i

- . . . - . .. - , - . _ _ _ - _ . . - . - . , . - - ._. . .
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81. Dynamic mathematical models are used to define the response
s

characteristics of a structure subjected to a dynamic forcing

function.63 For the seismic evaluation of complex buildings, such as

the auxiliary building or the SWPS, a two-step modeling procedure is

commonly used. First, an overall dynamic response model of the complete

structure is deveioped. This model must be adequate to determine the

seismic-induced forces, shears, monents, displacements, and

accelerations at all important locations throughout the structure, as
,

t

well as to determine the seismic input to equipment mounted on the
,

structure. Second, detailed static models for local regions of the

complex structure are developed. These detailed static models are used

to convert the overall seismic-induced dynamic responses (step one) to

local forces and stresses for use in the seismic evaluation of the

design of individual structural elements. The dynamic mathematical

models presented by Dr. Kennedy are only intended for the first step;

i.e., to determine adequately and conservatively the overall

seismic-induced forces, shears, moments, displacements, and

accelerations throughout the auxiliary building, SWPS, and BWST

structures and foundations and to determine the seismic input to

63 The mathematical representation of structures by dynamic models is
not always necessary. For a very simple building, or for simple
below-ground structures such as valve pits and retaining walls, an
analyst can determine the natural frequency of vibration and thus
the structural responses without constructing a dynamic model.
Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995, at 6.
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eouipment mounted on these structures. Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995, at ?-3;

Tr. 6000-10, 610?-05 (Kennedy).64
,.

87. Dr. Kennedy's testimony addressed various influences upon the

overall dynamic response of a-complex structural system to seismic

input, but this Partial Initial Decision will sumarize only the

Applicant's treatment of soil-structure interaction and energy

dissipation capability, which have-special pertinence +o this

proceeding.: A soil-structure interaction model must (1) feed the

seismic input into the building models at the appropriate elevations and

plan view locations (center of rigidity of the supporting soil);

(?) account for the reduced stiffness of the nyerall building system due

to the flexibility of the supporting so'il; and (3) conservatively

cecount 'or the radiation of energy (associated with building response

relative to the soil) from the building into the surrounding soil.

Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995, at 5.

83. The ' soil-structure interaction effect on complex buildings

such as the auxiliary building is a complicated and con +roversial

sub,iect. A complete _ interaction analysis is beyond the current !

state-of-the-art and cennot be performed for complex buildings.

Dr. Kennedy testified that.the soil-structure interaction models

64 The Applicant described the detailed static-(finite element) models
used in designing the. remedial underpinning work in other
-testimony. See Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509-(auxiliary building);
Roos, et 'a1. Tf. Tr. 9Bo TSWPS); Poos/Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173
(BWST).

,
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incorporated into the auxiliary building, SVPS, and BWST dynamic rredels

#or the foundation remedial work are very simple. They do not represent

the most advanced sta+p-of-the-art models, but they ware developer' in

such a way as to provide hinh confidence that they will either ac-

curately compute or conservatively overpredict the seismic response of

the structures. Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995, at 7-8; Tr. 6099-6102, 6105-011,

6118 (Kennedy).

P4 Because of uncertainties in soil properties and in the

mathema+ical modeling of soil-structure interaction, thera is

signi#icant uncertainty in the "softenina" effect on soil-structure

interaction.65 In order to cover this uncertainty, the Applicant and

its consultant were to have varied +he soil-structure interaction

stiffnesses within the range from 0.5 to 1.5 times the "best estimate"
,

soil-structure interaction stiffnesses. Dr. Kennedy testified that

using this wide range o# soil properties avoids the need for more

sophisticated soil-structure interaction redeling. Kennedy, ff.
Tr. 5995, at 9.66

85. Dr. Paul Hadala of the Corps of Engineers evaluated for the

NPC Staff the methods need by the Applicant in calculating soil spring

65 The " softening" effect is the effect of soil-structure interaction
on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibration of the
structure.

66
As we point out elsewhere in this Decision, supra, pp. 68-69,
the Applicant (through Bechtel) failed to include the 150%
variation in soil modules in analyzing the auxiliary building and
SWPS. Dr. Kennedy did include this variation in his BWST analysis.
See infra, Finding 88.
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constants and damping parameters for the auxiliary building, the SWPS,

and the BWST. Dr. Hadala used a different method of calculation than

did the Applicant. Dr. Hadala used field measured seismic shear wave

velocities in the plant fill and in the glacial till to derive a shear

modulus. He then made a reduction based on the work of Seed and Idris

to account for the fact that strain levels in earthquakes are larger

than those in field seismic shear wave velocity tests. His result was

in close agreemert with the Applicant's best estimate soil properties.

Dr. Hadala testified that the methodology used by the Applicant and its

consultant in determining soil spring constants and damping parameters

is a sound one which provides conservative answers for estimating the

transmission of energy away from the structure due to radiation damping

and the contribution of the foundation soil to the stiffness of the

system. Tr. 6130-31, 6278-79 (Hadala).

86. The Applicant's witnesses presented the dynamical models for

the auxiliary building, SWPS and BWSTs. The auxiliary building is -

represented by a three-dimensional, jurped-mass stick model, with

additional detail in the electrical penetration areas, which preserves

the physical geometry of the various building components. The SWPS is

represented by a three-dimensional lunped-ma:s stick model using beam

elements. The model which has been tubi.11tted for the BWST, which was

developed by Dr. Kennedy and SMA, and replaces a model which Bechtel had

_. ____
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developed, is somewhat different.67 The PWST is a vertical cylindrical

tank which is supported by the soil beneath the tank and anchored to a

[ ring foundation. The ring foundation must withstand the seismic-induced

| forces in the tank shell. These forces are nearly totally due to the

water in the tank since the tank shell weight is negligible when

compared to the weight of the burated water. Therefore, the primary

j seismic modeling concern is to model properly and conservatively the

seismic forces induced by the water un the tank shell and thus also un

the foundation. Dr. Kennedy testified that it is best to model the

| impulsive mode, the slushing mode, and the vertical mode of

fluid-structure interaction irdividually. The seismic forces imposed

upon the tank shell and ring fuundation are added by the square-root-

sum-of-squares method. The impulsive mode is modeled by vertical stick

elements between mass points distributed up the tank shell. A dynamic

model is not required to evaluate the forces in the slushing and

vertical modes. The forces in these two modes can be detemined by

mathematical equations. Dr. Kennedy testified that the foundatfun ring
i

does not affect seismic modeling except that the rings act as an anchor

67 The foundattun of the BWST has been designed based upon the Bechtel -

dynamic model. The Bechtel model predicts higher loads un the
foundation than the Kennedy model by about 70 percent or a factor
of 1.2.. Because BWST foundation design loads are based upon the
higher Bechtel model, extra conservatism is provided in the
remedial work. Dr. Kennedy's model was to be used in the seismic
margin review and in checking of the forces on the tank for the
SSRS. Tr. 5991-94, 6006-08 (Kennedy); Tr. 6279-80 (Rinaldi).

<

k.
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for vertical movement. Thus, the facts that the old foundation ring is

out of plane and is cracked, and that another foundation ring will be

added to the BWST foundation as a remedial measure, are irrelevant in

the determination of seismic response of the BWST.68 For details on all

of these models, see Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995, at 13-22, Figs. 2-12;

Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 6129, at 3-5. Dr. Kennedy concluded that the

dynamic models for the auxiliary building, SWPS and BWST are adequate

for establishing the conservative seismic forces to be used in the

design of the remedial work and in the seismic margin review. Kennedy,

ff. Tr. 5595, at 19-22, Figs. 13-14, Attachment B.

87. In addition to the review of soil spring constants and damping

parameters by Dr. Hadala, the NRC Staff's structural reviewer, Mr. Frank

Rinaldi, and its consultant Mr. John Matra of the Naval Surface Weapons

Laboratory reviewed the other aspects of Applicant's dynamic models.

The NRC Staff found that the methodologies used by the Applicant and its

consultant to develop and to review the dynamic mathematical models are

within the state-of-the-art, and that the auxiliary building and SWPS

models adequately represented those structures within the state-

of-the-art. Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 6129, at 9,11-14; Tr. 6131

(Hadala);Tr. 6131-34, 6258, 6266 (Rinaldi); Tr. 6134 (Matra). But see
!

_

68 Unlike Dr. Kennedy's model, which considers the tank to be
supported by the soil at the base point of the tank, Bechtel's
dynamic model includes the foundation ring. Dr. Kennedy explained
that this is one of the reasons why his model is better and more
accurate. Tr. 6044-52, 6059-63 (Kennedy).
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Finding 88, infra. Following its review of the dynamic model for the

BWST, Mr. Rinaldi and Mr. Matre testified that the Applicant's dynamic

analysis of the BWST was satisfactory. Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, i

at 3.

88. By Board Notification BN 84-115, " Seismic and Structural

Design Departures from Licensing and Design Criteria--Midland Plant,"

issued June 18, 1984, by the Staff, the Board and parties were advised

of the Applicant's discovery during a design review that, in the

original seismic design, Category I structures were analyzed using only

the nominal soil dynamic modulus value without considering the 150%

variation of that value as required by the FSAR. The design review, and

BN 84-115, followed by several months the presentation of testimony on

the seismic models. By letter dated August 2, 1984, the Staff

supplemented BN 84-115 by identifying certaih of its testimony and

evidence which would be affected by the reported deficiencies (including

testimony by Messrs. Rinaldi, Matra and Hadala). The impact of the

design deficiency would be applicable to the seismic design of the

underpinning structures (under the auxiliary building and the SWPS), and

to the criteria to be established for subsequent seismic margin reviews

of plant safety structures, i.e., the soil spring constants. The

deficiency would not be applicable to the seismic design of the BWSTs,

since.Dr. Kennedy took into account the requisite variation in the

nominal soil dynamic modulrt value in deriving his new seismic model for

the BWSTs. Tr. 6001-04 (Kennedy); see also infra, Finding 192. Our !

conclusions with respect to the seismic models for the auxiliary |
!

.. _ . . -- .-. -.
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building and SWPS--but not the BWSTs--are qualified to the extent they

may be affected by the design deficiency.

89. The Licensing Board finds that the methodology used to develop

the models for the auxiliary b'uilding, SWPS, and BWST was within the

state-of-the-art. The Board concludes that these models are adequate

for the. purpose of defining seismic design forces to be used in the

design of foundation remedial work, for conservatively estimating the

seismic-induced forces in these structures, and for defining the seismic

input to equipment, systems, and components mounted on these structures.

With respect to the auxiliary building and SWPS models, however, this

conclusion is limited to the establishment and validity of the nominal

values of the soil spring constants. Although the record establishes

some measure of conservatism in the seismic design of the auxiliary

building and SWPS by virtue of the exceedance of the SSRS by 1.5 x the

DBE (FSAR SSE) response spectra actually used in the design of the

underpinning, the record is not sufficient to pennit a detennination of

whether the conservatism in calculation of seismic loads provided by use

of the 1.5 x DBE (FSAR SSE) response spectra is sufficient to include

the range of seismic loads that would result from the required variation

of soil spring constants in those calculations.

_. . ...
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E. Soil Liquefaction Potential

69
90. . The potential for liquefaction at a power plant site is a

necessary part of the seismic evaluation prescribed by NRC regulations.

See.10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, 96V(d) and VI(a).70 Its potential
~

occurrence at Midland gave rise, inter alia, to the permanent dewatering

system discussed infra in Findings 98-117. That potential became

apparent when, following the discovery of excessive settlement of the

partly ' built CGB in July of 1978 the Applicant undertook an extensive

.69 Liquefaction of loose, cohesionless sands that are saturated with
water is a phenomenon that nay occur during strong earthquake
shaking that results-in loss of shear strength of the material.
During the shaking, partial compaction may occur and the weight of
the' overburden and any overlying structures, if present, is
transferred to the pore water which cannot escape rapidly enough to
dissipate the elevated porewater pressures that result. Because
the load, then, is borne largely or entirely by the water, which
has no shear strength, the sand-water mixture behaves like a
liquid. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745 at 3, cf. Woods, ff. Tr.11549 at 23
on a related phenomenon, seismic shaliedown, in unsaturated loose
sand.

O The adequacy of the seismic evaluation at Midland, and of the
capacity of various structures to withstand liquefaction, was dealt
with generally .by Ms. Stamiris' Contentions 4.C and 4.D (which are
quoted in full in findings on particular structures or dewatering,
as well as in Appendix A). The only contention which specifically
mentioned liquefaction was Warren Contention 2.B, which reads as -
follows:

Given the facts alleged in Contention-2.A [concerning the
adequacy of the permanent dewatering system], and considering
also that the Saginaw Valley is built upon centuries of silt
deposits, these highly permeable soils which underlie, in
part, the diesel generator building and other class I
structures may be adversely affected by increased water levels

_

producing liquefaction of these' soils. * * *
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undergrourd soils investigation program. One of the results of the

borings and soils testing was the identification, in isolated areas, of

ootential',y liquefiable sands in the plant fill bereath certain
,

safety-related structures and underground utilities at the Midland

facility. These were the DGB, the FPAs and railroad bay /radwaste

structure (RBA)7I of the auxiliary building, the overhanging portion of

the SVPS, and a portion of the service water piping. linderpinning the

FPAs and the " cantilevered" part of the SWPS was to have eliminated the

concern about potential liquefaction of their foundation soils, by

= extending their foundations down to dense natural soils beneath the

plant fill. Other remedial action (e.g., dewatering or removal of loose

sands) was needed to reduce or eliminate the lionefaction potential of

plant fill soils beneath the DGB and the RBA, and beneath parts of the

service water piping. While sands of questionable density were

discovered in a few places in the na+ ural soils, the evaluations of the

Applicant and Staff showed that potential ifouefaction of natural soils

was not a problem beneath any safety-related structures or utilities.

SSER #?, 5- ?.5.4.5.5, at op. ? 42 to ?-43; Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 7-14,

Figs. L-3,I. a, L-S (locations of bnrings); Tr. 9786, 9793, 080?-03

(Kane). (With respect to borings under the diesel fuel oil tanks, we

I The area committed to be dewatered included a strall portion of the
northeast corner of the radwaste building. The term PBA as used
herein includes that corner of the radwaste building (see SSER #2,
Fig. P.4, p. ?-8).

|
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are making no findings, for reasons set forth supra at pp.14-15 and

126-27, and infra , Findinc ?0?.)

91. The Applicant ard the Staff both conducted independent

evaluations of the liquefaction potentia' of the loose sands encountered

during the boring progran. The li.S. Army Corps of Ennineers, acting as

a consultant +o the Staff, performed a s+udy of soils liquefaction

potential and the permanent dewatering system proposed by the Applicant

to eliminate liquefaction po+ential of loose sands under the PCB and

PBA. The Applicant's witness on soils liquefaction was Dr. Richard D.

Woods, a orofessor of civil engineering at the University o' Michigan
,

i

acting as a private consultant. The Staff's testimony on soils

! lione'actior, was presented by Mr. Joseph Vane, a geotechnical engineer

with the NPC Staff. SSED !?, 6 ?.5.4.4.d, at c. ?-35 and 6 2.5.4.5.5,;

!

at pp. 2 d? to ?-44; Wocds, ff. Tr. 9745; Tr. 97E? et sea. (Vane).

9?. In their analyses of licuefaction potential, both the

Applicant and the Corps of Engineers assumed a magnitude 6.0 earthouake

ard a peak acceleration of 0.199 Dr. Woods explained that earthquake

maanitude determines the number of cycles o# stress reversal used in

deriving liquefaction potential, and that a sinole cycle of peak motion

would rot be a concern. Both the earthquake magnitude used and the peak

acceleration used are higher than corresponding values of the SSE

(maonitude 5.0) and the peak acceleration (0.12g-0.139) associated wi+h

the SSRS for the Midland site. Voods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 2; SSER #2,

5 P.S.4.5.5, at pp. 2-43 and ? 44; Tr. 9749-59 (Woods).

,

t
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93. Whether a specific sand body or layer will lique#y or not

depends upon several factors. First, the sand must be loosely

compacted, i.e., relatively low in density. Second, tha sand must be

low in cohesion, or cohesionless, i.e., it does not have a bio 5

proportion of clay or other binders. Third, the sand rust be saturated;

+his occurs when the sand is below the water table and the pore spaces

are 'illed with water. If not saturated, a loose, cohesionless sand

body may undergo partial compaction during streng earthquake sht. king,

resulting in settlemen+ (" seismic sheke down"), but not liouefaction

(see infra, Findings llA, 117). Other #Pctors also influence the

potential for liquefaction, such as the strength and duration (number of

shaking cycles) of earthquake motions, an increase in either o' which

would increase licuefaction poten+ial. Also, an increase in the

e#fective confining pressure on a sand body las from a greater depth of

occurrence) decreases its liquefaction potential.7I Manifestations of

7I The Standard Peretration Test (SpT) is comonly employed when
making berings to estimate relative density and liquefaction
potential of soils. The test procedure consists of driving a
standard sampling tube into soil at the bottom of the hole by
dropping a " hammer" of specified weight from a specified height
onto the drill stem to which the sampler in the hole is attached.
The number of blows required to drive the sampler a specified
distance is recorded. In general, a low blowcount indicates low
relative density and a high liquefaction potential in sand. In his
evaluation here, Dr. Woods' calculations resulted in a comparison
between the in situ blowcount and the predicted blowcount at which
liquefaction woiiTTnot occur during a magnitude 6 earthquake,
accounting for sample depth, relative density, and elevation of the
water table. Curves were shown for the cyclic stress ratio at

(Footnote Continued)
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| liquefaction of foundation soils include settlement and tilting of

structures, cracking and lateral spreading of slopes and embankments,

and disruptions of the ground surface. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 3-7;

Tr. 9785-86 (Kane); Woods, ff. Tr. 11549, at 2-3.

94. Certain of the low-blowcount sand bodies encountered in the

borings were not encountered in nearby borings and were surrounded above

and below by non-liquefiable soffs. These isolated small pockets were

not regarded by the Applicant as significant threats to the integrity |

of safety-related structures. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745 at 11-13; Tr. 9747-

48,9753,9761-62,9765-66,(Woods). (With respect to borings used to

evaluate the potential for liquefaction under the diesel fuel oil tanks

(Tr. 9347- 48 (Woods)), we are not making any findings, as a result of

the discovery of information indicating those borings may he erroneous.

See supra , pp. 14-15, 126-127; and infra, Finding 202.) In response to

Board questions concerning the necessary lateral extent of sands in

order for liquefaction to occur, Dr. Woods stated that, based on his

examination of published records of Ifquefaction events, Ifquefaction

has not occurred in areas where there have not been several acres of

liqueffable material that is both in connection and fully saturated

(Tr. 9769-72, corrected at Tr. 11550-51(Woods)). On the other hand,

Mr. Kane believed that liquefaction could be a problem in saturated

(Footnote Continued)
which liquefaction would not occur (safety factor of 1.0), and for
a safety factor of 1.5 in that value. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 3-7.

.
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sands in areas under one acre. He indicated that, in the consideration

of lateral restraint of a confined pocket of sand, it is necessary to

consider the depth of the pocket and its location with respect to the

foundation of the structure. For example, if it were located so as to

be the layer most heavily stressed by the fourdatio'n pressures, and it

lost its strength through ifquefaction, there would be a risk of losing

foundation support. Mr. Kane indicated further that dewatering the

sands to below elevation 610 feet would resolve the Staff's concerns

with respect to liquefaction. Tr. 9793-96, 9799-9P00, 9810 (Kane).

95. Dewatering, however, was not to be employed to resolve

potential liquefaction of those loose sands beneath service water piping

and duct banks' located in the vicinity of the SWPS. This was because of

the proximity of that area to the cooling pond, the primary source of

recharge of the groundwater in the plant area. If the dewatering system

were to fail, the water table could rise very rapidly in this area and

the loose sands, which lie above 610 ft elevation, would become

saturated. According to the Staff, it has been demonstrated that the

water table, which would have been drawn down to elevation 595 ft, could

reach an elevation of 610 ft in this recharge zone in approximately

three days, which might not allow sufficient time to repair the

dewatering system. Therefore the soil beneath the safety-related

service water piping and duct banks near the SWPS was to have been

removed and replaced with non-liquefiable material down to elevation

610 feet. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 12-13; SSER 2, 6 ?.5.4.4.5, at

p. 2-36; Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at B-3; Tr. 9902 (Paris).

L
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96. The potertially licuefiable sands near the SVPS were no*

identified by the Applicant's representatives during a neetino hald with

the NPC Staff en March 3,198?, the purpose of which was to obtain Staff

approval of the Applicant's propcsed site dewatering criteria, including

limitation of nround water control to the areas near the DGR and DRA.

The Sta" had become aware of loose sands near the SWPS by July of 1980

through its review of the Applicent's logs of borinos made in 1979. At

the March 3,19P? meetine, the Staff reouested that the Applicent supply

the NRC with copies of Bechtel's liquefaction analysis for soils above

elevation 610 feet. CPC subsequen+1y did so. The analysis showed loose
"sard in the plant fill at locations other than the PPA and PGB, in-

cluding that beneath the service water pipinc ,iust north of the SWPS.

The Applicant advised the Staff of CPC's in+ention to remove and renlace

the loose sand during a telephone call on March 12, 1982. Hood, ff.

Tr. IP,144, with attachments; Tr. 12145-47(Hood);Tr.9785-P6,1716P-70

(Kane): Tr. 12186-99 (Rudzik); Tr. 9901-03(Paris). Because the issue

of liquefaction noten+1e! in this area was resolved by the commitment to

ramove and replace the lease sands beneath the service water piping and

ductbanksnorthoftheSWPSIFinding45,suora),thecontroversy

surrounding the March 3, 1987 meeting-is not material to the technical

aspects of liquefac'. ion on which we are here ruling. The extent, if

any, to which testimony.on tha March 3, 1987 meeting bears on management

attitude was to have been addressed in a subsequent decision in those

proceedings.

,
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97. The Applicant's evaluation of the bodies of loose sand present

in the plant fill under the RBA and DGB indicated that almost all of

them lie above 610 ft elevation. The few pockets that lie below that

elevation are of such limited extent and deep enough that they do not

present a liquefaction problem, even if saturated. Therefore, lowering

the groundwater table and maintaining it at a level below 610 ft beneath

the RBA and DGB will ensure that there is no potential for liquefaction

of soils to affect the integrity of either structure. The Staff reached

the same conclusion based on its independent evaluation and review.

SSER #2, i 2.5.4.5.5, at pp. 2-43 to 2-44; Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 8-9,

13, Figs. L-6 through L-9; Tr. 9784-86, 9810-11 (Kane). We agree.

F. Dewatering of Plant Soils

98. In order to reduce or eliminate the potential for liquefaction

beneath the DGB and RBA, a pennanent dewatering system was to be

installed. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745, at 9,13; Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 3-4,

39. This system was the subject of Stamiris Contention 4.D, which reads

as follows:

4. Consumers Power Company performed and proposed remedial
actions regarding soils settlement that are inadequate as
presented because: ***

D. Permanent dewatering

1) would change the water table, soil and seismic
characteristics of the dewatered site from their
originally approved PSAR characteristics--
characteristics on which the safety and integrity of'

the plant were based, thereby necessitating a
reevaluation of these characteristics for affected
Category I structures;

e____-__. - ._ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ - -
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?) may cause an unaccentable deoree of further
, settlement in safety related structures due to the

.

t anticipated drawdown effect; '

3) to the extent sub,iect to failure or degradation,
would allow inadequate tire in which to initiate
shutdown,thgehynecessitatingreassessmentof
these times

(1) Sufficiency of Permanent Dewatering Svstem
(Stamiris Contention 4.D(3))

-99. Two witnesses described the design of the permanent dewatering

system. Mr. William Paris, an engineering geologist with Pechtel

testified for the Applicant, and Mr. Raymond O. Gonzales, a hydraulic

engineer, testified for the NPC Staff. Other Staff witnesses, including

Mr. Kane and Mr. Darl S. Hood, the Pldland Pro.iect Manager, provided
i

additional testimony pertinent to the effects of dewatering upon plant

soils, and other aspects of the dewatering system. See generally Paris,

ff. Tr. 9900;-Tr. 10017 el seq. (Gonzales); SSEP #?, il 2.4.6.?,

?.4.6.3, . ?.4.6.4; Tr.10013 ,el seq. (Hood); Tr. 9817-51 (Kane).

73 Similar considerations were raised by Warren Contention P.A which
reads as follows:

Recause of the known seepage of water from the cooling perd
into the fill soils in the power block area, permanent
dewatering procedures being proposed by Consumers Power
Company are inadequate, particularly. in the event of increased
water seepage, flooding, failure of pumping systems and power
outages. Under these conditions, Consumers cannot provide -

reasonable assurance that stated maximum levels can be'

maintained,

i

I

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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100. The parmanent dewatering system was designed to maintair the

groundwater table below 610 ft elevation beneath the DGB and RRA +o

aliminate or reduce the liquefaction potential of loose, noncohesive

sands present in the plant fill beneath those structures (see sunra,

Findings 97, 98). Although the sys+em was not reouired to be designed

to Seismic Category I standards, it was designed to lower the water

table to elevation 595 ft. Hence, even in the event of total failure of

all pumping capacity, the time required for +he water table to rise +o

elevation 610 ft under the DGB or the RFA (about 40 days) would allow

time to reoair and restore the system. Paris , ff. Tr. 9900, at 4-5,

30-31; SSEP #P, 4 P.4.6.?, at po. ?-1, 7-5.

101. The main source of water supply, or recharge, to the plant

fill would be the coolirg water pond, which was +:,have been maintained

at a pool elevation of 6?7 ft. The main area of recharge would have

been in the vicinity of the SWPS and ad,iacent circula+ing water intake

structure, from where the water would flow +hrough natural sand ,iust

below the plant fill. The sands in the' plant fill are hydraulically

connected to the underlying natural sand. Water from the dewatering

system would have hsen pumped back to the cooling pond. Paris, ff.

Tr. 9900, at 6-7, 10-13; SSEP d?, 6 ?.4.6.2, at p. ?-1.

107 The cooling pond and area of .the power block to be dewatered

are hydraulically. isolated from-aqui#ers of the regional groundwater

systems by a widespread . underlying natural clay layer abou+ 135 fto

thick, and by the enclosing perimeter dike core, cutoff dikes and slurry

trenches that were designed to. extent down to the natural clay. The
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dikes and slurry trenches prevent hydraulic connection of the plant fill

with laterally adjacent shallow sediments where groundwater occurs under

water-table conditions in the upper groundwater system. An aquifer of a

lower groundwater system, located beneath the 135-feet-thick natural

clay layer, is under artesian pressure with a hydrostatic head about

equal to the water-table level of the upper groundwater system.

Observation wells drilled to the lower aquifer outside the perimeter

dike showed no fluctuations with changes of water-level inside the dike,

indicating a lack of hydraulic connection between the upper and lower

systems. The casings of these wells were sealed with grout to prevent a<

connection whereby water could rise from the lower aquifer and escape

into the upper system. Water flow in the opposite direction would be

prevented by the artesian pressure in the lower aquifer. Thus the

potential sources of recharge of the groundwater in the plant fill

beneath the DGB and RBA are the cooling pond, leakage from pipes, and

natural precipitation falling within the confines of the cutoff dikes

and slurry trenches.74 Paris ff. Tr. 9900, at 6-13; Tr. 9917-31,

9933-34, 9958-62 (Paris); Tr. 9835-37, 9841-43 (Kane); Tr. 10017-20,
,

t 10035-39, 10045-51 (Gonzales).
t

i
,

74- Testimony was given that granular materials existed beneath the
cutoff dike just west of the administration building, which
permitted some inflow of water from the upper groundwater system to,

| the plant fill. However, because the degree of connection
apparently was slight and the difference in head across the dike!

would be only about 3 ft, even with dewatering,(no significantFootnote Continued)

.

i

e , _ - -r~- -
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103. Twenty interceptor and 20 backup interceptor wells located in

two lines along the primary recharge area, and 24 area wells in the site

area, form the main components of the pemanent dawatering system. They

are designed to lower the water table to elevation 595 ft, and to

intercept recharge from the cooling pond and from natural precipitation

or pipe leakage. While it is anticipated that only one line of

interceptor wells and two of the area wells would need to remain in

operation to maintain the groundwater level at or below the design

level, all of these wells were to be operational should the need for any

of them arise. Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 13-16, 31-3P; SSER #2,

6 ?.4.6.2, at op. ?-1 to P-5, 6 ?.4.6.4, at p. 2-10.

104. Each of-the pumping wells was equipped with a well screen / sand

filter pack to reduce the quantity of soil fines removed from the sand

through which the groundwater would flow. Following well construction

and initial development, each well had to meet a test limit of no more

than 10 parts per million of soils fines to be accepted (cf. SSER #P,

4 ?.5.4.4.4, at p. 2-35). A lifetime limit of one cubic yard of soils

fines was to have been specified for each well. If the limit had been

reached during plant operation, that well would have been shut down and

a new well would have been developed to replace it. Monthly testing to

(FootnoteContinued)
inflow from the upper system was considered likely. Tr. 9846-48
(Kane); Tr. 10020-21, 10035-39 (Gonzales); Tr. 10072-24 (Hood).

. . . . - - , _
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deternine the cuantity of fines being renoved was to have been required.

Paris, f f. Tr. 9900, at 18-19, 24-26, 36-38; Tr. 9814-15 (Kane).

105. Water quality samples were to have been taken annually to '

determine the concentration of compounds associated with incrustation.

Acid treatment of the wells would have been employed, if needed, to

remove incrusting minerals in order to prevent a decrease in dewatering

efficiency that might result fron incrustation of the well screens.

Paris,'ff. Tr. 9900, at 38-39; Tr. 10065-67 (Gonzales).

106. Each primary interceptor well was to have been controlled by

its own timer for cycling and a low-level cutoff switch to prevent pump

camage if unexpected low flow were to occur. Timer settings were to

have been determinea on the basis of experience with the dewatering

,
system and were to have beer. adjusted periodically to meet the limiting

conditions of the operating technical specifications. The backup

interceptor wells and the area wells were to have been autccatically

controlled by high-water-level and low-water-level switches. ~ Electrical ,

wiring was to have been designed so that a temporary outage of one or

nere wells would have no effect on the other wells. In the event of

;- . loss of power to the system, a separate diesel generator was to be

.provided. to. power the interceptor wells. Paris,' ff. Tr. 9900, at 21-22; -

SSER r2, 9 2.4.6.4, at p. 2-10.

107.- The first line of interceptor wells and the backup line were

. to be conr.ected to different. header lines 'so that if some problem

developed in the header of the first line, the backup line would have
I

.been able to discharge excess groundwater through its cwn header system,,

i-

i

"
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In addition, provision would have been made to attach flexible hoses to

each well, thus bypassing the header system entirely, if so needed in

the event of rupture of an underground header near a dewatering well.

Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 3?-33.

108. The Applicant committed to store onsite one complete set of

replacement parts for any repair, replacement, or installation which may

be required for a dewatering well during the operating life of the plant

(Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 36). The Board (at Tr. 9979) questioned

whether this was sufficient based on a pipe break scenario which

postulates damage to two dewaterino wells (see Paris, ff. Tr. 9900,

at 33). Mr. Paris would recommend that more than one set of replacement

parts be stored onsite. Although the Staff would have no difficulty

with the Board imposing such a requirement, it pointed out that this

-kind of requirement would not usually be a matter for technical

specifications but, rather, would generally be covered by other

procedures that the Applicant would maintain. Tr. 9979-80 (Paris);

Tr. 1010?-03 (Hood). In view of this approach, and in consideration of

the water level monitoring requirements and the technical specification

that the plant be-shut down before the groundwater rose to a level where

a liquefaction hazard existed (Findings 109-110, 113, infra), wa see no

safety reason-compelling imposition of a requirement for more than one

set of dewatering well replacement parts onsite.

109. Six permanent water-level monitoring walls were to have

provided continuous recordings of water level during plant operation,

and alarms'to alert plant personnel to a significant rise in level at

b.
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any of the wells. Of these six monitoring wells, two each were to have

been located in the area of the DGB and the RBA. The remaining two were

to have been located between each of those structures and the main

recharge area. The Staff position was that the four permanent

monitoring wells near the DGB and RBA would provide sufficient

information on the groundwater level at those structures, but would

require additional monitoring of other wells to supplement, and check

on, the recording wells. Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 22-23, 37, FSAR

Fig. 2.4-46 (attached); SSER #2, 6 2.4.6.4, at p. 2-7 (also see Fig. 2.1

on p. 2-2 for plan location of all wells in the permanent dewatering

system).

110. The Applicant and Staff each evaluated the impact of various

pipe breaks on the groundwater levels. A postulated break in the

66-inch cooling pond blowdown line near the service water pump structure

would have minimal impact on the dewatering system because this is a low
,

pressure line and the dewatering system has sufficient capacity to

remove all the released water from such a line break. Paris, ff.

Tr.'9900 at 33-34; SSER #2, 5 2.4.6.3, at p. 2-7. A postulated break in

the Unit 2 circulating water pipe near the DGB was considered. This is

a 96-inch line located on natural material just to the east of the DGB.

It was calculated that the groundwater would rise over a period of about

3.3 days to about elevation 607 ft before the closest permanent area

well'would have been automatically activated. Operation of one area

well would be sufficient to prevent groundwater from rising sig-

.
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,

4

nificantly above elevation 610 ft. While this 607-ft elevation would be

just slightly above the 606.5-ft elevation at which plant shutdcwn would

have been initiated, there still would have been time to shut down the

plant before elevation 610 ft was reached. Moreover, the analysis was

very conservative in that it assumed that 100% of the water flowed into

the ground, that plant personnel did not notice the diversion of this

water which normally would flow into the cooling pond, that the

observation wells in the vicinity failed to alarm, and that all the

. ater flowed towards the DGB. Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 34; SSER #2,w

9 2.4.6.3, at p. 2-5; Tr. 9938-45 (Paris); Tr.10062 (Gonzales).

Finally, the effect of a postulated break in the 20-inch condensate

water pipe, which is located directly beneath the DGB, was evaluated.

Using a simplified analysis, it was conservatively assumed that the

entire contents of the condensate water tank (300,000 gallons) were

spilled directly beneath the DGE, and that all the water would be

contained in this area. It was determined that the groundwater

elevation would not rise above 610 ft, even if the area wells did not '

operate. However, there would have been an alam if the level in the

| condensate' tank dropped below 175,000 gallons. At 'that point another

proposed technical specification would have required plant shutdown

unless the low tank level could be mitigated in a given period of time.

Tr'. 9944-45, 9969-72 (Paris); Tr. 10063-65 (Gonzales); Tr. 10064-65

(Hood).

111. An evaluation of the impact of unusually heavy rainfall on the

groundwater level also was made. Such rainfall could be accommodated by
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the permanen+ dewatering system and would not result in the aroundwater

level rising to elevation 610 ft. This evaluation was based on a

prediction of the 100-year maximum rainfall. Tr. 9973-75 (Paris 1;

Tr.10134,(Gonzales).

11?. A recharge test of the dewatered portion of the site was

requested by the Steff and conducted in 198? by +he Applicant. The

purpose of the test was to verify the time it would take the groundwater

to rise from elevation 595 ft +o elevation 610 ft, the elevation aheve

which a potential soil liquefaction hazard vould exist beneath the PGP

and RBA as a result of groundwater saturation of loose sands in +he

plant fill. The test was necessary to determine wbather there would be

sufficient time in the event of total failure of the dewaterino system

to repair or replace the system or safely shut down tha plant. At the

time of the recharge test, the cooling pond was full and the plant soils

had been dewatered to elevation 595 ft, or considerably below, except

for. isolated perched water the drainage of which was retarded by

impervious soil layers. All pumps were shut off and water levels were

allowed to rise normally for a period of 60 days.75 The water level

rose beneath.the PGR, in that time, to about 609 ft elevation (worked

out to be about 5? days for a rise from 595 ft to 610 ft elevation).

The rise in water level beneath the PBA was complicated by water leaking

75 Dewatering did not actually resume until about four weeks after the
end of the.recharpe test. Tr. 9954-58 (Paris).

-
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - .
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from a buriec pipe that was net related to the test but which was

accidentally rt.ptured during the period of the recharge test. It was

noretheless pcssible tc estimate that about 40 days would be required

for the grcunawater to rise fron 595 ft to 610 ft elevation beneath the

RBA in the event cf complete failure of the dewatering system. The

Staf' estimated rates of water level rise from the last two weeks of the

recharge test as beirg 0.35 ft/ day beneath the DGB and 0.41 ft/ day

bereath the R5A. SSER =2, 6 2.4.6.2, at pp. 2-1 to 2-5; Paris, ff.

Tr. 9900, at DI-DS, FSAR Fig. 2.4-58 (attached).

113. A perranent dewatering system technical specification was to

have been provided detailing the measures to identify and verify a

water-level rise above elevation 595 ft and to initiate repairs or, if

the grourdwater level rose to elevation 606.5 ft, to initiate and

cocrainate plant shutdcwn. Based en the last two weeks of the recharge

test, the Staf# found that, with no wells operating, the rate of

groundwater rise bereath the R8A was about 0.41 ft/ day. This was

slightly faster than the 0.35 ft/ day rate beneath the DGB. Using the

faster rate, it would take about 8.5 days for the groundwater level to

rise from 606.5 ft to 610 ft, the design base elevation to mitigate soil

! liquefacticr. It would have taken~about 36 hours to bring the plant to

cold shutdown. Thus, there would have been time to shut down the plant

before the groundwater reached an elevation that would present a

liquefaction hazard. SSER 72, 9 2.4.6.2, at pp. 2-4 to 2-5, 6 2.4.6.4,

at pp. 2-7 to 2-10; Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 37; Tr. 9831-32 (Hood).
,

!

I

. . .
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(?) Effects of Dewaterina on Soils (Stamiris Contentions 4.D(1) i

and d.Df?))

114. In addition te eliminating or reduciro the potential for soil I
i

liovefaction, as' discussed above, dewatering may have o+her effects on '

the engineering characteristics of site soils. Some of these effects

may be advantaqEaus while others may be adverse. Dewatering will

increase the shear strength of soils which would increase their bearing

capacity.. Eliminatira the lateral force exerted by groundwater against

underground walls of certain structures would be another aovantage of

dewatering. Potentially adverse effects of dewatering might come from

the. removal of soil fines, or from the loss of buoyancy of soil

-articles accompanying. removal of the interstitial water and lead to

~ increased compression of the soil. Seismic shakedown.is a permanent

vertical strain of loose sands related to their densification during

earthquake shaking, and.which might cause settlement of overlying

structures.- While not a consecuence, strictly speakirg, of dewaterino,

it is a lesser effect that must'be considered in lieu of liouefaction of

the same sands. The potential #or seismic shakedown at the Midland site*

is governed by the same characteristics of loose sand in the plant fill
.

that caused concern for liquefaction and engendered the need for-

dewatering (see sunra, Findings 90,94,98). Tr. 9212-16, 9814 (Vane);

Woods, ff. Tr.11549 at 2-6; Hendron, ff. Tr. 8586 at 25, C-10 to C-12;,

i
'

Hendron, ff. Tr. 8675, at 1, 4-8; .Tr. 8638-39, 8676 (Hendron).

115. What impact the removal of soil fines would have had on . plant.
3 .

.

soils was not explored in the testimony because both the Applicant's and

1.

- *
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the Staff's experts agreed that proper discharge-well filter-pack design

and construction would obviate the potential cause. The actual tests

performed by pumping the dewatering wells and monitoring the content of

fines in the discharged water demonstrated that the quantity of fines

removed fell within the Staff's acceptance criterion by a considerable

margin--less than 2 parts per million observed, versus 10 parts per

million allowed. Monthly monitoring of the discharge from the

dewatering wells was to be a requirement during operation of the plant

(supra, Finding 104), and would assure that continued operation of the

dewatering system would not remove excessive quantities of soil fines.

SSER #2, s 2.5.4.4, at p. 2-35; Tr. 9814-15, 9828-30 (Kane); Paris, ff.

.Tr. 9990, at 18-19, 27, 37-38.

116. Dewatering would remove the effect of buoyancy from soil

particles, and would hence increase the effective weight of the soil

mass. This increase, in turn, would place greater loads on the

foundation soils and lead to soil compression.76 Tr. 9816 (Kane). The

effects of the dewatering loads were seen in plots of measured

settlement and parallel plots of water table elevation. As the water

,

76 Soil compression refers to the reduction in vertical height in a
soil due to loading. Consolidation of soil is the inelastic
portion that is not recovered upon removal of the load. Tr. 20588
(Kane). The effect of dewatering on soil comrpession would
influence settle. ant of structures ' founded on natural soils as well
as plant fill. For example, the long term settlement of the
containment buildings, founded on natural soils, was estimated at
2.3 and 2.4 inches, of which 0.6 inches was attributable to the

' dewatering load (SSER #2, 9 2.5.4.5.2, at p. 2-41).
t

{

_ . - ._
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table was lowered, the rate of soil settlement, as indicated by the

-slope of the settlenent curve, increased. During the recharge test,

some soil rebound was correlated with the rise o# groundwater level.

The effects were expected. For each of the safety-related structures

and underground utilities at the Midland site,77 the Applicant assessed

the additional settlements that would be caused by dewatering, and the

Staff was satisfied that they are adequately included in the predicted

settlements that were to be used in the structural analyses. Tr. 9816,

9818, 20,535-37, 20,543-45, 20,578 (Kane); SSER #2, s 2.5.4.5.2, at

p. 2-41 (reactor containment buildings only); Staff Exh. 23 (" Diesel

Generator Building Dewatering Settlement Report," accompanied by

Affidavit of Ralph B. Peck, dated March 4, 1983). For general

background, see also App. F0F, 11 122-125 and 137 (DGB), 226-227 (Aux.

Bldg.), 261-262 (SWPS), 294 (BWST), 335 (piping), 410 (duct banks).

117. Seismically-induced settlements of structures may occur as a

-result of " seismic shakedown" of loose cohesionless sands in the plant

fill. The structures potentially affected would be the DGB and the RBA,

as well as the diesel fuel oil storage tanks. The sand bodies subject

to shakedown are those that would be potentially subject to liquefaction

77 While we do not here reach any conclusions on the acceptability of
the DGB or its foundation soils, nor on the prediction of-
differential settlement between the main structure of the auxiliary
building and the control tower, no unresolved controversy over
dewatering effects at those structures exists between the Applicant
and Staff. Ms. Stamiris submitted no proposed findings with regard
to the technical design of the dewatering system.

- ,. . - . .- - -.
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if not dewatered. The Applicant analyzed the potential additional

settlement using conservative earthquake inout, i.e. 0.199 peak
'

acceleration and 10 cycles of shearino s' rain reversa', applied to each

known sand body capable of af#ec+ing a safety-related s+ructure. The

seismically-induced settlement was derived by suming the octential

shakedown for each layer beneath each struc+ure. Dr. A. J. Pendron

presented testimony on his analyses of seismic shakedown potential at

the DGB and Dr. R. D. Woods presented results of his analyses on the

o+her safety-related structures and buried utilities poten+ially

af#ected. Dr. Woods estimated that for a SSE o' O.129 (as accepted here

for the Midland site, see supra, Finding 71) the shakedown sattlement

would be about FD% of that determined by him (Woods, ff. Tr. 11549,

at 9). The Staff was in agreement with the magnitude of the settlements

and concluded that they are reasorable and acceptable for use in design

(Tr. 11558-59 (Kanel). The seismic shakedown settlement for the DGP was

0.25 inches 0.15 inches (Hendron, ff. Tr. 8675, at 1, 8; Tr. 8682-83

(Hendron)) and abcut i inch or less for the other affected structures

(L'oods , ff. Tr. 11549,. at 6-9) . See also Wiedner, ff. Tr. 10790, at

18-19; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.11997; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.17016, at 5-6.

-
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III. AUXILIAPY BUTLDING AND FEEDWATEP ISOLATION VALVE PITS

718. Stamiris Contention 4.C(a) asserts:

Remedfel soil settlement actions are not based on adeouate
evaluation of dynamic responses regardino dewatering effects,
differential soil settlement, and seismic effects for these
structures'. ***

(a) Auxiliary Building Electrical Peretration Areas [EPAs?
and Feedwater Isolation Valve Pits [FIVPs).

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 19P0, Appendix, at

pp. 6-7, as supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's

Interrogatories, dated April 20, 1981.

119. The Applicant's testimony on remedial measures for the

auxiliary building and FIVPs was presented by a panel consisting of Mr.

Edmund M. Burke, Dr. W. Gene Corley, Pr. James P. Gould, Mr. Theodore E.

Johnson, end Dr. Mete A. Sozen. Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5500 The

Applicant's witness on. seismic shakedown of sands in the plant fill

beneath .the RBA, control tower, EPAs and FIVPs was Mr. Palanichamy

Shunmugavel. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.11997. The Staff panel presenting

testimony on the remedial underpinning of the auxiliary building was

made up of Messrs. Darl Hood, Joseph Vane and Hari N. Singh. Hood, et

al . , ff. Tr. 5839. Mr. Frank Rinaldi, of the NRC Staff, gave testimony.

on structural engineering evaluations of the auxiliary building under-

pinning design. Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 5944 and ff. Tr.12080.

120. The auxiliary building is a large, mainly reinforced concrete

building located between the containment buildings to the east and west,

and adjacent to.the turbine building on the south. The main structure

is founded on overconsolidated hard lacustrine clay, a competent natural'
,

- -m___m. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __m__
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soil, at elevation 562 ft, about 73 feet below plant grade. The RRA
|

proiects northward about 78 feet and is founded on plant fill at
,

elevation 630.5 ft, about 4 #eet below plant grade. The control tower

-pro,iects southward about 48 feet from the main structure, and the EPAs
,

extend as wings about 90 feet to the east and to the west of the control

tower. The control tower and EPAs are founded on plant fill at

elevation 609 feet, about 25 feet below plant grade. The FIVPs are

structurally isolated, but each is ad,iacent to the outer end of an EPA

wing and to the respective containment building which each serves. The
- FIVPs are supported by plant fill at elevation 615 feet, about 20 feet

below plant grade. The auxiliary building, its control tower and EPAs,

as well as the FIVPs all contain safety-related equipment and are

required to be designed to Seismic Category I standards. Burke, et al.,

ff. Tr. 5509, at 7-9, Figs. Aux-1 to Aux-5; Hood, et al . , ff. Tr. 5839,

at 4-6, 7-8; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.11997, at 2-3, Fios.1, 2; SSER #2,
.

6 2'.).-4.1.2, at pp. 2-12, ?-13, Tables ?.2,-2.3.
1

I?l. 'The Applicant undertook a soils exploration. program in 1978
l'

following discovery of excessive settlement of the DG8. Three borings-

! were taken in the vicinity of the RBA on the north side, and I? borings
;

were taken along the south side in the vicinity of the control tower,
..

the EPAs and the FIVPs. Inadequately compacted soils that could lead to

differential settlement were found in the backfill supporting the EPAs
;

. and the :FIVPs. - An early proposed remedial "fix," subseouentl.v,

abandoneo, would have supported the extreme ends of each EPA by caissons

to control their differential settlement. Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509,

. __ -- . ~- . - - - .. --_-__ - - .
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at 10-11, Figs. Aux-6 to Aux-8; Hood, et al., ff. Tr. SP39, at P-11,

13-14; Tr. 5856-57 (Kanel; Tr. 5747-49 (Johnson). See also Staff F0F,

t 215.

122. In its evaluation of the proposed plan for caisson support of

the extreme ends of the EPAs, the Staff determined that the plan did not

adequately address the loads it would add to the control tower at the

center. In +he Staff's view, the ac'ded loads likely would have caused

overstressing of the plant fill supporting the control tower under some

loading conditions (e.o. dynamic bearing capacity). This problem was to

have been solved by the eventually approved plan which required

underpinning the control tower and EPAs with new foundation walls that

would extend down to the hard lacustrine clay at elevations 56? feet and
~

571 feet, respectively. Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 5839, at 13-14; Rinaldi,

ff. Tr. 5944, at 3: Burke, et, al. , ff. Tr. 5509, at 1, Figs. Aux-?3,t

Aux-38; Tr. 6P73-78 (Singh). The proposed remedy for the FIVPs, i.e.,

removal of supporting plant fill ard replacement by competent non-

liouefiable material, was not changed. SSER a?, ! 2.5.4.4.1, at

p. 2-17; Burke, ed al ., ff. Tr. 5509, at 13-14; see infra,

Finding 144, r_e proposed remedial action for the RPA.

123. The Staff's concern over the adequacy of the fill foundation

soils supporting the control tower was engendered in part by the

differential settlement of the south end of the control tower that had

occurred, and by the location of cracks in +he auxiliary building. The

presence of a one-foot void between a concrete mudmat and the underlying

plant fill, encountered in one of the exploratory borings,'also

contributed to the Staff's concern over the adequacy of the plant fill

__ - _ . -- _ _ -
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beneath the control tower. While the measured differential settlement

of '.he south end of the control tower had been slight (on the order of
781/4 inch between July of 1978 and August of 1981), the Staff believed

it was reasonable to expect that it might have been as much as 0.5 to 1

inch, or more, since the beginning of construction. Cracks observed in

the auxiliary building concrete, including some through-cracks, were

regarded by the Staff as possible manifestations of distress. Tr.

5880-82 (Kane); SSER #2, 6 2.5.4.4.1, at o. 2-17, 5 2.5.4.5.2, at p.

2-40; Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509, at Fig. Aux 8-A; Hood, et al . , ff.

Tr. 5839, at 9.

124. The Applicant, on the other hand, regarded the cracking in the

auxiliary building as primarily caused by constrained volume changes in

the concrete due to temperature changes and drying shrinkage during

curing. The Applicant's witnesses recognized the possibility that there

may have been some very slight structural deformation associated with

rotation of the auxiliary building to the south during settlement.

However, their analyses of the locations, patterns and widths of cracks

L did not indicate to them that the primary cause of cracking was

i

|

78 The Applicant stated that a Foundation Data Survey Program was
established in May 1977, with the attachment, at that time, of a
settlement marker to one corner of the au 'liary building (Burke,
et al . , ff. Tr. 5509, at 10). Except for a general reference to
tee TSAR and to asserted use of the observation, the Board found no
reference that provided or used the actual elevation data from the
marker in the evidentiary record (cf. App. F0F,1216; Burke et

:

! al.,ff.Tr.5509,at56).
-

!

- _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ . .- . - _ .
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differential settlement, nor that there was evidence of any structural

distress, or even structural significance, to be found in the cracking.

Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509, at 11-12, Figs. Aux-9 to Aux-21, App. A.

IP5. As to the cause of the cracking in the auxiliary building, the

Staff was unwilling to accept a determination that all of the cracks

stemmed from shrinkage of the concrete. (See first conclusion, Burke,

et al., ff. Tr. 5509, at A-15.) The Staff required an evaluation of the

effect of the cracks on the Seismic Category I structures supported

fully or partially by plant fill, and fourd that the Applicant's

analyses were acceptable. The results of the Applicant's analyses

showed that existing cracks do not significantly affect the strength in

tension, compression, and shear of properly reinforced concrete members.

- The results further showed that, provided the structure has been

proportioned and detailed to resist design load combinations, reinforced

concrete structures will develop their design strength, even if they

have "precracks." Crack mapping, repair and monitoring programs were

instituted to prevent degradation of the structures during construction

of the underpinnings and during the operating lifetime of the plant if

construction were to be completed. SSER #2, 6 3.8.3.5, at pp. 3-27 to-

3-29; Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509, at 11-12, Figs. Aux-9 to Aux-21,

App..A.

126. Underpinning the control tower and EPAs and replacement of the

plant fill beneath the FIVPs were selected as the best remedial measures

for assuring proper foundation support for the southern portions of the

auxiliary . building. If properly designed and executed, this approach
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would cause the foundation loads of these overhanging structures to be

borne by the hard natural clay layer and eliminate those concerns about

differential settlement arising from the unsatisfactorily compacted

. plant fill. Potentially, it also would have reduced, or effectively

eliminated, stresses in the existing structures that might have been

induced during underpinning construction or stresses possibly indicated

by the presence of cracking ("precracking"). Burke, et al., ff.

Tr. 5509, at 12-14, 31-32, 37, 39-44, 50-53, 56-59, A-12 to A-15; SSER

#2, 9 2.5.4.4.1, at pp. 2-16 to 2-23.

127. Following a design audit conducted on September 14-15, 1983,

the NRC Staff issued a Board Notification (BN 83-174) concerning

soils-remedial activities potentially at issue in these proceedings.

The Staff cited three open items from the audit findings (items "d,"

"e," and "g") which it believed pertinent to soils remedial design

-issues._ Open item "d" pertains to the Applicant's method of analyzing

differential settlement between the main auxiliary building and the

control tower and concerned the base-line length over which effects cf a

fixed differential and, hence, resultant structural stresses, were to be

ca'iculated. This item relates to the Stamiris Contention 4.C(d)

allegation on inadequacy of the underpinning design to account for the

effect of [ future] differential settlement, as well as to the validity

of acceptance criteria to be' provide'd to the Staff (as cited in the

Modification Order). Open items "e" and "g" call into question the-

permissible limits of upward movements on the' structures during jacking

. operations, whether residual stresses in the building can be removed
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during jacking, and how the residual stresses would be treated in the

final design analysis load combinations. Items "e" and "g" relate to |

questions of validity of acceptance criteria, but only indirectly, if at

all, to the design-adequacy aspects of Ms. Stamiris' contention. I

Nevertheless, the effect is the same, and the Board makes no findings at

this time on any of the three open items referred to above from BN

83-17a.79 Poard Notification Regarding Midland Auxiliary Building

Underpinning (BN 83-174), dated November 21, 1983, transmitted to Board
'

and Parties by memorandum from Thomas M. Novak of the NRC Staff

(hereinafter "BN 83-174"); Modification Order, at 3.

128. During hearings on quality assurance / management attitude

issues, Dr. Ross Landsman, a soils engineer with the NRC Staff,

volunteered that in his opinion the design of the auxiliary building,

and the SWPS, whereby the main part of the structure was founded on hard
,

soil and another part was founded (at a higher elevation) on plant fill,

constituted a design deficiency. See Fig. 5, supra, p. 114 He,

asserted that this design had an inherent potential for developing

problems as a result of differential settlement. The " overhanging"

part, resting on [a thick section of] backfill, could act as a

79 The other open items from the Staff's design audit, items a, b, c
and f, were not identified as subjects of BN 83-174. BN 83-174 has
been provided to all parties but has not been introduced into
evidence at this time. We rejected Ms. Stamiris' motion to reopen
the record on matters covered by BN 83-174 as premature--see supra,
pp.-13-14.

. - .- . . . - . _ . - - _ - . -_.
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cantilever projecting from the main structure if the backfill settled

more than anticipated in the design. This wnuld cause overstressing of

the structure in the region where the two parts of the building connect.

Dr. Landsman believed that, even if the backfill had been compacted as

designed, the configuration would still have presented a problem at the

Midland plant. However, similar design configurations have been

accepted not only at the Midland plant (at the construction-pemit

stage) but at other plants; the configuration violates no regulatory

requirements and, if properly built, would be licensable. Dr. Landsman

testified that differential settlement also was a problem at at least

one of the other sites (South Texas), but he did not know if the

differential settlement there was attributable to design of the

foundations or to the compacted fill. Because this condition is what

the underpinning was principally intended to remedy, the potential

safety problems to which the cantilevered design might give rise would

be adequately resolved for the Midland structures. We therefore need

not determine whether or not the original design practice is generally

acceptable. We are therefore not doing so--but see our recomendation

in the Opinion section, supra pp. 108-10. Tr. 15060, 16316-17, 16310,

16392-99, 16404-05, 16505-09, 16589-91, 16816 (Landsman); Tr.

20218-20243, 20281-88 (Thomas).

129. The underpinaing wall for each electrical penetration area was

to extend down to undisturbed lacustrine clay at about elevation 571.

Each wall would have a minimum thickness of six feet with an increased

thickness at the base to provide greater soil bearing area. The

a
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thickness of the base would, vary as the north face of each wall curves

about the containment, leaving a four foot gap for compacted sand fill.

Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509, at 12, Figs. Aux-22 to Aux-29. (In its
.

responsive F0F,1219, the Staff advised the Board that the Applicant

was planning to use lean concrete instead of sand to fill the four-foot

gap left by the curving of the walls around each containment. The

Applicant's reply F0F,1219, indicated that any change would be

submitted for Staff approval pursuant to the Work Authorization

Procedure adopted as a result of LBP-82-35, supra.)

130. The underpinning wall for the control tower would extend down

to undisturbed glacial till at elevation 562 and consist of six foot

wide' by three foot long piers (which provide support during construction

operations) and closure portions which interconnect the individual piers

to provide a continuous permanent underpinning wall. The piers and wall

sections were to be belled out to fourteen feet wide at the base to

provide greater soil bearing area. The underpinning walls would have

-fonned a box in conjunction with the existing south foundation wall of

the main portion of the auxiliary building to which they were to be

attached. The control tower underpinning walls would also have been-

attached to the underpinning walls of the electrical' penetration areas.<

Burke, et al. , ff. Tr. 5509, at 12-13, Figs. Aux-22 to Aux-25.-

131. The FIVPs were to be supported.in a different manner than the

control tower and EPAs. The existing backfill under the FIVPs was to'be

removed and replaced with well compacted granular material to a suitable

height below the' existing valve pit mat. The new granular backfill was

\-

__ ._ _ __.________._______ _ _-
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to be compacted to 95 percent maximum dry density as determined by ASTfi
;

test D-1557 or ASTM test D-2049, whichever results in the greater

maximum dry density. A reinforced concrete slab would have been cast on

top of the new fill and jacks placed between the slab and the original

mat to precompress the new fill. After precompression of the fill was

completed, the space between the slab and the original mat was to be

filled with grout and concrete. A beam and tie system which provides

temporary support for the FIVPs was installed for their support during

the underpinning operation. _Id. at 13-14, Figs. Aux-21, Aux-31; SSER
"

#2, 6 2.5.4.4.1, at p. 2-17.

132. In order to accomplish the underpinning of the control tower

and EPAs and the removal and replacement of the soil backfill under the

FIVPs, access shafts were dug on the west and east ends of the affected

area. These shafts were located immediately to the north of the turbine

building and immediately to the west and east of the respective FIVPs.

From these access shafts tunnels were excavated which allowed workers to

drift under the turbine building and, as the work progressed, under the

!- EPAs, FIVPs and control tower. The work was to progress in a step-wise

i fashion,-tunneling far enough to construct the first temporary supports,

constructing those supports, tunneling far enough to accomplish the next

part of the construction, constructing it and so on. Burke, et al., ff.

Tr. 5509, at 14-28, Figs. Aux-22 to Aux-26, Aux-30; SSER #2,

9 2.5.4.4.1, at pp. 2-17 to 2-23; see also, Tr. 5532-72(Burke).

133. Because excavation under and alongside existing structures was
.

necessary to accomplish underpinning efforts, the construction;

,

, - - , . - , . - . - -. --..-...e ,.-.. .n. . , , ,.
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precedures +n be used included measures to support the soil adjacent to

all excavations and to provide temnorary support for the affected

structures during the construction process. In addition to the piers

which were to become part of the founda+1on walls, and the beam-and-tie

system to support the FIVPs, the EPAs were to be supported by a grillage

system of beams and cross-beams supported at one end by steel posts

resting on a pro,iection of the containment structure and at the other

- end by a corstructed pier (Pier F) bearing on the undisturbed natural

~ 6 oil (Tr. 554?-46 (Rurke)). The procedures and sequence of construction

of the underpinning operation for the auxiliary buildino and FIVPs are

axplained in datail by cne of the Applicant's witnesses, Mr. Burke (at

Tr. 553?-7P), and in the prepared testimony of the Purke panel, ff. Tr.

5509, at 14-PP. See also SSEP #P, App. T.

134.< Temporary post-tensioning ties were installed to the upper

par + of the. pas +-west wall of each EPA on either side of,' and through,

the control +ower. These ties served to compensate for loads induced by

. loss of buoyancy urider the EPAs resulting from construction dewatering
~

of the- fourdation soils (see infra, Finding 137). Burke, el al., ff.

Tr. 5509, at 16, Fig. Aux-77 (cf. SSFR #P, 6 3.8.3.1, at p. 3-6).

135. During underpinning construction,- the ground wa+er level was

. lowered in the area of the southern end of the auxiliary building to -

about 565 feet elevation (30 feet'below the permanent dewatering
.

. level). A' freeze wall or freeze-curtain dam, in con.iunction with the

existing west cut-off dike and the impermeable clay beneath the:

containment' buildings, was created in order to maintain relatively dry

i

L-_.
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working conditions. Burke, g al. , ff. Tr. 5509, at 16-18, 55, Fig.

Aux-28; Tr. 5511-18 (Burke).

136. The freezewall was emplaced by drilling a line of closely-

spaced bore holes and circulating a coolant at low temperatures through

pipes in the boreholes. The coolant froze water in the soil in a narrow

strip along the line of boreholes and from elevation 610 ft down to the

undisturbed natural soil (lacustrine clay). The frozen soil acted as a

-dam which minimized seepage of ground water into the excavations from

surrounding areas. Breaks in the freezewall were left in the vicinity

.of buried utilities to prevent possible damage that might have resulted

in heaving of the utility lines or ducts where they were crossed by the
,

freezewall. Seepage through the freezewall at these breaks was to have

been controlled by excavating and backfilling with impermeable materials

and/or by temporary dewatering wells installed in their vicinity. Id.;

SSER #2, App. I at I-1 to I-2; Tr. 22106-07 (Wheeler).

137. The Applicant took into account the loads resulting from the

lowered ground water elevations to be maintained by permanent dewatering

and by temporary (construction) dewatering in its design of the remedial

soils measures for the control tower, electrical penetration areas and

FIVPs. The NRC Staff verified that these loads were considered in the

design of the remedial soils measures and that, with the exceptions

noted in BN 83-174 in regard to differential settlement between the main

part of auxiliary building and the control tower, the Applicant's design

leads with respect to effects of dewatering were acceptable. Rinaldi,

- _. __ _ .
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ff. Tr.12080 at 2-3; Tr.12101-03 (Rinaldi); Burke, et al. , ff. Tr.
|5509, at 16-18, 55-57; Board Notification BN 83-174 1

138. The natural clay soil which was to provide fcundation support

for the underpinning of the control tower, EPAs and FIVPs is the same as

that supporting the containment buildings and main part of the auxiliary .

building. All parties and the Board in these proceedings often referred

to all the natural soils at the Midland site simply as "till" or

" glacial till," when, in fact, glacial till actually occurs only in

limited areas of the plant site. The natural soil in the vicinity of

the auxiliary building is a very stiff to hard clay of lacustrine origin

which has been overconsolidated by glacier ice (probably many hundreds

of feet th'ick) that produced a compressive burden on the clay greatly in

excess of the foundation load that will be exerted by the Midland plant

structures. In determining settlement, an overconsolidated or

precompressed clay will have no " virgin" compression and the elastic

modulus (Young's Modulus) can be used to calculate the elastic

recompression of the soil. Jacking loads were to have been maintained

until pier settlements indicated that the full elastic recompression had

been attained. Secondary, long term settlements can be computed

separately by extrapolating observed secondary compression or by using

coefficients of secondary consolidation. The settlement calculated from

secondary consolidation would be added to the initial settlement from
i

elastic recompression to predict total settlement of the piers. Future

settlement of. structures resting on the piers would be predicted from

the secondary consolidation of the clay, because of the preloading
,

=_
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procedure. Tr. 5873-79 (Singh), amending Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 5839, at

15-16; Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509, at 50-51, 53-55, Table Aux-4; see

also Staff F0F 1 219 (and authorities there cited) for clarification of

natural soils terminology.

139. Hydraulic jacks placed at the tops of the piers were to be

used to impose predetennined pre-loads on the underpinning supporting

soil before the control tower and EPAs were finally fixed to the

underpinning. After each increment of jacking, sets of steel plates and

wedges adjacent to the jacks were to be driven tight to prevent

settlement of the structure when jacking pressures were removed. The

structural motions were to be monitored to assure that excessive

stresses were not developed in the structure during the jacking process.

Stresses in the piers were to be monitored by means of Carlson gages

embedded in the top and bottom of the pier concrete or by load cells at

the top of the pier. Pier vertical deflections were to be monitored to

ensure that primary compression (elastic recompression) of the

supporting clay was attained, .and predicted future long term settlements

would be checked by extrapolation of the trend of the measured secondary

settlements while the jacks were still active. Burke, et al., ff. Tr.

5509, at 22-34, 36-37, 53-55; SSER #2, 5 2.5.4.6.1, at pp. 2-44 to 2-46,.

2-48 to 2-50; 6 3.8.3.a. at pp. 3-6 to 3-9.

140. During underpinning construction the Applicant conducted a

pier load test to evaluate the soil parameters and settlement response

of the lacustrine clay. The test procedure, which was found acceptable

to the Staff, was to load pier W-11 by jacking to 50% of the maximum
,
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load predicted throughout the operating life of the plant, unloading to

25%, and then raising to 130% of the maximum predicted load. After

completion of the test the load was lowered to the design jacking load

(SSER #2, 9 2.5.4.6.1.2, at p. 2-51). The pier load test did not

produce expected results in that the Carlson stress meters on the pier

indicatea that the load was not reaching the bottom of the pier

(Tr. 14370-71, 14664 (Landsman)). Also, settlement of pier W-11 during

(or subsequent to) the test was apparently more than predicted (Tr.

16601-05 (Landsman)). As a result, the Applicant reevaluated the

structure using an assumed settlement of twice the originally calculated

ancunt, equivalent to an assumption of a soil modulus of one-half the

~ originally estimated value. The purpose of the reanalysis, according to

the Applicant, "was to ensure that even if the soils conditions were as

poor as the tests indicated, the building would perform satisfactorily

over the life of the plant" (Tr. 17170 (Mooney)). This reanalysis was

the subject of the NRC design audit that resulted in the issuance of BN

83-174 (supra, Finding 127). The Board notes that the Applicant's

assumption of a reduced elasticity modulus in its reanalysis was derived

from an option provided to it by the Staff following unsatisfactory

completion of the pier W-11 load test (Tr. 16604-05(Landsman)). The |

assumption of a reduced soil modulus does not equate to a reduction of

bearing capacity by one-half, as alleged in Ms. Stamiris' F0F "13", item

(1)atp.5. See Burke, et a_1_. , ff. Tr. 5509, at 51-53 for a discussion 1

of " ultimate bearing capacity" and the detemination of the " bearing {
capacity factor" for the clay; and, at 53-55, for a discussion of the

{
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _
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settlement estimates using ..a elastic method for estimatino settlement

of overconsolidated clay.

141.. The Applicant took in*o account loads which would he imposed

by postulated seismic events as well as fiending events in develoning

and evaluating the design of the remedial soils measures for the control

tower, EPAs and FIVPs and, in so doing, complied with the requirements

of SRP sections 3.7.2, 3.8.3 and 3.8.5. Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 1?080, at 6-8;

SSEP #2, 9 3.8.3.1, at pp. 3-10 to 3-11; Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509 at

46, App. B. See also supra, Findings 19-79, for general background on

seismic issues. However, the seismic evaluation is sub.iect to the

resolution of the design deficiency identified in BN Pa-115 (see supra,

findings 88-89) and our findings on seismic design are limited by this

open item.

142. Because the SSPS was not yet agreed upon when the design af

the remedial soils measures was developed, the Applicant used loads

ecual to 1.5 times the loads which would result frorr the FSAP SFF in

evaluating the design of the remedial soils measures for.+ha centrol

tower, electrical penetration areas and the FIVPs. Subsenuent analysis

by a consultant hired by the Applicant and an audit of.the Applicant's

design' calculations by the NRC Staff determined that loac's eoual to 1.5

./ -times FSAR SSE loads are conservative in relation to loads which would

result from the now-agreed-upon SSRS. Tr. 6004-28, 6038 41 (Kennedy);

Rinaldi, ff. Tr. I?080, at 7-8; Tr. U (30-31 (Rinaldi); see also supra,

Findings 77-79, on seismic ise m

o
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143. The Applicant analyzed the potential for seismic shakedown of

loose sands in the fill to affect the performance of Category I

structures. However, because the replacement fill under the FIVPs was

to be compacted to a 95% maximum dry density and all of the underpinning

was to be founded on the natural hard clay, like the main portion of the

auxiliary building, seismic shakedown is a potential concern only with

respect to the R8A portion of the auxiliary building. The Applicant

evaluated the seismic shakedown effects for the railroad bay and liquid

radwaste areas and determined that, even in the event of an earthquake

with peak ground acceleration of 0.199, settlement of no more than

approximately 0.25 inches would occur. This amount of settlement would

not affect the integrity of the auxiliary building. Shunmugavel, ff.

Tr. 11997, at 3-7; Woods, ff. Tr. 11547, at 6; Tr. 12004-11

(Shunmugavel).

144. The Applicant and the Corps of Engineers, for the NRC Staff,

conducted independent liquefaction analyses for the Midland site.

Insofar as_ they apply to the underpinned auxiliary building and the

FIVPs, these studies indicated that a potential for liquefaction would

remain in the plant fill soils only beneath the RBA portion of the

auxiliary building. By lowering and maintaining the groundwater

elevation in this area to below elevation 610, the Applicant's permanent

dewatering system would eliminate concerns about soil liquefaction

potential beneath the RBA. The natural hard clay beneath the auxiliary

building is not liqueff able. Therefore the underpinning and excavation-

and-backfill measures for the control tower, EPAs and FIVPs would

.

_ , , _ _ _ ,
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eliminate any concern, if it existed, for potential soil liquefaction in

these areas. In carrying out its liquefaction analysis, the Corps of

Engineers postulated a seismic event with peak ground acceleration of

0.19 , which is more severe than the SSE for the Midland site determined9

during the course of these proceedings. SSER #P, 9 ?.5.4.5.5, at

pp. 2-42 to 2-44; k' cods, ff. Tr. 9745; see also supra, Findings

90-93, 97 on soil liquefaction potential. The Board concludes that

there is an acceptable margin of safety anainst liouefaction of soil

bereath the RBA, provided the groundwater in that area is maintained

below elevation 610 feet.

145. Because of the possibility of structural movement as a result

of the excavations alongside and under existing structures necessary for

construction of the remedial soils measures for the control tower, EPAs

and FIVPs, the Applicant installed extensive instrumentation to monitor

any absolute or relative movement which might occur. For a detailed

80 This monitoring of structures during underpinning construction
activities addressed concerns expressed by the Poard to the effect
that:

1) the system for detecting structure movement
be reliable as well as accurate so that large data
gaps do not occur or instruments get covered up
with sand; 2) the plan for arresting structural
movement, if it should occur, is adequate; and
3) there is sufficient clearance between the
turbine building and the auxiliary building, after
taking into account any settlement of the buildings,
so that the two buildings would not collide during
an earthouake.

'

(FootnoteContinued)

- , - . - - . . .- - -. . ,
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description of the instrumentation, places of installation and movements
l

rieasured, see Burke, et, al., ff. Tr. 5509 at P9-34, Fig. Any-36; SSER '

#P, 4 ?.5.4.6.1 at op. P-44 to 2-49; Tr. 9400-05 (Krause).

146. The primary monitoring system consists of a network of state-

of-the-art electronic measuring devices which were to be read by

computer every hour and which were to he attended by a technician P4

hours a day. Tr. 9400-03 (Krause). At every point where an electronic

device is installed there is also installed a mechanical gauge which

does not depend on the electricity to operate. The mechanical gauges

would be used to cross-check the electronic readings and would serve as

a backup system in the event of a power outage. Tr. 9404-05 (Krause).

All tFn instrumentation was installed away from the imediate area of

any construction activities and all the measuring devices were in metal

cases so they should not become covered with sand or suffer degradation

due to environmental conditions. Tr. 9405 (Krause). Together the

mechanical and electronic devices would provide a reliable and accurate

monitoring system for detecting any structural movement and provide

reasonable assurance that no significant data gaps would occur. Tr.

9404-05 (Krause); P. Cook, et al., ff. Tr. 11391, at 3-4, Attach. F, at

4 Also, extensometers were ir. stalled to monitor strains that might

occur in certain walls, and a crack monitoring program was

(FootnoteContinued)

Tr. 7122-28.
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initiated to monitor development of any new cracks or changes in the

. width of~already-mapped cracks. Tr. 5571-26 (Burke); Tr. 9413-Ja

(Shunmugavel); Tr. 95a9-50 (Shunmugavel, Boos, Burke).

147. The computer took hourly readings of all the instruments
,

monitoring structural movement and was set to sound an alarm and

immediately print out the data it had collected if an alert or action

level were reached. In the event er. action level were reached, the PRC

Staff was to be notified. An NRC Staff test verified that the computer

did sound an alarm and print out collected data when displacement

exceeding the alert level was recorded by one of the instruments. Tr.

9400-04 (Krause); R. Cook, et al., ff. Tr.11391, at 3 a; Tr.11396-97

(Landsman); Tr. 9412 (Boos).

148. The Applicant and the NRC Staff agreed on alert and action

levels for. structural movement which, if reachec. would reouire that

appropriate procedures be followed. The action levels for the auxiliary

building were arrived at by analyzing the structure to de+orm*ne what

would constitute tolerable deflections. Once these were calculated and

the action levels were set, with the concurrence of the NPC Ftaff, half

the action level would generally be used as the a'ert level. The action

levels' for deflection of the auxil_iary building are based on a very

-conservative analysis of what that-structure could tolerate. P. Cook,

g a_1_., ff. Tr. 11391, at Attach. 2 (Rechtel Specification C-700); SSER

#2, 6 2.5.4.6.1.2, Table 2.7, at p. 2-49; Tr. 9a13-14 (Shunmugavel).

;

- . - --
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149. Any movement the monitoring system detected would have been

analyzed and appropriate steps would have been taken in response to that

movement. In response to any movement trends in the monitoring record

which suggest that an alert or action level might be recched, the

applicant would have taken steps to arrest the movement before an alert

or. action level was reached. The primary method which would be used to

arrest structural movement would be to jack additional loads into the

existing piers and underpinning. However, there were contingency plans

for installire additional temporary supports in those instances when the

jacking would not be relied upon. If appropriate, all work would be

stopped in the area of the movement. Tr. 9406-08 (Burke, Boos); 9634-37

(Poulos); Tr. 11392 (Landsman); see also R. Cook, et al., ff. Tr. 11391,

at Attach. 2.

150. The Applicant performed an analysis of how much space is

needed between the non-safety-related turbine building and the

safety-related auxiliary building at various elevations in order to

insure that these buildings do not come in contact with each other

during an earthquake. Calculations of the maximum amount of deflection .

of each of these buildings during an earthquake determined that at all-

' elevations there is significantly more space available between the

building than the combined amount of deflection of both buildings.

Instrumentation was installed by the Applicant to measure relative

horizontal-displacement between these two buildings to assure that

settlement rotation during underpinning activities does not reduce the

existing clearance to a point where the buildings would interact during

. .. . .
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an earthquake. Thus, there is reasonable assurance that the turbine

building.and the auxiliary building would not impact during an
,

earthquake as large as the SSE determined during the course of these

proceedings. Tr.9416-22,96?1-?3(Shuntrugavel);Tr. 9608-?1, 9626-?9

(Rinaldi); see also App. Exh. 27,

151. This Board finds that the concerns expressed in Stamiris

Contention 4.C(a) have been adequately addressed, except with respect to

the soil spring constants to be utilized in a seismic margin review.

The Applicant at this time has adequataly evaluated and taken into

account during design of the soils remecial actions the responses

regarding dewatering effects and (except as noted below) seismic
,

effects, whether static or dynamic, for the auxiliary building

electrical. penetration areas and feedwater isolation valve pits.'

However, in the absence of a complete record on resolution of open

issues described in Board Notifications BN 83-174 and PN 84-115, as

discussed, suora, in Findings 127 and 88-89, we make no finding on the

adequacy of the-design of th( remedial action to account for effects of

differentiel settlement between the main portion of the auxiliary

building and the control tower; our findings concerning the conservatism

of the' soil spring constants to be used in a seismic margin review of

the auxiliary building structures are limited to the nominal value of

such constants (and are subject to resolution of the reported design

deficiency) .

.. . .-. -- -
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IV. SERVICE WATER PINP STRilCTURE

152. The-service water pump structure (SidPS), which houses-the five

purips and support equipment for the service water system, is a Seismic

- Category 7 structure, located at the northwest bank of the return leg of

the cceling pond, adjacent to the circulating water intake structure

-(CWIS) and the Seismic Category I retaining wall of the coolino pond.

'It:is~a. rectangular,-reinforced concrete building with upper and lower

sections of different dimensions. The lower section is approximately 72

: feet ler.g'and 86 feet wide. Its hase slab is supported on undisturbed
" - placial till at. elevation 587. The upper section is 106 feet long and

86 feet wide. This size difference results in an overhang at the north'

end n' the upper section, resting on soil. Excavation 'of the natural'

clay material left a generally triangular (or trapezoidal) volume under-

the overhang to be backfilled. .Thus the. overhang was to be supported by

.this volume of fill as well as the unexcavated natural material above-

the. undisturbed glacial till layer supporting the main part of the SWPS

at elevation .587. Boos, et al ., ff. Tr. 9490, at -1-3, Figs. SWP ?. d;

Tr. 9728-29 (Hood); SER 6 1.12.7, at p. 1-23; Tr. 9536-41 (Roos); App.

~Exh. _28;'SSER # 2, Fig. 2.8; see supra, Fig. 5, p.114.
.

153. To evaluate the backfill under the overhang portion of the

.SWPS, eleven soil'horings were.taken--two inside the SWPS and nine in

theEsurrounding area. These borings indicated that some. localized areas-

Lof.the-soil backfill undarneath and 'idiacent to the overhang portion of

the'SWPS had not been sufficiently compacted. The inadequately

compacted fill revealed by the borings, however, has not caused the SWPS

- .
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to undergo any unusual settlement, or to experience any sionificant

structural distress. A Foundation Data Survey Pronram was established

by the Applicant in May,1977 to monitor settlement of Seismic

Category I buildincs. Pursuant to this program, settlemen+ markers were

attached to the four corners of +he SWPS by the summer of 1978 In

addition, six construction survey control ooints were installed a short

time a#ter concrete placement. Moni+oring of the settlemart markers and

the survey control points has shown that the SWPS has been verv stable,

Lwith a maximum north-south differential settlement of 0.95 inches.

Settlements predicted bv the Apolicant after connle+ ion o' the
' underpinning wall of the SWPS overhang, relative to the portion

currently on the till, are 0.1 to 0.? inches. The Sta'' considers these

estimates of differential settlements for the underpinned SWPS

reasonab!e and acceptable. Boos, et al . , ff. Tr. 9490, at 3-5; Tr.

9517-18 (Roos); SSEP # P, 4 2.5.4.5.2, at p. 7-41; Tr. 9737-38 (Kane).

154. In December, 1978, the Applicant instituted a crack mapcing

crogram for all Seismic Category I buildings fcunded on plant fill.

.Several crack mappings of the SWPS were conducted pursuant to this

program. The Applicant and Staff reached different conclusions on the

reascns for cracks. Dr..W. Gene Corley, the Applicant's eynert,

concluded that the primary reason for the cracking was restrained volume

changes that occur during curing and. dryiro of concrete. Although be.

could not completely rule out the possibility that stresses due to.

differential settlement contributed to some degree to the observed

cracking, Dr. Corley indicated that the observed crack patterns do not

. . .-- _ _
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support the conclusion that stress due to differential settlement was a

primary cause of cracking. Dr. Corley observed no evidence of

structural distress. On the other hand, the Staff noted the presence of

some cracks at locations where one would expect them to occur if caused

by differential settlement. Accordingly, in assessing the effects of

cracks, the Staff directed its attention to detennining whether the

cracks significantly diminish the strength of the structure. The

Applicant has shown that there is no such diminution in strength. A

program for crack monitoring (and repair where appropriate) has been

agreed to and found acceptable by the Staff. See discussion infra at

Finding 163. The Staff concluded that, once concerns about future

differential settlement were cddressed by the remedial measures, it was

no longer necessary to address further the reasons for the cracks. Dr.

Corley agreed.

While the observed settlement of the SWPS and an analysis of

the observed cracks in the SWPS indicate that the SWPS has not suffered

significant structural distress to date, the Applicant elected to

underpin the overhang portion of the SWPS in order to ensure long-term

foundation stability and to allay concerns about future differential

settlement due to the pockets of compressible backfill discovered under

the overhang portion of the SWPS. Burke, et al. , ff. Tr. 5509, at 11;

Corley, ff. Tr.11204, at 11-29 (crack mapping), 29-34 (crack

significance), and 34-40 (crack monitoring); Tr. 9721 (Rinaldi); SSER #

2, 6 2.5.4.4.1, at p. 2-23, 9 3.8.3.5, at pp. 3-27 to 3-29; Corley, ff.
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Tr.11206, at 1-3 and Att.1; Boos, et al. , ff. Tr. 9490, at 6; Tr.

'

18483-84 (J. Cook); Tr. 2743-46 (Hood); Tr. 9738 (Kane).

155. The underpinning design for the SWPS consists of a continuous

perimeter underpinning wall beneath the north end of the SWPS. The

reinforced concrete wall was to form a box structure beneath the

overhang, connected to the sides of the lower portion of the existing

structure, and extending from the upper foundation slab to undisturbed

glacial till at approximately elevation 587 ft. The completed

underpinning wall would thus provide a structural foundation resting on

undisturbed glacial till. But see infra, Finding 158. In order to

construct the underpinning for the SWPS, an access cofferdam was to be

constructed to provide access for workers and equipment. It was to be

excavated in two stages using soldier piles, tubular steel lagging and

wales to insure proper support for the adjacent soil. Initially it

would be excavated, adjacent to the SWPS, to elevation 618 to permit

installation through approach pits of the piers at the corners of the

SWPS. Then the cofferdam would be lowered at the northwest corner to

elevation 609 to provide access for excavation of a tunnel beneath the

west wall of the SWPS. A tunnel was planned to provide access for

constructing the west underpinning wall because of the location of the

CWIS. All of the underpinning under the north and east walls of the

SWPS would be constructed from elevation 618 ft by means of approach

pits from the access cofferdam. Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490, at 6-9;

SSER # 2, 6 3.8.3.2, at p. 3-15; Tr. 5534-36 (Burke).
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156. Construction of the underpinning made it necessary to lower

temporarily the groundwater table, and construction dewatering wells

were to be installed in the vicinity of the SWPS for this purpose.

Operation of these wells would maintain the groundwater level two feet

below the lowest point of any existing excavation during the con-

struction of the SWPS underpinning. To offset any loss of buoyancy

force during the construction due to temporary dewatering, post-

tensioning ties were installed along the tops of the east and west

exterior walls of the SWPS in fiovember,1981. These ties, which consist

of two tendon groups on each side of the building, apply a compressive

force of approximately 500 kips to the upper portion of the east and

west exterior walls. Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490, at 8 and 10; SSER # 2,

s 2.5.4.6.1.2, at p. 2-51; Tr. 9515-17 (Shunmugavel).

157. It was planned that the construction of the underpinning

progress in stages. The principal consideration in the first stage of

construction was to provide initial support for the north end of the

SWPS in order to compensate for the possible loss of support under the

base slab caused by the underpinning operations and further to

counteract any loss of buoyancy force. After completion of the first

stage, the rest of the piers would be constructed in a designated

sequence. A typical pier would be 5 feet long, 4 feet wide and 30 feet

deep. The piers along the north wall would be belled to 6 feet wide at

the bottom. Shear keys and reinforcement would be used so that the

individual piers, though cast separately, would fann one continuous wall

L
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upon completion. Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490, at 9-15 and Figs. SWP

11-13; SSER # 2 Fig. 2.9, at pp. 2-27 to 2-30.

158. It was expected that all the piers would be founded on

undisturbed glacial till which would have been inspected and accepted as

adequate by a geotechnical engineer before each pier was cast. It is

possible, however. that some pockets of alluvial sand might be-

encountered at the 587 ft elevation. If alluvial sand were encountered

at-the base cf any of the piers, it would be removed if the pocket were

shallow (less than 18 inches deep); however, if it were deep, it would
i
; - have been accepted as an adequate foundation material if undisturbed.

The alluvial sand found so far has exhibited a higher median blow count

! ' than the undisturbed glacial till and therefore would provide an
.

: . adequate foundation. A lean concrete working mat was to be cast on top

of the. inspected and accepted soil to insure that it remained

undisturbed throughout the casting of the pier. A load test of pier IE

at the SWPS was to be performed as was done at the auxiliary building;

i.e., using an initial loading of 130 percent of the maximum predicted,

F bearing pressure, eventually reduced to the design jacking load. The
'

Staff found this procedure acceptable. However, at the SWPS an
,

additional pier would have been load tested if the bearing level for any
i

of the piers were on the dense sandy alluvium rather than the hard sandy
!-

:

i

:

!
-

i

d

i
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clay fill.81 ' Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490, at 11-13 and 29-32;

- Tr. 9545-47 (Burke); SSER # 2, 6 2.5.4.6.1.2, at p. 2-51 (pier

foundation load tests).

159. -Ms. Stamiris' Contention 4.C(b), as amended, expresses certain

safety-related concerns with respect to the remedial measures the

Applicant has proposed for insuring adequate foundation conditions for
.

-the SWPS. The contention states:

C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based on
adequate evaluation of dynamic responses regarding
dewatering effects, differential soil settlement and
seismic effects for these structures: ***

(b) Service Water Intake Building [ sic] and its
Retaining Walls

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at

pp. 6-7, as modified by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's

-Interrogatories,' dated April 20, 1981. (Ms. Stamiris clarified (at

Tr.-9500) that this contention refers to the SWPS rather than to the

adjacent Circulating Water Intake Structure (CWIS), which is not safety

related.)-

81~ We were informed (App.' Reply F0F,1258) that the' Applicant was
giving consideration'to substituting a plate load test for the test
-described in SSER # 2 because of the poor experience with the pier
load test encountered at the auxiliary building. Since such a
change, along with other possible last-minute modifications, would
have been subject to-Staff approval under the Work Authorization
Procedure, it is not a . factor in our formulationLof this Partial

Initial Decision. See discussion'at Tr. 14379.
.
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160. Th,e Seismic Category I retaining wall in the vicinity of the

SWPS is structurally isolated from the SWPS and would therefore not be

affected by the underpinning of the overhang portion of the SWPS. The

retaining wall was constructed in two sections which are structurally

isolated from one another (though the sections would perform as a unit).

One section is totally founded on undisturbed glacial till and the other

is totally founded on plant fill. The retaining wall has exhibited only

very small settlement to date and no compressible layers of soil were

found in the plant fill supporting one section of the retaining wall.

Therefore the foundation of the retaining wall was not part of the

problem invc1ving plant fill and it was determined that no remedial

soils measures were required. Tr. 9692-93, 9723-27 (Kane); Tr. 9726-27

(Hood),

161. In evaluating the design of the SWPS underpinning, the

Applicant has taken into account the load resulting from the lowest

groundwater level possible as a result of the temporary dewatering

necessary for the construction of that underpinning (587 ft), as well as

the highest possible groundwater level (627 ft) (estimated as equal to

the highest water elevation predicated for the cooling pond). The NRC

Staff reviewed the calculations the Applicant used to analyze the

design, in light of the loads which would result from the lowest and

highest possible groundwater levels, and found that the design *was
f' ,

acceptable and met all applicable requirements with regard to' its '

capacity to withstand those loads. Tr. 9698-99 (Rinaldi).
4

.
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162. The Applicant predicted that after ecmp'etion of the

underpinning there should be no more than 0.1 to 0.2 inches of

differential settlement between the overhang portion of +he SWPS and the

portion currently founded on glacial till. The planned method of

construction would achieve smell values of differential settlement by

,iacking loads onto the underpinning until only secondary settlement

remains, before final lock-of'. The NRC Staff considered this estimate

of differential settlement to be reasonable and acceptable. Morenver,|

the NPC Staff indicated that the Applicant had considered loads

associated with both the predicted differential settlement and the

predicted total settlement in analyzing the design of the underpinning

for the SWPS. The Applicant assigned a load factor of 1.4 (equivalent

to the load factor for dead weight loads) to differen+ial settlement
,

loads in accordance with the reouiraments of the Stardard Review Plan.

The NRC Staff found the Applicant's calculations to be acceptable and

the design for the SWPS underpinning to be conservative vi+h respect to

its capacity to withstand any loads which would be imposed as a result

of predicted differential settlement. Pocs , d a_1_. , ff. Tr. 0490, at

34-39; Tr. 9690-91 (Kane); Tr. 9697-99 (Pinaldi); SSEP # ?, 3 2.5.4.5.?,

at p. 2-41.

163. To implement the crack monitoring and repair program

referenced supra in Finding 154, the Applicant installed instrumentation

in the underpinning itself and in the SWPS. The instrumentation would

have been used to monitor any building movement which might occur prior

to or during construction, in order to determine if the SWPS were

,

u
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suffering any structural distress as a result of the underpinnino

operation. Acceptance criteria for movemeht and strain limits were

developed and incorporated into the Applicant's construction speci-

fications as " alert" and " action" limits, each with specified

consequences. In particular, if a new crack creater than 0.01 inch

developed or if an existing crack exceeded 0.03 inch in width, an

evaluation would have been undertaken to determine whether underninnino

procedures should be altered or halted. Requirements for repair o#

certain cracks were also specified. If an " action" level were reached,

a report would be required to be made to the Staff; in our view, the

Staff should also have been authorized to require reports (if i* deemed

them useful) whenever an " alert" level was reached, and finsofar as

construction might be resumed) we grant such authority. Furthermore,

efforts have been made to anticipate and plan for contingencies which

might cause structoral movement or cracking. For example, the portion

of the SWPS wall which comes into contact with cooling pond water was to

be coated with water proofing compounds. Precautions were also to be

taken to assure against skin friction during the pier load testing.

Roos,e_t_al.,ff.Tr.9490,at15-?0;Tr.9549-55,9570-74,9584-91

(Boos, Burke, Shunmugavel); SSER # ?, 6 2.5.d.6.1.?, at pp. 2-50 to ?-51

and 6 3.8.3.5, at p. 3-29; Tr. 9634-38, 9641 (Poulos); statement by

Steptoe (Applicant's counsel) at Tr. 9592.

164. The Applicant took into account seismic effects in evaluating

its design of the underpinning for the SWPS. The SWPS underpinning was

required to be designed to meet loads associated with the site specific
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response spectrum (SSPS). However, because the SSPS hat' not been agreed

upon when the design was developed, the Applicant used loads equal to

1.5 times the FSAR SSE loads in developing and evaluating the design.

Subseouent analysis has determined that loads equal to 1.5 times FSAP

SSE loads exceed those which would result from the now-agreed-upon SSRS.

The NRC Staff reviewed the Applicant's design calculations and was

satisfied that the SWPS underpinning would be adequate to meet design

conditions, including earthquake motions equal to those of the SSP.S. As

part of the seismic margin review, the entire SWPS, existinq portion

plus underpinning, would have been evaluated to determine whether the

integrity of the structure would be affected by earthquake motions equal

to those of the SSRS. Preliminary indications were that the SWPS would

withstand an SSRS edthquake without impairing safety-related functions.

SSER # 2, 9 3.7.2, at pp. 3-2 to 3-4, 6 3.8.3.?, at pp. 3-14 and 3-15;

Tr. 6004 (Kennedy); Tr. 9568-69 (Shunmugavel); Tr. 9676-30, 9694-97,

9701, 9713-19 (Rinaldi); Boos, et al ., ff. Tr. 9490, 91 5.1 and 5.2, at

P0 and 21, and f 7.1.1.5, at 25 and 26. .We note, however, that the

seismic model which was to have been utilized for the seismic margin

review of the SWPS appears to be subject to the same desian deficiency

as has been discussed supra at pp. 68-69 and Finding 88. Our-finding

with respect to the SVPS seismic model is limited to the adequacy of the

nominal values of the soil spring constants and is sub,iect to resolution

of the design deficiency noted above.

165. Because once the underpinning for the overhang portion of the

SWPS was complete the entire SWPS would be founded on undisturbed

glacial till, soil liquefaction and seismic shakedown are not factors
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which would affect the performance of the SWPS during a seismic event.

(Firdings on site-wide problems of liquefaction and dewatering are se+

forth in Findings 90 to 117, suora.) The Apolicant also analyzed the

possibility of an interaction between the SWPS and the nearby CWIS

during postulated seismic events. The results of this analysis showed

that there was sufficient space between the two buildings to ensure they

would not collide during an SSPS earthquake. The space available

between the SWPS and the CWIS is 1 inch, while the sum of the maximum

displacements of the two buildinos during a postulated FSAR SSE (DBE) is

0.3 inches and during a postulated SSPS earthquake is 0.5 inches. The

Staff has expressed agreement with the Applicant's analysis of possible

interactions between the SWPS and the CWIS but expected to reexamine

this matter as part of the seismic margin review. SSER #?, E ?.5.4.5.5,

at pp. 2 d? to 2-44; Q 3.7.2.4, at pp. 3-4 and 3-5; Tr. 9519-?!, 9575-8?

(Shunmugavel);Tr. 9626-30 (Rinaldil; Tr. 0730-35 (Kane).

166.- The NRC Staff was in agreement with Ms. Stamiris' Contention

4.C(b) at the time it was submitted but later became satisfied with
CPC's remedial measures for the SWPS based on information subsequently

submitted by CPC (Tr. 9734 (Kane)). The Board agrees and concludes,

bar,ed on Findings 159 to 165, supra, that the Applicant has adequately

taken into account the dynamic responses of the remedial soils measures

'or the SWPS with regard to dewatering effects, differential soil

settlement and seismic effects, in the design and evaluation of those

remedial soils measures. Insofar as the seismic model of the SWPS is

concerned, this conclusion is limited to the nominal values of the soil

_ _ -_
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spring constants and is subject to resolution of the desian deficiency

noted supra in Findings 88 and 164. Further, the Board concludes that

the Seismic Category I retaining wall, to which Contention 4.C(b)

apparently also refers, would not be affected by remedial soils measures

taken with respect to the SWPS, nor would any remedial soils measures be

necessary with respect to it.

167. The Licensing Peard also concludes that the Applicant has

complied with all applicable requirements in designing the underpinning

for the SWPS. The design is conservative with respect to the loads it

would have been expected to encounter and withstand and provides

reasonable assurance that, if completed as designed, the underpinning

would provide an adequate and stable foundation for the overhang portion

of.the SWPS. Our conclusions in regard to the SWPS remedial design are

subject to the outcome of a seismic margin review (including resolution

of the adecuacy of the soil spring constants), as well as to

setisfactory execution of the remedial measures. Although we are not

now resolving the QA/0C and management attitude issues which bear upon

such remedial measures, any possible granting of operating licenses

would necessarily he contingent .upon satisfactory evaluation of past

nractices and construction, including the matters which have been the

subject of the independent overview commenced by Stone and Webster (but

not completed at the time construction was suspended--see letter,

i'.G. Keppler (NRC) to CPC, dated November 13,198A).

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ -
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V. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANKS

168. Each unit of the Midland Plant has an identical 500,000-gal,

stainless steel, borated water storage tank (BWST), which was to have

supplied borated water to the emergency core cooling system (and the

reactor building spray system) during the injection phase of a

loss-of-coolant accident. These Seismic Category I structures, which

are located in the tank farm area on the north side of the containment

and auxiliary buildings, are 32 ft high and 52 ft in diameter. Each

tank foundation also includes a valve pit (larger for Unit I than for

Unit 2) connected to the southeast side of each BWST, to provide access

to the piping connections to the tank and house valves for the fill and

drain lines. SSER #2, s 3.8.3.3, at p. 3-16; Hendron, ff. Tr. 7186,

at 5 and Fig.1; Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at I and Figs. 3:lST-1 and

BWST-2; Hood, et al . , ff. Tr. 7444, at 4-6.

169. Each BWST is a cylindrical structure with a flexible, flat

bottom. The tank shell, roof, and part of the water in the tank are

supported by a reinforced concrete ring wall. Compacted granular fill

lies inside the ring wall with a 6 inch layer of oiled sand separating

the tank bottom from the granular fill. There is a 1/2 inch thick

asphalt impregnated fiberboard (Celotex) between the tank bottom and the

ring wall. . The material is compressible and tends to distribute the

- tank wall loading to the ring wall in a more uniform manner than if

there were no compressible material at the interface. Approximately

25 feet of compacted fill lies under the foundation structure. The

flexible tank bottom enables most of the vertical pressure created by

.-
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the weight of the water to transfer directly to the soil within the ring

wall. This vertical pressure also causes a lateral pressure in the sand

which is resisted by the ring wall. Anchorage for resisting overturning

loads caused by externally applied lateral forces is provided by forty

1-1/2 inch diameter anchor bolts which attach the tank to the ring

foundation. Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at 1-2; Kennedy / Campbell, ff.

Tr. 7345, at 2 and Attachment 8, pp.1-3; Tr. 7382-84 (Kennedy);

Tr. 7550 (Rinaldi); Tr. 7954-56 (Boos); SSEP #2, 6 3.8.3.3, at p. 3-16.

170 Plant grade around the BWSTs is approximately at elevation

634. From that elevation down to between 595 and 605, the foundation

material is compacted back fill. Below elevation 595 to 605, there are

competent natural soils. An. area of "less stiff" or soft backfill

material occurs in the southwest side of the linit 1 RWST. Hendron, ff.

Tr. 7186, at 6; Tr. 7943-44 (Boos); App. Exh. 25.

171. Exploratory programs were conducted on the natural soils at

the Midland site in 1968, 1969 and 1970. Following discovery of the

settlement of the DGB, additional exploratory programs were carried out

in the area of the BWSTs during 1978-79 and 1981, after compacted fill

materials had been placed. The foundations for the two BWSTs were

constructed between July,1978, and January,1979. Erection of the

tanks was completed by December, 1979. Hendron, ff. Tr. 7186, at 6-8.

172. The structural adequacy of the BWSTs was questioned by

Stamiris Contention 4.C(c), which reads as follows:
1

4 Consumers Power Company performed and proposed remedial .|
actions regarding soils settlement that ere inadeouate as ,

lpresented because * * *
i

2
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C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based on
adequate evaluation of dynamic responses regarding
dewatering effects, differential soil settlement,

***and seismic effects for these structures:

(c) Borated Water Storage Tanks.

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at 5-7,

as supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's Interrogatories,

dated April 20, 1981.82

173. In October,1980, the Applicant conducted a proof-load test of

the BWSTs. It filled both tanks with water and, by means of surveys,

monitored the behavior of the foundations and supporting fill materials.

This proof test uncovered differential settlement between the valve pit

and the ring wall ~ foundation. As a result, on January 22, 1981, the

82 Since the BWST valve pits were subject to surcharging (i.e.,
" pre-loading techniques"). Warren Contention 1 applies to the
BWSTs. It reads: "The composition of the fill soil used to
prepare the site of the Midland Plant--Units 1 and 2 is not of
sufficient quality to assure that pre-loading techniques have
pennanently corrected soil settlement problems. The NRC has
indicated that random fill dirt was used for backfill. The
components of random fill can include loose rock, broken concrete,
sand, silt, ashes, etc.'all of which cannot be compacted through
pre-loading procedures."

Warren Contention 2.8 is also applicable to the BWSTs; it states:-
"Given the facts alleged in Contention 2.A [concerning an allegedly
inadequate dewatering system], and considering also that the

'

Saginaw Valley is built upon centuries of silt deposits, these
highly permeable soils which underlie, in part, the diesel
generator building and other class I structures may be adversely
affected by the increased water levels producing liquefaction of
these soils. The following will also be affected: 1) borated

, _

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24,water tanks * * *."
1980, Appendix, at 9.

;
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Applicant reported a deficiency of the tank foundation to the NRC

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.55(e). Structural analysis indicated that

the allowable moment capacity for the dead load and the differential

settlement condition was exceeded at several locations in the foundation

structure. Examination at the locations where overstresses were

calculated revealed visible cracking in the foundations of both BWSTs--a

maximum crack width of .063 in for Unit I and .035 in for Unit 2--at the

juncture of each ring wall and the valve pit structures. Boos /Hanson,

ff.Tr.7173,at1,3; Hood,e_t_al.,ff.Tr.7444,at9and
Attachments 7-8.

174. The witnesses addressing the BWST problem provided divergent

explanations for the cause of the BWST cracks. Mr. Alan J. Boos and

Dr. Robert D. Hanson, on behalf of the Applicant, attributed the root

cause of the cracks to a design error and not to soils compaction

inadequacies. They explained that the original design of the BWST
,

foundations included the load of two small tanks which were to be

located on the top slab of each valve pit; but that, when the tanks were

relocated to another area, the original design of the BWST foundations

was not modified. During the proof load test, when each BWST was loaded

with water, the weight of the water was transferred to the soil through

the tank bottom and (partly) the ring foundations, causing greater

settlement beneath the tank bottom and ring fcundations than beneath the

valve pits. They opined that, because of this uneven settlement, the

valve pits rotated relative to the ring walls and induced bending

moments which had not been considered in the original design.

. __ _ _ -
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4

Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at 3; Tr. 7274-75, 7305 (Boos). Indeed,

Mr. Boos deemed the failure to have considered bending moments in the

original design as sufficient in itself to have produced a 1csser degreei

of differential settlement, without regard to whether the small tanks

had been left on the valve pits. Tr.7260-63(Boos).

175. Dr. Alfred J. Hendron, also testifying for the Applicant,
,

,

likewise attributed the BWST cracks to design inadequacy, although he

reached this conclusion on the basis of a different rationale. Hei

f

explained that the primary settlements observed for the BWST (about

1.3 inches.at the edge of the foundations) were not excessive, and that -

,

.

the structural cracks at the boundary between the valve pit and the ring

wall indicated that the foundations were not really designed to take the

distortions that they would get from the valve pits being very lightly"

loaded and the ring walls more heavily loaded. Tr. 7215 (Hendron), t

Mr. Boos concurred with Dr. Hendron's evaluation. Tr. 7216 (Boos).
~

176. In contrast, the NRC Staff attributed the primary cause of the
m

BWST differential settlement, and the resultant cracking, to
;

inadequately compacted backfill, rather than only to a design
'

deficiency. SSER#2,i2.5.4.4.3atp.2-34;Tr.7449(Hood);Tr.7451

(Kane). A Staff witness on this question, Mr. Joseph Kane, explained
"

that the 1.3 inch settlement experienced at the Unit 1 BWST as a result

of. the proof load test was greater than he would have anticipated if the

soil had been properly compacted. He also relied on an additional

1.1 inches of settlement of Unit I which had occurred prior to the proof

load test, while the tank was empty, as well as results of the soils

j

-. -- - - - . - - - - - . - .- - -...-.-. - - . - - . .
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investigations, includina the plate-load tests, as indications that the j

differential settlement stemmed from a soils-related problen. /ccording

to Mr. Kane, absent a soils problem the settlement prior to the load

test would have been no more than about 1/4 in, roughly the anwt of

settlement actually experienced by Unit 2. Tr. 7494-96, 7510-11 (Kane);

see also SSER #2, 6 2.5.4.5.2, at p. 2-41 (including FSAR references).

Although not advanced for this purpose, the recognition by Mr. Boos (for

the Applicant) of an area of "less stiff" soil in the vicinity of BHST 1

(Tr. 7944 (Boos)) supports the Staff view that soils problems were a

prime cause of cracking in the BWSTs, at least at BWST 1.

177. Other Staff witnesses recognized that, in addition to soils

problems, design problems represented another factor that might have

contributed to the differential settlement and hence the crackino.

Tr. 7481-82 (Singh); Tr. 16589-91(Landsman).

178. The most balanced--and, in our view (for reasons expressed

supra at pp.123-24), the most persuasive--explanation of the BWST

cracks was provided by another witness for the Applicant, Dr. Robert P.

Kennedy, President of Structural Mechanical Associates, Inc. (SMA). In

Dr. Kennedy's judgment, there were three causes of the cracking in the

ring wall. First, from the settlement patterns, he believes the soils

under the west end of BWST 1 had a pocket of softer material than under

the east side of the tank or under BWST 2. Cf_. Findings 170, 176,

supra. The second cause was the design of the valve pits, which had low

bearing pressures and hence to some extent acted like a snowshoe on snow

and settled less than the rings. The resulting differential settlement
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caused the largest stresses and the largest cracking in the vicinity of

the valve pits. Finally, the ring walls were under-reinforced: had

there been sufficient reinforcing steel in the ring walls, the load

would have been spread and the differential settlement would not have

occurred. Dr. Kennedy was unable to say which cause was the " primary"

cause of the differential settlement, although he characterized the

under-reinforcement of the ring walls as a " major cause." Tr. 7366-67

(Kennedy).

179. The Applicant and (subject to certain confirmatory items) the

Staff have agreed upon a three-phase corrective action for the BWST

foundation problems, consisting of (a) surcharging the valve pits and

their surrounding areas with sand to reduce the residual differential

settlement on the foundation; (b) constructing reinforcing ring beams

around the periphery of the existing cracked beams; and (c) establishing

a program for releveling the Unit 1 BWST. The first phase was completed

by February,1982. The surcharge process served to consolidate the fill

beneath the valve pit, thereby reducing the residual differential

settlement over the 40 year life of the plant. Further, it had the

additional effect of reducing ring wall distortion. A monitoring

program was in place to monitor foundation settlement, concrete cracks

and strain in the tanks during surcharge placement and removal. This

monitoring did not reveal any unexpected changes or abnonnal results.

Boos /Hansen, ff. Tr. 7173, at 4-10, Fig. BWST-2 and Table 1; Tr. 7223

(Boos); Hood, et d., ff. Tr. 7444, at 13-18; Tr. 7447-49 (Singh);
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Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 9; Tr. 7538-45 (Rinaldi); SSER #2,

9 2.5.4.4.3, at p. 2-34.83

180. Under the BWST corrective actions, a new ring beam,

constructed of reinforced concrete with a minimum compressive strength

of 4,000-psi, would be added to each BWST foundation. The modified

beams are designed to resist all imposed Icading from the tank including

future bending induced by the predicted residual differential settlement

betwcen the ring wall and the valve pit described infra in Finding 181.

Shear connectors would transfer the shear force from the existing ring

wall '.o the newly constructed ring beam. Although the stiffness of the

existing ring wall was taken into account in the design of the remedial

measures, no credit was taken for ar.y strength in the existing wall.

Nevertheless, all cracks found in the existing ring exceeding 10 mils

were to be repaired with compressive grout to avoid potential corrosion

damage to the reinforcing steel in the existing ring. Boos /Hanson, ff.

83 After application of the surcharge, the Applicant noted a 5-mil
crack in the valve pit wall which extended to t1e bottom of the
roof slab of the valve pit. At the point where the crack touched
the slab _it was only one or two mils. The Applicant was unable to
determine whether the crack occurred prior to, or as a result of,
the surcharge. Tr.7284-86(Boos). However, since the crack

.

underwent no change subsequent to its discovery, and due to its
small magnitude it was deemed by the Applicant to be of no concern.
Tr. 7286-90 (Boos). NRC Staff witness Darl Hood felt there was a
"very high probability" that the Staff would have concurred with
that finding. However, given the fact that a commitment had been
made by the Applicant to inform the Staff of the propagation of
cracks related to surcharging, he felt the crack should have been
reported to the Staff. Tr. 7463-66-(Hood); and Hood et al., ff.
Tr. 7444, at Attachment 10.

.
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Tr. 7173, at 7-8, 12, 14, and Figs. BWST-4 and BWST-5; Tr. 7253-54

(Hanson); Tr. 7548 (Rinaldi).

181. Future settlement predictions used in designing the new ring

beams were based on the data obtained from the full-scale load test of

the existing foundation and soil, by extrapclating the settlement versus

log-time curve for each settlement marker. Basing settlement

predictions on the full-scale load test of the existing foundation is

conservative because the modified BWST foundations will be stiffer and

thus reduce future differential settlement. Moreover, the design

procedure is conservative because no credit was taken for the

substantial reduction in future differential settlement which

predictably will be caused by the surcharge of the valve pits. Finally,

- the effect of soft soil under the southwest quadrant of the Unit 1 BWST.

has been considered in this design approach. The soil in that area has

been compressed by the water load test and subsequent surcharge of the

valve pit, and the extrapolation of settlemert patterns used in

' designing the new ring beam implicitly takes this area into account.

Boos /Hanson, ff.- Tr. 7173, at 4, 7,15; Tr. 7212-13, 7943-45 (Boes);

Hood, et a_1_., ff. Tr..7444, at 17.

182. The settlement values used by Bechtel in designing the new

ring beams were independently confinned by Dr. Hendron. Dr. Hendron

also confirmed that the factor of safety against bearing capacity

failure of the modified ring walls will be rdequate and in excess of

- accepted. normal practice for both long term static, and for static plus

earthquake, loadings. Dr. Hendron also derived the appropriate long-

i

i

- . - . ,
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term soil stiffness values used in the static analyses of BWSTs.

Although it was outside the scope of his prepared testimony, Dr. Hendron

agreed with the range of short term moduli used in the seismic analyses

of the BWST foundations. Hendron, ff. Tr. 7186; Tr. 7207-08 (Hendron);
;

Tr. 7214 (Boos).

183. The NRC Staff and its consultant, the Corps of Engineers,

reviewed and approved the settlement values and other soil parameters

used in the design of the ring beams. The NRC Staff's structural

engineering witness, Mr. Frank Rinaldi, stated that the Applicant's

proposal to add a new ring beam to the existing foundation was "in

concept * * * structurally adequate," subject to a number of stated

concerns. Hood, g al . , ff. Tr. 7444, at 14-16; Rinaldf /Matra, ff.

Tr. 7537, at 9; Tr. 7538-45 (Rinaldi). By the conclusion of the

evidentiary hearings on the BWSTs, these concerns had been reduced to

three in number: (1) whether'Bechtel had used earthquake loads equal to

1.5 times the FSAR SSE along with ACI-349 as supplemented by Regulatory

.
Guide 1.142 in evaluating the structural adequacy of the modified BWST

|

| foundations; (2) whether Bechtel had in fact checked all regions of the
L

| new ring beams for all the load combinations in ACI-349 as modified by

Regulatory Guide 1.142; and (3) whether using 1.5 times FSAR SSE loads

for the BWST gives greater loads than the SSRS. Each of these concerns
L

; was answered affirmatively by the Applicant's witnesses. See

Tr. 7949-51 (Boos); Tr. 7278-80 (Hanson); Tr. 7388-89, 7395-98

! (Kennedy). The NRC Staff ultimately resolved the first two concerns in

a structural audit of Bechtel, as documented in SSER #2, 6 3.8.3.3, at

|

|
,

I
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.

pp. 3-16 through 3-22. Final resolution of the third concern, as far as
.

the Staff is concerned, awaits completion of a seismic margin review.

However, the Staff finds " strong evidence" that the ring beam design

based on 1.5 times FSAR SSE loads will be acceptable to it. See

Rinaldi, ff. Tr.12080, at 8.

Upon completion of the reinforced ring beam,84 the Unit 1 BWST184.,

would be releveled. Releveling of the empty tank was to include

draining and venting the tank, mounting strain gauges, raising the tank,

leveling the existing ring wall, releveling the oil-sand layer below the

bottom plate, installing asphalt-impregnated Celotex underneath the

tanks and reattaching the-tank to the foundation by anchor bolts.
.

Analyses show that-the Unit 2 BWST foundation has not undergone sig-

.

nificant tilting or out-of-plane-deflections and the metal tank can

withstand future predicted settlement and the SSRS earthquake without

being releveled. Tr. 7349 (Kennedy, Campbell); Tr. 7544-45 (Rinaldi);
'

SSER #2, 6 3.8.3.3, at pp. 3-21 to'3-22..

185. The BWST tanks (as dis'tinguished from the BWST foundations)-

were evaluated by Dr. Kennedy and Mr. Robert D. Campbell of SMA for
.

|

_

stresses incurred due to uneven support conditions resulting from

i-

84
m

- From documents recently provided us and the parties (which are not
-

! in the evidentiary record), it appears that the ring beams were not
completed at-the time construction of the. facility was suspended.''

ISE Rept.:84-25/26, Attachment 2("SoilsDemobilization"),
enclosure to letter from R.F. Warnick, NRC, to CPC, dated

,

|~
September 21, 1984.

!
,

.

. -, _. ._- ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _. - - _ _ _ _
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differential settlement of the foundations. Examination of field

neasurement data established that the Unit 1.BWST tank had been exposed

to more severe conditions and that verification of the integrity of that

tank would unquestionably verify the integrity of the Unit 2 BWST. From

the anchor bolt loading (determined by strain gaging the bolts) and the

known weights of tank components, all loading conditions were known.

The nonuniform support reactions and resulting tank wall stresses were-

cerrputed utilizing a finite element model and incorporating

laboratory-determined properties of the Celotex on which the tank rests.

The gcverning design codes are the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III. Fuclear Fower Plant Components, Subsection NC,1974,

supplemented by ASME Code Case 1607-1 to establish allowable stresses

for conditions other than nonnal operation (infrequent events).

Kennedy / Campbell, ff. Tr. 7345, at 2-3.85

186. The results showed that normal operating stress limits of the

governing design code were met, with two exceptions. First, the most

highly loaded bolt chair top plate did not meet normal operating stress

linits, although it did meet the emergency event loading criteria for an

85 The ASME Code design rules do not specifically cover settlement
induced stresses. Therefore Dr. Kennedy and Mr. Campbell followed
what they considered to be the intent of the Code in using the
second level of stress in the Code (" service level C") applicable
to plant emergency conditions or infrequent loading conditions, to
assess the effect of settlement. At this level the Code recognizes
that some permanent deformation is possible but that the equipment
will remain serviceable. -Id. at 3; see also Tr. 7350-51, 7433-34
(Campbell, Kennedy).

.

_______ -
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ASME Code Class 1 plate and shell type component support. A subsequent

dye penetrant examination of the top plate welds verified that no

cracking was present. Careful visual inspections by Dr. Kennedy and

Mr. Campbell did not indicate any visible defonnation to any bolt

chairs. Kennedy / Campbell, ff. Tr. 7345, at 3.86 The other exception

was that local tank wall compressive stresses did not meet normal

operating stress limits. Again, the emergency event buckliro criterion

was used to verify freedom from buckling. A buckling factor of safety

of 2.46 was also calculated to demonstrate that a large margir existed

for tank buckling. Jd.,at3-4.87 A visual examination of the tanks

performed by fir. Campbell while they were under their most highly

stressed conditions also verified that no buckling was present. Thus,

Dr. Kennedy and Mr. Campbell concluded that the uneven support which

resulted from soil settlement had not resulted in any damage to the

tanks. They also testified that the Unit I tank after relevelirg and

the Unit 2 tank without releveling could withstand the future

86 If there had been significant buckling, it could_casily heve been
observed visually. Tr. 7429-30 (Kennedy). Ultrasonic and X-ray
inspection methods are not applicable to this type of wold.
Tr. 7430-31 (Campbell); see also Tr. 7568-69 (Rinaldi, Matra).

87 The 2.46 buckling factor of safety was calculated by using a NASA
developed formula documented in NASA publicatfor 8007, as opposed
to the more conservative methods recommended by ASf!E Code. Ilsing
Code recommended calculations, the BWST is nine percent under
Service Level C. allowable stresses. _However,_Dr. Kennedy testified
that the NASA formula is more appropriate for the nonuniform axial-
loading of the BWST than the method recommended by the Code, which
assumes unifonn axial compression. Tr. 7370-81 (Kennedy).
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differential settlement predicted by the Applicant together with the

SSRS earthquake without exceeding the Code allowable stress level.

Therefore, the safe operating life of the tanks had not been reduced.

Id_. at 4; Tr. 7348, 7351, 7431-34 (Kennedy).

187. The NRC Staff reviewed the Applicant's evaluation of the

current condition of the tanks and also concluded that the nonuniform

support condition did not impose any unacceptable stresses on the tank

components. Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 5; Tr. 7565-69 (Rinaldi,

Matra).

188. Subsequent to the construction of the new ring beam, two

observation pits were to be provided for each BWST foundation at the

high stress locations. The new ring beams were to undergo monitoring

for a period of at least six months after the tanks were initially

filled with water. Upon completion of a six-month monitoring period, a
'

report evaluating the effect of any existing cracks would be submitted

to the NRC. However, if during the monitoring period any crack were to

reach 0.03 in. or larger, the tanks would be emptied and the condition

evaluated. Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at 20-21 and Fig. BWST-2;

Tr. 7562 (Rinaldi); SSER #2, 6 3.8.3.3, at p. 3-22. The Applicant has
;

| committed to providing a technical specification for long-term
i

settlement monitoring should the plant be operated, and to providing

FSAR documentation of the as-built conditions for the new ring beam

foundations and releveling operations, once they are completed. During

the operating life of the plant, the Applicant would utilize strain
i

gauge monitoring in the area of interest, the transition zone where the -

|

- . . - - __ _ - _ . _ - _ , . , - . . - - _ - - _ - -__
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high stresses occur, to demonstrate that the ring beam foundation is

performing adequately. SSER #2, 4 ?.5.4.4.3, at p. 2-35; Tr. 7176-78,

7320-21 (Roos); Tr. 7178-79 (Hanson).88

189. Although Ps. Stamiris' Contention 4.C(c) raised legitimate

questions about the effects on the RWSTs of dewatering, di#ferential

soil settlement and seismic loads, the Applicant has now adequately

analyzed these effects in connection with its plans for the remedial

surcharging of the valve pits, construction of new ring beams, and

releveling RWST-1, measures which it has proposed and the Staff has

accepted. The addition of new ring beams to the RWST foundations is

based on a conservative prediction of future settlement which has been

independently confirned by Dr. Hendron and reviewed and aporoved by the

NRC Staff and the Corps of Engineers. The prediction is conservative

because it takes no credit for the effect of the water load test and of

the surcharging of the valve pits, which will reduce future differential

settlements . It is also conservative because the BWST foundations, as

modified by~the new ring beam, will be stiffer than the old foundation

and thus undergo less differential settlement than extrapolations of

past settlement would indicate. The BWST tanks themselves have been

88 Mr. Boos testified that in terms of developing a technique for
future monitoring of the concrete foundation, the area of interest
was small enough that traditional optical survey methods for
determining displacements in the rina foundation would not suffice
to detect the rotation of the concrete member, which is a
reflection of the induced bending moments and stresses (Tr. 7176).

. - .. - - . -.
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shown to be unharmed by past differential settlement and able to

withstand predicted future differential settlements without exceeding

normal operating service level stresses.

190. In its prediction of future differential settlement for the

BWSTs, the Applicant took into account possible dewatering effects.

Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 12; Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at Fig.

BWST-8; Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 12080, at 3.

191. The Applicant has also adequately analyzed the effect of

potential seismic activity in developing its remedial soil measures for

the BWSTs. The new ring beam interface shear connectors and new ring

foundation are designed to resist resulting stress requirements without

exceeding the allowable stress values and load combinations identified

in ACI 318 and ACI 349-76, as supplemented by Reg. Guide 1.142. These

criteria meet with Staff approval since they confom with requirements

. set forth in SRP Section 3.8.4. Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173, at 11-12;

SSER #2, 6 3.8.3.3, at pp. 3-18 through 3-21.

192. At the time the remedial steps for the BWSTs were being

initiated, the site-specific response spectra (SSRS) had not yet been

developed. The Applicant, in order to proceed with the design of its

proposed new foundation ring beams, adopted the load formula of 1.5

multiplied by the FSAR SSE. Dr. Kennedy testified that this procedure

would result in higher stresses than the SSRS, which is equivalent to

about 1.3 times-the FSAR SSE. SSER #2, 6 3.7.2 at pp. 3-2 to 3-3;

Rinaldi, ff. Tr.12080, at 8; Tr. 6001-02, 7389 (Kennedy). In

.

, _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Finding 89, supra, the Board rotes its approval of the seismic model of

the BWST developed by Dr. Kennedy and accepted by the NRC Staff.

193. Although in our May 5,1981 Prehearing Conference Order we

deferred until subsequent stages of the OL proceedinp the question of

whether the structures as built conform to newly determined seismic

criteria, preliminary evidence indicates that the BWST, as modified,

would in fact meet such criteria. Dr. Kennedy testified that there is a

substantial margin for the design of the tank and the foundation, taking

into account both the predicted future differential settlement of the

foundation and the SSRS. The Staff has not yet formally reviewed the

results of the seismic margin review but, based on preliminary

information provided by the Applicant, also reports " strong evidence"

that the BWSTs comply with design and acceptance criteria acceptable to

the Staff. Tr. 7395-99 (Kennedy); Rinaldi, ff. Tr.12080, at 8.

194. Dr. Richard Woods, a consultant for Bechtel appearing as a

witness for the Applicant, evaluated the potential for seismic shakedown

settlement at the Midland site. Although pockets of sand which have a

potential for shakedown settlement exist at several site locations,

Dr. Woods testified that the soil under the BWSTs exhibited no potential

for such settlement. Moreover, the sand within the ring foundation has

been compacted to a relative density greater than 80% for which no sig- .

nificant seismic shakedown settlement will occur. Woods, ff. Tr. 11549

at 3-6. The Applicant has shown and the Staff agrees that the materials

underneath the BWSTs are not subject to liquefaction. Woods, ff.

Tr. 9745; SSER #2, 6 2.5.4.5.5, at pp. 2-43 and 2-44 Intervenor

-
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Sharon Warren's Contention 2.8. expressed concern for liquefaction

adversely affecting the BWSTs. Mr. Kane testified that the Staff is

satisfied that liquefaction is not a croblem for the RWST structures.

Tr. 9817. The Roard agrees.

195. The Board concludes that the concerns set forth by

Ms. Stamiris in Contention 4.C(c) have beer. adeouately addressed in the

remedial soil measures being taken for the BMSTs. The Applicant has

shown and the Staff has verified that the remedial measures, assumirg

they are successfully completed, will provide reasonable assurance that

the RWSTs will perforn their intended safety functions throughout the

cperating life of the plant. Moreover, Staff-approved methods of

monitoring tha PWSTs for settlement, concrete cracking and strain

provide additional assurance that any unanticipated future differential

settlement would be detected and corrected before presenting any undue

risk to the public health and safety. The details of the monitoring

remain an open question, pending submission by the Applicant and

approval by the Staff of a technical specification governing such

monitoring. Our reasorable-assurance finding is subject to the

submission by the Applicant and approval by the Staff of an appropriate

technical specification governing long-term settlement monitoring,

together with additional FSAR documentation, as set forth in SSER #?,

- . _ . _ .
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6 2.5.4.4.3, at p. 2-35; 6 2.5.4.6.3, at p. 2-52; and Table 2.8, at

P. 2 53,89
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. These conclusions are also dispositive of Warren Contention 1,
f- insofar as it relates to the BWSTs.
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VI. DIESEL FUEL OIL TANKS

196. There are four Seismic Category ~ I steel diesel fuel oil

storage tanks at the Midland Nuclear Power Plant site. They are located

to the southeast of the DGB and are buried approximately six feet

. underground. The function of the emergency diesel fuel system is to

supply fuel to the onsite diesel generators in case of loss of offsite

power. Eight diesel fuel oil lines provide fuel oil supply and return

between the diesel generators and the four buried diesel fuel oil

storage tanks.

The diesel fuel oil storage tanks were designed and fabricated

to the requirements of ASME Code, Section III, Class 3 (1974).- Their

three feet thick concrete foundations, which rest predominantly on a

supporting base of medium stiff to medium dense sandy clay backfill-

material, were designed and fabricated to the requirements of ASME Code,

Section III, Class 3 (1974) and also, ACI 318-71. The tiedown is

designed to the AISC-1971. The Staff has determined that the load

combinations and acceptance criteria utilized by the Applicant in

designing the four storage tanks meet the Staff's design requirements.

Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 10, 12, Att. 4; Tr. 12071-73 (Kane);

Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 5-7; SER 9 1.12.10,'at p. 1-25 (Staff

Exh. 14).

197. Stamiris Contention 4.C(d), as amended, states as follows:

4. Consumers Power Company performed and proposed
remedial actions regarding soils settlement that are
inadequate as presented because: ***

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based on adequate
evaluation of dynamic responses regarding dewatering effects,
differential soil settlement, and seismic effects for these

structures: ***

(d) Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tanks.

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at 6-7,

as supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's Interrogatories,

dated April 20, 1981. In addition, one of tha contentions of Ms. Warren

which the parties addressed (see Finding 41), claims that the diesel

fuel oil tanks will be affected by liquefaction resulting from an

allegedly inadequate dewatering system.90

198. The Applicant undertook a program of measurement, analysis and

monitoring.to assure that the tanks could perform their intended

. functions throughout the operating life of the plant. The tanks had'

been installed approximately two years after the fill was placed, and

therefore were isolated from the effects of the fill's initial

settlement. In 1979, the Applicant surcharged the four tanks by filling

them with water and monitored settlement.for about an eight-month

period. The Applicant's witnesses (Messrs. Landers, Lewis and

y

90 -Warren Contention'2.B(2)' states: "Given the facts alleged in
'

' Contention 2.A [concerning an allegedly inadequate dewatering
system], and considering also that the Saginaw Valley is built upon
centuries of silt deposits, these highly permeable soils which
underlie, in part, the diesel generator building and other class I

.

,

'

structures may be adversely affected by. increased water levels
producing liquefaction of: these soils. The following will also be
affected: * * * 2) diesel fuel oil tanks." Prehearing Conference
Order dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at 9.

.. . _ .-, . - ., - .-.
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Meisenheimer) testified that the diesel fuel oil storage tanks will

settle with the surrounding soil, as will the connecting pipes. Thus, j
Ithe differential settlement between the pipes and the tanks would be

small, and the nozzle loads due to settlement, insignificant.

Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 10; Rinaldi, ff. Tr.12080, at 5-6;

Landers, et al . , ff. Tr. 7619, at 11.

199. NRC Staff witness Joseph Kane testified that, at the time of

the hearing, the Staff was not concerned about the foundation stability

of the four diesel fuel oil storage tanks. He stated that a total

maximum settlement of a half-an-inch was the largest settlement recorded

for the diesel fuel oil storage tanks. Following surcharging in 1979,

the tanks experienced a maximum settlement of a quarter of an inch. An

additional quarter inch settlement occurred in late 1980 as a result of

temporary dewatering conditions; however, when the groundwater table was

allowed to rebound, settlement rebounded one-tenth of an inch, to a

total settlement of four-tenths of an inch. For the expected operating

life of the plant, additional settlement of approximately a half-an-inch

was estimated. The NRC Staff, in recognizing and accepting the

settlement values relating to the storage tanks, concluded that the
i

results of the analysis and monitoring program performed by thel

Applicant indicated that the Staff did not anticipate any significant,

problem for-these tanks or their pedestals resulting from differential

settlement, and there was no reason for any structural concerns relating

to the effects of differential soil settlement on the diesel fuel oil
i storage tanks. Tr.12071-73,12090-91 (Kane); Landers, et al . , ff. Tr.

|

I

L
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7619, at 11; Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 12080, at 5-6; Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr.

7537, at I?; SER E 1.12.9, at p. 1-25. The Staff has recently raised

questions, however, as to the continuing viability of its earlier

conclusions on the stability of soils beneath the diesel fuel oil tanks.

Kane Aff., dated December 21, 1984, submitted to Board and parties by

letter dated December 21, 1984 (see supra, pp. 15-16,126-27).

200. The Applicant analyzed and evaluated the effects of

dewatering, seismic events, and differential soil settlement on the ,

diesel fuel oil storage tanks. It analy7ed and monitored the tanks for

possible effects caused by differential settlement of the soil

supporting them. It found the tanks to be in an acceptable and

functionally capable condition, leading the Staff to express its belief

that, subject to an audit of the information, and to the outcome of the

seismic margin review, any structural concerns regarding the fuel oil

tanks which are represented in Stamiris Contention 4.C(d) are without

merit. The effect of dewatering on settlement of the tanks was taken

into account. As stated suora in Finding 199, following dewaterino the

| -
tanks reached a maximum settlement of half-an-inch. When the

| _ groundwater table was allowed to rebound to the full scale recharge

test, rebound settlement of one-tenth of an inch occurred. The Staff

found these settlement values acceptable. Landers, et al., ff.

Tr. 7619, at 11, 35; Rinaldi, ff. Tr.120P0, at 5-6; Pinaldi/Matra, ff.

Tr. 7537, at I?; Tr. 12071-73, 17090-91 (Kane).

201. The Applicant also analyzed the fuel storage tanks for seismic

induced loads in conjunction with normal, thermal and differential

settlement loads. In addition, it provided a reinforced concrete cover
j

. . - . .. . - - -
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to resist the impact of postulated tornado missiles. As noted supra in

Finding 196, the Staff detennined that the load combinations and

acceptance criteria used by Applicant to design and fabricate the tanks

meet the Staff's design criteria. (Although the tanks were designed for

the original seismic loads of the FSAR SSE (DBE), in the seismic margin

review they were to be reevaluated using the site-specific response

spectra. ) Dr. Richard Woods evaluated the potential for seismic

shakedown of loose sands at the Midland Plant. His analysis revealed

th6t sands for which there is a potential of shakedown settlement, exist
''

in a number of site locations. One boring performed in the diesel fuel

oil storage tank area revealed the existence of loose sand. Dr. Woods

testified that the maximum shakedown se'ttlement which would occur based

on evaluation of loose sands in this boring amounts to about 0.10 inch.

These settlements do not present any hazard to the diesel fuel oil

storage tanks. Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 12080, at 6-8; Rinaldi/Matra, ff.

Tr. 7537, at 10; Woods, ff. Tr. 11549, at 7; Tr. 11557-58 (Kane).

However, infonnation uncovered recently casts doubt on any conclusions

based on borings beneath the diesel fuel c'i tanks. See supra,

pp. 15-16, 126-27. We are making no findings at this time on the

stability of soils beneath the diesel fuel oil tanks.

202. Dr. Woods also presented testimony regarding the potential for

ifquefaction at the buried diesel fuel oil storage tanks. He explained

that during the initial liquefaction boring study, a loose sand pocket

was discovered in one of the borings close to the storage tanks. Using

an earthquake producing a peak ground acceleration of 0.19g and what he

regarded as conservative assumptions (based on certain borings),
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i

Dr. Woods had concluded, and the Staff was satisfied, that no danger of

liquefaction exists for the tanks. Tr. 9747-49 (Woods); Woods, ff.

Tr. 9745, at 13-14, and Fig. L-3; Tr.17071-73 (Kane). Powever, the

Board has recently been advised that the logs of borings relied upon to

establish the conservatism of Dr. Woods' conclusions were erroneous and

that the analyses of liquefaction under the diesel fuel oil tanks must

be regarded as inconclusive (supra, pp. 15-16,176-?7). For these

reasons, we are making no findings at this time with respect to

liquefaction under the diesel fuel oil tanks.

203. The Board concludes that the outstanding open items regarding

soils stability and liquefaction are significant enough to preclude our

reaching any final conclusions with respect to Ps. Stamiris'

Contention 4.C(d) or, to the extent it relates to liquefact#cn under the

diesel fuel oil tanks, Warren Contention P.B(?). We also are reaching.

no " reasonable assurance" conclusions with respect to those tanks.

|

i

I

|
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VII. UNDERGROUND PIPING

A. Introduction

204. Two of Ms. Stamiris' OM contentions (Nos. 4.A(4) and 4.C(f))

relate to the technical (as distinguished from QA/QC) aspects of

underground piping. They read:

4. Consumers Power Company performed and proposed
remedial actions regarding soils settlement that are
inadequate as presented because:

A. Preloading of the diesel generator building
***

(4) nmy adversely affect underlyinggpiping,
conduits or nearby structures;

1

***

C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based
on adequate evaluation of dynamic responses
regarding dewatering effects, differential soil
settlement, and seismic effects for these
structures: ***

(f) Related underlying Piping & Conduit.92

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at

pp. 5-6, as supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's

- Interrogatories, dated April 20, 1981. In addition, one of the

contention's of Ms. Warren which the parties addressed (see supra,

- 91
- See infra, Findings 293-305, for a discussion of the portions of

_ Ms. Stamiris' contentions dealing with underground conduit. We are
not dealing in this decision with the effect of the DGB surcharge
on nearby structures.

92 See supra , n.91.

__ - _ _ - . _ - _ _ - - - _ _. , -
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n.41) questioned the stress produced by surcharging of the DGB on, inter

- alia, circulating water lines and fuel oil lines.93

205. A concern for foundation stability of underground piping at

the Midland plant arose because the plant fill supporting these pipes

was found to be inadequately. compacted and settling-under its own
'

weight. Consecuently, piping buried in the plant fill was settling with

- the fill. Observed settlements have not been uniform because of the

highly variable soil fill conditions, differences in actual loadings,

- and also due to the varying foundation elevations of structures

connected with underground piping. SER, S 1.1?.10, at p. 1-25 (Staff

Exh. 14); Kane, ff. Tr. 7752, at 1-2.

206. There are two categorizations for underground piping systems

and components at the Midland facility: Seismic Category I and

non-Seismic Category I. SER, % 1.1?.10, at pp. 1-?S to 1-76, and

6 3.9.3.1, at pp. 3-28 to 3-30; SSER-# 2, Table 3.1, at p. 3-33 (Staff

Exh; 14, Supp. 2). The Applicant and Staff have included in the first-

category those. systems and components which they regard as "important ta

safety" and which are designed to withstand the effects of the

93 That contention (Number 3) states: " Pre-loading procedures -
.

. undertaken by Consumers Power have induced stresses on the diesel'
-

generating building structure and have reduced the ability of this
structure to perform its essential functions under that stress.
Those remedial actions ~that have been taken have produced uneven
settlement and caused inordinate stress on the structure and
circulating water lines, fuel oil'11nes, and electrical conduit."
Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix at
pp. 9-10.

.
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earthquake forces applicable at the Midland site. Those systems and

remponents are reviewed to assure through analysis and, where

appropriate,. remedial measures and/or monitoring that they will perform

their intended safety functions throughout the plant's proiected service

' life. See, e.g., Tr. 7763 (Kane); Tr. 7931-3? (Chen). In contrast, the

non-Seismic Category I items are reviewed to the extent necessary to

assure that postulated failures would not have an adverse impact on

nearby Seismic Category I structures or piping. SER, l'2.4.6.3, at
i

pp. 2-78 to 2-29; SSEp # ?, 6 2.4.6.3, at pp. 2-5 to P-6, and

6 3.9.3.1.?, at p. 3-34; Tr. 3646-47, 3649 (Kane); Tr. 78EE-26 (Hood).

- B. . Seismic Category I t!nderground Piping

'(1) General
,

707. There are five types of buried Seismic Category I piping'at

the Midland plant, ranging in size from I inch to 36 inches in diameter.

These types are (1) service water system (SWS) lines; (2) diesel fuel

oillines;(3)~boratedwaterlines; (4) control room pressurization

lines; and (5) penetration pressurization lines._ SSER # 2, Table 3.1,
'

p - p. 3-33 (Staff Exh.14, Supp. 2).

94 We understand the Applicant and Staff to utilize the tenn
"important to safety" as it appears in 10 CFR Part 100 Appendix A.
We _are here using it'similarly but are expressing no opinion as to
the exact scope of such terminology. See PN 84-011, provided by' the
Staff to the Board and parties.by memorandum dated January 18,

11984; see also Tr. 3646-47(Kane). See also n.12, supra, p. 38.

For a discussion.of the earthquake forces applicable to Seismic
Category I items,-see supra, Findings _19-79.

,
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208. The smaller underground pipelines are seamless, while the

18-inch and larger diameter pipes are seam welded. These larger

diameter pipes are fabricated in nominal lengths ranging approximately

from 4 to 40 feet, which are fitted together and welded. The welds are

inspected and hydrostatically tested to assure integrity. Landers, et_

al . , ff. Tr. 7619, at 7.

209. All of the underground Seismic Category I pipelines at the

Midland site rest on compacted backfill material. As a result of its

discovery of insufficiently compacted fill material at a number of

on-site locations and its investigation (in part through borings) of

such fill conditions, the Applicant ascertained that the consistency of

the fill at the location of buried piping can vary considerably in 'a

vertical direction within a boring, and also laterally as evidenced by

closely spaced borings. Settlements of buried piping were primarily a

result of fill settling under its own weight; the piping itself adds:

little, if any, weight to the fill and hence has little impact on

r settlements. The Applicant also undertook internal profiling of some of

the buried pipes to establish pipe deflection (settlement) profiles.
95

The results of the profiling indicate that the pipe invert elevations

I have maximum deviations from 6 to 21 inches below the originally

L
intended elevations, with the majority in the range of 9-11 inches. In

95 As we understand it, " invert elevation" refers to the elevation at
the bottom of the pipe below the pipe's central axis.

!

i
!

j

k.
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contrast, field installation procedures for the installation of the

piping provided for a placement tolerance of two inches from the

design invert of elevation. Even if credit is taken for placement

tolerances, deviations in pipe elevations from design values of at least

4 to 19 inches occurred. Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 7-9, 13-14;

SSER # 2.5.4.4.5, at p. 2-35, and 6 1.12.10, at p. 1-25; Tr. 7658

(Meisenheimer); Tr. 7693 (Lewis); Tr. 7807 (Kane).

210. Inspection records would suggest that Seismic Category I

piping was installed within the 2" placement tolerance, inasmuch as no

construction nonconformances related to this requirement were reported.

However, lacking any profiles to verify post-installation locations, it

is not known how much of the deviation in invert elevations is due to

soil settlement alone. Although some of the deviation is likely the

result of fabrication and installation, the Applicant and NRC Staff

conducted their analyses of underground piping on the assumption that

all variations in design elevation are due to settlement. Chen/ Hood,

ff. Tr. 7762, at 6; Tr. 7693-95 (Lewis). One Staff witness questioned

the conservatism of that approach (Tr. 7766 (Chen)).. Others expressed

reasons for requiring such post-placement profiles (Tr. 7904 (Kane,

Hood)). In :.he Board's view, the analyses of piping would have been

more accurate if post-placement pipe profiles had been prepared. In

addition, such profiles could assist in the monitoring of future

settlement (Tr. 7624 (Kane)). For that reason, we are providing that,

if further placement or replacement of underground Seismic Category I

_.__. . _
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piping were to be carried out, the Applicant must prepare as-built pipe

profiles to verify the post-installation location of the pipes.

211. The Applicant compared depth profiles along pipelines with

subsurface conditions projected from adjacent exploration borings. Its

direct testimony indicated that it could establish no correlation

between lower profile areas and softer underlying fill areas or between

higher profiles cnd stiffer underlying fill soils. Nor, according to

its direct testimony, did the Applicant observe abrupt differential

variations in pipeline profiles in areas where closely spaced borings

indicate stiffer soils and softer soils adjacent to one another.

Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 9. On the other hand, the Staff, in

reviewing pipe settlement profiles, did detect such a correlation. It

observed a general pattern where the major settlement of pipes occurred

under the greatest surcharge loading. But one instance where the piping

experienced smaller settlement in the surcharge area could be explained

by recognizing that other pipes encased in concrete had put a

discontinuity into the foundation support beneath the higher placed

,

piping. Tr. 7902-03 (Kane). On cross-examination, one of the

Applicant's witnesses acknowledged such a correlation (Tr. 7658

j (Meisenheimer)). The Staff also explained that one reason it had

! requested development of soil profiles along the alignment of the
!

|
underground piping was to identify the softer soil areas as evidenced by

the low blow counts recorded in the soil borings that had been
;

completed. It used this information to determine where settlement

markers should be installed. Tr. 9053, 9088, 9090 (Kane).

L

,. - ,. . . _ _ _ _ - ., _ . . . - - _ _ _
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!

212. Records of the monitored settlement within the fill have been

utilized to predict future settlement for buried pipes. A series of

markers (Borros anchors) have been installed at nine locations in the !

vicinity of buried piping not influenced by surcharge loadings.

Settlement readings for anchors that have been established at depths of

7 to 12 feet below the surface were used in the analysis, because this

depth is representative of the depth of most buried pipes or utilities.

Soil conditions at these locations are representative of the variable

soil conditions encountered throughout the fill. SSER # 2, at p. 2-36;

Landers , et al . , ff. Tr. 7619, at 9.

213. Borros anchors BA 13, BA 14, and BA 34 were installed in

December 1978. Settlement data have been taken on these anchors for

over five years. Borros anchors BA 100 through BA 106 were installed in

September 1979, and over four and one-half years of settlement data

exist for these anchors. As of the close of-the record on underground,

piping, the plots of settlement versus log-time for each of these

anchors formed straight lines which extrapalate to 2.0 to 2.5 inches of

additional settlement occurring over the next 40 years. Based on these

projections, the Applicant and the NRC Staff have concluded that a
j

conservative estimate of future maximum settlement of buried piping or

utilities is for not more than 3 inches of additional settlement to
!

occur at any pipe location, provided only limited loads are placed over i

the piping. This estimate includes allowances for settlement due to

both seismic shakedown and dewaterirg. SSER # 2, 6 2.5.4.4.5, at i

p. -2-36; SER, 9 1.12.10, at p.1-25; Kane, ff. Tr. 7752, at 6; Landers,

i
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et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 10; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr. 12016, at 6. As!

indicat'ed in Findings P59, 262, infra, the 3" settlement estimate is to

be considered as an acceptance criterion. The Applicant committed to

providing a technical specification that would include control measures

restricting placement of heavy loads over buried piping and conduits.

In addition, were the plant to be operated, the technical specifications

should include alert and action limits based on the foregoing acceptance

criterion for settlement.

(2) Assurance of Serviceability

214. The various Seismic Category I underground pipes have been

reviewed by the Applicant and Staff to assure their continued

' serviceability over the life of the facility. Remedial activities for

each pipe depend'upon the type of pipe, the conditions and timing in

which it was initially installed, and the settlement and other

measurements described previously. Among the remedial actions included
,

for piping are replacement, rehedment, and reinsta11ation, which are

defined as follows:

Replacement - the removal of existing buried pipe and the

-installation of new pipe.

Rebedding - the exposure of the existing buried pipe, removal

of underlying soil, placement of new underlying

fly ash concrete fill, realignment of the existing
:

pipe, repairs to the pipe coating, and backfill

i
around and over the pipe.

Reinsta11ation - the replacing and/or rebedding of piping.

. - _ _ _ - ._ _ ._ - _
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Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 9. We turn first to the criteria utilized to

evaluate underground piping and then to the remedial actions which were

. planned to be utilized for each category of piping.

.(a) Criteria

(i) Stress Analyses and Design Criteria

215. Section 3.9.3 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) defines the

design criteria and load combinations to be employed in the design of

ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 items. Stresses in piping as a result of

. soil settlement are not addressed either by the SRP or the 1971 Edition

of the ASME Code (with Addenda through Sumer 1973), which generally

governs the Midland facility. However, the 1977 Edition of the ASME

Code addresses single deflection of a pipe through a discussion of

" single nonrepeated anchor movement." SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at

p. 3-35; Tr. 7811 (Chen); Tr. 7815 (Hood); Landers, et al., ff.

.Tr. 7619, at 23; see also 10 CFR 6 50.55a(d)(2).

216. To augment the SRP and the ASME Code, the Applicant initially

-proposed a design criterion of 3Sc (three times the allowable basic

material stresses at minimum (cold) temperature, in psi)-for its
i

evaluation of the buried pipe. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-35.

Stress analyses based on the assumption that existing deviations from

design configurations are due solely to differential settlement yielded

stresses which in some cases exceeded the 3S criterion. Id.; Landers,
c

et al . , ff. - Tr. 7619, at 23-24; Chen/ Hood, ff. Tr. 7762, at 8.

Subsequently, to provide a greater margin of safety, the Applicant

proposed a combination of the 3S criterion, additional design criteria,c

. . - -. . . . . - - ._. ._. ___ _ ____ ___-_
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,

' remedial action and monitoring to assure the safety and serviceability

of the Seismic Category I underground piping. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at
i

p. 3-35; Chen/ Hood, ff. Tr. 776?, at 8-9.

(ii) Strength Criteria
f

217. These criteria are intended to provide assurance that the
'

- overall cross-sections of piping are capable of resisting the forces and

movement due to all loads imposed upon the piping over the life of the
,

plant. These loads include pressure, thermal expansion, overburden and
'

traffic, soils settlement and seismic loads. SSEP # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at

j pp. 3-35 to 3-36; Chen/ Hood ff. Tr. 7762, at 7.
.

.218. 'For settlement stresses only, the 3S criterion is an
c

acceptable. strength criterion:(SSER # 2, 9 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-36). In

cases where the 3S criterion could not be satisfied, however, the
c

Applicant and the-NRC'staf# considered the effects of: load combinations
,

- that could lead to catastrophic effects in a short amount.of time in

; comparison to the proposed monitoring frequency. In particular, the
~

- Staff and the Applicant considered and made' provisions for idequate

L margins of safety for the effects of settlement in coniunction with 1.5- .

> x FSAR'SSE ground motion forces.fi.e., using an input of 0.189 ground

motion). The 1.5 x FSAR response spectra envelopes the site specific

response spectra (SSRS) for' purposes of the BC-TOP-4A. analyses of-buried

piping. Tr. 8941-44 (Lewis).

?19. With respect only to underground SWS piping to he reinstalled,.

the Applicant performed'a dynamic seismic analysis based on the FSAR SSE

earthcuake.(0.1?g ground motion). The Applicant connitted +o run a check.

> .

o
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anal'ysis' using BC-TOP-4A techniques and 1.5 x FSAR SSE as input

(Tr. 8942-43 (Lewis); Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, Table 4, Enclosure 2, at

Sheet 3, n.2). The Applicant was given permission to supplement the

record to explain how the underground SWS piping to be installed meets

current criteria (Tr. 8944). By affidavit dated January 21, 1983

(Enclosure E to Applicant's letter to Board dated February 3,1983),

Dr. Thiru Thiruvengadam of CPC demonstrated that input spectra used in

the dynamic seismic analysis of the SWS piping to be reinstalled (which

had earlier been analyzed against the FSAR SSE) in fact exceeds the

current SSRS criteria. On November 2, 1983, the Staff filed an

affidavit of Dr. Paul Chen indicating concurrence with

Dr. Thiruvengadam's affidavit. (No other party has commented on either

affidavit.)
220. In addition, overburden and vehicular load effects were

assessed relative to the margins of safety for existing Code criteria

(SSER # 2, 9 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-36).

221. The following strength criteria have been found acceptable by

the NRC Staff:

Criterion 1: Sssf3Sc

where S = stresses due to differential soilss settlement only.

In cases. where Criterion 1 could not be satisfied, the following three

criteria must be met:

Criterion 2: The total ovality due to a 1.5 x FSAR SSE plus
soils settlement must be less than the maximum
allowable ovality permitted for the
diameter-to-wall thickness ratio of the pipe.

.
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Criterion 3: SSL + bo/b f 1.5 Sh
where S = stress due to sustained loads, as

SL defined in the ASME Code;

So/b = stress due to overburden loads;

S = basic material stress allowable
h at operating temperature, in psi.

Criterion 4: S f 1.8 shOL

where S = stress due to occasional loads,
OL as defined in the ASME Code, but

also including bending or other
stresses due to traffic loads.

(iii) Buckling Criteria

222. The buckling criteria discussed '1erein are intended to provide

assurance that local buckling (which could lead to cracking in the pipe)

and gross collapse (which could lead to loss of function of the pipe)

.would not occur throughout the life of the plant. Buckling data were

obtained from theoretical and experimer,tal sources available in the

current technical literature. These data were reviewed in-depth by the'

Staff and adapted for specifying buckling criteria for underground

piping.. For this type of piping, the criteria are expressed

; specifically in terms of ovality and strain criteria. Ovality of a pipe

| . is defined as:
|

D -DOvality = max min
D;

where D = outside diameter of unovalized pipe

D = maximum outside diameter of ovalized pipemax

Dmin = minimum outside diameter of ovalized pipe

,

1--
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Based on these data, the allowable ovality adopted for the underground |
~

piping over the life of the plant is 4 percent for pipe with a
|

diameter-to-wall thickness (D/t) ratio of 69 and a factor of safety of

1.5. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at pp. 3-36 and 3-37; Chen/ Hood, ff.

Tr. 7762, at 7; see also Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 16, 19,

21-25.

223. Where monitoring of pipe ovality was to be specified,-the

ovality would be determined by measuring pipe strains. A specific

strain-to-ovality relationship was developed by the Applicant and

approved _by the Staff. See Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 3 and Fig. 1; see

also SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-37; Landers , et al . , ff. Tr. 7619,

.at 24-26. For pipes with a D/t ratio of less than 69, the permissible

maximum ovality under this relationship is actually greater than 4

percent, but the Applicant agreed to the 4. percent limit. SSER # 2,

~5 3.9.3.1.3, at p.-3-37.

(iv) Minimum Rattlespace Criteria

224. A "rattlespace" is the gap opening between the exterior of a

pipe and the wall of a building or other structure which the pipe

penetrates. The minimum rattlespace criteria discussed herein are

intended to provide assurance that both local and gross overstressing of

the piping and gross overstressing or distortion of piping components or

attached equipment would not occur due to loads which may be imposed or

are postulated to occur during the life of the plant.- Tr. 7892 (Hood);

SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-36.
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??5. The clearance conditions of the piping at building or other

structural penetrations are in part dependent on the proposed remedial

actions for tile associated piping in the plant fill (seeinfra, Findings

2?7-250) and on the configuration of the piping at the penetrations.

These conditions are therefore auite variable and have required

case-by-case study for their resolution. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.3.3 at

pp. 3-37 and 3-38.

226. In general, assurance that minimum rattlespace will be

adequate over the projected life of +he plant was provided by the

analytical method set forth in section 3.9.3.1.3 of SSER # 2 with

respect to the 36-inch SWPS pipe penetrations. This criterion requires

that the minimum rattlespace shall be greater than or equal to 0.5 inch

at all locations after taking into account variations in calculated pipe

displacement resulting from predicted future settlement (see supra,

Finding 713) or the effects of a 1.5 x FSAR or an SSRS SSE (see supra,

Finding 219, and infra, Finding 240). SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at

p. 3-38.

!
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(b) Remedial Actions

(i) Service Water Piping

227. .The SWS piping includes twenty-two lines, consisting of eight

lines of 8-inch diameter, two 10-inch diameter lines, eight 26-inch

diameter lines, and four 36-inch diameter lines. These lines,

constructed of ASME Code Class 3 SA-106 and SA-155 carbon steel piping,

were to be used to supply water to various systems as needed under

normal and accident conditions. SSER # 2, Table 3.1 and 9 3.9.3.1.1, at

p. 3-33.

228. All of the 26 and 36-inch diameter SWS piping at the Midland

plant (see supra, Finding 227) was subjected to extensive profile and

pipe ovalization measurement programs in November 1981. Profile data

- were obtained at 5-foot intervals along the pipe lengths and at welds,

and are accurate to 1/16 inch. These 1981 data, which supersede the

.previously obtained 1979 data, which were accurate only to 1/4 inch,

were furnished to the Staff in 1982. The data show that the piping was,

on the average, approximately 5 inches below its design elevation, with

deviations of up to 8 to 12 inches. The 1981 data also show that, in
'

general, pipe ovalizations were between 1 and 1.5 percent, with a

maximum of 3 percent. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.1, at p. 3-33; see also

Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 13-14.96

96 See SSER #'2, S 2.5.4.4.5, Fig. 2.11, for a diagram of the various
SWS pipes,

t _ ..

.
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:
~

[

.229. All the 8 and 10 inch SWS piping is located in the vicinity of
4

the-DGB. These lines were installed before the soils settler nt problem

i ;was recognized, and they were in place during the DGB surcharge program.

.The lines were profiled in 1979, and the data indicated that they were,

on the average, 6 to 8 inches below their design elevation, with a
2

maximum deviation of up to 21 inches. SSER # 2, 9 3.9.3.1.1, at'

pp.-3-33 to 3-34.k

230. The two longest SWS lines that exhibited the greatest

deviations are located north of the DGB between the DGB and the Turbine

Building. These lines were rebedded after the removal of the DGB'

n

surcharge. In addition, pipe diameter verification has been conducted'

on four-foot lines.. The verification indicated that these lines are"

J. acceptable =in accordance with American Waterworks Association (AWWA)
.

~

requirements (i.e. , less than 5 percent ovality). These rebedded and.

diameter-verified lines have.been disconnected at the bolted connections'=

at or, near their DGB penetrations and have been recentered in their';

rattlespace annu11. SSER'# 2,.6 3.9.3.1.1, at p. 3-34.
7
I 231. .The Applicant and Staf'f did not agree on the adequacy of the.

,

[ 36-inch diameter SWS piping, but the Applicant, as discussed;below,
'

L agreed to replace'this pipe. Following-hearings in April,198E, it was

determined' that it was also necessary to rebed a portion of the buried

'26-inch diameter SWS piping as part of a fill replacement program to

L
resolvexpotential liquefaction concerns in the area north and west of:

I

e

!~
the SWPS. Because all the '36-inch diameter SWS pipe is . located in this

i-
L ' area of potential liquefaction, it too was to be rebedded_during

.

,

1

^

. .. . . . _ . . . , . . - , , , _ _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ .,, .- ,. _ _ . , _ . . _ , . . , < . . . -.
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replacement. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 8; see also Enclosure 2 to
)

Applicant's letter dated March 16, 1982, Serial 16269, attached as

Reference 2 to the Lewis testimony.

232. The reinstallation program for SWS piping proposed by the

Applicant and accepted by the NRC Staff included the reinstallation of

the buried 36-inch diameter SWS piping in the vfcinity of the SWPS and

the rebedding of the two buried 26-inch diameter service water lines

immediately north of the circulating water intake structure. The

36-inch lines which were to be replaced were the service water supply

and return lines at the point of entry to and from the SWPS. Lewis, ff.

Tr. 8868, at 10. The 26-inch pipes which were to be rebedded were

service water supply and return lines to and from the DGB and Turbine

Building. The lines proposed to be rebedded extended from the 36-inch,

lines to a point even with the southwest edge of the CWIS. Id. at 11.
233. The new fill material used in the reinstallation program to

replace the potentially liquifiable fill in the area north of the SWPS

and CWIS was to be a type of low-strength fly ash concrete similar to

the material known by the brand name "K-KRETE." The properties of this

new fill material would have been similar to those set forth in Table 3

to the testimony of Applicant's witness Donald F. Lewis (ff. Tr. 8868).

These properties were to be verified by testing (id., at 11). This

material was to be placed to a level of I foot above the top of the

j pipe. -SSER # 2, 5 2.5.4.4.5, at p. 2-36.
! ~234. The existing 36-inch diameter buried pipe would have been

replaced with 36-inch diameter welded ASME SA-672, Grade B-70, Class 20

.

i

i

.
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pipe. The 0.625-inch nominal wall thickness would result in a D/t ratic

of 57.6, considerably and acceptably reducing the potential for local

buckling. SSER # 2, 9 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-38; Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868,

at 11.

235. The 36-inch pipe would be encased in a 6-inch thick layer of a

compressible polyethylene material known as "Ethafoam," which would

create a transition that would eliminate concentrated shear strain to

the piping caused by differential settlement (SSER # 2, 6 2.5.4.4.5, at

pp. 2-36 to 2-37, 9 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-39; affidavit of Palanichamy

Shunmugavel on Ethafoam, dated August 2, 1983, at 8). By so doing, the

Ethafoam would minimize the effects of differential settlement.

236. The reinstallation of the designated SWS lines would have been

coordinated with the SWPS underpinning. The excavation required to

expose these lines and replace unsuitable fill would be contiguous with

the excavation for the SWPS underpinning. Underground pipelines that

would be exposed during excavation work would be left in place, and

temporarily supported and protected to preclude damage. Precautions

would include, as necessary, such measures as:

a. shoring and bracing supporting fill;

b. complete temporary support;

c. staking utility locations prior to excavation; and

d. hand excavation near utilities.
i

A list of structures, facilities, and utilities that might have been

encountered or affected by the excavation is included in Table 5 to the'

|-

--.
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testimony of Applicant's witness Donald F. Lewis. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868,

at 14 and Table 5.

237. Fill material within limits agreed to by the Applicant and the

NRC Staff (id. at Table 4) would be excavated down to elevation 610 and

replaced with a suitable material to minimize settlement and prevent

liquefaction. Predicted future settlement, considering replacement of

loose or soft fill traterial, was not expected to exceed 1.5 inches, a

figure less than the 3.0 inches of settlement estimated for the existing

fill. SSER # 2, at pp. 2-36, 3-39; Lewis, ff. Tr. 6686, at 11.

238. The 26-inch pipe to be rebedded was, at a minimum, to have

been exposed from the point where it connects to the 36-inch line to a
,

point approximately even with the southwest edge of the CWIS. The

existing 36-inch pipe to be replaced would have been cut from the point

where it connects to the 26-inch pipe and at a point inside the SWPS

near the penetration. Any 36-inch pipe which has already been replaced

and temporarily covered would again have been exposed.97 The sof1

beneath all the pipes, within the limits referenced supra in Finding

237, would have been removed and replaced with the fly ash concrete
~

discussed supra in Finding 233. Before being rebedded, the pipe was to

have been inspected to verify the integrity of the pipe and the external

97
Because of the Applicant's need for the 36-inch pipe in meeting its
startup test schedules, portions of this pipe might have been
replaced, and then temporarily backfilled for frost protection.
See Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 15.

1

__
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corrosion coating, and then encased in compressible material where

applicable. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 15.

P39. All pipe would have been fabricated and installed in

accordance with design drawings and specifications and in accordance

with the Work Authori7ation Procedure established as a result of our

April'30, 1982 Order, L8P-8?-35, supra. 8 All material used to replace

unsuitable fill and to backfill the excavation was planned to be pbced

in'accordance wi+h desian drawings and specifications. Lewis, ff.

Tr. 8868, at 15.

240. The Applicant has performed dynamic seismic analyses of the

buried SWS piping which has been or will be reinstalled. These

analyses, performed using Bechtel Associates' ME-010 computer code,

analyzed the piping for appropriate ASME load combinations and certain

single nonrepeated anchor movement. ASME Code Equations 8, 9, and in

and Code Case 1606-1, which were util17ed by Applicant in the analyses,

address stresses due to design and peak pressure, weight and sustained

loads (including overburden), seismic inertial loads, thermal expansion
99and seismic anchor movements. The ME-101 analysis incorporated the

FSAR SSE_as input. As indicated supra in Finding 219, even thouoh the

FSAR SSE (0.129 ground motion) was used in this analysis, tne input

. spectra are more conservative than the SSRS; moreover, a check analysis

98 -See also Bird / Wheeler, ff. Tr. 11408, at 9.'

99 Bechtel computer program ME-101 is described in FSAR 9 3.o.1.2.

_
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using approved BC-TOP-4A techniques and 1.5 x FSAR SSE as input was to

be carried out. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 12-14 and Table 4; affidavit of

Thiru R. Thiruvengadam dated January 21, 1983 (Enclosure E to

Applicant's letter to Board dated February 3,1983). Finally, the

Applicant had planned to include Seismic Category I underground piping

in its seismic margin review. See letter from Philip P. Steptoe

(Applicant's counsel) to Board, dated February 3,1983, at Enclosure A.

(ii) Diesel Fuel Oil Lines

241. The diesel fuel oil lines include four li-inch diameter pipes
100and four 2-inch diameter ASME Code Class 3 carbon steel pipes. These

'

lines were to provide fuel oil supply and return between the emergency

diesel generators and four buried fuel oil storage tanks located east of,

the condensate storage tanks. Id. at Table 3.1 and 6 3.9.3.1.1, pp.

3-33 and 3-34; Landers, et al . , ff. Tr. 7619, at 5, 7.

242. These lines were initially installed in June,1980, after

- completion of the DGB surcharge program. .They were attached to unistrut

support frames embedded in concrete piers, which are located at

approximately 20-foot intervals. Both piping and supports are covered

with approximately 2 feet of compacted fill and were to be provided with

tornado-missile protection. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.1, at p. 3-34.

100 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III (1980 Edition,
with Addenda through Winter,'1981).

.

, , . , -- - vn.. _ , _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -
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243. The maximum settlement stress of the diesel fuel piping has

been calculated assuming that the maximum value of three inches of

predicted settlement was apportioned over a span of _ pipe corresponding

to the maximum soacing between pipe footings. The highest calculated

stress'value was 18 ksi. This value is well within the allowable stress

of 45 ksi.for these lines under the 1977 ASME tode. Further, the pipes
,

would settle with the diesel oil storage tanks, and thus the

differential settlement between the pipes and tanks would be small.
;

'2. ' Landers , et al . , ff. Tr. 7619, at 11.
4

244.. Subject to the outcome of a seismic margin review ,'see Finding

240), the Licensing Board finds that this flexible small diameter pipe

in the diesel fuel lines could safely accommodate future plant fill

settlement.101

(iii) Borated Water Piping

i 245. ,The borated water lines include four 18-inch pipes constructed

of ASME SA-358, Grade 304 stainless steel and installed in accordance

with ASME Code Class 2. They were to provide water from the boratedr

I . water storage tanks (BWST) for'nornal functions, emergency volume and

; reactivity control and for'such postulated accidents as a pipe break in
:

1
e

t

: 101 By copy of a letter from the Staff to CPC, dated June 20, 1984, we
were informed that the Applicant had sought, and the Staff had ;

approved, the removal and replacement of at least some (and
possibly all) of the diesel fuel oil. lines. As long as precedures ,

prescribed by LBP-82-35, supra, were followed, and as long as SSRS
criteria govern the analysis of new piping, we find no objection to*

this change of' plans for corrective action.

;

,

, - , - . - . w- ..mr,.~,,.,,,-..,w_ r v,- ,..,--,-,. .-..-,-.-----,,_,----,,,4-, . . , - - . - . _ , , - - , . - , , , , . ..
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the reactor coolant system. SSER # 2, Table 3.1 and 5 3.9.3.1.1, at
.

1

p. 3-34; Landers, g a_1_. , ff. Tr. 7619, at 5-6,- 7.
'

246. Profile data obtained in 1979 and 1981 show that these lines

are below their design elevation by up to 2 inches, the maximum

deviation allowed for under the construction tolerances. However, with

the exception of the portions of the lines discussed below, the

differential settlement effects for these lines have been evaluated, and

the NRC Staff has found the effects of past and projected future

settlement to be acceptable. SSER #2, 9 3.9.3.a.1, at p. 3-34.

247. The portions of the four 18-inch dian.;ter borated water lines

from the BWST valve pits to the dike wall around the outdoor tanks were

to be rebedded. These lines have been cut loose from the valve pits to

isolate them from settlement caused by the surcharge of the valve pits,

and have been refitted and recentered in the valve pit penetrations.

Stress analyses based on the profile data for these lines satisfy the

3S criterion accc-ted by the Staff. However, monitoring programs werec

to be implemented at the ends of the piping to address ratt?espace

concerns. Pipe strain only would have been monitored at the valve pit

penetrations. Pipe strain and minimum rattlespace dimension would have

been monitored at the auxiliary building penetrations. The maximum

additional ovality and minimum rattlespace dimension were to be limited

to four percent and 0.5 inch, respectively, throughout the projected

life of the plant. The current minimum rattlespace dimension at any

penetration is 1-7/8 inches. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.4, at p. 3-40;

Landers, g a_1_., ff. Tr. 7619, at 12.

_ _ __ ___ _.. - _ _ . -
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248. Subject to the outcome of a seismic margin review (see Finding

240), the Board agrees with the Applicant and Staff that the foregoing

partial rebedding and recentering of borated water lines in conjunction

with the proposed monitoring program for the BWSTs and the auxiliary

building (including the rattlespace monitoring described above) would

provide sufficient assurance of the continued serviceability of this

piping.

(iv) Control Room Pressurization Lines

249. Piping in the control room pressurization system includes one

4-inch ASME Code Class 3 carbon steel pipe and one 1-inch ASME stainless

steel pipe. This system would supply overpressurization air to the main

control room from two tanks buried to the east of the auxiliary

building, during postulated accidents such as releases of hazardous

gases from offsite storage areas. SSER # 3.9.3.1.1, at p. 3-34, and

Table 3.1; Landers,etal.,ff.Tr.7619,at6,7;seealsoSSER#2,

5 2.6.4.4.5, Fig. 2.11.

250. These lines were installed in 1981, after major fill

settlements had occurred and in a manner equivalent to that utilized for

the rebedding of other piping. The future differential settlement

effects were expected to be negligible. SSER # 2, 9 3.9.3.1.1, at
,

p. 3-34; Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 33. Therefore, subject to

the outcome of a seismic margin review (see Finding 240), the Licensing

Board finds that there would be reasonable assurance of continued

serviceability of the pipes in this system.

,
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(v) Penetration Pressurization Lines )
| 251. The fifth type of Seismic Category I piping includes two
l-

[ 1-inch diameter ASME Code Class 2 carbon steel penetration
- pressurization lines. These lines had not been installed as of

|

|- November,1982 (the month during which the latest hearings on

I underground piping were held). SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.1, at p. 3-34 and

Table 3.1.
;

252. The majority of fill settlement woc.J already have occurred
' ~ before these pipes were to be installed. The effects of differential

-' settlement therefore should be negligible. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.1, at
! p. 3-34. Moreover, installation of these pipes would be governed by

. procedures instituted as a result of our April 30, 1982 Order.*

LBP-82-35, supra. Accordingly, and subject to the outcome of a seismic
,

i
i

margin review (see Finding 240), we agree with the Applicant and Staff

- that there is reasonable assurance of the continued serviceability of

f .these penetration pressurization lines,
s

(vi)- The Monitoring Program

253. Effective monitoring of Seismic Category I piping,j

particularly SWS piping,'is a necessary step for assuring' that such

piping would remain serviceable for the life of the facility in the face

of the differential soil settlement conditions which have been present; :

in the past and the lack of sufficient records to ascertain the exact
,

- amount of settlement caused by soil settlement and imperfect
4

installatir 'respectively. See supra, Finding 210. Both strain _ gauge

monitoriny ertical settlement monitoring were to be employed.
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Strain Gauge Monitoring

254. To ascertain the effect of future soil settlement, externally

mounted strain gauge instruments would be located at various points

elong the SWS system. The SWS piping was to be monitored by strain

ga,1ge.s because it is the most critical piping in terms of its response

to s01 settlement, and because of the necessity of the strain1

measurements in co puting ovality. SSER # 2, 6 3.9.3.1.3, at p. 3-39;

-Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 33; Tr. 7673 (Lewis). The strain

gauges would be located at positions along the piping where the greatest

settlement, and hence the most stress, would likely occur. The

Applicant took the position that the maximum differential settlement

along the longitudinal axis of buried piping would occur at anchor

points, and that the maximum critical differential settlement expected

along buried piping would be the difference between the future projected

settlement of the building entered at the anchor locations and the

maximum estimated settlement of the fill in which the pipeline is

bu ried. Landers, e_t_ al., ff. Tr. 7619, at 10. On the other hand, the

Staff took the position that, due to the variable soil properties,

maximum differential settlement could occur at any point along the

length of the piping--and particularly where local soft spots are

adjacent to high spots, as where conduit is located beneath the pipe.

Tr. 7765-66, 7864-65 (Chen). Since the Staff conservatively required

strain and settlement monitors wherever it believed there could be a

potential problem (based on its review of soil profiles prepared along

the line of the underground piping), and because the Applicant agreed to
,

I
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those locations, the question is moot as to precisely where one would

expect to find the maximum differential settlement. Tr. 9086, 9088-91

(Kane); SSER # 2, 6 2.5.4.6.2, at p. 2-52, and 5 3.9.3.1.3, at pp. 3-39

to 3-40,

255. A curve derived theoretically would be used to determine the

equivalent strains for the allowable ovality and the actual ovality data

measured on the Midland 26-inch diameter SWS piping. Allowable ovality

for the pipe is 4 percent, which is equivalent to 0.0048 inch / inch

strain and which includes an appropriate safety factor, as discussed

supra in Findings 222-223. Using the curve, the ovalization data

measured in the 26-inch diameter pipe would be transformed to an

equivalent strain. This equivalent strain value would then be

subtracted from the allowable strain to determine the future maxima for

the strain monitoring stations. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 4 and Fig. 1;

Tr. 7637 (Lewis).

256. Table I to the Lewis testimony shows the measured ovality,

corresponding meridional strain, and future allowable strain for all

strain monitoring stations on the buried Midland Seismic Category I

piping, as well as the number of gauges for each station. The method

used to calculate the future allowable strain would allow the pipe

strain resulting from soil settlement occurring before the 1981 data to
.

.be accounted for at each station. The number of gauges were determined

.by reviewing the pipe elevation profiles for abrupt inflection points

and critical buckling zones. Each such station would include at least

-two' gauges, thus providing redundancy. The strain gauges would be

--

_ . _ - .-__ _ _.
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mounted one pipe diameter apart along the top line of each pipe. Lewis,

ff. Tr. 8868, at 4, Fig.1 and Table 1; Tr. 7735-37 (Lewis); Tr. 9023-25

(Kane,Chen).

257. The strain gauges would be used, and would be necessary,

throughout the life of the plant (as much as 40 years). Although the

gauges represent the " state of the art" in such equipment, existing

records verify their effectiveness only for periods up to about 20

years. Moreover, within the scope of such records, problems have been

raised concerning the reliability of those gauges and the length of time

they may be expected to provide reliable information. For example,

certain gauges failed to give accurate readings after about 3-5 years

for reasons such as relaxation of the wire in the gauges or movement of

the anchors. For that reason, the use of strain gauges necessitates an

adequate monitoring program for the gauges themselves, which would

extend throughout the period (i.e., plant life) when strain gauges would

be used and, as necessary or appropriate, requiring repair or

replacement of the gauges. (For further details, see infra, Finding

263.) Tr. 7704-05, 7738-39 (Lewis); Tr. 7763-64,7880-82(Kane).

Vertical Settlement Moer.toringi

258. Vertical settlement markers were added to various monitoring

stations to supplement the pipe strain gauge measurements. These

markers ha'e been installed where loosely compacted soil may exist,v

based on borings taken throughout the plant site fill material, and

where high future differential settlement could potentially occur due to

underlying utilities. Figure 2 to the testimony of Mr. Lewis is a

.
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monitoring station location diagram for both strain gauge monitors and

settlement markers. Figure 3 to the Lewis testimony shows a typical

pipe settlement marker which would be attached directly to the pipe.

Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 5, and Figs. 2 and 3; SSER # 2, 9 2.5.4.6.2, at

p. 2-52. We understand the locations of these markers to incorporate

the locations determined by the Staff to be necessary, as set forth

supra in Finding 211.

259. The vertical settlement measurements were to be based upon the

initial installation survey of the markers. This survey would establish

an elevation datum. Subsequent surveys would be compared against this

datum to calculate the pipe mcvements. The differential vertical

displacement from the initial datum to the current survey measurement

would be used for comparison to the acceptance criterion discussed infra

.in Finding 262. This acceptance criterion is based on the prediction of

three inches of predicted maximum future settlement (supra, Finding

213). Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 5.

260. The vertical settlement markers measure the absolute pipe

settlement at each monitoring station, rather than the differential

settlement between stations. If settlement at any one station reaches

or exceeds the acceptance criterion discussed infra in Finding 262, an

investigation would be called for under the proposed technical

specifications. In addition, where any station reaches or exceeds an

" alert level" of 75 percent of the 3-inch acceptance criterion, the NRC

Staff is to be notified. Id. The combination of strain gauges andd

settlement markers at each monitoring station, together with the

_ _ _ . _ __
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foregoing alert-level reporting requirement, would ensure that
'

differential settlement would be detected and proper actions taken
,

before. stresses exceed the allowable limits. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, ;

at 5-6; Tr. 8869-72 (Lewis).
.

| Strain and Settlement Monitoring Frequency
.

I 261'. The proposed measuring frequency for the monitoring stations

was the same for both strain gauges and vertical settlement markers.

Monitoring would commence after the gauge _ and markers were installed

5 ' and operational. The monitoring schedule that was proposed by the
4

Applicant is-as follows:
.

1. At least once-each 30 days during the first 6 months of '

unit operation. The frequency will continue until
.

observed settlement has stabilized at less-than or equal
to 0.10 inches from the previous reading.

,

2. When observed settlement stabilizes as discussed in (1),
above, the monitoring frequency will decrease to at least
once each 90 days during the first 5 years of plant
operation for all stations. After the fifth year, the
Applicant will file a-report with-the NRC on the need to
continue monitoring of the field stations. This report
wil.1 be based upon the evaluation of time history plots,

of the collected data.

3. After the fifth year of plant operation, anchor stations
will be monitored on a yearly basis for the remaining
plant operating life.-

4

.4. In the event of an unusual event, the Applicant will
insnediately monitor all stations.

I 5. In the event'of a reportable _ occurrence, the Applicant
iwill increase monitoring frequency as is determined

necessary.by the Applicant and the NRC.
.

. Lewis,ff..Tr.8868,at6-7;Tr.8873-75(Lewis);SSER# 2, 6 2.5.4.6.2,

at p. 2-52.

t

, , , -i,,-..-w--.--,m ~e,-e-- .-4-- - ,, _.--+-r,,....w,%,.- . -. , - - ..,, m_,, ,- ..,-
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Proposed Technical Specification Acceptance Criteria and Actions

262. Under the Applicant's proposed technical specifications, if

either the future allowable strain specified in Table 1 to the Lewis

testimony or 75 percent of the 3-inch vertical settlement criterion were

reached, this would constitute a reportable occurrence. Increased

monitoring frequency would thereafter be required, the NRC would be

notified of the occurrence and an engineering evaluation of the

situation would be initiated. Supplemental reports to the NRC would

follow the initial notification to describe the final resolution and

actions. Such actions might include excavation of piping in the

affected zone for visual examination and possible replacement or

sleeving. Strain gauges determined to be providing faulty data would be

recalibrated or replaced within ninety days during the first five years

of monitoring. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 5.

263. Based on our earlier findings, should plant operation be

contemplated, the following guidelines should also be factored into

license or permit requirements to be imposed by the Staff:

1. No monitcring schedule is proposed for the period between

the comencement of monitoring (i.e., after gauges and markers are

installed and operational) and the comencement of unit operation.>

Since the degree of pipe settlement at any period of time is relevant,

and since settlement resulting from defective installation, if any,

would likely occur at an early date, the Applicant and Staff should

agree upon an appropriate monitoring schedule for pipe settlement during
8

L
F

l'

_.
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'

s

the period between the commencement of monitoring and the initiation of

unit operation.

>?. To accommodate the usage of strain gauges beyond the

first five years of monitoring and throughout plant life, if necessary, ,

,

.the requirement for repair or replacement of gauges which are determined

i' to be providing faulty data (see supra, Finding 26?) should be

supplemented by extendina it for the life of the plant, on a schedule to

5 be detennined by the Staff.
,

;

3. The monitoring schedule proposed for the period of

!" plant" operation does not appear to take into account any extended
! : period of time between the start-up of Units ? and 1, respectively.

Nothing herein is to be taken to preclude the Staff, in the event a

)- second unit were to be operated, from imposing additional monitoring

requirements following the start-up of the first unit, if appropriate.
I
,

Rattlespace Monitoring

264. .To assure continuing adequate rattlespace clearance, the

I Applicant proposed monitoring the clearances of piping penetrations into

buildings,.but only where the pipes involved had not been rehedded and

re-analyzed. . As required by the minimum rattlespace criteria discussed
|-

supra in Findings 224-226, the soil settlement, seismic, and thermal
la
,

displacements would be combined and compared to the available' annuler

|-
space to insure at least a 0.5-inch safety margin. The Applicanti

,

_ proposed that the designated rattlespaces be monitored on a yearly basis

for the first five years of plant operation, and that a determination
,.

.then be made as to the necessity of continued monitoring. I.ewis, (f.
i
,

!

I
i

I

,

-,--.--nn-,_,
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Tr. 8868, at 5; App. F0F, t 380; see also FSAR 9 16, p. 3/4.13-18. On
'

the other hand, the Staff believes that the question of exactly which

pipes should be monitored for rattlespace can be resolved as part of the

- Staff's review of CPC's proposed technical specifications (Staff F0F,

? 395)-and the Applicant offers no objection to this proposal (App.

Reply F0F, f 395). To the extent that the plants are to become

operational, we will permit the Applicant and Staff to resolve this

matter in the manner suggested by the Staff. In addition, with respect

to the frequency of rattlespace monitoring, the technical specification

should provide for annual monitoring throughout plant life, subject to

modification after 5 years if requested by the Applicant and approved by

the Staff (subject to normal reovirements for effectuating a technical

: specification modification).

~(vii) Laydown Loads and Safety Grade Utilities

265. .. Load. limits have been specified to prevent a surcharging

effect resulting from laydown loads of long term storage over buried

safety grade piping and conduits. Exclusion zones would be used to

. designate the affected safety grade utility and the maximum allowable

loads and time limits. The Applicant proposed technical-specification

. limits based on an allowable surcharge settlement of 0.5 inches at a.

depth of 7 feet below the ground surface--the average buried pipe depth.

. Lewis, ff. Tr. 8868, at 7-8 and Table P.

266. Based on questions raised by the Staff as to this proposal

;(Tr. 8999, 9011-12 (Kane), we express no opinion at this time concerning

- the adequacy of the proposed technical specification limits. Should
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. plant operation ever again be contemplated, the precise technical

specification limits may be worked out by the Applicant and Staff during

the Staff's. review of proposed technical specifications, but the
;-

specifications must provide an adequate margin of safety for the

heaviest loads postulated to occur over buried piping and conduits (ini

. terms of both weight and. if appropriate, time within which loads might
.

.

. remain in place). Tr. 7909-11 (Kane). The control procedure to'

-

,

administer these technical specifications would be handled in
:

conjunction with the plant operating procedures for controlling heavy
J

loads inside the plant. Lewis,_ff. Tr. 8868, at 8.

-(viii) Freezewall Concerns-

267. The Applicant consnitted to providing a plan for addressing a
.

P Staff concern about differential settlement that arises from a

modification to Applicant's originally proposed freezewall crossing

idesign. The.freezewall is a temporary underground barrier of frozen -

earth created for construction purposes to minimize groundwater flowing'

-into the areas where underpinning excavations for the control tower,

electrical-penetration areas, and the feedwater isolation valve pit'are
,

taking place. There is a potential for differential settlements where'

! piping or conduit crosses the freezewall. The Applicant had planned to

. submit information that describes the crossing modification, details on

surcharging the piping and conduit foundations during ground freezing,
~

and the monitoring records on heave and/or settlement. Details on

backfilling the excavations at the freezewall crossings would~also have
,

been provided by the Applicant. SSER # 2, i 2.5.4.4.5, at p. 2-36;'
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(c) Corrosion |

268. As indicated earlier (Findings 245 and 249), there are two

types of Seismic Category I underground piping which are composed of

stainless steel: the borated water lines and one of the control room

pressurization lines. The remainder of such piping is composed of

carbon steel. See also Tr. 7832 (Hood). The Applicant initially relied

to some extent on the use of these materials to resist potential

corrosion. Tr. 7859-60 (Hood, citing 9 9.21 of the FSAR, Revision 30,

dated October 1980, at p. 9.2-7). Nonetheless, pitting corrosion was

discovered with respect to a portion of certain non-safety stainless

steel piping (Stamiris Exh. 35102;Tr.7683-86(Lewis);Tr. 7827-28

(Hood); Lewis,ff.Tr.8868,at16-17.

269. At the Board's request the Staff presented an expert witness

on corrcsion. That witness was Dr. John R. Weeks, a Senior Metallurgist

at Brookhaven National Laboratory, where he has been employed since

1953. His responsibilities include experimental investigations on the

mechanisms of stress corrosion cracking and pitting corrosion of

stainless steels. Weeks, ff. Tr. 9147. Dr. Weeks, who prepared and

sponsored the section of the Staff's Safety Evaluation (SSER #2, 6 3.12)

dealing with corrosion of underground piping, addressed potential

102 Stamiris Exh. 35 was admitted subject to the qualification that
certain handwritten notes on the face of the document, which had
not been authenticated, were not to be regarded as evidence
(Tr. 7836-37).

,

- - , . -- _ _
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'

corrosion in both stainless steel and carbon steel piping. Tr. 9148

(Weeks).

270. All carbon steel piping used in the service water and diesel

fuel lines was to be protected from corrosion by a combination of a

primer paint and a protective wrapping to provide electrical insulation

as well as a physical barrier between the piping and the corrosive

environment. There were procedures for both shop coating of piping and

field coating of field welds to ensure that this piping would be

protected from external corrosion. In addition, the piping has been 100

percent inspected by Bechtel for defects in the coating. Bechtel

inspectors have determined that the coatings are acceptable. SSER # 2,

9 3.12.1, at p. 3-42; Tr. 8877, 8882-84 (Lewis); see also Tr. 9394-95
'

(Weeks).

271. The buried pipe wrapping material consists of reinforced

fiberglass followed by a layer of coal tar saturated felt paper wrap for

the shop ccated material, and by a field installed tape coat for the

field coated material. Both techniques are standard commercial
,

practices for protecting carbon steel piping from groundwater attack.

Field installation and backfill techniques were carefully specified to
j

minimize damage to the coatings. These procedures were also monitored

by the Bechtel quality assurance department. Contrary to the claim of

Ms. Stamiris, the pipe wrapping materials would not be subject to

degradation due to differential settlement bending, inasmuch as they are

inherently flexible and should not fail as a result of the amount of
' strain that might occur in the piping. Moreover, an independent check
<

'' ~ ~ ~ ' - - . - - . , , _ _ .,, , ._"
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' of the condition of the pipe wrappings would be possible when the
{

36-inch pipes are excavated and replaced before startup of the plant.,

See SSER # 2, 6 3.12.1, at p. 3-42; Tr. 9146-49, 9159-60, 9209-12

(Weeks).- The Board directs that this check be undertaken, to the extent

that excavation were to occur following issuance of this Decision.103
,

' 272. The entire Midland site was to be protected by a galvanic
*

protection system designed to maintain all buried piping to a potential
e

| of 0.85 V negative to the copper / copper sulfate reference electrode.
,

'

This is a standard industry practice intended to ensure that, should any

defects develop in the protective coating of these pipes, localized<

corrosion would not occur. This galvanic protection system consists of
*

; an array of' buried electrodes charged from a central rectifier, as well.

as zinc protective anodes that can be used both for controlling,

corrosion and for monitoring the effectiveness of the applied galvanic
.

current protection system. SSER # 2, 9 3.12.1, at p. 3-42; Tr. 9168

; (Weeks);Tr. 9222-9234(Woodby).
,

273.. The galvanic protection system, as originally. installed,

included approximately 120 buried anodes. At the request of the site

geotechnical engineer, concrete was used as backfill material Lfor the
!

installation of approximately 14 anodes located near the BWSTs and to

103'

Since t>oth the Applicant and Staff assert that we should give
credit to this possibility of checking of the condition of the pipe
wrappings, we are doing so but are directing that it be undertaken
to. the extent it is still feasible to do so.

.

i

$

E
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the south of the DGB. This practice was discontinued soon after it
,

started, however, and no further anodes were encased in concrete,

because of a concern that the concrete would insulate the anodes and

diminish their effectiveness. In further response to this concern, the

concrete-embedded anodes were tested and shown to be performing within

acceptable limits. Tr. 9223-25, 9256 (Woodby).

274. Well-founded concerns do exist, however, about the ability of

concrete encased anodes to function in the future. One reason that the

concrete encased anodes have functioned well is the high porosity of the

concrete (Tr. 9304 (R. Cook)). Should the concrete become dry, however,

it would act as an insulator, thereby defeating the purpose of the

anodes (Tr. 9225,9256-57(Woodby)). The satisfactory performance of

the concrete-encased anodes can also be attributed to the fact that the

resistivities of the soil and concrete are about equal. If the site

were to be flooded with water of higher conductivity, the concrete

encased anodes might not be as effective. Tr. 9303 (Weeks). For these

reasons, the Applicant had planned to abandon the concrete encased

anodes, even though they had been shown to operate properly. The

Applicant would have replaced them with anodes placed in a material
I
' called " coke breeze," a by-product of burning coal which would allow for

adequate compaction and proper conductivity. Tr. 9226-27 (Woodby).

Moreover, the Applicant had been upgrading the galvanic protection

system by installing about 190 new anodes in addition to the

approximately 106'that would continue to be in operation (Tr. 9223-27

(Woodby)).,
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275. The galvanic protection system has been in operation since

November, 1980. Readings were beino taken from voltmeters located on

the rectifiers of the system approximately every other day, and the

entire system was inspected twice monthly. Tr. 9160 (Weeks); 9?30-31,

9254-55 (Woodby); Tr. 10601 (Hood). One potential concern about the

system, raised by NPC resident inspector Ron Cook, was that it might

promote corrosion. Dr. Weeks opired that the polarity of the DC current

in the system would have to reverse to cause a corrosion problem

(Tr. 9325 (Weeks)). We are not aware of a mechanism (and none is

reflected in the record) by which such a reversal in polarity might

occur.

276. leaching tests on sand samples from the backfill used at the

Midland site have showr. only trace amounts of chlorides, and a pH

greater than neutral (8.6 to 8.9). This combination should mininize the

extent of corrosion that might occur should the galvanic protection

system or the pipe wrappings not perform their .iob. Furthermore,

corrosion effects on all underground piping at the Midland site would be

minimized by the operation of the site dewatering system. This system,

discussed supra at Findings 98-116, should keep ground water levels

below the elevation of the buried piping. Moreover, it is not

anticipated that any low-level radioactive waste contamination would

lead to an increase in external corrosion to buried pine at the site.

See SSER # 2, f 3.17.1, p. 3 42; Tr. 9153, 9158, 9161-62, 9303-05

(Weeks).
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277. Should the galvanic protection system become inoperative, and

assuming there were flaws in the coating on carbon steel pipes,

corrosion at such locations would not be serious for periods up to at

least six months. This is because other elements of the corrosion

protection system would still be in effect -- i.e., the non-aggressive

chemical properties of the fill, and the materials from which the piping

is constructed. Buried piping at the Midland site is designed with a

1/16-inch corrosion allowance, and pitting depths would not exceed

one-half this allowance in six months. SSER, # 2, 6 3.12.2, at p. 3-43;

see also Tr. 7744-45 (Landers); Tr. 9167, 9217, 9305-06 (Weeks);

Tr. 10602-03 (Hood). We note that, during plant construction, the

galvanic protection system has periodically been shut down for extended

periods of time. For example, the system was inoperative from February

through August, 1982. Tr. 9228-29 (Woodby). In July, 1982, near the

end of that period, excavation of a stainless steel line revealed no

visible corrosion on that piece of piping (Tr. 9301 (Weeks)).

278. The pipe-coating materials, such as fiberglass wrap or a coal

tar paper wrap, are inherently flexible and should not fail as a result

of the amount of strain that might occur in the Midland site buried
.

I piping. The protective wraps can "give" within the maximum acceptable
| \ \

ovali7ati.,n and' strain limits set for the piping. See supra, Findings

! 270, 271. Further, should flaws develop in the protective wrap, the

- galvanic protection system should prevent corrosion at such flaws.

Therefore, assuming the system remains operative, it is not anticipated

that significant localized corrosion of coated carbon steel piping would

- -
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occur as a result of soils settlement. SSER # 2, Q 3.12.2, at p. 3-42;

Tr. 8903 (Lewis); Tr. 9217 (Weeks). |
1

279. Buried stainless steel piping at the Midland site is not

coated on the outside, but is protected from corrosion by the galvanic

; protection system. Following the discovery, during construction, of
l
; pitting in the nor.-Seismic Category I stainless steel piping from the

condensate storage tanks (see supra, Finding 268), two studies were

performed to determine the causes of the pitting. In the first, which

was undertaken in 1979, the Applicant's consultant (Bechtel National,

Inc.) examined this piping and concluded that the corrosion was a highly

localized pitting, present on only one side of the piping. In view of-

the good soil chemistry at the Midland site, it is unlikely that this

pitting would have been caused by interaction between the piping and the

soil before the galvanic protection system was activated. However, the

consultant could not determine the cause of the pitting but noted the

lack of "known electrical sources" in the vicinity of the corroded pipe

sections. Stamiris Exh. 36. Subsequently, in a study dated January 26,

1981, the Applicant's consultant (Bechtel Group, Inc.) performed another

study which suggested that these corrosion pits were caused by stray
I currents resulting from improper grounding during field welding of other

components at the Midland site (Stamiris Exh. 37). The Staff believes

this to be a likely explanation for the pitting. SSER # 23, 6 3.11.3,

at p. 3-43; Tr. 8878-79, 8886, 8904 (Lewis); Tr. 9385, 9434-35 (Weeks).

280.. Although the recommendations of the two studies vary, it is

significant that the experimental findings of the two studies were

__ _- - - _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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similar. Cf. Stamiris Exh. 37, at 2, with Stamiris Exh. 36; see also

Tr. 9176 (Weeks). The different conclusions were attributed by

.Dr. Weeks to different investigators (including the contribution to the

second report of a project engineer expert in corrosion matters) and to
t

the discovery by the authors of the 1981 report of poor field welding <

_ procedures'which could have given rise to the corrosion which was

dis' covered. Tr. 9176, 9180 (Weeks); Stamiris Exh. 37, at 2, 7-10.

i Dr. Weeks also explained how electrical current could have caused the

corrosion investigated in the first report (Tr. 9434-35). We find
_

Dr. Weeks' reconciliation of the two reports to be credible. Further,

I . Dr.- Weeks utilized the two reports only for their discussion of the soil
1

-

chemistry and the pitting corrosion. He also relied on other
'

:information in performing his review, and he formed his own independent

conclusions. Tr. 9165-66, 9173-)4, 9352-53, 9384-85 (Weeks). Moreover,

! the inspections of substantial portions of the remaining buried piping

(which have been or were planned to be undertaken) provide the best
>

', a'ssurance _of ;the adequacy of protection' against external corrosion of

the buried piping. Tr. 9386 (Weeks); Tr. 9212-14, 9216 (R. Cook);'

Stamiris Exh. 38. ;
.

281. Construction personnel were advised to exercise greater care

in _ assuring a firm grounding path exists when welding was taking place.
,

= Further, selected lengths-of buried stainless steel piping in the BWST

-lines were being excavated and' examined to determine the condition of

~ he exte'rnal surface of this piping. During' the summer of 1982, alltn

! portions of the line that could be readily excavated were examined. The
:

--_~. ~ , .- -_ . . . - _ _ . _ _ . _ . . , - . _ . _ . _ _ . . . _ . - - _ - _ _ . . - - . ,
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pipe came from the same area where at least one example of pitting had

previously been found. During this inspection, no pitting was

discovered. In addition, portions of the condensate storage lines have

already been examined during the Applicant's investigation. The

Applicant and the Staff have concluded that this proposed inspection

followed by replacement of any defective piping will ensure the

integrity of these systems. See SSER # 2, 9 3.12.3, at p. 3-43;

Tr.8879-81(Lewis);Tr. 9435, 9442 (Weeks). The Applicant and the

Staff have also concluded that the galvanic protection system now in

place will help prevent any future external corrosion of stainless steel

piping. See SSER # 2, 6 3.12.3, at p. 3-43; Tr. 9160, 9168-69 (Weeks).

Were the system to become inoperative and plant construction were later

resumed, edditional analysis of the corrosion of underground piping

might be required.

C. Non-Seismic Category I Piping

282. As set forth supra in Findings 90, 94, 97, if the Midland site

permanent dewatering system lowers and maintains groundwater levels

below elevation 610 in the vicinity of the DGB and the railroad bay area

of the auxiliary building, there will be no danger due to liquefaction

at the site resulting from earthquakes equal to or smaller than the

SSE.104 At the Staff's request, the Applicant analyzed breaks in

104 The potential for liquefaction in areas to the north and west of
the SWPS is being dealt with by replacement of loose sands in those
areas. -See supra, Findings 90, 95.

,_.
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non-Seismic Category I underground piping to determine the effects of

such breaks on the ability of the pennanent dewatering system to

maintain water levels below elevation 610 in these areas. SER,

s 2.4.6.3, at pp. 2-28 and 2-29.

283. Several non-Seismic Category I lines, called circulating water

discharge lines (CWDL), are located to the east and west of the DGB,

about 18 feet below the DGB's continuous reinforced concrete footings

(SSER # 2, 5 2.5.4.4.2, at p. 2-24; 9 3.8.3.4, at p. 3-22; see FSAR

Fig. 2.5-177 for the location of this piping). In this area, the

dewatering system would nonnally control the groundwater level to

elevation 595. The Applicant performed an analysis of a postulated

failure of the Unit 2 CWDL (the largest non-Seismic Category I

underground pipe near a critical structure). See Paris, ff. Tr. 9900,

at p. 34; Tr. 9938-43 (Paris); SER, 9 2.4.6.3, at p. 2-28. This

analysis established that the groundwater level would rise to elevation

607 over a period of approximately 3.3 days before the closest area

dewatering well would automatically activate. Thereafter, operation of

only one well would be sufficient to prevent groundwater from rising

significantly above elevation 610. However, should all the area

dewatering wells be inoperable at the time of the pipe break, the rising

groundwater would trigger the permanent dewatering monitoring system,

resulting in appropriate actions under the proposed technical

specifications. Moreover, since the top of the Unit 2 CWDL is at

,

elevation 610, groundwater levels are not expected to rise significantly

above this elevation as a result of a CWDL break. See SER, i 2.4.6.3,
|

I~
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at pp. 2-28 to 2-29; Tr. 9938-43 (Paris). See also discussion supra at

Findings 110 and 112-113.
!

284. The Applicant also analyzed the non-Seismic Category I '

condensate storage lines (CSLs) for a postulated failure. These lines

consist of the two 20-inch diameter supply lines and two 6-inch diameter

return lines that run from the condensate storage tanks (CSTs) located

near the southeast corner of the DGB, underneath the DGB to the

condensers located in the turbine building. SER, S 2.4.6.3, at

p. 2-29.105

285. Prior to the placement of the DGB surcharge, the Applicant

committed to monitoring the CSLs so as to evaluate pressures imposed on

the line by the surcharge (Tr. 4404-06 (Kane); Tr. 2455-56 (Gallagher)).

In addition, both CSLs were severed on the north side of the DGB at a

point between the.DGB and the turbine building so as to relieve stresses

on the line and to the DGB due to settlement. (Some consideration was

given to severing both ends of the CSLs, but apparently that course of

action was not carried out.) See, e.g., Tr. 4199-4200(Hood). As a
' result of its analysis, the Applicant has concluded, and the Staff

concurs, that, if any of the CSLs were to break so that the entire

liquid inventory of the affected CST were to drain out through the break

105
See SSER # 2, Fig. 2.11 for the location of the CSL, designated
20"-IHDC-169, and the two CSTs. Figure 2.11, however, is
inaccurate in' that it indicates only one out of the four CSLs.
Tr. 9123.

L
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and remain in the area directly beneath the DGB, the groundwater would
;

j not exceed elevation 610 even if the area dewatering wells were not

operational. See SER, 9 2.4.6.3, at p. 2-29; SSER # 2, 9 2.4.6.3, at

h p. 2-5; see also discussion supra at Finding 110.

! 286. The Applicant has also evaluated a postulated break in a

dewatering system header line. In this event, inflow of water could

exceed the capacity of the affected dewatering pumps, producing a rise
-

in groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the affected wells. The
:

} installation of flexible header diversion hoses and backup interceptor '

wells provides reasonable assurance that groundwater levels will not

rise above elevation 610. See SSER # 2, 9 2.4.6.3, at pp. 2-5 to 2-6;

see also supra, Finding 110.

287. A break-in the 66-inch concrete cooling pond blowdown line

would have minimal impact on groundwater levels because of the low

! pressure delivery of this line. The dewatering' system has sufficient
! ,

capacity to remove the. volume that would be introduced into the

h groundwater due to a rupture in this line. SSER # 2, s 2.4.6.3, at
|

p. 2-7; Paris, ff. Tr. 9900, at 33.

288. CPC advises that its letter to the Staff of March 16,-1982

| (File 0485.16, Serial 16269, not introduced into evidence) identified a
,

10 foot length of 48-inch diameter line extending from the SWPS which,

L at the time, was classified by -the Appliant.as Seismic. Category I (see

_

App. F0F, 1.324, n.574, at 223). The Applicant later reclassified this -

[
| portion of the 48-inch diameter line as non-Seismic Category I. The NRC

Staff concurred with the reclassification and agreed that failure of

u

.,_ _, _ , - - . ,,_,_ __ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . - ..___ __. _ _ _ _ - _ - _
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this 48-inch diameter line would not cause a loss of essential SWS

cooling. SSER # ?, 9 9.P.1, at p. 9-1; see also id., 6 3.9.3.1.1, at

pp. 3-32 to 3-33.

D. Conclusions With Respect-To Underground Piping

289.. 'The Licensing Board concludes that, although adequate analyses

had not been completed at the time of the submission of Stamiris

Contention No. 4.A(4) and Warren Contention 3, the Applicant has now
'

adeouately taken into account the effects of the preloading of the DGB

on underlying piping. All pipes in the vicinity of the DGB have been

analyzed for adverse effects due to the preload, and (assuming

resumption of the project) conservative rattic , pace monitoring
'

requirements are to be required. Some piping, such as the diesel fuel

oil lines, was not installed until after the preload, and thus was not-

subjecte.1 to preload stresses. Other pioing, such as the condensate

storage lines, had been installed prior to the preload but were severed

so as to relieve stresses to the pipes and to the DGB.

290. The Licensing Board similarly concludes that, although

Stamiris Contention No. 4.C(f) was to some extent meritorious.at the

time oflits submission, the Applicant has now adequately evaluated the

effects of differential settlement, dewatering induced settlement and

seismic settlement on buried piping. The Applicant and the NRC Staff

have presented extensive testimony and numerous exhibits outlining.the

remedial actions and analyses which have been performed on the buried
.

piping with respect to' soils settlement. Moreover, the comprehensive .

monitoring program, which has been described supra in Findings 253-?64,

.-
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would provide additional assurance that Seismic Category I piping would

continue to be safe throughout the operating life of the plant. In the

event of plant operation, should settlement of Seismic Category I

underground piping greater than predicted occur, the Applicant would be

required to report such settlement and take corrective action prior to

the point where settlement might affect the ability of that pipe to

perform its intended function.

291. The Licensing Board further concludes that, under the programs

described by the Applicant and Staff, there is reasonable assurance that

the underground piping at the Midland site wculd be adequately prntected

from external corrosion. This conclusion is specifically subject to the

continued operation of the galvanic protection system; if the system

were to become inoperative for extended periods, further analyses might

be required.

292. Accordingly, the Licensing Board concludes that, so long as

the proposed corrective actions (including replacement, rebedding,

reinstallation, and monitoring, as appropriate) would be carried out
.

satisfactorily (a question not considered in this Partial Initial

Decision), there is reasonable assurance that Seismic Category I

underground piping at the Midland site would be able to perform its

intended functions and would not place undue risk on the public health

and safety. Furthermore, there is reasonable assurance that postulated

failures in non-Seismic Category I underground piping, were they to

occur, would not adversely affect nearby Seismic Category I structures

or piping.

1,
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VIII. ELECTRICAL DUCT bat!KS AND CONDUITS

293. Stamiris Contention 4.C(f), as amended, states:

4. Consumers Power Company performed and prooosed remedial
actions regarding soils settlement that are inadequate as
presented because: ***

C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based on
adequate evaluation of dynamic responses regarding
dewatering effects, differential soils settlement,
and seismic effects for these structures: ***,

(f) Pelated underlying Piping and Conduit.

Prehearing Conference Order, dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at

pp. 5-6, as supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicant's

Interrogatories, dated Ap'il 20, 1981. Similar safety-related concernsr

were expressed by former Intervenor Sharon Warren in her Contention 3

(quoted supra at n.93). Insofar as they relate to the electrical duct

banks and conduits, they will be addressed here.

294. Seismic Category I buried electrical duct banks at the Midland

Plant run under the turbine building from the auxiliary building to the

DG8 and to the SWPS. Others run north from the auxiliary building to
,

the borated water storage tanks and to the control room pressurization

tanks. A third group runs from the emergency diesel fuel oil storage

tanks to the DGB. The duct banks are buried at depths from 3 to 40 feet

below grade level. Their dimensions vary from 18 x 19-inches to 74 x 20

inches. Each duct bank is rectangular in cross-section, constructed of

concrete with a minimum thickness of 6 inches, possessing a minimum

compressive strength of 3,000 psi, with a nominal amount of grade 60

-. -
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steel as reinforcement to avoid surface cracking. The steel is asserted

to serve no structural purpose (but see infra, Finding 304). Plastic or

steel conduits, two to four inches in diameter, are placed inside the

electrical duct banks. Electrical cables are then pulled through this

conduit. The electrical cables are placed loosely in the conduits which

are only partially filled by the cable volume. The electrical cables,

which are ductile and capable of considerable stretching before

breaking, are suitable for direct burial in wet and dry earth, and have

a 40 year service life without considering the presence of the duct

banks. Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 11; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr. 12016,

at 1-4, App. A; Tr. 12023-31 (Shunmugavel).

295. The function of the electrical duct banks is only to provide a

space in the ground through which Seismic Category I electrical cable

may be pulled. They are not required to provide a water-tight pressure

boundary around the electrical cables, and cracking of the duct banks

due to differential settlement or the leakage of water does not affect

their design function. Therefore, although the duct banks are usually

referred to as Seismic Category I, they serve no structural function; it

really is the cables within the duct banks which are Category I. The

Applicant has analyzed these duct banks for nomal conditions,

construction conditions, settlements, and seismic effects. In addition,

the Applicant has given special consideration to the duct banks which

temporarily restrained DGB settlement to ensure that they had not been

damaged by this loading history (see infra, Finding 303).

- _ _ _ -____- - _______-_ _ _ . _ _-_ _ _ _ -_ ._
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Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537, at 11; Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016, at 1-2,

App. A; Tr. 12020-22 (Shunmugavel).

296. Based on the function of duct banks, Dr. Palinichamy

Shunmugavel, the Applicant's witness, developed conservative acceptance

- criteria to overccme various problems--eg., to avoid concentrated shear

deformation large enough to cut or damage the electrical cables. These

criteria specify allowable values of shear deformation for 2, 3 and 4

inch conduits filled to maxima of 20, 56 and 51 percent respectively.

fiaximum allewible longitudinal cable-pulling tension and maximum bend

radii were also specified. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016, at 3;

Tr. 12021-22, 12033-35 (Shunmugavel).

297. Dr. Shunmugavel testified that, during normal operating

conditions where the duct banks are buried in the earth, soil

oyerburden, surcharge and live loads from surface traffic wtild be

absorbed by duct bank concrete and distributed to the soil around and

below the duct bank. He concluded that, as a result, the cables inside

the duct banks and conduits would never see the effects of these loads.

Dr. Shunmugavel further testified that the duct banks have the capacity

to span distances up to ten feet without any soil support. A cracked

duct spanning a ten-foot gap might require some support; however voids

are not expected beneath the duct banks during the life of the plant.

Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016, at 2, 4; Tr.12027-35 (3hunmugavel).

298. Under construction conditions, the concrete duct banks are

protected from nearby construction activity by the placement of

sufficient earth cover over them. Notwithstanding such planned

L..-
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protection, however, on two separate occasions duct banks have been

injured during construction because of drilling errors. These incidents

have been extensively reviewed on this record, as part of the

consideration of QA/ management-attitude issues (with which we are not

dealing in this Decision).

The duct bank concrete and conduits protect the cable pathways

from being obstructed by laitance (drippings of cement mixture er

aggregate that can harden and form obstructions) and other trash from

construction activity. To insure that the electrical cable is protected

when it is pulled through a duct, the duct is first cleaned and checked

for continuity and obstructions by pulling a segmented hard fiber

composition mandrel through it. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016, at 2, 4 and

App. A, Fig. 7-3; Tr. 12023, 12034 (Shunmugavel).

299. Where duct banks cross the freeze wail constructec in

conjunction with the installation of a dewatering system for the

auxiliary building, the soil around and below the ducts has been removed

.in order to isolate the duct banks from the effects of freezing.

Monitoring pits have also been installed. The portions of the ducts in

the excavated pits were to be encircled with 6-inch thick polyethylene

planks and back filled with fly ash cement and compacted soils. The

Staff has identified on page 2-36 of SSER e 2 the infornation required

to be provided by the Applicant in regard to a modification of the

originally proposed freezewall crossing design. The issue of duct banks

crossing the freezewall was extensively covered during hearings in

November and December,1983, in connection with an alleged violation of

_ . . . . - - . .-
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the Roard's April 30, 1987 Order (LRP-87-35). That issue also is one of

the CA/ management-attitude issues which are not being dealt with in this

Decision. See sunra, pp. 4-5.

Dr. Shunmugavel testified that during construction, when the

present backfill was to be excavated and replaced in the area north of

the Sk'PS, some of the duct banks in that area would be temporarily

unsupported. These duct banks would then have been evaluated and

temporary supoorts placed under them, if necessary, during the

excavation process. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.17016, at 5; Tr.12034

(Shunmugavel); SSER 8 ?, 5 7.5.4.4.5, at p. ?-36 (second paragraph).

300. Dr. Shunmugavel also evaluated the integrity of the electrical

duct banks and conduits under differential soil settlement conditions.

He estimated that the maximum duct bank settlement from October 1978

through the year 2025 would be 3 inches, and also that this 3-inch

maximum duct bank settlement would cccur over a minimum distance of PS

feet. The 3-inch maximum duct bank settlement prediction takes into

account secondary consolidation to the year'2025, settlement effects due

to the temporary and permanent site dewatering systems, a 0.5-inch

allowance for possible laydown loading and a 0.25-inch allowance for

possible seismic shakedown settlement due to an earthquake with peak

ground acceleration of 0.19 . The NRC Staff was in agreement with the9

estimates of differential soil settlement used in Dr. Shunmugavel's

analysis.

A conservative evaluation performed by Dr. Shunmugavel based

on the maximum allowable longitudinal cable strain of 0.333 x 10-3

_
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indicated that the duct banks could actually tolerate up to 3 inches of

differential settlement over as little as a 12-foot length. Based on

this evaluation, the estimated maximum duct bank settlement of 3 inches

over a 25-foot length during the plants operating life could easily be

accommodated.

Dr. Shunmugavel also testified that, except in one area,

discussed infra in Finding 301, the electrical cables can accommodatc

the concentrated shear deformations which could result from the

predicted differential soil settlement at various interfaces between the

Midland Plant buildings and the duct banks. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016,

at 5-7; Tr. 12028-29 (Shunmugavel); Tr. 12075,12100 (Kane).

301. Results of Dr. Shunmugavel's evaluation indicate that there is

a potential problem with concentrated shear deformations caused by

differential interface settlements where seven duct banks enter the

north wall of the SWPS. In addition, cables contained in one of these'

seven duct banks also exceed allowable concentrated shear deformations

at the interface between the existing backfill naterial'and the fly-ash

cement mixture which will be used to replace certain liquefiable sands

northwest of the SWPS.

-To remedy this problem, a polyethylene called "ethafoam" was

to be wrapped around the duct banks in these areas to isolate them from

the predicted concentrated shear defonnations. The ethafoam isolation

would have occurred, subject to the NRC's work authorization procedure,

at the same time the present backfill north of the SWPS was to be

excavated and replaced with the fly-ash cement mixture. Dr. Shunmugavel

. . . . .
,
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testified that the 6-inch design thickness of the ethafoam would be

adequate to isolate the duct banks from the effects of shearing or arv

other load resultino from leydown equipment or tra'fic. Staff witness

Frark Rinaldi expressed general agreement with the testimony of

Dr.' Shunnupavel. Pesponding to a cuestion from the Board, Mr. Pinaldi

agreed that ethafoam would retain enough insulating capacity, even after

dead and live loads are considered, because of its limited

compressibility and the spreading out of surface loads with depth below

the surface. In resoonse to Board questions concerning the

characteristics and use of ethafoam, Dr. Shunruoavel did not have the

requested data at hand; the Applicant accordingly agreed to provide an

e "idavit supplementing the response elicited in the record. That

affidavit, which was distributed to the Board and the parties on

August 8, 1983, constitutes a full answer to the Board's questions and a

useful addition to Dr. Shunmuqavel's testimony. Since neither the Staff -

nor Ms.'Stamiris has objected to this affidavit, through proposed

findings or otherwise, we are treating it as an integral part of the

record on this topic. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.1?016, at 7-8; Tr.12017-19,

17075-31 (Shunmuqavel); Tr. 12040-41,12046-47 (Rinaldi); Affidavit of

Dr. Shunmugavel Concerning the Ilse of Ethafoam at Midland,- dated

August 2, 1983 (transmitted to Board and parties on August 8, 1983),

302. Finally, Dr. Shunmuoavel conducted a seismic evaluation of the

Category I electrical duct banks and conduits at the Midland site.

Seismic compression, shear and surface wave effects were included in the

evaluation. 'lising 1.5 times the ground response spectra for the FSAR
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SSE, Dr. Shunmugavel concluded that the maximum values determined for

these duct bank sections are well within the allowable acceptance

criteria for strain and concentrated shear deformations.

Seismic interactions between the buildings and duct banks

could occur if clearances along the axial direction between the duct

banks and the buildings were not sufficient to accommodate maximum

relative seismic motion. Dr. Shunmugavel evaluated these clearances

using the 1.5 times the FSAR SSE and determined that there was no

problem from such seismic interaction at Midland. As noted previously,

the acceptability of designs made on this basis for Seismic Category I

structures is contingent on the satisfactory completion of a seismic

margin review. Shunmugavel, ff. Tr.12016, at 8-9; Tr.12017-18

(Shunmugavel); Tr. 7540,7558,12130-31(Rinaldi).

303. Four Seismic Category I duct banks enter the DGB from below.

For a period of time in 1978 due to the greater than anticipated

settlement of the DGB and inadequate clearances between the duct banks

and the building footings, these duct banks supported part of the weight

of the DGB. In November 1978, Applicant eliminated this load transfer

by increasing the clearances at the vertical joints between the duct

banks and the footings. In May 1980, after the DGB surcharge program,

all of the conduits in the duct banks were checked and no obstruction or

discontinuity was encountered. The cables were pulled through and

.placed in those conduits in 1981.

The Applicant analyzed the DGB duct banks and concluded that'

this one-time loading condition has not affected their ultimate

:

w et w
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'

strength. Since the duct banks are not required to provide a watertight

boundary around the cables, any cracking caused by this episode would

not affect their design function. The Category I cables have not been

affected because they were not in place until after the DGB was isolated

from the duct banks and after the surcharge of the DGB. Shunmugavel,

ff. Tr. 12016, at 8 and App. A; Tr. 12021 (Shunmugavel); Tr.' 12109-10

(Rinaldi).

304. The NRC Staff expressed agreement with the Applicant's

analysis of duct banks and conduits. Mr. Rinaldi testified that the

Staff believes that the Applicant has adequately taken into account all

dead, live and seismic loads in its evaluation of Category I buried

electrical duct banks, conduits and cable at the Midland si n. In

response to a Board question, he cited a number of conservative aspects

of this duct bank design in support of the above Staff belief, including

not relying on the steel reenforcement in fact used, providing for

unsupported spans far greater than reasonably expectable, and the use of

fly-ash lean concrete as a support mixture instead of soil.

In responding to a relevant portion of Stamiris Contention

4.C(f) and Warren Contention 3, Mr. Rinaldi sumrrarized testimony given

in February 1982 expressing satisfaction with plans for meetin'g initial

staff concerns about electrical duct banks, subject to adequate

documentation. This documentation has since been thoroughly audited by

one of the Staff's consultants at the office of the CPC architact-

engineer to verify the previous conclusions, and was found to be

|

. _ _ _ - . _ - . -
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acceptable. Rinaldi, ff. Tr. 12080, at 2, 8-10; Tr. 7554, 12042,

12045-46, 12117-18 (Rinaldi).

305. The Licensing Board concludes, based on the foregoing

fi.7 dings, that the Applicant has adequately resolved the concerns raised

in Stamiris Contention 4.C(f) relating to the remedial soils measures

taken or planned for Seismic Category I duct banks and conduit at the

Midland site. The Board finds reasonable assurance that they are

capable of performing their intended safety function over the projected

lifetime of the plant. This~ conclusion is subject to satisfactory

completion of the remedial work north of the Service Water PLmp

Structure described supra in Finding 301, as well as to the satisfactory

outcome of a seismic margin review (see supra, Finding 302).

I

-.
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IX. SLOPE STABILITY OF BAFFLE AND PERIMETER DIKES 106

306. The cooling pond enclosed within the perimeter dikes is a

polygonal body of water approximately 880 acres in area, located south

and east of the Midland plant, which would have provided cooling water

to the condensers during normal plant operation. The pond is bordered

on the northeast by the Tittabawasee River. The pond design includes

intake and outlet areas which are separated by a baffle dike to assure

proper water circulation. The water level of the cooling pond during

normal plant operation would be maintained at elevation 627. The bottom

of most of the' cooling pond lies between elevations 605 and 610.

The Emergency Cooling Water Reservoir (ECWR), located in the

northeast corner of the cooling pond, is an area of the larger cooling

-pond which has been excavated in the natural soils to elevations ranging

from 593 to 596, below the original ground surface elevation of

approximately 605. The ECWR is classified Seismic Category I. In the
'

event of the failure of the cooling pond perimeter dikes and the loss of

106 The Staff would have us rely in part on SER Sections 2.5.6.1
through 2.5.6.7 (pp. 2-47 to 2-51) in our evaluation of the slope
stability of the dikes. CPC objects, because of the lack of formal
sponsorship of, those sections and the consequent lack of a proper j
opportunity for cross-examination on their contents. We are noting '

these sections here since they are relevant and we find no area of
conflict between them and our record. However, we do not depend on ,

I

them to any significant extent in making our findings. See
Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717, 17 NRC 346, 365-68 (1983).

!

,1
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the larger cooling pond reservoir, water for safe shut down of the

reactors and for mitigation of accident conditions is retained in the

ECWR. The ECWR is designed to contain a sufficient volume of

circulating .er to cool the plant for a 30-day period without makeup.

If the ECWR were used, return cooling water would be discharged to the

ECWR through two 30-inch Seismic Category I reinforced concrete water

pipes (" return pipes"). Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 6-7, Figs.1 and 2;

Kane, ff. Tr. 3484, at 3; Tr. 3577-79 (Kane, Singh).

307. The ECWR is bounded on the southwest by the baffle dike, which

separates the intake and outlet areas of the cooling pond. The ECWR

area is bounded on the northeast by the upstream slope of the perimeter

dike. The perimeter dike runs from the power block area down along the

Tittabawasee River and extends into the cooling pond area. The

Category I return pipes which drain into the ECHR exit from the SWPS and -

run along the southwest and northeast sides of the ECWR. On the

southwest side, the return pipe runs along the base of and parallel to

the slope of the baffle dike.. On the northeast side, the return pipe

runs along a berm at the base of and parallel to the slope of the

perimeter dike. The critical portions of the cooling pond dikes are

those slopes adjacent to the ECWR which, if they moved, might deform

these pipes. Where the perimeter dike separates the ECWR section of the

cooling pond from the river it has been zoned and covered with an outer

layer of-riprap to reduce the action of river flow and river erosion and

to ensure slope stability. To reduce water seepage into the perimeter

dike from the river or the ECWR, a slurry trench tied into the

-_ ._ .
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|

impervious natural layer below the dike has been installed to prevent
!

seepage into dike sands. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 7-8, Figs. 2, 5 and )
I6; Tr. 3526-27, 3529 (Kane).
l

308. The subsoils underneath the portions of the perimeter and

baffle dikes adjacent to the ECWR consist of, from lower to higher

elevations, dense water-bearing sands, a thick mantle of dense

impervious glacial till, preconsolidated lacustrine clay, uniform silty

sand, topsoil and surficial silt. The elevation of the surface of the

glacial till is not uniform and pockets or layers of gravel, sand, silt

and clays may lie between the glacial till and the preconsolidated

lacustrine clay and topsoil. The presence of a layer of silty sand

where glacial till had previously been assumed was confirmed by borings

taken by Woodward Clyde Consultants (see infra, Finding 312).

The topsoil and surficial silt were removed from beneath the

entire dike embankment during the construction of the baffle and

perimeter dikes. The soils composition of the baffle dike consists of

both cohesive fill and some granular fill which has been designated in

some reports as " random" fill, covered by layers.of gravel and riprap.

The composition of the perimeter dike consists of compacted cohesive

fill, covered by layers of , ravel, riprap, topsoil and seeding.

Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 13-15,18, 22, Figs. 5 and 6; Singh, ff.

I.
Tr.- 3488, at 5; Tr. 3496-97 (Singh).

i 309. Ms. Stamiris' Contention 4.B. as amended, raises several

safety related concerns, including one on cooling pond dikes. It

| states:
i

_ _ _ _ .
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4. CPC performed and proposed remedial actions regarding
soils settlement that are inadequate as presented because

B. Slope stability of cooling pond dikes is not assured
because they were built with the same soils and
procedures [as the soils foundation for the DGB).107

Prehearing Conference Order dated October 24, 1980, Appendix, at 5-6, as

supplemented by Ms. Stamiris' Answer to Applicants Interrogatories,

dated April 20, 1981.

310. Safety-related concerns regarding the slope stability of the

portions of the baffle and perimeter dikes adjacent to the ECWR

originally arose due to the excess settlement of the DGB. When the NRC

Staff realized that the settlement difficulties were attributable to

inadequately compacted soils, the Staff re-evaluated the construction of

those portions of the baffle and perimeter dikes which could impinge

.upon the operation of the return pipes and the ECWR. The Staff's

primary concern was whether thc soils materials in those portions of the

cooling pond dikes which could affect Seismic Category I equipment had

sufficient shear strength properties to withstand the various loading

conditions likely to be imposed on the dikes during plant operation.

Initial questions concerning the stability of these slopes

were posed to CPC by the Staff through the Army Corps of Engineers.

These included requests for a determination of the static factor of

107 The phrase "same soils and procedures" refers to Item A of Stamiris
Contention 4 that alleges several soils and procedures problems at
the Diesel Generator Building.

_ . . . . . . . .. .
.
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safety for the dike slopes which contain the two return pipes, a seismic

analysis for these slopes, profiles across the dikes, and a discussion )

of the available shear strength data and the choice of shear strengths

used in the stability analyses. In its November, 1980, response, CPC

identified the critical sections of the dike slopes, analyzed them for a

i static factor of safety and performed a pseudo-static analysis which

indicated that the yield acceleration for the critical dike slopes
,

exceeded the ground acceleration associated with the SSE. Kane, ff.

Tr. 3484, at 2-3; Tr.10095,10105-07 (Hood); Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at

8-9, 17-18; Singh, ff. Tr. 3488, at 3-4.

311. The Army Corps of Engineers found CPC's answer to be not

satisfactory in one respect: the Corps believed that the shear strength

parameters used in Applicant's stability analyses might not be

representative of actual dike soils conditions. In response, the

Applicant contracted Woodward Clyde Consultants to perform a boring and

sampling program of the portions of the baffle and perimeter dikes near

the ECWR. The boring locations were selected by Anny Corps of Engineer

personnel, and were conducted by Woodward Clyde Consultants under the
;

!
; Army Corps' observation. The final results of the boring and sampling

I program were submitted to the Army Corps of Engineers and the NRC Staff

in July, 1981. On the basis of the boring samples and the previous CPC

responses, the Anny Corps of Engineers concluded that the fill material

placed in the baffle and perimeter dikes exceeds its design parameters.

Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 9-10; Singh, ff. Tr. 3488, at 3-4.

.

L
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312. The boring samples conducted by Woodward Clyde Associates

established the existence of a layer of silty sand below the dike where

the presence of glacial till had been assumed. As a result, the Army

Corps of Engineers could not reach a conclusion as to whether the

stability of the slopes of the dikes adjacent to the ECWR would

adversely affect the safe operation of the ECWR until the Applicant had

demonstrated that the shear strength of the layer of silty sand equals

or exceeds the parameters specified in the FSAR stability analysis.

Dr. Alfred J. Hendron, a Professor at the University of Illinois,

conducted an independent assessment on behalf of the Applicant to

evaluate, among other things, the shear strength of the layer of silty

sand. He concluded that the undrained shear strengths of this material

are much stronger than the undrained shear strengths of the foundation

clay. This estimate was confirmed by three triaxial tests conducted by

Woodward Clyde Consultants on boring samples of this material.

Mr. Hari Singh, Staff witness from the Army Corps of

Engineers, stated that Dr. Hendron's testimony establishes that the

shear strength of the fine sand equals or exceeds previously specified

soils strength parameters, and that he could therefore conclude that the

slopes of the dike would remain stable under static loading conditions.

Mr. Kane, another NRC Staff witness, concurred, testifying that the

baffle and perimeter dikes' soils materials are no less resistant than

the materials described in the PSAR. Singh, ff. Tr. 3488, at 5;

Tr. 3489-94 (Singh); Staff Exh. 3; Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 3-4, 22-23;

Tr. 3960-61 (Hendron); Tr. 4140 (Kane).'

... . ..
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313. Dr. Pendron's assessment evaluated the static factor of safety

for the baffle and perimeter dikes adjacent to the ECWP. Further,

Dr. Pendron evaluated the critical yield acceleration for these critical |p

dike slopes under seismic loadinos. Dr. Pendron also evaluated the

stability of these critical dike sinpes under the conditions of a rapid

drawdown of the cooling pond water level ' rom an elevation of 627 to

; 604, in the extreme event that the perimeter dike would fail at some

other locatLn away from the ECWR. N'r. Singh testified that
,

Dr. Hendron's ar,alytical approach was in accordance with the eccepted

j _ Army Corps of Engineers' manual and procedures.
'

Dr. Perdron's analyses evaluated the critical sections of the

baffle and perimeter dikes and assumed the steepest slope. The critical

| nortions of these dikes are the upstream slope of the northeast
,

perimeter dike which inclines towards the ECVD and the northeast slope

! cf the baffle dike which inclines northeast towards the ECWR. Povement

in either of these slopes would tend to deform the return pipes and

impair the operation o# the ECYD..

The results of Dr. Pandron's analyses indicate that the soils

reaterials in the critical portions of +be baffle and perimeter dikes

have sufficient shear strength and resistance to preclude lateral'

! deformation of the dike slopes towards the ECWR. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940,
~

-at 10-11, 17-?1, 29-38 and App. A; Tr. 3947-51,3987-95(Hendron);

Tr. 3655-58, d!14-19 (Singh). l
314'. The static factors of safety determined by Dr. Hendror for

long-term stability in tems of " effective" stresses for the critical

u

i !

-

L
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portions of the haffle and perimeter dikes are 2.JP and 2.66,

respectively. These ' actors of safety grea+1y exceed the 1.5 factor of

safety normally used in the desigr of dikes for ruclear power plants.

They are conservatively calculated in that the effective cohesion for

all matarials is taken as zero, an effective angle n# shearing resistance

of 28.5* is used although measured values ranaed from 78.5 to 35.0, and

the shear strength parameters of the glacial till were taken eoual to

those of the foundation clays. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 17-P5, 31-3P;

Tr. 3953-55, 3997-95 (Hendron); Tr. 3655-56(Singh).

315. In the unlikely event that the perimeter dike were to fail at

some location away from the ECWR, the rapid draining of coolino pond

water into the Tittabawasee River could potentially cause the critical

slopes of the baffle and perimeter dikes ad.iacent to the ECWR to slide.

This phenomenon has been re# erred to as the " rapid drawdown."

Dr. Hendron performed two evaluations of dike stability for

rapid drawdown of pond level from 6P7 to 604. The first evaluation used

values of undrained shear strength appropriate to cooling pond levels of-

6P7 and yielded factors of safety for the critical portions of the

baffle and perimeter dikes of 2.73 and 3.55 respectively. These values

are significantly higher than the static long-term values noted, supra,

because of negative pore pressure developing during shear.
.

Dr. Hendron then utilized a method accepted by the Anny Corps

of Engineers which is more conservative because.it assumes that negative

pore pressure will dissipate rapidly and cannot he counted on to

increase the undrained shear strength. That this is a very severe

.
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assumption is reflected in the use of 1.0 as the minimum factor of

safety for this case by the Army Corps of Engineers. This approach

yielded factors of safety for the critical portions of the baffle and

perimeter dikes of 1.34 and 1.50, respectively. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940,

at33-35;Tr.3946-51(Hendron);Tr. 3517, 4114-17 (Singh).
:

Dr. Hendron concluded that the factors of safety obtained for

this extreme condition are sufficient to assure the integrity of the

return pipes during the improbable event of a rapid drawdown. Mr. Singh

testified that he had reviewed the drawdown analyses performed by

Dr. Hendron, and that the more conservative analysis was performed in

accordance with the Army Corps of Engineers manual and procedures.

Messrs. Singh and Kane concurred with Dr. Hendron's conclusion that a

factor of safety of 1.34 would be adeouate to assure the stability of

the critical portions of the baffle and perimeter dikes during a rapid

drawdown of the cooling pond from the level of 627 feet. Hendron, ff.

Tr.3940,at34-35;Tr.3952-53(Hendron);Tr. 3517, 3656-58, 4114-17

(Singh); Tr. 3649 (Kane).

316. The analyses performed by Dr. Hendron and the Army Corps of

Engineers also assessed the stability of the baffle and perimeter dikes

under the flooding conditions specified in the FSAR, i.e., with the

Tittabawasee River raised to the level of 620 feet. However, these

analyses did not address the flooding levels associated with the

Probable Maximum Flood ("PMF") with the river level at 631 feet. This

is an extreme condition dependent on a coincidence of events in upstream

retention areas.

.

3
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Although PMF questions are not related directly to the shear

strength and properties of dike materials, and hence are peripheral to

the OM contention under consideration, they have been extensively

addressed on our record. In August, 1981, Dr. Hendron testified that he

felt no concern about dike stability during a PMF but that there might

be concern about erosion and the need for rip-rap. Based on preifminary

hydrological information, the Staff consultant, Mr. Singh, expressed

concern that a PMF might breach the perimeter dike and thereby induce

damage because of erosion. Staff witness Joseph Kane also noted that

the outstanding design questions concerned the dike's capability to

' prevent and withstand wave runup. Messrs. Singh, Hendron and Kane

further indicated-that in their opinion the PMF should not cause dikeo

stability prob ~Iems in the vicinity of the ECWR and that erosion to the

outside slope of the perimeter dike should not affect the operation of

the ECWR and the return pipes. They indicated, however, that the

acceptability of the dikes in respect to a PMF was still under study.

-In November,1982, Staff witness Raymond Gonzales testified

that, based on studies submitted by the Applicant, NRC was satisfied

that any PMF overtopping would be minor and would not impact 'on the
|_

cooling pond dikes. To preclude possible dike damage by erosion, NRC

would require a suitable dike inspection and maintenance program.
:

Tr. 3962-63, 3966-69 (Hendron); Tr. 3575, 3639-40, 4117-21 (Singh);

Tr. 3641-44, 3650-52, 4123-36 (Kane); Tr. 10113-15, 10121-28 (Gonzales).

'317. Dr. Hendron also evaluated the stability of the criticalI

Heportions of the baffle and perimeter dikes under seismic loadings.

. - . . . . ..
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1did not evaluate the capability of the category one water return pipes 1

to withstand seismic action. However, CPC performed a dynamic seismic

analysis which confirmed the capability of these pipes to withstand

current seismic criteria.108 This affidavit indicated that, although

'y based on the FSAR SSE (0.12 ), the actual seismic input usedini' 9

was conservatively chosen so as to en'.ampass the requirements of the

SSRS.

Dr. Hendron did assess the dynamic resistance of the dike

slopes in tems of critical yield acceleration using an approach that

has been accepted by the NRC Staff for demonstration of stability under

dynamic loads. Using very conservative assumptions Dr. Hendron

determined that the yield accelerations for the critical portions of the

baffle and perimeter dikes are 0.54g and 0.619 respectively, i.e., three

times larger than the values required for a critical yield acceleration

of 0.19g. Dr. Hendron also testified that liquifaction of the

foundation materials under the baffle and perimeter dikes is not a

problem. Thus the critical slopes of these dikes would not experience

significant inelastic movement under the seismic loadings associated

with the SSE. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940, at 16-17, 22-23, 35-36 and App. A;

Tr.~3955-61, 3984-92 (Hendron); Tr. 3658-59 (Kane).

108 See affidavit of Dr. Thiruvengadam, Enclosure E to letter of
February 3,1983 from P. P. Steptoe (Applicant's counsel) to this
Board.

-
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318. The Licensing Board finds that the soils materials placed i'

the baffle and perimeter dikes exceed design parameters and have

sufficient shear strength to withstand the loadings likely to be imposed
J

on the dikes should the Midland facility be operated. The Board further
>

finds that the slopes of the portions of the baffle and perineter dikes

adjacent to the ECWR would be stable under all anticipated static

loadings, conditions of rapid drawdown of cooling pond water, and the
s.

seismic loadings associated with earthquakes far greater than the FSAR

SSE or the SSRS earthquake. Accordingly, the Board concludes, contrary

- to Stamiris Contention 4.B., that there is reasonable assurance that the

critical slopes of the baffle and perimeter dikes are stable and will

not adversely affect the safe operation of the ECWR or impinge upon the

-integrity of the two Category I water return pipes. This conclusion

. assumes the applicability of a suitable dike ~ inspection and maintenance

program, as proposed by the Staff (Finding 316, supra).

4

!
l
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Rased upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and upon consideration of
i

the entire evidentiary record in these proceedings, including earlier

rulings (such as LBP-82-35), the Board makes the following conclusions

of law:

1. Although we have found many of the existing or proposed

structures and' soils remedial actions to be satisfactory (si!bject in

some cases to certain technical specifications or conditions), any

reasonable assurance conclusions bearing on the OL proceeding would also

be ' subject to satisfactory execution of the remedial measures and

satisfactory construction of the various facilities. Since each of

these sub,iects must be subject to a fur ~ther decision (and, in some

cases, to further evidentiary hearings), and taking into account the

present ruspension of construction and ouestions concerning whether the

project will ever be completed, we are declining at this time to express

any conclusions of law, with respect to the OL proceeding.

2. With respect to the OM issues, we reiterate our conclusion

(set forth in LRP-82-35) that the soils-related quality assurance

deficiencies set forth in Part II and in Appendix A of the Modification

Order were an adequate basis for the issuance of that Order.

3. For the reasons set forth in paragraph 1 of these conclusions,

we are declining at this time to render a decision as to the extent to

which the Modification Order should be sustained; except that the

Modification Order shall continue in effect to the extent directed by

LBP-8?-35, pending further Order of this Board.
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ORDER

On the basis of the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law

and Opinion, and the entire record, it is, this P3rd day of January,

1985

ORDERED:

1. The issues and contentions dealt with in this Decision are

resolved to.the extent set forth in this Decision and sub,iect to the

terms and conditions set forth herein.
,

2. CPC's motion for reconsideration of our Prehearing Conference

Order dated May 5, 1081 (concerning use of backfitting procedures in the

OL seismic review) is denied.

3. Requirements imposed by LRP-82-35 are continued in effect,

pending further Order of this Board.

4. Jurisdiction is retained, pending issuance of a final Initial

Decision in the OM proceeding, to entertain new information arising from

the Dow-CPC litigation and sionificantly affecting issues covered by

this Partial Initial Decision.

5. CPC's September 10, 1984 proposal,-to the extent that it

asserts that no further hearings be held at this time and that CPC file

an additional report on the status of the pro.iect in six months, is

granted; with the understandino that we be informed.promptly of any

'significant developments (including but not limited _ to plans or

proposals for the restart of construction). The foregoing project

status report should he filed on or before April 1, 1085. Parties may

respond within 10 days of service (15 days _for the Staff). The Board's

.
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ruling on CPC's proposal that its current obligation to forward audit

and nonconformance reports to the Board and parties be discontinued is

deferred, pending our receipt and evaluation of a further report in
early 1985 on this cuestion. (In the interim, CPC need furnish the

Board only one copy of such audit and nonconformance reports.)

6. In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 99 P 670, 2.762, P.76d, P.785,

and 2.786, this Partial Initial Decision shall become effective

immediately and will constitute, with respect to the matters resolved

herein (and subject to the limitations set forth herein), the final

decision of the Commission thirty (30) days after issuance hereof,

subject to any review pursuant to the above-cited Rules of Practice.

Any party may take an appeal from this decision by filing a Notice of

Appeal within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial

Decision. Each appellant must file a brief supporting its position on

appeal within thirty (30) days after filing its Notice of Appeal (forty

(40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within thirty (30) days after

the period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all

appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a party who is

not an appellant may file a brief in support of, or in opposition to,

any such appeal (s). A responding party shall file a single, responsive

brief only, regardless of the number of appellants' briefs filed. (See

10 C.F.R. ! 2.762 (1984).).

.
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APPENDIX A

Soils-related Contentions

Following is the text of the Intervenors' contentions which have

been at issue.in the soils-related hearings. These contentions include

both those raising technical design issues (some of which are resolved

in this Decision) and those involving QA/ managerial attitude issues (not,

resolved by this Decision).

I. OM Contentions of Barbara Stamiris (from Appendix to Prehearing
Conference Order dated October 24, 1980, as modified by Stamiris
Answers to Applicant's interrogatories, dated April 20, 1981;
Contentions 6 and 7 from LBP-84-20, 19 NRC 1285, 1287 (1984)):

1. Consumers Power Company statements and responses to NRC
regarding soil settlement issues reflect a less than complete
and candid dedication to providing inforn.ation relevant to
health and safety standards with respect to resolving the soil
settlement problems, as seen in:

a) the material false statement in the FSAR (Order of
Modification, Appendix B);

b) the failure to provide infonnation resolving geologic
classification of the site which is pertinent to the
seismic design input on soil settlement issues (Responses
to FSAR Questions 361.4, 361.5, 361.7 and 362.9);

d) the failure to provide adequate acceptance criteria for
remedial actions in response to 10 CFR 9 50.54(f)
requests (as set forth in part II of the Order of

,

| Modification);
( and this managerial attitude necessitates stricter than usual
,

regulatory supervision (ALAB-106) to assure appropriate!

implementation of the remedial steps required by the Order
: Modifying Construction Permits, dated December 6,1979.
,

! 2. Ccasumers Power Company's financial and time schedule
i pressures have directly and adversely affected resolution of

soil settlement issues, which constitutes a compromise of
.

applicable health and safety regulations as demonstrated by:
!

a) the admission (in response to 9 50.54(f) question #1
requesting identification of deficiencies which con-
tributed to soil settlement problems) that the FSAR was

:

[
,

l
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submitted early due to forecasted OL intervention, before
some of the material required to be included was
available; *

b)- the choice of remedial actions,being based in part on
expediency, as noted in Consumers Power Company con-
sultant R. B. Peck's statement of 8-10-79;

c) the practice of substituting materials for those
originally specified for "comercial reasons" (NCR QF203)
or expediency, as in the use of concrete in electrical
' duct banks (p. ?3 Keppler Report) [ March .?2,1979 Keppler
Investigation Report conducted by Region III,
Dec. 78-Jan. 79];

'd) continued work on the diesel generator building while
unresolved. safety issues existed, which precluded
thorough consideration of Option 2' Removal- and
Replacement Plan; and

e) (withdrawn by-letter dated June 1,1981)

3. Consumers Power Company has not implemented its Ouality
Assurance Program regarding soil settlement issues according
to '10 CFR- Part 50,' Appendix B regulations, and this represents

~

.a repeated. pattern of quality assurance deficiency reflecting
a managerial attitude inconsistent.with. implementation of
Quality Assurance Regulations with respect to soil settlement
problems, since reasonable assurance was-given in past cases
(ALAB-147, ALAB-106 and LBP-74-71) that: proper quality
assurance would ensue and it has not.

The Quality Assurance deficiencies regarding soil settlement'
~

. include;

a) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix'B,-Criteria III, V, X and XVI as
set forth in the Order of Modification;

b)- '10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, additional criteria denoted
by roman numerals _ below:

'

I. The, Applicant' has failed to assume. responsibility,

for_ execution of the OA. program thrc;;;i its failure
to verify _ and review FSAR statements (pp. 6-8 and
p. 21, Keppler Report) and through its reliance on
final. test results not in accordance-with specified
requirements -(p.16, Keppler Report);

,

A-2
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II. The QA program was not carried out according to
written policies, procedures and instructions, in
that oral directions were relied upon and repeated
deviations from policies occurred regarding
compaction procedures (p. 9-14, Keppler Report);

VII. Control of purchased material has not been
maintained, in that examination and testing of
backfill materials did not occur in accordance with
regulations (NCR QF29, NCR QF147);

IX. Control of non-destructive testing was not ac-
complished by qualified personnel using qualified
procedures regarding

a) noisture control (Keppler Re? ort p. 14-16; OA
Request SD40, NCR QFS52, 17E, 174 and 199);

b) compaction prcedures (Keppler Report, p. 9;
NCR OFS 68, 170 and 130); and

c) plant fill work (pp. 24 and 25, Keppler
Report);

XI. Test programs did not incorporate requirements and
acceptance limits adequately in the areas referenced
in a, b and c above, and do not meet these require-
ments regarding soil settlement remedial actions;

XIII. Measures were not adeouately established to prevent
damage or deterioration of material regarding frost
effects on compacted fill (pp. 16 and 17, Keppler
Report);

XV. Measures were not taken to control non-confoming
material in order to prevent the inadvertent use
(NCR QF29 and QF127);

L c) the settlement of the Administration Building in 1977
.

should have served as a quality indicator, preventing the
! same inadequate procedures from occurring in the 1978

construction of the diesel generator building causing its
eventual settlement.

4 Consumers Power Company performed and proposed remedial
actions regarding soils settlement that are inadequate as
presented because:

A. Preloading of the diesel generator building

A-3
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,

1) does not change the composition of the improper
soils to meet the original PSAR specifications;

2) does not preclude an unacceptable degree of further
differential settlement of diesel generator
building;

3) does not allow proper evaluation of compaction
procedures because of unknown locations of
cohesionless soil pockets;

4) may-adversely affect underlying piping, conduits or
nearby structures; and

5) yields effects not scientifically isolated from the
effects of a rise in cooling water and therefore not
measured properly;

B. Slope stability of cooling pond dikes is not assured
because they were built with the same improper soils and
procedures [as the soils foundation for the DGB) (NCR
QF172);

~C. Remedial soil settlement actions are not based on ade-
quate evaluation of dynamic responses regarding de-
watering effects, differential soil settlement, and
seismic effects for these structures:

a. Auxiliary Building Electrical Penetration Areas and
Feedwater Isolation Valve Pits

b. Service Water Intake Building [ sic) and its
Retaining Walls

c. Borated Water Storage Tanks

d. Diesel Fuel Oil Storage , Tanks

e. Diesel Ganer stor Building

f. Related U.1derground Piping and Conduit.

D. Permanent dewatering

1) would change the water table, soil and seismic
characteristics of the dewatered site from their
originally approved PSAR characteristics --

A-4
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characteristics on which the safety and integrity of
the plant were based, thereby necessitating a
reevaluation of these characteristics for affected
Category I structures;

2) may cause an unacceptable degree of further set-
tiement in safety related structures due to the
anticipated drawdown effect;

3) to the exter.t subject to failure or degradation
would allow inadequate time in which to initiate
shutdown, thereby necessitating reassessment of
these times.

Therefore, unless all the issues set forth in this
contention are adequate',y resolved, the licensee actions
in question should not be considered an acceptable
remediation of soil settlement problems.

5. [ withdrawn by letter dated June 1, 1981]

6. Consumers misrepresented its time schedule for completion of
the Midland plants to the NRC, including the NRC Staff and
this Licensing Board. See paragraphs 20,37,39-48[of

1initial Dow complaint against CPC, dated July 14, 1983..

7. Consumers used and relied on U.S. Testing test results to
. fulfill NRC regulatory requirements while knowing that these
test results were invalid. See par. 24, 35 fof initial Dow
complaint].

II. OL Contention 24 of Mary Sinclair (from statenent of contentions
dateo October 31, 1978, as modified in accordance with Special
Prehearing Conference Order dated February 26,1979, at 8):

* * * Serious. questions have been raised concerning the ground
stability of portions of the site [of~the Midland facility).
At least one of the essential buildings of the reactor complex<

[the DGB) is reported sinking, and construction has been
halted on that building. As a result of the serious and
unresolved questions concerning ground stability, the findings
required by 10 C.F.R. 66 50.57(a)(3)m and 50.57(a)(6) cannot
be made.

III. OL Contention 2 of Wendell H. Marshall (from supplemental statement
of contentions dated October 31, 1978, as clarified by Special
Prehearing Conference Order dated February 26,1979, at 21):

\-5
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Present geological conditions, according to newspaper
accounts, is causing the settling of the [ diesel] generator
building at the Nuclear Power Plant site.

IV. OM Contentions of Sharon K. Warren (from Appendix to Prehearing
Conference Order dated October 24,1980):

1. The composition of the fill soil used to prepare the site of
the Midland Plant - Units 1 and ? is not of sufficient quality
to assure that pre-loading techniques have permanently cor-
rected soil settlement problems. The NRC has indicated that
random fill dirt was used for backfill. The components of
random fill can include loose rock, broken concrete, sand,
silt, ashes, etc. all of which cannot be compacted through
pre-loading procedures.

2. A. Because of the known seepage of water from the cooling
pond into-the fill soils in the power block area,
permanent dewatering procedures being proposed by
Consumers Power Company are inadequate, particularly in
the event of increased water seepage, flooding, failuce
of pumping systems and power outages. Under these
conditions, Consumers cannot provide reasonable assurance
that stated maximum levels can be maintained.

B. Given the facts alleged in Contention 2.A. and con-
sidering also that the Saginaw Valley is built upon
centuries of silt deporits, these highly permeable soils
which underlie, in part, the diesel generator building
and other class I structures may be adversely affected by
increased water levels producing liquefaction of these
soils. The following will also be affected:

1) borated water tanks

2) diesel fuel oil tanks.

3. Pre-loading procedures undertaken by Consumers Power have
induced stresses on the diesel generating building structure
and have reduced the ability of this structure to perform its
essential functions under that stress. Those' remedial actions
that have been taken have produced uneven settlement and
caused inordinate stress on the structure and circulating
water lines, fuel oil lines, and electrical conduit.

A-6
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APPENDIX 8
,

List of Exhibits
fdmitted*

Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

CPC Exhibits

1 Handwritten Tabulation,
re: 0A, OC and manual
personnel on site

1516 15]Pbetween I?/75 and 7/81 --

P Letter, Keppler to Cook,
re: 18E 80-10/11 re:
7ack (HVAC) allegations 1/12/81 1644 1647

3 Letter, Cook to Stel10, re:
CPC Response to Zack non-
compliance allegations 1/30/81 1644 1647

4 . Letter, Cherry to Veppler, re:
CPC withholding info from NRC
and allegations re: resident-
inspector 11/20/78 2027 2043

5 Letter, Keppler to Cherry, re:
Response to 11/20/78 letter
.(with attachments) 12/14/81 2029 2043

6 Letter, Keppler to Cook, re:
18E 80-35/36 re: SALP 12/18/80 2037 2043

7 Memo, Hood to File, re:
8/16/79 internal meeting on
status of soils settlement 8/24/79 2691 2696

8 Draft notes (typed), " Trend
2766 2777Analysis", Turnbull --

9 " Discussion copy, Sumary of
Meeting on Trend Analysis,"
by D.R. Keating, re: meeting
of 4/10/81 4/20/81 2768 2777

'

10 Handwritten notes (4 pp.),
re: Trending (4/10/81
meeting) post 4/10/81 .2770 2777

t,

-.
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
CPC Exhibits Cont'd

11 Memo, Turnbull to Bird,
Marguglio, Dietrich, re:
Trend Program Phase III F/19/81 2772 2777

12 ftPQA Site Operating Manual,
re: Trend Analysis Phase III o/16/81 2774 2777

13 MP0AD Organization Chart 7/13/81 3061 606?

Id Letter, Cook to Keppler, re:
Response to 1/12/81 letter
transmitting ISE 80-32/33 2/9/81 3195 3918

15 "Line Width-Mils," re:
crack sizes 5578 5757--

16 Woodward-Clyde Report (Part
2),re: Aux. Bldg. Test
Results, soil boring and
testing program !n/26/81 5760 577a

17 Letter, Keppler to Cook, re:
payment of $38,000 civil
penalty by CPC 10/13/81 6297 6306

18 Letter..D. Thompson (NRC) to
Howell (CFC), re: payment of
$38,000 civil penalty by CPC 2/3/81 6301 3606

19 Letter, Brunner to Bechhoefer,
re: new MPQAD organization 12/3/P1 6440 6446

20 Organization chart, CPC, re:
PPOAD reorganization 11/23/81 6444 6446

91 Letter, Cook to Keppler and
Denton, re: QA Reorganization
- Enclosures:

(1) OA Topical Report (Chart)
(2) OA Topical Report (Chart)
(3) QA Department Procedure
(4) 0A Chart dated 1/22/82 1/26/82 6919 6922

B-2
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Admitted
Identified (Pejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

CPC Exhibits Cont'd

22 Audit Repcrt 11/?-6/81, CPC,
re: Bechtel CC inspector

-training program I?/14/81 6937 69a0

?3 /udit Report 6/2-7/3/81, CPC,
re: Bechtel OC inspector
traininc, with attachments 7/74/81 6937 6940

24 ~ Letter, l' iller to Board re:
Clarification of testimony of
Marguglio on hold points and
on Admin. Bldg. grade beam
#ailure 2/1/8? 7170 7127

?5 Group of Boring Logs and
Charts, re: Response to Harbour
ovestion on what the rotation
or torsion of BWST Valve pit

7939 7946would be if racking occurred --

86P7 8628
26 Ferdron drawing --

9428 9428
77 Drawing, re: Aux. Bldg. --

9541 9541
-28 Drawing, re: SWPS --

29(R) Drawing, rc: DGB crack
monitoring 12/10/87 11070 11073

30 Report, Matra (NRC), re: DGB
.11196 11128Structural Reanalysis --

31 Calculation sheet, Bechtel, re:
OBS-4. 5/19/82 1175? 11752

i

32 Savage Deposition, re: steam
generator tubes 3/2F/83 11411

Relevant portions
. designated in Appli-
cant's letter to the
Licensing Board, dated
4/1?/83, and in the NPC
Staff's letter to the
Licensing Board, dated
5/13/83
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Admitted
Identified (Pejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
CPC Exhibits Cont'd |

33 Report, S&W, re: Independent
Assessment of Underpinning:

*

90 day report 4/83 15581 17344

34 Resume, J.K. Miesenheimer 9/9/8? 15589 19636

35 Graph, by L.Sucharski, R.III,
Noncompliances for Reg. III
construction sites, 1980-
present 4/13/83 16231 16285

36 Memo, Smith (Bechtel QC) to
CQCE, re: OC position on in-
spections and documentation of
deficiencies: recommend use of
IPINs and/or NCRs 11/19/82 16?67 18711

37 Letter, Curland to Smith
(Bechtel QC), re: elimination
of use of IPINs 12/2/82 16275 18711

38 Letter, Wells to Rutgers, re:
Elimination of use of IPINs 1/96/83 16?PO 18711

39 Drawing from Palo Verde FSAR, Not inFig. 2.5-76, Amend 7 !63M evidence--

40 Drawing from Byron /Braidwood Not in
FSAR, Fig. 3.8-45 10400 evidence--

41 4 pp. from South Texas FSAR 16401 Not in--

evidence

42 50.54(f) Response, CPC, re: Q1 Not in
and Q23 (portions) 16415 evidence--

43 Portion of Monticello FSAR 7/2/69 16435 Not in
evidence

44 Letter, D.B. Miller to NRC/-
Harrison, re: Revision 6 to
MPOP-1 5/6/83 16978 17013

45 ' Notes, Weil, re: April 6, 1982
interview with Landsman; in-
cludes Landsman's notes 4/6/82 17716 17959

B-4
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Admitted
Identified (Pejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

CPC Exhibits Cont'd

46 Organization Chart,
MPOAD (Wells) 18015 18024--

47 Memo by Herzer (Bechtel),
re: Clarify MPQAD's assumption

18070 18024of Oc tasks --

48 Letter, CPC to NRC, re: CCP 6/10/83 18021 18024

49 Letter, Cook to NRC, re:
Additional info requested on
response to violation notice 6/24/83 18922 18926

50 QA doc / report, Don Hiller to
Harrison /NRC, re: " Evaluation of
Pressures in Lines of Grouting
Equipment-Crack Repair BWST
Foundations" 5/12/83 1918a 19184

51 Letter, Cook to Keppler, re:
amended response to NRC
Region III letter dated
5/23/83 7/12/83 19458 19459

52 Memo, Meisenheimer to MP0AD
Soils, re: Discontinuing IPIN.

usage in soils area 12/13/82 19637 19639

53 Oral communication record,
Meisenheimer, re: NRC call re
update Region III on IPINs
used for soil work 7/11/83 19650 19651

| 54 Pemo w/ attachments, re: List
of materials re withdrawal'

slips to release materials 2/20/82 &
to craftsman 2/21/82 19793 19795

!

55 Daily time reports for
electricians 2/21/82 19796 19802

56 Bechtel Inter-0ffice Memo,
Fisher to L.E. Davis, re:

L underpinning instrumentation 2/11/82 19984 19987

|
|
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

CPC Exhibits Cont'd

57 Pages from Fidland FSAR, re:
Midland's foundation design
for Aux. Bldg. revisions 41, (Not
18, 21, 47, 44 2/79-12/82 70282 offered)

58 Letter w/ attachments, Mooney
to Harrison /NRC, re: CPC
written response to NPC
questions re: drilling in soil
near SWPS, in Q Concrete and
S8W report No. 41 7/15/P3 20310 2031?

59 Handwritten notes, by Walker
(fr. conversations w/ 7/IP/83-
J.Donnell) 7/15/83 21425 21494

,

60 5 figures of Utility Crossings
at freeze wall 21705 22053--

61 Letter, Food, NRC to CPC, re:
Telecon Summary of 12/21/81
conversation re: freeze wall
effects 1/5/82 21691 21952

62 Handwritten notes, Weil, re:
interview w/ Landsman 1/18/83 21899 21952

63 Chronology of events for
Pit #4 (deep Q) et al. 21960 22428--

64 Handwritten notes 4/30/82- (Rejected)
re: deep Q duct bank 1/6/83 22118 22161

65 Handwritten notes of Weil re:
interview w/J. Fisher 7/12/83 22132 22161

66 Handwritten notes of Weil re:
interview w/ Landsman 7/P7/83 22136 22161

67 Letter, Mooney (for Schaub) to
Landsman, re: progress schedule
dated 7/14/8? 7/14/82 22142 22161

8-6
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Admitted
Identified (Re.iected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

CPC Exhibits Cont'd

68 Letter, Schaub to Landsman,
re: progress schedule dated
7/21/82 7/21/82 22142 22161

69 ' Letter, Schaub to Landsman,
re: progress schedule dated
7/28/82 7/?P/82 22142 22161

70 Report fm Applicant re:
measures to protect Seismic (Not
I utilities from freeze- offered)

22149 22150wall activation --

71 Notes, Weil, re: handwritten
notes of telephone conf. w/
Harbour & Bechhoefer 3/16/83 22151 22161

72 ' Handwritten Notes, Weil, re: (Not
NRC interview w/Netzela offered)
(Bechtel) 7/13/83 22379 22390

Holt (Applicant's Witness) Exhibits

1 SSRS Figure 1.2, re:
Proposed Midland SSRS for
original ground surface-
(modified at longer

' periods),5% critically
4540 4540damped --

2 SSRS Figure 7, re: 84th
percentile SSRS for top of
fill material and design
spectrum for Midland, 5%

4540 4540critically damped --

3 Letter, Tedesco to J. Cook,
re: Seismological input for
Midland Site 10/14/80 4540 4540

4 Excerpts from Article in
Bulletin of Seismological Soc.
of America, Food & Neumann,
re: Modified Mercalli
Intensity Scale 1931 4540 4540

B-7
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Admitted
Identified (Re,iected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Holt Exhibits Cont'd

5 Report, Weston Geophysical
to CPC, re: Midland SSRS,
Part I: Response Spectra-
SSE Original Ground Surface 7/81 4540 4540

6 Report, Weston Geophysical
to CPC, re: Midland SSRS,
Addendum to Part I 6/81 4540 4540

7 Report, Weston Geophysical
to CPC, re: Pasis for Pe-
jection of 1966 Parkfield
Earthquake Accelirograms
for use in Midland SSRS 7/81 4540 4540

8 Report, Weston Geophysical
to CPC, re: Midland SSRS,
Part II: Response Spectra
Applicable for the Top of
Plant Fill Material 4/81 4F40 4F40

9 Map, Seismicity of North-
eastern and North Central

4540 4540U.S. and Adjacent Canada --

10 Typed Summary w/ attached
Figs. 1-8, re: Summary of
Applicant's Position with
respect to Hidland SSRS
(including summary of and
figures from Part III Seismic

4551 4551Hazard Analysis) --

11 SSRS Figure 7 (modified)
(Identical to Holt Exh. 2,
except response spectra
modified in low frequency and
to coincide with FSAP design

5117 5118spectrum) --

Applicant / Staff Joint Exhibits

1 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
re: 0A 6/5/81 1171 11FP

B-8
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Applicant / Staff Joint Exhibits Cont'd

2 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
re: Aux. Bldg. 12/1/81 5437 5447

3 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
re: PWST and underground
piping 2/9/82 7162 7164

4 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
9638 9639re: SWPS --

5 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
10613 10616re: DGB --

6 Stipulation (Applicant / Staff),
re: Material False Statement 1/31/83-
in FSAR 2/7/83 11321 11344

NRC Staff Exhibits

1 Letter, Keppler to Cook,
Transmitting I&E 81-12, re:
5/18-22/81 MPQAD assessment 7/13/81 1889 1891

? Letter, Cook to Keppler,
Response to Immediate Action
Letter (IAL) of 5/22/81 re:
Small Bore Piping 7/27/81 3018 3030

3 Letter, Cook to Denton,
Transmitting Woodward-Clyde
Consultants' final report
dated 7/1/81 7/27/81 3491 3491

4 MAC Final Report, re:
QA Audit 5/27/81 3732 3732

5 Earthquake Frequency Map,
(1st Attachment to NUREG CR 1577
One) "An Approach to Seismic

Zonation for Siting Nuclear
Electric Power Generating
Facilities in Eastern U.S." 1980 4773 4775

B-9
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;_ Admitted-
! Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr. 1

NRC Staff Exhibits Cont'd

5 Letter,Tedesco(NRCStaff)
(2nd. to _ Cook, re: . Staff Concurrence

L One) for Construction of Access !

Sha#ts'and Freeze Wall in
Preparation'for Underpinning,

Aux. Bldg. and FIVPs 11/?a/81 5447 5467i

| 6 Letter, Cook to' Denton, ''

transmitting-Seismic Model!
E ' Reports for Aux. Bldg. and

SWPS, and proposed remedial
work for Aux. Bldg. 9/30/81 6065 6069

L 7 SALP Appraisal (NUREG 0834),
L Final Report by NRC-SALP
'

Review Group, re: Licensee
p . Assessments P/81 6169 6aP9

8 . Letter, Keppler to Moseley,
is Transmitting (1) Action Plan 1

resulting from 11/24/80
meeting and (2) Report of
11/24/80-meeting,. including

.
. ,

o
!~

I&E 80-35/36 1/2/81 6166 6170

9 SALP Working Paper re:
.- Midland Assessment 5/81 6170 6173

i

10 SALP Input Memo from Hood (as
Project Manager), re: Midland'
Assessment 3/31/81 6174 6175

11A Computer Printouts, Office of
11B I&E to Wessman, re: Midland '

Non-Compliances for 1979-80 4/?3/81 6177 6179

| _12: _MPOAD Reporting Relationships
(Draft), CPC, re: Midland OA-''

y reorganization as of 11/81: 11/30/81 6707 6711
,

13 Memo, Hood, re: Tel.. Conf.
._ Call 12/8/81 concerning ad--
! ditional temporary dewatering

.

,

'

| ~ wells 12/10/81 6900 6901
|

L

-

!
'

'
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
.

NPC Staff Exhibits Cont'd

14 NUREG-0793: SER, SSER #1,
8714SSEP #2, Errata to SER and -- --

SSER #2

15 SCRE 17, CPC, re: Pipe
Corrosion 3/17/81 8968 8971

16 Figure, Bechtel, re: Settle-
10403 10404ment of DCP post-9/14/79 --

17 FES (NUREG-0537) 7/19/87 12661 1266?

IP Letter, Veppler to CPC,
transmitting IAE 82-03
(Pocunenting nonconformances
with Attachment 10 forms
rather than the required

corrective action forms) 4/7/83 14407 14411

14 Handwritten rote, Sevo, re:
5 items; beaded " Priority
Itemt - Civil" ?/87 14417 14420

P0 Landsman, professional
14517 14518qualifications --

11 Midland Chronology Since 7/81
Fearings (Prepared by JGK in
preparation for hearings) 15486 15dP7--

P2 Letter, Keppler to CPC,
transmitting I&E 82-13, re:
whether misleading info was
given to NRC on 3/10 and 3/12
on installation of under-
pinning instrumentation 1/18/83 174?? 175?9

23 Peck Affidavit & DGB
Dewatering Settlement Report 3/4/83 20587 20587

24 Report, NPC to CPC, re:
*SALP III report with attach-

ments, cover letter (9/16/83 7/1/81-
Keppler to Cook) 3/31/83 20640 2064?

B-11
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
NPC Staff Exhibits Cont'd '

25 Figure, Bechtel, re: Drawing
(Settlement Marker Location
Plan,DGB) 9/15/83 21217 21?17

26 ' Investigative Report, 01, re:
violation of Board Order 6/P/83 21331 21349

27 Investigative Report, 01, re:
violation of Board Order
(minus pp. 4-5 of Att. 4) 9/12/83 2133? P1349

?8 Memo, Keppler to Hayes, re:
Midland NP-Alleged Violation
of Board Order 9/1?/83 21355 21675

29 Memo, Keppler to Hayes, re:
Midland NPS-Alleged Violation .

of Board Order 6/2/83 21356 21951

30 Letter, Purple to Cook, re:
Draft SSER #? on Soils-
Related Issues 7/19/82 22?26 P2228

31 Deposition of John L. Donnell
taken in Las Vegas on 10/15/83 10/15/83 22601 ??607

32- CPC to Stamiris, Applicant's
Responses to Stamiris Inter-
rogatories of 10/11/83.
(Responses to #P1 & 22) 10/?7/83 P2659 ??660

33 Memo, Landsman to Shafer,
re: meeting on 5/20/82 to
discuss deep "Q" duct bank 8/24/82 P2666 22667
(includingaddendum) -

34 Memo, Keppler to Fitzgerald,
Requesting OI investigation
of Board Order violation 8/20/82 22669 ??670

Board Exhibits

la Memo, Keppler to Thornburg,
re: Midland Sumary Report 2/15/79 1866 1875

B-1?
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Board Fxhibits Cont'd

Ib Memo, Fiorelli (NRC), re:
Midland Construction Status
as of 10/1/79 10/18/79 1866 1875

Ic letter, Keppler to Howell,
re: meetings of 2/23/79 and
3/5/79(NPCprelim.in-
vestigation findings and
CPC respnnses) 3/15/79 1868 1875

Id- Memo, Keppler to Thornburg,
re: meetings of 2/23/79 and
3/5/79 between NRC, CPC
and Bechtel 3/12/79 1869 1875

2 3 pages including letter
transmitting PSAR amendment
No. 3 (Dames & Moore report)
to NRC and letter transmitting
report to Bechtel (First 3
pages of Stamiris Exh. 5) 2523 2523--

3 Audit Peport F 77-32, CPC,
re: Soil Placement Records 11/d/77 6530 6530

Stamiris Exhibits

1 Memo, Keeley/T.C.Cooke to
File, re: DGP settlement
meeting 12/4/78 1516 1518

2 Audit Finding Report, Horn 7/9/80 1461 1463
3177
(Entered
Twice)

3 NRC Staff Testimony (Testimony re-
(Gallagher),re: QA Program jected; attach-

Implementation Prior to mentsadmitted)
12/6/79 7/11/81 1770 2479
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Admitted
Identified (Re,iected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

3 (Attachment 1)
Initial 50.50(e) Report,
CPC +o keppler, re: DGP
settlement 9/29/78 2479--

3 (Attachment ?)
18E 78-12, re: DGB
settlement, etc. 11/17/78 2479--

3 (Attachment 3)
-Hood, summary of 12/4/78
meeting, re: Structural
settlements 1/12/79 7479--

3 (Attachment 4)
NRC presentation of

Investigetion Findings of
~ Settlement of DGB and
Plant Area Fill 2/P3/79 7479--

f

3 (Attachment 5)
CPC Discussion of NRC.In-
.spection Facts Resulting
from DGR Investigation 3/9/79 2479--

3 (Attachment 6)
50.54(f) Request Denton to
Howell, re: Plant Fill
Inquiry 3/71/79 2479--

3 (Attachment 7)
18E 78-20, re: DGB settle-

*
ment and adequacy of plant
area fill 3/22/79 2479--

3 (Attachment 8)
.18E 79-06, re: Soil boring
program and plant area fill
settlement monitoring 4/9/79 2479--

3 (Attachment 9)
CPC Response to 50.54(f)

2479Question 1, re: 0A 5/79 rev. --

R-14
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Admitted'

Identified (Rejected)
No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

'Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd'

.

-3 (Attachment 10)
.I&E 79-10, re: Failure to'

properly translate FSAR;

design requirements into
2479specs and procedures 6/6/79 --

3 (Attachment 11)
'

Bechtel Review of US Testing-

Field & Lab Tests on Fill
2479Soils 8/10/79 --

.

3 (Attachment 12)
'I&E 79-19, re: Inadequate .

design control; inadequate QA*

2479personnel qualifications 10/1/79 --

-

3 .(Attachment 13)
Food, summary of 7/18/79

2479' meeting, re: Soil deficiencies' 10/16/79 ---

3 (Attachment 14)
CPC Response to 50.54(f)
Ouestion 23, re: Supplement

. request.for additional soils
2479settlement information 2/81 rev. --

4:

3 (Attachment 15).

NRC to CPC, re: Order
2479-Modifying Construction Pemits 12/6/79 --

3 (Attachment 16)
CPC Answer to Notice.of

2479
'

Hearing 4/16/80 --

3 (Attachment 17)
Frofessional Qualifications

2479
| of Gallagher ----

4 ' Letter, Stamiris to Keppler,-
Attachments: (1)'11/26/73

| "0A Deficiencies";
(2) 4/6/81 Intervenor's!~

~ Answer Oppposing CPC Motion;
(3)7/9/80"PlanningReports";
(4) 8/8/80 "Mgmt. Corrective (Withdrawn)
Action Request." 5/26/81 2192 2196

,

!
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

5 PSAR Amendment No. 3, re: (First three pages
Dames & Moore Report Amendment: admitted as Bd. Exh.
pp. 1, 9, 10, 11, and page 2; other pages to
entitled "NPC Prelim. 8/13/69; remain in ID form)

. Finding 4." 3/15/69 2486 7524

6 Meeting notes, Afifi, re:
Settlements of structures so sth
of the turbine building whici
are founded on till 9/28/78 253? 25?8

7 Bechtel Meeting Notes, B.Dhar,
re: CPC-NRC-Bechtel meeting re:

,DGB and other settlements IP/4/78 2829 2831

8 Notes of 10/18/78 meeting,
Dunnicliff to File re: Status Not in
- DGB Instrumentation 11/1/78 P874 Evidence

8A Map of DGB soil instr.
locations, Attached to (Withdrawn)
Stamiris 8 3436 39?3--

9 10/18/78 Meeting Nntes,
Marshall (Bechtel) to File,
re: Site visit by John Not in
Dunnicliff 10/18/78 2876 Evidence

10 Memo, Marshall (Bechtel) to
Afiff, re: 10/18/78 meeting
and planned DGB surcharge Not in
instrumentation 11/6/78 2885 Evidence

11 Letter, Howell to Keppler,
re: interim 50.55(e)
report on DG8 settlement 11/7/78 2891 289?

12 CPC MCAR Report No. HPL-1,
rc: Part 21 report on pipe
whip restraints 8/11/80 2918 2924

B-16
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Admitted
f Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
)

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

13 Letter, Martinez (Bechtel) to
Keeley, re: 10/?5/78 meeting
on continuation of work
on DGB pending final decision
on remedial measures 11/1/78 32F4 337?

14 Memo, Beloff (Soil & Rock
Instrumentation) to Afifi, re:

Validity of Sondex readings 17/20/79 3255 3266

15 Letter, Peck to Afifi, re:
Confirming 11/6/78 arrival in
Urbana, and question re:
reliability of brine-field
subsidence data in FSAR 10/18/78 3786 3372

16 Handwritten Meeting Notes, (Not
re: Meeting in Champaign 11/6/78 3356 offered)

17 CPC Response to 50.54(f) -

Ouestion 21, re: DGB Preload 4/24/79 3393 3405

18 Memo, Peck to File, re:
12/8/78 consultant meeting
re: DGB surcharge program 12/15/78 3406 34?9

. .

19 Boring Log, re: Hole No. O
at DGB 9/29-30/77 3437 4339

20 Meeting Notes (Early draft),
Afiff to File, re: 10/8/78
Meeting with Hendron re: DGB 10/8/78 4008 4041

21 Meeting Notes (Final draft),
Afift to File, re: 10/8/78 (Withdrawn)
Meeting with Hendron re: DGB 10/8/78 4008 4030

22 Letter, Hendron to Afifi, re:
Summary of 11/7/78 Champaign
meeting 11/17/78 4039 4057

23 Meeting Notes, Swanberg
(Bechtel) to File, re:
Bechtel/CPC/Henaron meeting
re: instrumentation and pre-
loading 11/16/78 4039 4068 -
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Admitted
Identified (Pe.iected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

24 Memo, Peck to File, re: DGB
settlement concerns 11/21/78 4039 4085

25 Meeting Notes, re: 10/?5/79
Ann Arbor meeting w/Bechtel,
CPC, Hendron, Gould 10/25/79 4039 4094

26 Memo, B.H. Peck to File, re:
12/14/78 Meeting w/Bechtel (Not
re: DGB concerns 12/P0/78 4061 offered)

27 Boring Log, re: Hole No. E
at Evaporator and Aux. Boiler
Building 9/29/77 4?o0 4339

78 Letter ("SALP Report"),
Keppler to Cook, re: 11/?4/80,
12/2 and IP/17/P0 mgmt.
meetings: ISE 80-36/37,
reorganized 0A organization 1/8/81 5352 5352

29 Internal Bechtel Report,
Rutgers (Bechtel-Proj. Mgr.)
to Cook, re: MCAR 24 - Final
Report (DGB Settlement) 9/1/81 5353 5353

30 Graphs: (1) Option 1 --
Preloading of DGB soils; (2)
dates of DGB surcharge
application, re: Attach- 5397-99
ments BAE to Stamiris' (Clarified
11/16/81 Request. 4/24/79 5396 5977)

31 Letter, J.G. Bloom to Board,
re: CPC 1/7/82 News Release
re: construction cost in-
creases 1/8/82 7133 7135

32 Memo, Hood, re: Sumary of
1/26/82 telecon re: surcharge
results for BWST foundations 2/5/82 7466 7485

33 Memo, Hood, re: Summary of (Not
1/13/82 meeting on BWST offered)
foundation 2/8/82 7477-78 7485

|
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Admitted
Identified (Pejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

34 Letter, Tedesco to Cook, re:
Request for details of stress
analyses for underground
piping 10/?0/80 7809 7822

35 Memo, Hood, re: Summary of
7/18/79 meeting on soil
deficiencies 10/16/79 7827 7838

36 Report, Bechtel National,
re: Pipe Corrosion 11/2?/79 9390 9392

37 Report, Bechtel Group, re:
Pipe Corrosion 1/26/81 9390 9392

38 Trip Report, Sechtel, re:
Pipe Corrosion 7/27/82 9390 939?

..

39 Letter, D. Miller to Davis,
re: Confirm Verbal Stop Work 4'/?8/82 1159? 11600

40 FSW-22, Bird, re: Stop Work
Order to Mergentime 5/19/R2 11647 11649 .

41 Oral Com. Record, Sevo, re:
Stop Work Order to Kelly
(well drilling) 5/19/82 11715 11715

42 Letter, Bird to Pughes, re:
SCRE 51, Drilling void 5/26/82 11741 11741

43 Activity Hold Order, Bechtel,
re: wells OBS-4 and OBS-1A 5/19/82 1174? 11743

4a List, CPC, re: underground
pipes hit by drilling 2/3/83 11758 11759

(Not
45 Letter, Staff to Wendell offered)

Marshall, re: Dewatering Wells 1?/?3/80 13626 13628

46 Pemo, Burgess (NRC) to Shafer,
re: Draft Monthly Status Report
through Construction Status 12/10/8? 1449? 14492

,
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

47 Letter, Warnick to CPC, re:
Noncompliance items from IAE
82-05 and 82-06 9/2/82 14547 14547

48 Oral Communications Record,
Wells, re: Wells and Shafer
discussion of 0A/QC organization
plan 12/15/82 14E47 14547

49 Memo, Warnick to Novak, re:
Reg. Guide 1 29 Exceptions 10/29/82 14587 14587

50 I&E 83-01, re: Inspection
of 1/11-14/83; Notice of

Violation re: no documentation
of untagged valve 3/4/83 14645 14646

51 Report, Corley to CPC, re:
Site visit to evaluate crack
reported 2/18/83 in roof of (Withdrawn)
FIVP 2/83 14643 14749

52 Letter, S. Poulous (Geo-
technical Engineers) to -

Kane, re: plotting of
data, underpinning 2/3/83 14671 14749

53 CPC memo, J. Cook, re:
Regulatory Interface - CCP 12/9/82 14709 14749

54 NCR, Sc9tel, re: Drilling 2/14/83
into SWP Duct Bank Rev. 3/24/83 147P4 14749

55 SALP Ppt., 7/1/80-6/30/81
(BN 82-46) 5/a/82 14764 14806

56 CPC Response to draft SALP
,

rept. 5/17/82 14781 14806

57 Handwritten notes, Shafer, re:
.

Comments on CPC SALP response 14781 14806--

58 Typed copy of conments on CPC
SALP response, R. Cook 14808 15983--
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Admitted
- Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.
,

Staniris Exhibits Cont'd
'

59 Handwritten notes [ Landsman?),
14R3d 14916' re: 6/21/82 SALP meeting --

60 Memo (includes 9/22/81 memo),
Pirtle to Boyd, re: Supple-

.

mental SALP input from DETI. 10/1/81 14840 14916*

61 Memo, R. Cook to Spessard, re:
SALP III evaluation period 8/6/82 14897 14916

62 Memo, Keppler to DeYoung (IAE),
.,

re: SALP: Zimmer and Midland 4/1/83 14906 14916

:
~

63 Memo, Keppler to Hind and
Warnick, re: SALP: Zimmer.

; and Midland 4/18/83 14910 14916

? 64 Memo (with 9/7/82 draft
letter), Hood,re: Summary

,

of 9/8/82 meeting (Staff &
Mooney) on soils related
QA improvements 9/22/82 14964-65 14976

<

? 65 Memo, Warnick to Keppler, re:
Review of CPC commitments 9/24/82 14980 15093

66 CPC meeting notes, B. Peck,'

re: 11/?3/82 Meeting with NRC 11/24/82 15092 15093j
67 Activities Log, Shafer, re:

,

Chronology of Midland Section 7/82 to
Activities, 7/82 to 3/83 3/83 15091 15093

68 Log (pp. 1-50), Adensam,
,

Handwritten notes, re: (Rejected)
15171 15732various topics, 5/82-4/83 --

69 Draft Letter, CPC to NRC,
,

re: Summarizing discussions
on soils remedial construction 9/10/82 15232 15741-

70 Draft Letter, CPC to NRC,
re: Total 0A implementation 9/10/82 15232 15741

1

a

,
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

71 Draft Letter, NRC (Keppler)
to CPC, re: Responding to
two Sept. 17 letters from
JWC (drafts of which are
Stam. Exh. 69-70) l'ndated 15244 15742

7? Notes (Comments), NRR, re:
Proposed letter from Keppler
(Stam. Exh. 71) 15749 16333--

73 Testimony Draft, re: Last
page of draft of JGK's
10/29/87 testimony 15263 15755--

74 Memo, Hernan (NRC) to Novak,
re: 12/7/82 meeting on Midland
0A Implementation 12/21/82 15281 15756

.75 Memo (w/o enclosures), Hood,
re: Summary of 8/17/82 meeting
on soils-related construction
release 9/7/82 15?9? 15756

'76 OAR F-189, re: IPINs identi-
fying deficiencies relevant to
installation of underpinning
instrumentation; concern about
repetitiveness of deficiencies 7/21/82 15299 15757

77 G.Klinger (IAE), re: Midland
Enforcement Package, general
comments 15334 15758--

78 QAR F-197, re: Duality in-
dicator Graph for period (Not
6/.11-7/15/82 indicating offered)

-potantial adverse trend 8/18/82 15950 17189

79 Handwritten notes, Not in
from 12/7/8P meeting 16006 evidence--

80 Notes / Slide presentation,
re: Goals of QC integration Not in
into MP0AD 16608 evidence--
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stam ris Exhibits Cont'd4

81 Letter, Cook to Denton, re:
Oualification of inspection,
examination and testing, and
audit personnel at Midland 12/3/82 16620 16694

82 Oral Cormunication Record,
Ewert, re: Perfonnance
demonstrations for inspector
qualifications -- schedule
changes ?/24/83 16641 16655

83 Lotter w/PPCI 7220, Bechtel
to Turnbull, re: Soil Stabili- Not in
7ation 8/19/82 16645 evidence

FM itP0A0 Cev%ti.n Request No.
91, re: OC certification
prei.crures 10/25/82 16648 16659

95 CPC Hendcut, re: Indep. 3rd
Party Reviews -- Indep. Design'

Verification -- Construction
?mplamentation Overview --
Soils Remedial Activities.
(Gardner's copy, with his
notes). No Date 16659 16679

86 CPC handout to Caseload
Forecest Panel, re: CCP
Ouality #ctivities, Rein-
spection Scope & Assumptions No Date 16665 16670

87 Phone Log, B. Davis, Reg. III 12/82 D!ot
2/83 16716 offered)

88 Policy Stmt., Selby, Wahl to
CPC & Bechtel Employees, re:
Midland Project Quality Policy 10/2/81 16778 16730

89 Board Notification BN 83-70,
Novak to ASLB, re: Hold Tag
Violation during remedial
underpinning construction 5/24/83 17040 17050
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Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

90 Memo, Hood, re: Summary of
3/10/82 meeting on OA in
remedial foundation work 3/12/82 17187 17188

91 Transmittal QAR F-197 (w/
Trend Graph), Bechtel to CPC
(Portion same as Stamiris 78) 10/4/82 17188 17189

92 IPIN log, re: Shows IPINs
upgraded to NCRs (Spring- 2/12/82-
Sunner 1982, 19 pp.) 10/4/82 1/190 17202

93 Memo, Hood, re: Summary
of 11/5/82 meeting on
Independent Assessment of
Aux. Bldg. Underpinning 11/22/82 17225 17?93

94 I&E Rept. and Notice of (Rejected)
Violation, Nine Mile Point 17642 19759--

95 3 drafts and final cover letter,
Reg. III to CPC, re: Weil in-
vestigation into whether CPC
made misleading statements to (final)
NRC inspectors on 3/10 & 3/12 1/18/83 17528 17FP9

96 Handwritten notes, Weil, re: 5/82-
interviews with R. Black 6/82 17921 17921

97 Report, Novak to ACRS 11/19/82 18157 18a52

98 Bechtel, re: Engineering mark- (Withdrawn)
up of CCP 1/12/83 18306 1845F

99 Handwritten notes, B. Lee to -

D. Miller 18323 18457--

100 Memo, Keeley, re: Bechtel
Design Review. Note: Memo
plus report thru 6 4.4, plus
6 5 (Conclusions) is in 18512
evidence 7/29/82 18356 (Portions)
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No. Description Date, At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

100A Memo, Bechtel to Keeley, re:
Midland IDV (proposed) 5/28/82 18356 18604

101 Peport, TERA, re: IDCV 5/27/83
Program (coverdate) 18359 18461

107 Audit Report, re: Hydro-
static testing 9/20-?9/82 1840? 18461

:

103 OAR F-120 10/13/81 18866 18895

104 NCR #M01-5-27-166 11/16/82 18966 18967

105 Bechtel, Procurement doc. ,
re: Delavel Inc. replacement
of anchor plates for exhaust
silencer with attached QC 1/10/80
inspection record (topsheet) 18991 19530

106 OAR F-341, Johnson to
Meisenheimer, re: S&W's concern
re procedure PSP G-3.2 6/83 19218 19250

1 107 Letter, Cook to Keppler, re:
Fogg Interlock Relays, Auxiliary
Feedwater Sys 7/22/83 19228 19250

108 NCR M01-9-3-170, re: sub-
contractor's supervisory
workers found not qualified 7/11/83 19232 19350

. 109 Bechtel, Audit Report M01-19-3
7 w/att 7/6/83 19238 19250

[ 110 NCR M01-9-3-197, re: (Withdrawn)
' Emergency Diesel Generators 5/28/83 195?6 19531

111 NCR FS0-038, re: 28 IPINs
on temp backfill 1/P8/83 10707 19729

112 Remedial Soils Weekly Schedule
Review Mtg with CPC-
Mergentime-Bechtel, re:
Meeting notes, 3/1?/82 mtg 3/12/82 19884 19891

.
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Admitted
Identified (Reiected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

113 2 pages of handwritten notes,
R. Black to Pam Glass, re:
cable pulling questions undated 19953 19963

114 Remedial Soils Weekly
Schedule Review Meeting, re:
Meeting notes, progress of
remedial soils work 3/5/82 20016 20105

115 Handwritten last page (4) of
draft, re: Bechtel instru-
mentation engineers concerns undated 20100 20105

116 NCR M01-4-3-169, MPQAD, re:
Deficient PQCI 7/11/83 20367 20399

-117 S&W Weekly Report 41, Lucks
to NRC/R. Cook, 6/26 through
7/1/83 7/7/83 20383 20399

118 CPC memo of meeting, Sullivan,
re: CPC-NRC management meeting
on Schedule & Licensing 8/29/80 20989 21075

119 " Nuclear Future" Midland
Daily News, pg. 14, Paul Rau, (Withdrawn)
re: Interview w/Selby 9/22/83 21035 21075

120 Handwritten Notes, Weil, re:
interview w/ Horn 7/13/83 21528 21661

121 Handwritten Notes, Weil, re:
interview w/Sibbold 1/11/83 21532 21661

122 Administrative Guideline
C-11.00 to Revision 0,
Remedial Soils Work Permit
System 6/29/82 21539 21662

123 Remedial Soils Work Pennit Log
for June to August of 1982 6-8/82 21547 21662

124 Bechtel, Meeting Notes:
Remedial Soils Weekly Schedule
Review Meeting 3/5/82 21617 21663
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected)

No, De ription Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd
--

I?5 Bechtel, Meeting Notes:
Remedial Soils Weekly Schedule
Review Meeting 4/23/82 21617 21663 -

126 Rechtel, ??eeting Notes:
- Femedial Soils Weekly Schedule
:

Review Meeting 5/14/82 21621 21663

:

Bechtel, Meeting Notes:127
Remedial Soils Weekly Schedule
Review Meeting 5/21/82 21625 21663

:

128 Letter, Keppler to Cook, re: --

10/11/83 enforcement con- -

ference between NRC & CPC 10/21/83 21657 21664 -

-

: 129 Vheeler to Schaub, Record of -

telephone call re: ASLB/NRC
work authorization 8/2/82 21686 21689 . -_

?
130 Bert Davis' Notes 22012 (Rejected)--

22332
_

131 List, Applicant, re: subjects
discussed w/NRC prior to
enforcement meeting on 8/11/83 8/10/82 22071 2P098 .

132 Notes, Wheeler, re: phone call
with Landsman, 8/3/82 8/3/82 22076 22098

__

-

133 Bechtel, Meeting Notes:
-

Remedial Soils Weekly Schedule
Review Meeting 7/23/82 22081 22098

134 Shift reports, 7/27-30/82 7/27-30/82 22095 22098

135 OI Policy Statements 3/4/83 22244 22333

136 J.Brunner, Handwritten notes (Rejected)

of Brunner's interview w/ Fisher 22269 22337--

137 J.Brunner, Handwritten notes of
-

Netzela interview by Brunner & (Rejected)

Weil 22277 22337--

_

--

.
_

_
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Admitted
Identified (Rejected 1

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Stamiris Exhibits Cont'd

138 Weil, hendwritten notes
of interview w/Schaub on
7/27-28/82 7/27-28/82 22391 ??393

139 Bechtel Daily Report re: deep (Not
0 pit #4 installation 7/23/82 22438 offered)

140 Applicant's responses to
Stamiris Interrogatories 14, ,

'

19(a), 28, and 31 11/27/83 22658 22659

J41 Memo, Keppler to Regien III
files, re: Peeting w'th Selby
& Howell re: need for inde-
pendent audit of mgmt. 10/31/83 22660 22563

/

Sinclair Exhibits

1 Report: Draft Testimony,
Singh, re: DGB & SWPS 11/16/81 10621 10625

2 Letter, Keppler to GAP, re:
Stone & Webster, CCP 4/F/83 15529 15529

(Portiens that
are admitted: see
Tr. 15705-10.)

3 Memo, Shafer to Warnick, re:
Stone & Webster 2/18/83 16116 16363

(Not*
4 Page 6-1 of CP.C #33, S&W offered)90-day Report 1f956 18597-98--

5 Memo, Hood, re: Telephone
Discussions of 1/11-12/83
re: Underpinning Settlement
Readings 1/19/83 18488 18599

6 Handwritten notes, Wells, re:
11/27/82 meeting; 4 pp. 18567 18600--

7- NRC M01-5-3-223, re: Voided
hanger redline drawings
weren't pulled back 7/7/83 19261 19274
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' Admitted
Identified (Pejected)

No. Description Date At Tr. At Tr.

Sinclair Exhibits Cont'd

8 TEPA, Monthly Status Report
#2, 5/28/83 - 6/30/P3 7/15/83 19263 19274

Marshall ("Mapleton") Exhibit

1 Letter, Dept. of Army to (Pejected)
Citizens 6/7/74 3585 3574-75
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APPENDIX C

List of Witnesses Who Presented Prefiled Testimony
r .

Witness Panel Cited As Subject

; Anderson, David R. Anderson, et d., ff. Tr. 12827 water hamer

Bird, Walter R. Dietrict, et al . , ff. Tr. 3059 QA
Bird / Wheeler, Tf. Tr. 11408 NCRs

-

Bird, ff. Tr. 16975 QA

Black, Richard Black, ff. Tr. 19778 underpinning
instrumentation

Boos, Alan J. Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173 BWST

Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490 SWPS

Bradley, John Bradley TT. Tr.12407 fogging & icing
Burke, Edmund M. Burke, et al . , ff. Tr. 5509 remedial measures,

aux. bldg.-

Boos, et d., ff. Tr. 9490 SWPS

Campbell, Robert D. Kennedy / Campbell, ff. Tr. 7343 BWST

Carson, James E. Carson, ff. Tr. 12667 fogging & icing
Chen, W. P. Chen, ff. Tr. 7762 Category I piping
Cook, James W. Cook, ff. Tr. 1693 management attitude

Cook, ff. Tr. 18025 QA

Cook, R. J. Cook, et al., ff. Tr. 11391 QA
Cook, H TT., ff. Tr. 14374 QA

Corley, W. Gene Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509 remedial measures,-

aux. bldg.--

Corley, ff. Tr.11204 SWPS

Corley, ff. Tr.11206 crack repair program

Dietrich, Marion A. Dietrich, et al., ff. Tr. 3059 QA

Donnell, John L. Donnell, fT TF. 22573 10/15/83 deposition

Evans, Donald H. Evans, ff. Tr. 12406 cooling pond

et al . , ff. Tr.1560 Stamiris Cont.1Gallagher, Eugene Hood, EEr7ff. Tr.1754Gallag Stamiris Cont. 3
et al. , ff. Tr. 2530 Stamiris Cont. 2

Hood, K TT. Tr. 8037 Bechtel QC personnelGardneGardner, Ronald N.
et al., ff. Tr. 11391 QA

Cook, R IT., ff. Tr. 14374 QA
Cook, T/GT6 son, ff. Tr.13722Garric Class 9 accidentsGarrick, B. John

Gibson, Louis S. Garrick/Gibson, ff. Tr. 13722 Class 9 accidents
Gilray, John William Gilray, ff. Tr. 3718 QA

Gilray, ff. Tr. 16854 QA, underpinning
et al . , ff. Tr.16859 QA, underpinning

Gilray, E TF.19790 underpinningGlass, fGlass, Pamela S.
instrumentation

,



- .

Witness Panel Cited As Subiect

Gonzales, Raymond O. Gonzales, ff. Tr. 10011 permanent dewatering
system

Gould, James P. Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509 remedial measures,--

aux. bldg.
Boos, et al., ff. Tr. 9490 SWPS

Hadala, Paul F. Hadala, ff. Tr. 5081 ground n'otion
Hanson, Robert D. Boos /Hanson, ff. Tr. 7173 BWST
Harstead, Gunnar Rinaldi, et al., ff. Tr. 11086 structural adequacy,

DGB
Hendren, Alfred, Jr. Hendron, ff. Tr. 3940 dike analysis

Hendron, ff. Tr. 7186 BWST
Hendron, ff. Tr. 8586 bearing capacity,

DGB footings
Hendron, ff. Tr. 8675 seismic shakedownHillman, Cris Hillman/Postlewait, ff. Sinclair Cont. 4

Tr. 13871
Holt, Pichard J. Holt, ff. Tr. 4539 site specific

response spectra
Hood , Da rl S. Hood, ff. Tr. 1097 continued construction

Hood, et al . , ff. Tr.1560 Stamiris Cont. 1
Hood, R aT. , ff. Tr. 2530 Stamiris Cont. ?Hood, E aT., ff. Tr. 5839 remedial underpinning

(CORRCTED TR.) of aux. bldg.
Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 7444 BWST
Chen/Hoo'd ff. Tr. 7762 Category I piping

I Hood, ff. Tr. 12144 loose sands, service
water pipingHowell, Stephen H. Howell, ff. Tr. 280? management attitude

Hulman, L. G. Hulman/Mitchell, ff. Tr. 13441 Sinclair Cont. 13
i

Johnson, Theodore E. Burke, et al., ff. Tr. 5509 remedial measures,--

aux. bldg.

Kane, Joseph Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 2530 Stamiris Cont. 2
Kane, TT.7r. 3484 Stamiris Cont. 4.8.
Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 5839 remedial underpinning

(CORE CTED TR.) of aux, bldg.
Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 7444 BWST
Kane, TT.~Tr. 7444 underground piping
Kane, ff. Tr. 7757 foundation support,

pipingKeeley, Gilbert S. Keeley, ff. Tr. 1163 history of events
Kennedy, Robert P. Kennedy, ff. Tr. 5995 foundation remedial

work
Kennedy / Campbell, ff. Tr. 7343 BWST

Keppler, James G. Keppler, ff. Tr. 1864 QA-soils work &
remedial measures

Keppler, ff. Tr. 15111 OA
Keppler, ff. Tr.15114 OA
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Witness Panel Cited As Subject

Kimball, Jeffrey K. Hood, et al . , ff. Tr.1560 Stamiris Cont. 1
KimbalT W. Tr. 4690 SSE vibratory ground

motion

et al., ff. Tr. 7619 underground pipingLanders, Donald F. Landers, U.7 ff. Tr. 11391Landsman, R. 8. Cook, et OA

Cook, H H ., ff. Tr. 14374 OA

Gilray7el al., ff. Tr. 16859 OA, underpinning
et al., ff. Tr. 7619 underground pipingLewis, Donald F. Landers, 71 E 8868 underground pipingLewis, ff

Marguglio, Benjamin Marguglio, ff. Tr. 1424 programmatic & DA
W. improvements . ,

'

Matra, John Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 6128 Categrory I structures -

Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537 BWST

Rinaldi/et al., ff. Tr. 11086 structural adequacy, DGB
McCracken, Conrad E. McCrackeE W . Tr. 14136 Sinclair Cont. 4
Meisenheimer, James Landers, et al., ff. Tr. 7619 underground piping
Mitchell, Jocelyn Hulman/MiE hHl, ff. Tr. 13441 Sinclair Cont. 13
Mooney, James A. Mooney, ff. Tr. 17017 remedial soils work

Mooney/ Wheeler, ff. Tr. 19983 cable-pulling incident

Paris, William C. Paris, ff. Tr. 9900 dewatering
Peck, Bruce H. Peck, ff. Tr. 18921 notie.e of violation-

DGL inspection
.

Peck, Ralph B. Peck, ff. Tr. 3P11 Stamiri: Cont. 2
Peck, ff. Tr. 10180 surcharge program-DGB

et al., ff. Tr. 19827 water hammerPerry, David T. Anderson, Rlewait, ff.Postlewait, Terry Hillman/Po
Tr. 13871 Sinclair Cont. 4

Poulos, Steve J. Poulos, ff. Tr. 9595 SWPS
-.

Ridgely, John N. Ridgely/Serkiz, ff. Tr. 1?978 water hammer
Rinaldi, Frank Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 2530 Stamiris Cont. 2

RinaldE W. Tr. 5944 auxiliary bldg.

(CORRECTED TR.)
Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 6178 Category I structures
Rinaldi/Matra, ff. Tr. 7537 BWST

et al., ff. Tr. 11086 structural adequacy, DGB
Rinaldi, W.7r.12080 Stamiris Cont. 4.C(a),Rinaldi,

4.C(c)-(f); Warren
Cont. 3

'

Powsome, Frank Rowsome, ff. Tr. 13117 Sinclair Cont.13
Rutgers, John A. Dietrich, et al . , ff. Tr. 3059 OA

Putgers, fT Tr.18035 OA

-.
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[
Witness Panel Cited As Subject

,

'

Savage, A. B. Savage, ff. Tr. 14106 steam tube failure
- Serkiz, Aleck W. Ridgely/Serkiz, ff. Tr. 12928 water hammer

Sha fer, W. D. Cook, et al., ff. Tr. 11391 OA
Cook, IRE aT., ff. Tr. 14374 OA=

Gilray, et al., ff. Tr. 16859 OA, underpinning
Shunmugavel, Boos, et al- ff. Tr. 9490 SWPS

-

Palanichamy ShunmugaveT, ff. Tr. 11997 seismic shakedown,
aux. bldg.m

Shunmugavei, ff. Tr. 12016 duct banksL

-

Singh, Hari Narain Singh, ff. Tr. 3488 dike stability
Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 5839 remedial underpinning

(CORFECTED TR.) of aux b1dg.
,

Hood, et al., ff. Tr. 7444 BWSTc
,: Slade, Gerald B. Anderson, et al . , ff. Tr.12827 water hammer
L- Sozen, Mete Burke, et aT.- ff. Tr. 5509 remedial measures,

--

aux, bldg.
: Sozen, ff. Tr. 10950 structural strenth
i of cracks
!
e Tsai, Steve Y. H. Tsai, ff. Tr. 12663 cooling pond thermal

analysisE

Turnbull, Donald M. Turnbull, ff. Tr. P761 trend analysis program

: Weeks, John R. Weeks, ff. Tr. 9147 corrosion, underground
piping:

? Weidner, Karl Weidner, ff. Tr. 10790 DGB

Wells, Roy A. Jr. Wells, ff. Tr. 18027 OA-

Wheeler, Robert M. Bird / Wheeler, ff. Tr. 11408 NCRs
5 Wheeler, ff. Tr. 18784 OA

- Mooney/ Wheeler, ff. Tr. 19983 cable-pulling incident
Woods, Richard D. Woods, ff. Tr. 9745 liquefaction

J Woods, ff. Tr. 11549 seismic shakedown
!

'i
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